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Preface

The Royal Commission

The Letters Patent provided to the Royal Commission require that it ‘inquire into institutional 
responses to allegations and incidents of child sexual abuse and related matters’. 

In carrying out this task, we are directed to focus on systemic issues but be informed by an 
understanding of individual cases. The Royal Commission must make findings and recommendations 
to better protect children against sexual abuse and alleviate the impact of abuse on children when  
it occurs. 

For a copy of the Letters Patent, see Appendix A.

Public hearings

A Royal Commission commonly does its work through public hearings. A public hearing follows 
intensive investigation, research and preparation by Royal Commission staff and Counsel Assisting 
the Royal Commission. Although it may only occupy a limited number of days of hearing time, the 
preparatory work required by Royal Commission staff and by parties with an interest in the public 
hearing can be very significant. 

The Royal Commission is aware that sexual abuse of children has occurred in many institutions, all of 
which could be investigated in a public hearing.  However, if the Royal Commission were to attempt 
that task, a great many resources would need to be applied over an indeterminate, but lengthy, 
period of time. For this reason the Commissioners have accepted criteria by which Senior Counsel 
Assisting will identify appropriate matters for a public hearing and bring them forward as individual 
‘case studies’. 

The decision to conduct a case study will be informed by whether or not the hearing will advance  
an understanding of systemic issues and provide an opportunity to learn from previous mistakes,  
so that any findings and recommendations for future change which the Royal Commission makes 
will have a secure foundation. In some cases the relevance of the lessons to be learned will be 
confined to the institution the subject of the hearing. In other cases they will have relevance to 
many similar institutions in different parts of Australia.

Public hearings will also be held to assist in understanding the extent of abuse which may have 
occurred in particular institutions or types of institutions. This will enable the Royal Commission 
to understand the way in which various institutions were managed and how they responded to 
allegations of child sexual abuse. Where our investigations identify a significant concentration of 
abuse in one institution, it is likely that the matter will be brought forward to a public hearing. 
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Public hearings will also be held to tell the story of some individuals which will assist in a public 
understanding of the nature of sexual abuse, the circumstances in which it may occur and, most 
importantly, the devastating impact which it can have on some people’s lives. 

A detailed explanation of the rules and conduct of public hearings is available in the Practice Notes 
published on the Royal Commission’s website at:

www.childabuseroyalcommission.gov.au 

Public hearings are streamed live over the internet. 

In reaching findings, the Royal Commission will apply the civil standard of proof which requires 
its ‘reasonable satisfaction’ as to the particular fact in question in accordance with the principles 
discussed by Dixon J in Briginshaw v Briginshaw (1938) 60 CLR 336: 

... it is enough that the affirmative of an allegation is made out to the reasonable 
satisfaction of the tribunal. But reasonable satisfaction is not a state of mind that is attained 
or established independently of the nature and consequence of the fact or facts to be 
proved. The seriousness of an allegation made, the inherent unlikelihood of an occurrence 
of a given description, or the gravity of the consequences flowing from a particular finding 
are considerations which must affect the answer to the question whether the issue has 
been proved to the reasonable satisfaction of the tribunal...the nature of the issue 
necessarily affects the process by which reasonable satisfaction is attained. 

In other words, the more serious the allegation, the higher the degree of probability that is required 
before the Royal Commission can be reasonably satisfied as to the truth of that allegation. 

Private sessions

When the Royal Commission was appointed, it was apparent to the Australian Government that 
many people (possibly thousands) would wish to tell us about their personal history of child sexual 
abuse in an institutional setting. As a result, the Commonwealth Parliament amended the Royal 
Commissions Act 1902 to create a process called a ‘private session’. 

A private session is conducted by one or two Commissioners and is an opportunity for a person 
to tell their story of abuse in a protected and supportive environment. As at 23 October 2015, the 
Royal Commission has held 4,269 private sessions and more than 1,526 people were waiting to 
attend one. Many accounts from these sessions will be recounted in later Royal Commission reports 
in a de-identified form. 
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Research program

The Royal Commission also has an extensive research program. Apart from the information we gain 
in public hearings and private sessions, the program will draw on research by consultants and the 
original work of our own staff. Significant issues will be considered in issues papers and discussed  
at roundtables.
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This case study

The scope and purpose of the hearing was:

• The response of Swimming Australia Ltd to allegations of child sexual abuse against 
Terrence William Buck.

• The response of: 
 ° Swimming Australia
 ° Swimming Queensland
 ° Queensland Academy of Sport

to allegations of child sexual abuse against Scott Volkers.

• The response of the Offices of the Director of Public Prosecutions in Queensland  
and New South Wales to allegations of child sexual abuse against Scott Volkers. 

• The criteria by which Offices of the Director of Public Prosecutions determine whether  
to prosecute allegations of child sexual assault.

• The response of Scone Swimming Club to the convictions of Stephen John Roser for 
indecent assault and for committing acts of indecency against a child. 

• The systems, policies and procedures of Swimming Australia and its member organisations 
for preventing, detecting and responding to sexual abuse and their implementation.

• The response of the Queensland Commissioner for Children and Young People and  
Child Guardian to an application by Scott Volkers for a ‘blue card’.

• Training of legal staff, including prosecutors and liaison officers of the Offices of Director  
of Public Prosecution, in child sexual offending. 

• Any related matters. 
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Executive summary

Scott Volkers’ prosecution

During the 1980s and 1990s, Mr Scott Volkers was a swimming coach at various local swimming 
clubs in Queensland.  

In June 1997, Mr Volkers was appointed Swimming Head Coach at the Queensland Academy of 
Sport (the Academy). He continued in that position until December 2009. 

From 1992 to 2004 Mr Volkers was regularly seconded to, or contracted by, Swimming Australia  
to attend international swimming meets.

Mr Volkers was appointed Swimming Queensland Head Coach in February 2010. 

Mr Volkers continued to work at Swimming Queensland until early 2012. Mr Volkers now works  
as a swimming coach in Brazil.

In August 2001 the Queensland Police Service began an investigation of allegations that Mr Volkers 
had sexually abused some young female swimmers.

On 26 March 2002, Mr Volkers was arrested and charged with five counts of indecent treatment of 
a girl under 16 years of age in relation to two complainants: Ms Kylie Rogers and Ms Simone Boyce. 
His arrest received extensive media coverage. 

In June 2002, Mr Volkers was charged with four additional counts of indecent treatment of a girl 
under 16 years of age in relation to a third complainant: Ms Julie Gilbert. The criminal proceedings 
against him have received considerable public attention. Their outcome has been controversial.

This report examines the decision-making processes within the Queensland and New South Wales 
offices of the Director of Public Prosecutions (ODPP) in determining whether to proceed with 
charges of child sexual abuse against Mr Volkers. It considers:

• The advice of Ms Margaret Cunneen, then a senior Crown Prosecutor with the  
New South Wales ODPP (now Ms Cunneen SC).

• The advice of Mr Nicholas Cowdery QC, who was the then New South Wales  
Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP).

• The decision-making process of the then Queensland DPP, Ms Leanne Clare  
(now Judge Clare).

It is not a function of this Royal Commission to determine whether Ms Clare, Ms Cunneen  
and Mr Cowdery QC reached the correct conclusion on the possible prosecution of Ms Rogers’,  
Ms Boyce’s and Ms Gilbert’s complaints. However, it is necessary to understand the details of the 
advice that Ms Cunneen gave, Mr Cowdery QC’s response to that advice and Ms Clare’s decision-
making process. 
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The Royal Commission is concerned to consider the way the criminal justice system responds to 
allegations of child sexual abuse.

The Royal Commission is undertaking significant work on the operation of the criminal justice 
system in Australia. This includes an examination of the workings of the ODPP in each state in terms 
of the process of decision making and for prosecuting complaints of child sexual assault. We are also 
considering oversight mechanisms that exist for each agency working in this area. 

Allegations of child sexual abuse against Mr Volkers

Kylie Rogers

Mr Volkers coached Ms Rogers from about 1981 until January 1988. 

Ms Rogers told us that she was sexually abused by Mr Volkers on a number of occasions. The abuse 
started in 1985, when she was around 13 or 14 years old, and continued until towards the end of 
1987 or the start of 1988, when she turned 16.

The first time she said that Mr Volkers sexually abused her was at Mr Volkers’ home. 

In about September 1986, Mr Volkers drove Ms Rogers to swimming training. Ms Rogers had only 
been in the car for a short period of time when Mr Volkers started rubbing her right leg. She said 
that he then moved his hand towards her vagina, which he rubbed on the outside of her swimmers. 
Ms Rogers said Mr Volkers rubbed her in this way approximately once a week over the next one to 
two years. 

Ms Rogers has had ongoing physical and mental health problems, including depression and anxiety. 
She has problems with relationships and employment in the past and presently and she expects to 
continue to experience these difficulties in the future.

Simone Boyce

Mr Volkers coached Ms Boyce from 1985 until about 1989.

Ms Boyce told us that she was sexually abused by Mr Volkers on one occasion in the summer of 
1987–1988, when she was 12 years old. 

Ms Boyce did not tell anyone about the abuse at the time. It was not until 1995 that she told her 
mother that Mr Volkers had sexually abused her. She told her general practitioner, Dr Margaret 
Cotter, at about the same time. 
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Ms Boyce told the Royal Commission that, given how well regarded Mr Volkers was in the swimming 
community, she believed that, if she was to have any future in competitive swimming, she could not 
complain and that no-one would believe her. 

She said that as a result of the abuse she has suffered low self-esteem and depression and she has 
attempted to commit suicide on a number of occasions. She has also felt ashamed of her body. She 
said that the abuse has impacted upon her relationship with children and resulted in a history of 
bad relationships with men.

Julie Gilbert

Mr Volkers coached Ms Gilbert from about 1982 to 1986.

Ms Gilbert told the Royal Commission that between the ages of 13 and 14 she was sexually abused 
by Mr Volkers on a number of occasions. She gave evidence of the abuse occurring in a massage 
room and on another occasion in a caravan, where Mr Volkers lived.

In the caravan, Mr Volkers started massaging her back and legs, eventually moving up under her 
shorts, lifting her togs up and rubbing her vagina with his hands. She said that, although she did 
not understand the sensation at the time, when she was older she realised she believed she had 
experienced an orgasm from Mr Volkers rubbing her clitoris and vulva. 

In 1996, when she was 25, Ms Gilbert attended a seminar about becoming a swimming coach. 
Mr Volkers presented at the seminar. She subsequently participated in one coaching accreditation 
session with Mr Volkers. Ms Gilbert explained that she decided to do the accreditation with  
Mr Volkers because she did not know any other coaches and because, at that stage, she believes  
she did not have a complete understanding of the effects of the sexual abuse on her. After one 
session, she was unable to continue and ceased contact with Mr Volkers.

As a result of the abuse, Ms Gilbert developed an eating disorder. In 2004, she received care from  
a psychiatrist. 

Police investigation and Mr Volkers’ arrest

The Queensland Police Service commenced an investigation of Mr Volkers in August 2001. He was 
arrested on 26 March 2002 over the allegations of sexual abuse against Ms Boyce and Ms Rogers 
and later against Ms Gilbert.
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The committal hearing

A committal hearing was held in the Brisbane Magistrates Court on 25 July 2002. A committal 
hearing is a pre-trial process to determine if there is sufficient evidence for a person charged with  
a serious offence to be required to stand trial.

Ms Rogers, Ms Boyce and Ms Gilbert gave evidence at the committal hearing and their accounts of 
events were consistent with the evidence they gave to the Royal Commission. Mr Volkers did not 
give evidence at the committal hearing.

Mr Volkers was committed to stand trial on seven counts of indecent treatment of a girl under 16. 
He entered a plea of not guilty on all seven counts.

Queensland DPP decision to discontinue the proceedings

The then Queensland DPP, Ms Clare, discontinued the prosecution of Mr Volkers by deciding to 
enter a ‘no true bill’ on 18 September 2002. She did so after Mr Volkers’ lawyers provided her with 
statements that supported Mr Volkers’ denials. The discontinuance did not amount to an acquittal. 
Ms Clare has since been appointed a judge of the District Court.

No document signed by Ms Clare indicating her reasons for deciding to enter a no true bill was 
produced to the Royal Commission from the ODPP file. Various documents prepared after the 
decision had been made suggest reasons for discontinuing the prosecution. 

The DPP’s decision to drop the charges ‘received extensive media coverage’. The Crime and 
Misconduct Commission (CMC) investigated the reasons for dropping them.

Crime and Misconduct Commission report on DPP’s decision

The CMC published its report in March 2003 and was critical of the ODPP. It found that  
‘the process leading to the decision not to continue with the prosecution of any of the charges 
against Mr Volkers was unsatisfactory’. The CMC highlighted that ‘this was reflected in the fact that 
there is room for doubt about the principal reasons that motivated the decision’.

The CMC said that Ms Clare ‘was never consulted’ about the charge discontinuance form and  
‘made no contribution to it, did not read it and did not sign it’. The CMC report stated that ordinarily 
the DPP would complete a second form recording the basis for the decision to discontinue the 
prosecution. The CMC said that in this case the second form was not completed.1

The CMC also found that the decision to accept the statements from Mr Volkers’ lawyers ‘proffered 
with a view to persuading him that the charges could not be upheld, on the basis that use of the 
statements was restricted, was a mistake’. 
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The CMC was critical of the evidence that Ms Clare provided on some of the key issues of  
Ms Gilbert’s case. The criticisms were mainly focused on inconsistencies between the evidence  
Ms Clare gave in her interview with the CMC and her written submission. 

The CMC identified a number of other mistakes that the ODPP made that it described as being of 
‘lesser importance’. These all related to Ms Gilbert’s allegations, which the CMC said were ‘the most 
serious’ of the three complaints. One of these mistakes was that the ODPP gave too little attention 
to the possibility that Ms Gilbert might simply be believed by a jury. 

ODPP considers new evidence against Mr Volkers

In December 2002, the Queensland Police Service, of its own initiative, reopened investigations  
of the allegations against Mr Volkers. New evidence was obtained on each of the complainants. 

The ODPP considered the new evidence. 

ODPP seeks advice from Mr Cowdery QC

On 19 December 2003 Ms Clare, the Queensland DPP, wrote to Mr Nicholas Cowdery QC, the then 
New South Wales DPP, seeking his advice as to whether: 

1. there was sufficient new evidence to justify recharging Mr Volkers on any of the  
original allegations 

2. there were reasonable prospects of convictions for any new allegations.

The letter then set out the reasons for discontinuing the original charges in relation to the  
three complainants.

With regard to Ms Rogers’ complaints, Ms Clare noted that, although a complaint was made within 
‘a limited time’ of the incident and there was potential corroboration, Ms Rogers’ longstanding 
psychiatric history ‘presented a serious problem for her reliability if not her competency’. It would 
be necessary to also prove that Ms Rogers was under 16 years of age at the time or did not consent. 
Ms Clare stated that another swimmer alleged that she had been touched by Mr Volkers in his 
car in similar circumstances when she was over 16 years old. Ms Clare said this ‘strengthened the 
possibility that the incident took place after [Ms Rogers] had turned 16’. Finally, she noted that  
Ms Rogers denied previous intimate contact when she spoke to the psychologist just after her  
16th birthday.
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With regard to Ms Boyce’s complaints, Ms Clare noted that:

1. It was a single uncorroborated charge of low-level conduct.
2. Ms Boyce did not make a complaint until many years later.
3. The jury would be given a warning that it is necessary to scrutinise the complainant’s 

evidence with great care given the extensive delay between the offence and the trial.
4. ‘[I]n the unlikely event of a conviction, the punishment would be nominal’.

With regard to Ms Gilbert’s complaint, Ms Clare noted that the offence ‘[endured] for a substantial 
period of time’ in an area that was ‘accessible to anyone in the swimming complex’. She stated 
that these two features, coupled with the ‘overly sexual nature of the allegation’, created ‘a serious 
question about the plausibility of the risk said to be undertaken by Mr Volkers’. She also noted the 
‘lengthy delay in complaint and the absence of any supportive evidence’. She also extracted part of 
the CMC report that criticised the close link that had been drawn between these issues of credibility 
and assessment of the charges relating to incidents in the caravan.

Mr Cowdery QC seeks advice from Ms Cunneen

In early 2004, Mr Cowdery QC, the then New South Wales DPP, asked Ms Cunneen (now  
Ms Cunneen SC), Deputy Senior Crown Prosecutor with the New South Wales ODPP,  
to advise him on the questions that Ms Clare, the Queensland DPP, posed in her letter.

This was the first occasion that Ms Clare had formally requested advice from Mr Cowdery QC or, 
indeed, from any DPP of another state or territory. Mr Cowdery QC confirmed that Ms Clare’s 
request was unusual. 

Judge Clare stated she ‘anticipated an advice setting out reasons’ and Mr Cowdery QC’s conclusion.

Mr Cowdery QC understood Ms Cunneen’s advice would use a degree of ‘shorthand’.  
Although this concept was not explained, we were given the impression that it was not unusual 
for advices to the Director to employ ‘some form of shorthand’. If this means that fundamental 
principles such as the burden and standard of proof will be assumed, we have no concerns. 
However, if it means that relevant evidence may not be identified and an opinion not offered as to 
the likely weight that evidence will have in the minds of the jury, there are some real difficulties. 
Considering the strengths and weaknesses of any matter is fundamental to providing advice,  
as Ms Cunneen acknowledged.

Ms Cunneen’s advice

Ms Cunneen concluded ‘that there is nothing which justifies the recharging of [Mr] Volkers in 
respect of the original allegations and no reasonable prospects of conviction in respect of any  
new allegations’.
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Although she was not asked for this opinion, she also said that she was ‘of the view that the  
decision of the DPP (Qld) not to proceed with the prosecution of [Mr] Volkers on any matter  
was a correct one’.

As Mr Cowdery QC and Ms Clare were unable to produce any written reasons for their decisions, 
the Royal Commission is necessarily limited to a discussion only of the evidence they gave the Royal 
Commission.

Ms Rogers’ complaint

Ms Cunneen’s opinion was that ‘Ms Rogers’ psychiatric history and false allegations about members 
of her family would be fatal to her credibility. These charges have no prospect of resulting in 
convictions’. The advice stated that ‘[Ms] Rogers’ medical file contains material which is enormously 
damaging to her credibility’. The advice also stated a ‘further difficulty’ was that ‘some evidence 
suggests that the incident in the car may well have occurred after [Ms] Rogers turned 16’.

The committing magistrate found Ms Rogers to be a sufficiently credible witness as to justify 
a decision to commit Mr Volkers for trial. He had the opportunity of observing Ms Rogers give 
evidence, including under cross-examination. Ms Cunneen stated in her advice that Mr Volkers had 
been committed to trial.  She did not refer to the magistrate’s assessment of Ms Rogers’ credibility 
and the weight she gave to his assessment.

Ms Boyce’s complaint

Ms Cunneen’s conclusion was that there was no prospect of conviction in relation to Ms Boyce.  
Her reasons were:

largely due to the relative triviality of the offence alleged and the length of time (over 16 
years) since it happened. It must be borne in mind also that Mr Volkers is in a position to 
call an endless parade of women who were coached by him at the same time who will say 
that he did not so behave towards them.

Ms Cunneen’s advice referred to new evidence from Dr Cotter, Ms Boyce’s general practitioner,  
and concluded:

Dr Margaret Cotter’s new statement ventures the opinion that the major triggering factor 
for the major depression for which she has been treating Boyce since September 2001 was 
the inappropriate conduct of a sexual nature, towards her, by Scott Volkers … Dr Cotter’s 
hypothesis seems, in view of the trivial nature (relative to the nature and duration of most 
sexual assaults which come before the courts) of the allegation, almost fanciful.  …
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Two months before her complaint to Police Ms Boyce commenced medical treatment for 
‘major depression’… The illness and its alleged cause, would give rise to substantial attack 
on the credibility of [the complainant and her doctor] …

It is difficult for us to accept that if other health professionals had been called they would not 
have confirmed Dr Cotter’s opinion. Dr Cotter’s opinion is common amongst health professionals 
who work with people who were sexually abused as children. In these circumstances, Dr Cotter’s 
professional opinion could not fairly be described as ‘almost fanciful’.

The committing magistrate found Ms Boyce to be a sufficiently credible witness as to justify 
a decision to commit Mr Volkers for trial. He had the opportunity of observing Ms Boyce give 
evidence, including under cross-examination. Ms Cunneen stated in her advice that Mr Volkers had 
been committed to trial. She did not refer to the magistrate’s assessment of Ms Boyce’s credibility  
or the weight to be given to his assessment.

Ms Cunneen did not record in her advice any strengths of the prosecution case. 

Ms Gilbert’s complaint

Ms Cunneen concluded that Ms Gilbert’s complaints had no prospect of conviction. Her reasons 
included ‘the trivial nature’ of each of the allegations other than the caravan incident, ‘the inherent 
unlikelihood of the central feature’ of the caravan incident ‘and the damage to the credibility  
of the complainant by the witness [AEH] and her return to Mr Volkers at the age of 26 for  
coaching accreditation’.

In the advice Ms Cunneen wrote:

The trouble with Gilbert’s allegation (iii) is, as I see it, the unlikelihood that a 13 year-old girl 
would have experienced an orgasm while being indecently assaulted. Firstly, one must 
envisage that there would be sufficient manual leverage for Mr Volkers to manipulate the 
clitoris of a girl who had never before had an orgasm while she was wearing two pairs of 
tight nylon swimming costumes and a pair of shorts. Secondly, and this is quite unlike the 
situation that pertains when an adolescent male is assaulted and experiences orgasm as an 
involuntary (and momentarily pleasant) reflex, it is difficult to accept that Gilbert could 
have been feeling sufficiently relaxed for orgasm to ensue. Indeed, she says in the 
paragraph in which she makes the allegation in her statement of 30 April 2002:  
‘I remember feeling scared’. This, it is submitted, is completely inconsistent with the  
mental amenability required for a female to achieve orgasm, particularly for the first time. 
(I interpolate that I have frequently seen occasions where male victims have had an orgasm 
while being sexually assaulted, and the best witnesses among them explain that, while the 
moment of orgasm was pleasurable, the sexual assaults and their contexts were ghastly).  
I have never before, in the many hundreds of sexual cases that have crossed my desk over 
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the last 18 years, seen a female complainant who experienced orgasm during the assault. … 
Gilbert says: ‘I couldn’t explain what I felt, but now that I am an adult I experienced an 
orgasm’. This suggests that Gilbert did not realise what she felt until several, perhaps many 
years later. There is a connotation of reconstruction at a later time.

The paragraph of Ms Cunneen’s advice extracted above was subsequently criticised in a written 
advice that Mr R V Hanson QC provided to Ms Gilbert. At that time Mr Hanson QC was advising  
Ms Gilbert about the prospects of successfully bringing a private prosecution. 

Mr Hanson QC noted that he had not seen all of the evidence but said: ‘what I can say is this. 
Personally, I am a great believer in using the jury system for determining cases.’ He referred to the 
CMC’s comment that the ODPP had given too little attention to the possibility that a jury may simply 
believe the complainant and said he ‘could not agree more’.

Mr Hanson QC stated that he found the category of reasons based on non-legal considerations 
‘irrelevant, unprofessional and just plain silly’. 

Ms Cunneen SC did not accept Mr Hanson QC’s criticisms of her advice. She said that it seemed that 
Mr Hanson QC ‘certainly doesn’t have my advice, but he only has what he could glean from what 
Mrs Gilbert was told in her interview with Ms Clare’. 

The paragraph of Ms Cunneen’s advice referred to above was criticised in two affidavits – those of 
Dr Patricia Brennan and Associate Professor Warwick Middleton, which were prepared in support of 
Ms Gilbert’s application for a private prosecution. For the purposes of preparing the affidavits both 
experts had read a copy of Ms Cunneen’s advice.

Dr Brennan, Medical Director of the Liverpool/Fairfield/Bankstown/McArthur Sexual Assault Service, 
expressed the view that Ms Cunneen’s advice shows ‘a degree of ignorance’ and that ‘the talk of 
manual leverage is misleading’. Ms Cunneen SC said that Dr Brennan had ‘not concerned herself 
with the evidence’, which was that Ms Gilbert had complained that Mr Volkers had put his finger or 
hand on her clitoris to produce orgasm. 

Associate Professor Middleton, a professor of psychiatry, expressed the view that involuntary sexual 
stimulation or orgasm is not dissimilar between the sexes. Ms Cunneen SC said that Associate 
Professor Middleton was ‘undoubtedly’ referring to child sexual abuse literature that concerns full, 
unclothed sexual intercourse. Ms Cunneen SC said: ‘the cases where orgasm is experienced by 
victims are not typically like this – with clothes on, feeling scared, no experience of orgasm.’ 

Ms Cunneen SC also said that, on the basis of discussions she had previously had from time to time 
with doctors, she was ‘unable to agree’ with Dr Brennan’s view that there was no ‘contrast between 
the sexual response during sexual abuse between males and females’.
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Ms Cunneen SC said that, if asked to advise on the question again, she would include a similar 
opinion in terms of her view ‘of consistency of the mental state required for a female to  
achieve orgasm’.

Other matters

The decision to discontinue the prosecution was ultimately one for Ms Clare. Ms Cunneen was 
advising Mr Cowdery QC, who in turn was advising Ms Clare. However, there was no reference 
in Ms Cunneen’s advice to the views of the complainants being a factor in deciding whether the 
prosecution could be discontinued. There was no reference in her advice to the fact that her 
assessment of the credibility of the complainants was not informed by any discussion with them.

Ms Cunneen SC’s evidence was that return by a complainant to the company of the person by 
whom they were abused is ‘one of the most fertile grounds of cross-examination’. She did not think 
that Associate Professor Middleton’s opinion about a survivor of abuse having an unresolved need 
for a perpetrator’s validation referred to this type of circumstance. 

Under the heading ‘Other factors affecting prospects of conviction re Gilbert’ Ms Cunneen SC set 
out the second of the two matters that she said troubled her and which she was ‘certain, would 
trouble a jury’: 

The other issue which strikes me as disturbing in relation to Ms Gilbert’s credibility is that 
the overwhelming impression one gets from the hours of tapes she recorded for Australian 
Story is that it was ceasing swimming training which pained her far more than Mr Volkers’ 
approaches. … In the context of Ms Gilbert’s deteriorating performance due to ill-health in 
the months leading up to the allegations and the fact that she did not simply change 
coaches, she does come across as someone looking for someone to blame for not being a 
more successful swimmer.

When assessing whether there are reasonable prospects of conviction, we would expect a 
prosecutor to weigh the matters that favour conviction with those that may favour acquittal. We 
would also expect the prosecutor to assist the ultimate decision maker with a proper advice that 
would advert to ‘both sides of the argument’, including the impression that the complainant was 
likely to have on the jury. 

Although Ms Cunneen suggests that because this was an ‘internal advice’ she used a form of 
shorthand, a discussion of the strengths of the prosecution case would be expected, consistent with 
the ODPP Director’s Guidelines. This must be even more important when the advice is to go to the 
Queensland DPP to assist her to make decision about a matter of public controversy, when the CMC 
had previously criticised a DPP decision on that matter.
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Under the heading ‘Similar fact or propensity evidence’ Ms Cunneen said in her advice that  
‘Scott Volkers was a thoroughly disreputable man given to inappropriate touching and comments 
towards young swimmers in his charge’. 

Ms Cunneen SC gave evidence that this opinion may have been one time when her ‘own views 
of him came out’. We note her evidence that her own views ‘are quite irrelevant and it would be 
unprofessional for me to express them’. 

Ms Cunneen also said, ‘it is legitimate to consider whether 12 year-old swimmers even had breasts, 
but that is the allegation’. She said that her advice concentrated on the development of a young 
swimmer’s breasts because of a precedent that allowed defence counsel to argue that touching of 
undeveloped breasts was innocent and non-sexual. For this reason, Ms Cunneen SC described as 
‘unhelpful’ Mr Hanson QC’s statement ‘do I really need to comment?’ in his written opinion. Her 
evidence was that this could ‘always be expected to be a feature of cross-examination’ where the 
complainant is between 10 and 12. She said that ‘if defence counsel could raise a doubt that there 
was any palpable breast tissue … then you have lost the count, certainly in 2004’.

In her advice under the heading ‘Other factors affecting prospects of conviction re Gilbert’,  
Ms Cunneen said: ‘I also find it somewhat novel that no one alleges that Mr Volkers ever exposed 
himself or encouraged any touching of his genital area.’ Ms Cunneen SC gave evidence that this 
was ‘a global comment about all of the victims’ and an ‘observation’ directed to the prospects of 
conviction. She agreed it was ‘actually irrelevant’ to Ms Gilbert’s credibility; she said she identified it 
as an observation by putting it in brackets. 

Ms Cunneen’s advice referred to the following discretionary factors to be considered when 
answering the question ‘Does the public interest require a prosecution’ of each of the  
three complaints:

i. the offences alleged are, relative to the general run of sexual assault prosecutions, at a 
low level of seriousness. I interpolate that proceeding with these relatively trivial 
allegations, occurring so long ago, would tend to bring all sexual assault prosecutions 
into disrepute;

ii. that [Mr] Volkers’ antecedents suggest that he is a person of good character and there 
would be an array of impressive witnesses to say so;

iii. the offences are stale all having occurred between October 1984 and October 1987;

iv. the likely outcome even if there was the prospect of conviction would be a non-
custodial penalty;

v. the effect of the publicity in this matter has already constituted a punishment upon 
[Mr] Volkers and, in addition, it is highly unlikely that he will misconduct himself in the 
future; and
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vi. the prosecution of these old matters, being so relatively minor, would, it is submitted, 
erode public confidence in the Courts and the criminal justice system.

Ms Cunneen SC agreed that her advice that ‘it was highly unlikely [Mr Volkers] will misconduct 
himself in the future’ was based on her ‘subjective view of his motives’. She said Mr Volkers would 
be a ‘damned fool to prove it all by doing it again, with the spotlight on him so squarely’. 

Mr Cowdery QC’s advice to Ms Clare

By letter dated 29 March 2004, Mr Cowdery QC provided a copy of Ms Cunneen’s advice to  
Ms Clare, the Queensland DPP. It accompanied a brief letter in which he stated: ‘I agree with that 
advice.’ Mr Cowdery QC’s said that in his opinion: 

There is not sufficient new evidence of such quality as to justify the recharging of  
Mr Volkers in respect of any of the original allegations and

There are no reasonable prospects for a conviction in respect of any new allegations.

Mr Cowdery QC’s recollection was that, after providing his first advice, Ms Clare called him to clarify 
the scope of the advice, ‘in effect’ to ask whether he agreed with Ms Cunneen’s opinion that ‘the 
decision of the DPP (Qld) not to proceed with the prosecution of Mr Volkers on any matter was a 
correct one’.

On 2 April 2004 Mr Cowdery QC stated to Ms Clare:

I confirm that in my view, on the basis of the admissible evidence now available and in 
accordance with the law and your Prosecution Guidelines, there is not sufficient evidence 
to support any of the suggested charges in relation to Mr Volkers’ conduct vis a vis [the 
three complainants]. Consideration of the discretionary factors applicable in each case 
serves to strengthen that view.

Mr Cowdery QC’s decision-making process

Mr Cowdery QC received the memorandum of advice from Ms Cunneen on or about 26 March 2004 
and provided it to Ms Clare three days later. 

Mr Cowdery QC told us that he ‘agreed with Ms Cunneen’s advice and the general basis expressed 
for it’. He thought it ‘addressed the issues on which advice had been sought’ and was ‘soundly 
based’.

Mr Cowdery QC made no record of his decision apart from the letter to Ms Clare and the passing on 
of Ms Cunneen’s advice with that letter. Mr Cowdery QC was clear that in a number of respects he 
did not agree with Ms Cunneen and continues to disagree with her. 
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Mr Cowdery QC agreed with Ms Cunneen’s advice that Ms Rogers’ medical history was damaging to 
her credit. He said that he did not agree with her opinion that the ‘only serious dealing’ alleged by 
any of the complainants was the caravan incident alleged by Ms Gilbert. The incident involving  
Ms Rogers in the car, he said, should be categorised as serious.

In relation to Ms Boyce, Mr Cowdery QC said that it was not appropriate for a prosecutor to do as 
Ms Cunneen did and describe a doctor’s view as ‘almost fanciful’. If he were critical of a doctor’s 
views he would have described them as ‘subject to challenge … “arguable”, words like that’. He said 
that he would not have used the word ‘trivial’ to describe Ms Boyce’s allegations. He would have 
used an expression such as ‘perhaps “less serious” or something of that kind’.

In relation to Ms Gilbert, Mr Cowdery QC said he had regard to matters other than those in  
Ms Cunneen’s advice. However, he could not recall any of them. He did not share Ms Cunneen’s 
view that manual leverage was a problem for the prosecution. Although he agreed that Ms Gilbert’s 
change of evidence might justify an attack on her credibility, he did not agree with the weight or 
significance given to it by Ms Cunneen. The absence of genital exposure was not relevant to  
his decision.

Mr Cowdery QC stated that he did not understand Ms Cunneen’s reference to the complication 
caused by other girls’ ‘fondness’ for Mr Volkers. He said he could ‘imagine circumstances where 
fondness of that kind might prevent complainants from coming forward, but that’s not the  
situation here’.

He did not pay any regard to Ms Cunneen’s opinion about breast development.

Mr Cowdery QC would not have described Ms Gilbert’s allegations concerning each of the  
incidents in the massage room and the second incident alleged to have occurred in Mr Volkers’ 
caravan as ‘trivial’.

He stated that it was probably too broad a statement that prosecuting Ms Gilbert’s most serious 
complaint would tend to bring all sexual assault prosecutions into disrepute.

He said it was a relevant factor but he would not give a lot of weight to the likelihood of Mr Volkers’ 
misconducting himself in the future and was not of the view that the likelihood was ‘high’. However, 
Mr Cowdery QC did state that he thought ‘it was a legitimate view to form’. 

When Mr Cowdery QC was asked whether Ms Cunneen’s advice suggested that she would query 
whether it is in the public interest to proceed on all the allegations that fell short of penetration,  
he said: ‘No, I think this is totally hypothetical and frankly I don’t know why it’s there.’
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Communication of Ms Cunneen’s advice to Ms Clare 

The letter set out above contains the only reasons in writing of the then New South Wales DPP in 
relation to the initial request for advice. The only record Ms Clare had of Mr Cowdery QC’s view  
in the matter was the letter. Ms Clare assumed Mr Cowdery QC agreed with Ms Cunneen’s advice. 

Mr Cowdery QC agreed that, in retrospect, he should not have attached Ms Cunneen’s advice to  
the letter to Ms Clare without some qualification.

Mr Cowdery QC’s evidence made plain that he did not agree with some propositions in  
Ms Cunneen’s advice or the weight Ms Cunneen gave to some matters. However, he did not  
tell Ms Clare of his view of those various matters. He agreed that he did not tell Ms Clare what his 
reasons were ‘at all’. 

Because Ms Clare was not told that Mr Cowdery QC did not accept all of the reasons in  
Ms Cunneen’s advice for not bringing prosecutions and was not told of Mr Cowdery QC’s  
own reasons, Ms Clare lost the benefit of a reasoned advice from the New South Wales DPP on 
whether or not to bring further prosecutions. 

Ms Clare’s decision-making process

Judge Clare gave evidence that she agreed with the conclusion in Ms Cunneen’s advice ‘that  
there is nothing which justifies the recharging of Mr Volkers in respect of the original allegations  
and no reasonable prospects of conviction in respect of any new allegation’. However, she agreed 
that the reasons in Ms Cunneen’s advice were not her reasons and in some respects she did 
not agree with or attach weight to them, including ‘the emphasis given to particular points and 
particular language used’.

Judge Clare said that she did not pay regard to Ms Cunneen’s advice about the impact of Dr Cotter’s 
opinion on Ms Boyce’s credibility. She did not see Dr Cotter’s evidence as giving rise to a substantial 
attack on Ms Boyce’s credibility.

Judge Clare did not agree that Ms Gilbert’s change of evidence was a substantial matter. In relation 
to Ms Cunneen’s opinion that this would be a ‘fertile ground for a savage attack’, Judge Clare said 
she ‘wouldn’t describe it as inviting a savage attack’ but ‘would expect that it would be the subject 
of cross-examination and that it would receive attention in the course of a trial’. Judge Clare agreed 
that ‘you may in fact turn a jury against you by attacking that sort of evidence’. She said ‘strategically 
there’s a risk in the style of cross-examination’. 

Judge Clare did not pay a great deal of attention to Ms Cunneen’s opinion that Ms Gilbert was 
looking for someone to blame.
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Judge Clare understood Ms Cunneen’s opinion on an absence of genital exposure or touching to be 
an expression of Ms Cunneen’s own view ‘from her experience’. It did not occur to her as something 
that was ‘particularly unusual’.

Judge Clare did not have regard to Ms Cunneen’s opinion about breast development.

Judge Clare did not agree with or take into account the discretionary considerations mentioned  
by Ms Cunneen, namely that: 

i. Proceeding with these relatively trivial allegations, occurring so long ago, would tend  
to   bring all sexual assault prosecutions into disrepute; …

v.  The effect of the publicity in this matter has already constituted a punishment upon  
 [Mr] Volkers and, in addition, it is highly unlikely that he will misconduct himself in  
 the future;

vi.  Prosecution of these old matters, being so relatively minor, would … erode public   
 confidence in the Courts and the criminal justice system.

Ms Cunneen’s opinion that prosecution may well be in the public interest if there was a further 
allegation of penetration did not ‘play on’ her mind. Judge Clare gave evidence that she ‘thought 
that was a reference to a jurisdictional difference’ between what a New South Wales prosecutor  
and a Queensland prosecutor might look for in prosecuting an historical case.

Judge Clare did not agree that ‘it was highly unlikely that [Mr] Volkers would misconduct himself 
in future’. Judge Clare said she did not agree with that opinion because she ‘didn’t have any 
information on which to make that conclusion’.

Judge Clare did not think that the prosecution of these matters would erode public confidence  
in the courts and the criminal justice system ‘if there was sufficient evidence’ to prosecute.

The second decision not to prosecute

The Royal Commission was not provided with any written record of Ms Clare’s second decision not 
to prosecute or her reasons. Judge Clare told us that she had made a written record of her reasons 
for deciding not to recharge Mr Volkers; however, no such record was produced.

Judge Clare accepted that it would be important to have an accurate record of her reasons. 

At the very least we would expect there to be a record of the decision and a memorandum that 
identifies the reasons of any significance that motivated that decision.
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We are satisfied that a written record should have been made of the reasons for Ms Clare’s decision 
not to recharge Mr Volkers. As stated above, none was produced. The fact that Judge Clare said 
she did not accept all of the reasons that Ms Cunneen discussed in her advice underlines the 
significance of there being a record of Ms Clare’s reasons for not commencing fresh prosecutions. 
We note that there is no statutory obligation to do so. We discuss this further below.

Notifying the complainants

Ms Rogers, Ms Boyce and Ms Gilbert first heard that there would be no prosecution from the 
Police Commissioner. We note that this is contrary to Guideline 18 of the Queensland Director’s 
Guidelines, which stated:

The views of the victim must be recorded and properly considered prior to any final 
decisions, but those views alone are not determinative. It is the public, not any individual 
interest that must be served (see Guideline 4).

This lack of consultation is surprising given that the CMC report had suggested the DPP consider 
reviewing the effectiveness and adequacy of the ODPP’s communication with complainants. 

Ms Gilbert requested a meeting with Ms Clare. They met on 11 May 2004. During that meeting  
Ms Clare showed Ms Gilbert a copy of Ms Cunneen’s advice. When asked if it was ‘right to leave  
Ms Gilbert with the impression that you accepted the reasoning of Ms Cunneen in that advice’, 
Judge Clare said, ‘No, I shouldn’t have done that’.

Judge Clare stated that, on reflection, ‘it was not appropriate to show Ms Gilbert a copy of  
Ms Cunneen’s advice and I regret that it occurred and was a source of distress and anxiety to  
Ms Gilbert’. She gave evidence that:

it was a mistake. There is no other way of saying it. I should never have shown her the 
advice. It was wrong, and it clearly has caused a lot of distress.

We accept Judge Clare’s submission that there was no established process for the recording of 
reasons for her second decision and this was a flaw in the DPP’s processes.

We are satisfied that the process Ms Clare adopted in advising Ms Gilbert of the second decision 
was flawed.

Ms Gilbert seeks leave to bring a private prosecution

In November 2004, Ms Gilbert unsuccessfully sought leave to commence a private prosecution 
against Mr Volkers in the Supreme Court of Queensland at Brisbane.
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Justice Holmes considered there were a number of factors militating against a grant of leave, 
including the 19- to 20-year delay in proceeding and the deference to be paid to the DPP’s decision 
not to proceed. Her Honour considered the combination of the publicity around the case and the 
risk of the trial being perceived as a personal contest between the Ms Gilbert and Mr Volkers to be 
the most persuasive primary factors militating against leave.

Conclusions on systemic issues

The inadequacies identified above in the processes for recording the New South Wales and 
Queensland ODPPs’ reasons not to proceed raise issues of significance to the internal decision 
making of all DPPs. 

Independence of DPPs

Any body that is given statutory independence and that cannot be subject to any external reviews 
is at risk of failure in its decision-making processes. When the decisions being made are critical to 
the lives of the individuals involved, be they the complainant or accused, and are being made on 
behalf of the entire community it is relevant to ask whether the current structure, where there is 
absolute immunity from review of any decision, is appropriate. Experience suggests that an absence 
of review increases the risk of administrative failure. 

The Royal Commission will consider whether there should be any process of oversight or review of 
ODPPs with respect to their administration and decision-making processes. The Royal Commission 
will consult widely on this issue and will report as part of its work on criminal justice issues. 

Scott Volkers – Working with children

Mr Volkers was arrested on 26 March 2002 in relation to two complainants: Ms Rogers and  
Ms Boyce. The arrest received extensive media coverage. 

At the time the sexual abuse took place, Mr Volkers was a swimming coach at a local swimming club. 

Mr Volkers was employed as Head Swimming Coach by the Queensland Academy of Sport (the 
Academy) at the time of his arrest and during the committal hearing. In this position, Mr Volkers’ 
role was to coordinate the Academy’s swimming program and mentor coaches. Mr Volkers was  
not directly responsible for coaching a swimming squad. Mr Volkers was a ‘coaches’ coach’.
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Response of the Academy

Mr Alex Baumann had been in the position of Director of the Academy for approximately two 
months when Mr Volkers was arrested. On 27 March 2002, Mr Volkers advised Mr Baumann by 
facsimile that he been charged. 

Mr Volkers was directed not to have any contact with Academy athletes and to focus on those aspects 
of his role that related to ‘the management and administration of the swimming program at QAS’.

There is no evidence of any formal monitoring system being in place. 

We accept that Mr Volkers’ contact with children in the course of his employment at the time of the 
arrest was limited and that he did not have direct individual access to minors. However, we do not 
accept that Mr Volkers’ contact with and access to children was ‘supervised’. The evidence is that 
Mr Volkers’ access to and contact with children was in the presence of other adults by virtue of his 
role as a ‘coaches’ coach’. This is not the same as ‘supervision’. The grooming of children can occur, 
and in our experience frequently does occur, in the presence of others.

We do not accept Mr Baumann’s characterisation of Mr Volkers’ role as ‘largely administrative’.  
Mr Volkers held the role of Head Swimming Coach. This was not a merely administrative role.  
The role is likely to have been accompanied by significant status and prestige within the institution. 
Mr Volkers occupied a position of authority. 

We accept that with the benefit of hindsight it is often easy to see what would have been a better 
or more appropriate course of action. We also accept that Mr Baumann was not equipped with the 
Royal Commission’s depth of knowledge and learnings in relation to child safety matters. However, 
Mr Baumann appeared reluctant, even with the benefit of hindsight, to concede that his approach 
might have been flawed or that he ought to have done more than simply rely on advice he was 
given by others.

We are satisfied that Mr Volkers came into contact with and had access to children in the course of 
his employment as Head Swimming Coach at the Academy before and after his arrest in 2002. That 
role involved him working with children, even though he was a ‘coaches’ coach’ and did not directly 
coach athletes.

On the same day that a determination was made that the charges against Mr Volkers would not 
proceed, Mr Volkers was reinstated to full duties. 

After the charges were discontinued, the Academy did not take any active steps to determine  
whether or not Mr Volkers had breached the code of conduct. When asked what steps were taken,  
Mr Baumann replied: ‘in terms of … the job description, he did not have direct contact with athletes 
and he did not coach athletes.’ When questioned about whether Mr Volkers’ alleged conduct would 
have been a breach of the code of conduct, Mr Baumann conceded that it would have been a breach.
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Mr Baumann also conceded that the Department of Innovation and Information Economy,  
Sport and Recreation Queensland (the Department) and Legal and Administrative Review Services 
(Legal Services) should have advised the Academy to keep Mr Volkers on restricted duties for a 
longer period of time until a more detailed review was carried out of the nature of the alleged 
offences and the reasons for the discontinuance of the prosecution. With the benefit of hindsight, 
Mr Baumann conceded that he could have actively involved himself in such a review and submitted 
that that is the course he would take today if confronted with a similar situation.

We accept that Mr Baumann is not legally trained and that he did not clearly distinguish between 
the discontinuance of the prosecution by the DPP and resolution by the court. We accept that, as 
a layperson, he viewed the discontinuance by the DPP as equivalent to the matter being closed. 
However, Legal Services, on whose advice Mr Baumann says he was relying, must have known that 
the dropping of the charges against Mr Volkers by the DPP was not equivalent to a court making a 
determination and that the question of Mr Volkers’ innocence or guilt remained at large.

In our view, the Academy did not have sufficient information to form the view that it was safe to 
reinstate Mr Volkers to full duties. The very factors that had led to his role being curtailed in the 
first place were still in play. An organisation in the position of the Academy should err on the side of 
caution before reinstating a person who is the subject of serious allegations of child sexual abuse to 
a role that entails any contact with children. At the very least, the Academy should have conducted 
a detailed investigation of the nature of the alleged offences and the reasons for the discontinuance 
of the prosecution. Only then would it be armed with sufficient information to make an informed 
assessment about the level of risk posed by Mr Volkers and it should have kept Mr Volkers on 
restricted duties until it had that information. 

We are satisfied that on 18 September 2002, when the Academy reinstated Mr Volkers to full duties, 
the Academy:

• knew Mr Volkers was the subject of serious allegations of child sexual abuse amounting  
to criminal conduct

• did not know and did not take any steps to find out the details of those allegations
• knew that the DPP had decided not to pursue the charges against Mr Volkers but did not 

know the reasons for that decision
• knew there could be a number of reasons that the DPP may have chosen not to pursue the 

charges against Mr Volkers
• knew that Mr Volkers might have engaged in conduct that made him inappropriate to work 

with children but that fell short of being criminal conduct
• knew that Mr Volkers could come into contact with and have access to children in the 

course of his employment.
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Mr Volkers is seconded to Swimming Australia in November 2002 

On 17 September 2002, while the charges against Mr Volkers were still pending, Mr Glen Tasker, the 
Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of Australian Swimming Incorporated (ASI) / Swimming Australia from 
December 2001 to June 2008, received an application from Mr Volkers for the position of National 
Women’s Head Coach. 

The following day, the charges against Mr Volkers were dropped. Mr Tasker sought legal advice and 
was told that this meant Swimming Australia could accept Mr Volkers’ application. His application 
was successful and he was appointed Head Women’s Coach.

The Swimming Australia Member Protection Policy came into effect on 1 June 2002, before  
Mr Volkers applied for and was appointed to the position of Head Women’s Coach. 

The Member Protection Policy stated that ‘screening’ was mandatory for ‘coaches who are 
appointed or seeking appointment’ to Swimming Australia. 

In addition, the Member Protection Policy provided that screening was highly recommended but 
not mandatory where a person was seeking appointment to Swimming Australia in a role where that 
person was likely to have contact with competitors under 18 years of age but where such contact 
was supervised at all times by another adult.

Mr Tasker gave evidence that the interview panel asked Mr Volkers about the charges. Mr Volkers 
told the panel ‘that the charges were false and he was going to defend his reputation at all costs’. 
Mr Tasker conceded that they did not ask him about the details of the allegations and did not invite 
him to tell the panel what the allegations against him were. When asked how the panel could have 
made an assessment about Mr Volkers’ suitability to work with children without knowing the details 
of the allegations, Mr Tasker replied:

Again in hindsight, I think most of us on the committee believed that Mr Volkers would be 
working with the national team, that there would be the potential for athletes under the 
age of 18 on the team, but that somewhere between 85 and 95 per cent of the team would 
be adults. We did not ask him about that, and so I can only say that we were taking the 
assumption that he would be working with adults.

Regardless of whether screening was mandatory or highly recommended, no screening was 
conducted or even considered. 

Public concerns – October 2002 and January 2003

On 21 October 2002, Swimming Australia received a letter from Ms Hetty Johnston of Bravehearts – 
an advocacy organisation for victims of child sexual abuse – that raised concerns about Mr Volkers. 
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After Swimming Australia received that letter, it held no discussions about whether there should  
be an internal investigation. 

On 22 January 2003, Ms Johnston wrote to the then Minister for Sport about Bravehearts’ ongoing 
concerns about the allegations against Mr Volkers and his ongoing employment with the Academy. 
In particular, Bravehearts was concerned that Mr Volkers did not hold a ‘blue card’ – that is, a 
suitability notice stating whether or not an employee was suitable for child-related employment 
– under the Commission for Children and Young People and Child Guardian Act 2000 (Qld) (the 
Children and Young People Act) because he had started work before 1 May 2001 and the Children 
and Young People Act did not apply to appointments made before that time.

The Academy sought a determination from the Queensland Commission for Children and Young 
People and Child Guardian (CCYPCG) about the Department’s obligations under the Children and 
Young People Act.

Mr Tasker accepted that, even if an allegation of child sexual abuse is not taken to police or 
ultimately the police do not pursue it, an organisation ‘has a responsibility to investigate and make 
determinations in relation to the person against who the allegation is made’. Mr Tasker accepted 
that Swimming Australia should have followed the process that is now set out in its current Child 
Welfare Policy – that is, where there is an allegation of a serious or criminal nature, regardless of the 
findings of the police and/or child protection agency investigations, Swimming Australia should carry 
out its own internal investigation and should apply the balance of probabilities as the standard  
of proof. 

When the CMC report was released, Mr Tasker read the executive summary of the report and 
‘understood the conclusion to be that the DPP should not have been so quick to drop the charges 
against Mr Volkers’. He was left with ‘a feeling of disquiet’.

In December 2004, Mr Volkers signed a new employment agreement with the Academy as Head 
Coach Swimming for the period from 1 January 2005 to 31 December 2008. The agreement 
contemplated Mr Volkers undertaking coaching duties that could involve him having contact with 
athletes under 18 years of age.

In February 2005, AEE, a former swimmer at the Academy, made a complaint to the Queensland 
Anti-Discrimination Commission that she had been sexually harassed and assaulted by Mr Volkers  
at his home between 1997 and March 1999. At the time of the alleged assaults, she was 16 
years old. Mr Volkers was an employee of the Academy and Swimming Australia and was also her 
swimming coach.

The State of Queensland, Swimming Australia and Mr Volkers each submitted to the Anti-
Discrimination Commission that the complaint should be rejected because the complaint was 
outside the statutory time frame (within 12 months of the alleged incident).
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The State of Queensland also submitted to the Anti-Discrimination Commission that the Department 
had conducted ‘extensive investigations’ but had been ‘unable to ascertain, with any certainty, 
whether or not the alleged incident of sexual harassment occurred in 1997, 1998, 1999 or at all’.

Mr Volkers applied for Crown indemnity and legal representation in relation to AEE’s complaint. 
Mr Baumann wrote a letter in support of Mr Volkers’ application, stating that ‘Mr Volkers has 
consistently acted diligently and conscientiously in the performance of his duties’. 

The Anti-Discrimination Commission accepted the submissions and rejected the complaint  
on that basis.

Mr Baumann should have sought out all details of the complaint. We find it remarkable that the 
head of an organisation would not take steps to inform himself about the details of a serious 
allegation of child sexual abuse made against a current staff member whose role involves contact 
with children – even if that contact is limited. Mr Baumann had a responsibility to at least read the 
whole of the complaint. He should also have interviewed Mr Volkers, in conjunction with  
Legal Services within the Department, about the allegations. 

Mr Baumann was unable to say what steps, if any, the Academy took to investigate the complaint 
once it was dismissed by the Anti-Discrimination Commission as being outside its jurisdiction.  
He said that he relied on Crown Law and Legal Services within the Department to provide him  
with suitable advice. Mr Baumann accepted that the conduct alleged in AEE’s complaint would  
have amounted to a breach of the Public Service Act 1996 (Qld). He does not recall receiving advice 
that there should be any disciplinary proceedings over the allegations or that Mr Volkers’ role 
should change.

The Academy did not make any contact with AEE about the complaint. Mr Baumann could not recall 
whether she was offered counselling or any other form of support but said that he thought she was 
not a scholarship holder at the time.

We are satisfied that the Academy was instructing its legal representatives and must have agreed 
to pursue a technical legal defence. Further, once the ‘legal’ aspect of the proceedings was 
resolved (by the success of that technical defence) there remained a live issue as to the truth of the 
allegations and the appropriateness of Mr Volkers continuing in his role. 

We do not accept that it was not ‘appropriate’ for the Academy to undertake a further investigation 
of the allegations in circumstances where Crown Law and Legal Services were ‘handling the matter’. 
The ‘matter’ that Crown Law and Legal Services were ‘handling’ was a complaint before the  
Anti-Discrimination Commission. Once the Anti-Discrimination Commission determined that it  
had no jurisdiction to hear the complaint and dismissed the matter, an internal investigation of the 
allegations by the Academy was critical. It is evident that no internal investigation occurred given 
that neither AEE nor Mr Volkers were ever interviewed about the allegations. 
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Mr Baumann conceded that he could have been ‘better informed’ about the details of the 
allegations against Mr Volkers. 

Given that Mr Baumann became aware of the details of those serious allegations for the first time 
during the Royal Commission’s public hearing, we consider this to be a significant understatement. 

Mr Baumann had a responsibility as head of the Academy to make sure that he was fully acquainted 
with all of the details of the allegations and to oversee an appropriate response to those allegations 
by the Academy. Naturally, he was entitled to seek and rely on legal advice. However, it was not 
appropriate for him to abdicate responsibility for the matter to the Academy’s lawyers, which is 
what he appears to us to have done. 

Mr Baumann conceded that in retrospect an appropriate course of action ‘could have been’ to place 
Mr Volkers on restricted duties when the Academy became aware of AEE’s allegations, pending an 
investigation. We consider that this would, rather than could, have been the appropriate response. 

Mr Baumann also conceded that, depending on the outcome of that investigation, it may have 
been appropriate to modify Mr Volkers’ position to remove contact with children or to terminate 
his employment. However, Mr Baumann submits that there is no evidence of advice to this effect 
being given to him. In our view, if Mr Baumann had taken steps to fully inform himself of the serious 
nature of the allegations, it is likely he would have sought such advice. 

We are satisfied that, in February 2005, when the AEE named the Academy as a respondent to a 
complaint to the Anti-Discrimination Commission, Mr Baumann should have obtained and read the 
police statements attached to AEE’s complaint in circumstances where:

• Mr Baumann was the Director of the Academy
• he knew that AEE’s allegations were serious allegations of child sexual abuse
• he knew the alleged abuse took place while AEE was an athlete sponsored by the Academy 

and Mr Volkers was her swimming coach
• Mr Volkers was employed by the Academy at that time
• Mr Volkers had contact with athletes under the age of 18 in the course of his employment
• Mr Baumann knew there had been previous complaints about Mr Volkers.

We are satisfied that the Academy did not investigate AEE’s allegations other than for the purpose 
of establishing a technical legal defence to AEE’s complaint to the Anti-Discrimination Commission. 
After the Anti-Discrimination Commission dismissed the complaint, the Academy did not take  
any further steps to investigate the allegations. It did not interview Mr Volkers or AEE about  
the allegations. 

In these circumstances, the Academy did not have sufficient information to form an assessment of 
Mr Volkers’ suitability to continue in the role of Head Swimming Coach and did not take any action 
to restrict his access to children.
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Response of Swimming Australia

In 2005, Swimming Australia became aware of AEE’s complaint to the Anti-Discrimination 
Commission against Mr Volkers. Swimming Australia received legal advice on the complaint.  
The advice instructed Swimming Australia ‘to take a technical legal defence and object to the 
application on the basis that it was out of time’.

After the Anti-Discrimination Commission dismissed the complaint as being out of time, Mr Tasker 
could not recall having any in-depth discussion about what further action Swimming Australia 
should take in relation to AEE’s allegation. Swimming Australia did not discuss setting up any 
investigation of its own. Mr Tasker explained this by saying they were following legal advice.

Swimming Australia did not consider contacting AEE and offering her counselling. Mr Tasker gave 
evidence that, to his knowledge, Swimming Australia had never contacted AEE.

Mr Tasker agreed that the response to AEE’s allegation was outside the spirit of Swimming 
Australia’s Member Protection Policy (the policy did not apply because the complaint concerned 
conduct that occurred before 2002). Mr Tasker accepted that Swimming Australia should have been 
more vigorous in investigating and responding to the allegations. If it happened again, Mr Tasker 
said he would conduct an investigation and try to support the athlete. 

In about February 2005, Mr Tasker told Swimming Australia’s high performance manager not to use 
Mr Volkers again. Mr Tasker’s evidence was that he made this decision after he became aware of 
AEE’s allegations against Mr Volkers.

First application for a blue card – June 2008

On 17 June 2008, the Academy applied to the CCYPCG on behalf of Mr Volkers for a blue card  
(a suitability notice for child-related employment) as a paid employee of the Academy. 

Mr Volkers’ application initially returned a positive result on the criminal history check and was 
therefore singled out for particular attention. The criminal record concerned the charges brought 
against Mr Volkers in 2002. The CCYPCG reviewed Mr Volkers’ criminal record and obtained copies 
of the court briefs, the transcript of the police record of interview with Mr Volkers and 27 witness 
statements from 20 witnesses, including complainants, police, children and parents of children who 
were coached by Mr Volkers. The CCYPCG also considered the first CMC report.

On 10 October 2008, the CCYPCG advised Mr Volkers that it had concerns about his suitability 
to work with children based on the material referred to above. The CCYPCG gave Mr Volkers an 
opportunity to respond by making a submission and providing references and other relevant 
information to support his application.
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On 21 October 2008, Mr Volkers’ solicitors responded to the CCYPCG on his behalf. They provided a 
statement by Mr Volkers together with a number of character references and a copy of the decision 
of Justice Holmes in the Queensland Supreme Court.

On 16 February 2009, the Commissioner of the CCYPCG wrote to the Academy seeking ‘to clarify 
whether in fact an exemption from blue card screening requirements may exist’ for employees of 
the Academy.

Ms Michelle Miller, the former Director of the CCYPCG, now Director of Blue Card Services at the 
Public Safety Business Agency, gave evidence that the CCYPCG had formed the preliminary view 
that Mr Volkers should be issued with a negative notice but that before doing so it realised that the 
Academy came within the exemption for government entities.

The CCYPCG formed the view that it was legally not able to issue Mr Volkers with a negative notice 
and was not able to use the information it had about Mr Volkers, including the information that 
CCYPCG had received from the DPP and the Queensland Police Service, for any other purpose.  
Ms Miller gave evidence that the CCYPCG had ‘serious concerns about the matter’ and accepted 
that Mr Volkers was an inappropriate person to be involved with organisations that work with 
children, but she said that confidentiality provisions prevented the CCYPCG from sharing that 
information with the Academy. She also said that the Academy, through the Department, could have 
done its own screening, which would have allowed it to take into account recorded and unrecorded 
convictions, charges, and investigations.

From July 2008, Mr Volkers was the only coach employed by the Academy who did not have a  
blue card.

In 2008, Swimming Queensland inducted Mr Volkers into its Hall of Fame in recognition of his 
outstanding contribution to the sport of swimming.

Second application for a blue card – March 2009

On 5 March 2009, while Mr Volkers was still employed at the Academy, Swimming Queensland 
applied for a blue card on his behalf. At that time, Mr Volkers was about to commence employment 
with Swimming Queensland. Swimming Queensland submitted that this application was lodged 
because Mr Volkers would no longer be covered by the exemption for government employees once 
he commenced as an employee at Swimming Queensland. Swimming Queensland was also unsure 
whether Mr Volkers would need a blue card in his role as ‘mentor coach’.

On 3 April 2009, the CCYPCG wrote to Mr Volkers and advised him that it had received information – 
the same information that had been provided to him in respect of his first application – that  
raised concerns about his eligibility to hold a blue card. The CCYPCG invited him to respond to  
this information. 
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Mr Volkers responded that he did not wish to provide any further submissions and requested that 
the application be assessed on the basis of the material already provided to the CCYPCG in support 
of his first application.

On 29 May 2009, the CCYPCG decided to issue a negative notice to Mr Volkers. 

Despite the issuing of a negative notice, the Academy continued to employ Mr Volkers until 
February 2010, when he was appointed Swimming Queensland Head Coach.

We are satisfied that the Academy should not have continued to employ Mr Volkers in the role of 
Head Swimming Coach after the CCYPCG had determined that he was not a suitable person to work 
with children.

We are satisfied that, during the period of Mr Volkers’ employment, the Academy did not have and 
still does not have a child protection policy that deals with:

• sexual abuse of an athlete sponsored by the Academy
• complaints by athletes sponsored by the Academy
• mitigating the risks of overnight travel.

Swimming Queensland employs Mr Volkers despite negative notice 

On 17 February 2010, the Academy terminated Mr Volkers’ employment, effective 12 February 
2010. On 12 February 2010, Mr Volkers was appointed Swimming Queensland Head Coach. 

In its submissions, Swimming Queensland sought to characterise Mr Volkers’ role as one involving 
‘ostensibly supervised access to children’. We do not understand what ‘ostensible supervision’ 
is. In any event, we reject the submission that Mr Volkers’ access to children in the course of his 
employment with Swimming Queensland was supervised. There is no evidence of any formal or 
structured supervision of Mr Volkers. The fact that others were present when Mr Volkers was in the 
company of children does not amount to ‘supervision’. 

The submissions for Swimming Queensland also emphasise that the contract between Swimming 
Queensland and Mr Volkers was negotiated and entered into before Queensland Civil and 
Administrative Tribunal affirmed the decision of the CCYPCG that Mr Volkers was not a suitable 
person to be working with children (this is discussed further below). We do not consider this to be 
of any weight. At the time of his recruitment to Swimming Queensland, the CCYPCG had already 
determined that Mr Volkers was not a suitable person to work with children. That decision was 
ultimately affirmed by the Tribunal. 

We are satisfied that, between 12 February 2010 and 14 September 2010, Mr Volkers came 
into contact with and had access to children in the course of his employment as Head Coach 
at Swimming Queensland. That role involved him working with children, even though he was a 
‘coaches’ coach’ and did not directly coach athletes.
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We are satisfied it was artificial of Swimming Queensland to try to tailor the role of Head Coach 
to prevent Mr Volkers having ‘impermissible’ contact with children, in circumstances where the 
CCYPCG and the Tribunal had formed the view that Mr Volkers was not a suitable person to work 
with children.

Appeal to the Queensland Children’s Services Tribunal in 2009

On 25 June 2009, Mr Volkers applied to the then Queensland Children’s Services Tribunal to review 
the decision of the CCYPCG to issue him with a negative notice. The functions of this tribunal were 
transferred to the Queensland Civil and Administrative Tribunal (the Tribunal) on 1 December 2009.

On 19 April 2010, the Tribunal heard Mr Volkers’ application for review of the CCYPCG’s decision to 
issue him with a negative notice. On 31 May 2010, the Tribunal refused his appeal and confirmed 
the CCYPCG’s decision.

Mr Kevin Hasemann, the current CEO of Swimming Queensland, accepted that he held Mr 
Volkers out to the world as a good coach in Swimming Queensland’s annual report in 2011–12. 
He now accepts this was wrong. He accepts that Mr Volkers should not be included in Swimming 
Queensland’s annual report as a life member or in its Hall of Fame and that he will take this matter 
to the Board. 

Further interaction between the CCYPCG and Swimming Queensland in 2010

On 6 July 2010, the Commissioner of the CCYPCG wrote to Swimming Queensland advising that it 
had received two separate anonymous complaints alleging that Mr Volkers continued to be involved 
with and coach children. The complaints concerned Mr Volkers’ involvement in program visits and 
overseas visits.

In September 2010, Swimming Queensland sought advice from the CCYPCG about whether certain 
activities being undertaken by Mr Volkers – as a negative notice holder – would be considered to fall 
within the scope of ‘regulated employment’ under the Children and Young People Act.

On 14 September 2010, the Commissioner of the CCYPCG advised that, in its view, the program 
visits and overseas visits constituted regulated employment and could not be undertaken by a 
negative notice holder.

Ms Miller agreed that ‘it’s obvious that people still do not have a good understanding of what is 
required of them’ in relation to what is and what is not child-related employment. Ms Miller said 
that, in retrospect, it would have been useful if Swimming Queensland had approached the CCYPCG 
to discuss the role before Mr Volkers started. She was concerned that Swimming Queensland was 
intent on keeping Mr Volkers in the position, but she said it did not change the way the CCYPCG 
dealt with the organisation.
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We find that it was artificial of Swimming Queensland to try to tailor the role of Head Coach to 
prevent Mr Volkers having ‘impermissible’ contact with children, in circumstances where the 
CCYPCG and Tribunal had formed the view that Mr Volkers was not a suitable person to work with 
children. In our view, given that Mr Volkers had been found to be an inappropriate person to work 
with children, he should not have been working with children at all.

Terrence Buck

Mr Terrence Buck was an Olympic swimming coach who trained at Clovelly Surf Life Saving Club 
(Clovelly Surf Club) as a teenager during the 1950s and 1960s. 

During the period 1956 to 1968 whilst training at Clovelly Surf Club, AEA was subject to, and 
witnessed, a number of sexual assaults by Buck, including abuse of his brothers. While the abuse 
eventually stopped, Buck continued to express interest in maintaining sexual relations with AEA.

In 2000, a complaint was made to NSW Police on behalf of AEA and his brother.  
The police established a taskforce – Strike Force Solano – to investigate the allegations against  
Buck. The taskforce concluded approximately five weeks later because of:

• the age of the evidence
• inconsistencies in the evidence
• the failure of other victims to come forward.

Swimming Australia first became aware of allegations against Buck in 2009, when a newspaper 
article was published about Strike Force Solano. Swimming Australia responded by launching an 
investigation of allegations against Buck. It also called for victims of child sexual abuse within the 
swimming community to come forward.

As a result of that public call, Swimming Australia received eight complaints, four of which 
concerned child sexual abuse. Swimming Australia handled the complaints in collaboration with its 
solicitors. A barrister was appointed to undertake the wider investigation.

None of the complainants were provided with any form of compensation and only one of the 
complainants who came forward was offered counselling at the time.

We are satisfied that Swimming Australia did not conduct an internal investigation of allegations of 
child sexual abuse made against Mr Buck, as required by Swimming Australia’s Child Welfare Policy. 

AEA gave evidence that Swimming Australia has never contacted him about the abuse or offered 
him counselling or support. As a result of the abuse, the police investigation and the publicity, AEA 
has suffered from hypertension. He received counselling in 2001 and 2013. AEA’s coaching career 
has been ‘irretrievably damaged’ and he has found it difficult to secure employment in swimming. 
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Stephen Roser

Scone Swimming Club is a local swimming club run by volunteers in Scone, New South Wales.  
Mr Stephen Roser was a coach at the club from 1985 to 1986. During summer of 1985–1986,  
AEB was sexually abused by Mr Roser. AEB was 13 years old at the time the abuse started.

Mr Roser left Scone Swimming Club sometime in 1986 or 1987. Some years later, AEB reported  
the abuse to the police and Mr Roser was charged in July 1994. Mr Roser plead guilty and was 
convicted in December 1994 of indecent assault on a child under 16 years in relation to AEB and 
one other complainant.

AEB contacted the club on 17 February 2014. AEB told the club that Mr Roser had been convicted 
of child sexual abuse offences and requested that Scone Swimming Club remove Mr Roser’s name 
from the list of club champions, all other publications and any associated champion boards,  
as well as from the Stephen Roser Breaststroke Award and connected trophies if they were still 
being awarded.

After contact from AEB, the committee of the Scone Swimming Club met on 4 March 2014 and 
agreed to remove Mr Roser’s name from the Stephen Roser Breaststroke Award, the list of club 
champions in the club book and ‘all other club materials from now and in the future unanimously’.

After AEB told Scone Swimming Club about Mr Roser’s conviction, the club’s committee did not 
communicate with Swimming NSW or Swimming Australia about Mr Roser’s conviction and did not 
consider notifying former club members about the conviction. 

AEB contacted Swimming Australia in 2014 to enquire about the child welfare policies in existence  
in the 1980s and was told that the Child Welfare Policy was not introduced until 2002.
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1.1 Introduction

During the 1980s and 1990s, Mr Scott Volkers was a swimming coach at various local swimming 
clubs in Queensland. 

From 1992 to 2004, Mr Volkers was regularly seconded to, or contracted by, Swimming Australia  
to attend international swimming meets.2

In June 1997, Mr Volkers was appointed Swimming Head Coach at the Queensland Academy of 
Sport (the Academy).3 He continued as a coach at the Academy until February 2010.4

Between 1997 and 2001, Mr Volkers trained the Academy’s elite swimming squad, which included, 
amongst others, Samantha Riley and Susie O’Neill.5 He also coordinated the training of five 
decentralised high-performance swimming squads that were sponsored by the Academy.6 

After the 2000 Sydney Olympics, Mr Volkers’ main swimmer, Susie O’Neill, retired and Mr Volkers’ 
duties changed.7 From 2001, although he continued as Swimming Head Coach for the Academy, 
Mr Volkers was not directly responsible for coaching a swimming squad.8 He was responsible 
for ‘coaching the coaches’ of targeted swimmers, organising the target squad to compete at 
international events and managing the Academy’s budget.9  

In September 2002, Mr Volkers was appointed as National Women’s Head Coach and was seconded 
from the Academy to Swimming Australia.10 Mr Volkers’ last appointment to a role within Swimming 
Australia was in June 2004.11

In 2008, Swimming Queensland entered into discussions with the Academy about transferring Mr 
Volkers’ employment to Swimming Queensland. This would involve Mr Volkers performing the role 
of mentor coach, which was similar to the position he had held at the Academy.12 

Mr Volkers was appointed Swimming Queensland Head Coach in February 2010.13 

Mr Volkers continued to work at Swimming Queensland until early 2012. Mr Volkers now works as a 
swimming coach in Brazil.14 

In August 2001, the police began an investigation of allegations that Mr Volkers had sexually abused 
some young female swimmers.15

On 26 March 2002, Mr Volkers was arrested and charged with five counts of indecent treatment of 
a girl under 16 years of age in relation to two complainants: Ms Kylie Rogers and Ms Simone Boyce. 
His arrest received extensive media coverage.16 

In June 2002, Mr Volkers was charged with four additional counts of indecent treatment of a girl 
under 16 years of age in relation to a third complainant: Ms Julie Gilbert. The criminal proceedings 
against him have received considerable public attention. Their outcome has been controversial.

1 Scott Volkers’ prosecution
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This part of the report will examine the decision-making processes within the Queensland and  
New South Wales Offices of the Director of Public Prosecutions (ODPP) in determining whether  
to proceed with charges of child sexual abuse against Mr Volkers. It will consider:

• the advice of Ms Margaret Cunneen, then a senior Crown Prosecutor with the New South 
Wales ODPP

• the advice of Mr Nicholas Cowdery QC, who was then the New South Wales Director of 
Public Prosecutions (DPP) 

• the decision-making process of the then Queensland DPP, Ms Leanne Clare.

It is not a function of this Royal Commission to determine whether Ms Clare, Ms Cunneen and  
Mr Cowdery QC reached the correct conclusion on the possible prosecution of Ms Rogers’,  
Ms Boyce’s and Ms Gilbert’s complaints. However, it is necessary to understand the details of  
Ms Cunneen’s advice, Mr Cowdery QC’s response to that advice and Ms Clare’s decision- 
making process. 

The Royal Commission is concerned to consider the way the criminal justice system responds to 
allegations of child sexual abuse. We are undertaking significant work on the operation of the 
criminal justice system in Australia. This includes an examination of the workings of the ODPP in 
each state in terms of the processes they use to make decisions and prosecute complaints of child 
sexual assault. We are also considering oversight mechanisms that exist for each agency that works 
in this area. 

1.2 Allegations of child sexual abuse against Mr Volkers

Ms Kylie Rogers

Mr Volkers coached Ms Rogers from about 1981 until January 1988.17 

Ms Rogers told us that she was sexually abused by Mr Volkers on a number of occasions. The abuse 
started in 1985, when she was around 13 or 14 years old, and continued until towards the end of 
1987 or the start of 1988, when she turned 16.18

Ms Rogers told the Royal Commission that she was a serious competitive swimmer during this 
period, training up to 25 hours per week.19 Ms Rogers said that she probably spent more time with 
Mr Volkers than with her parents during these years.20 She trained with Mr Volkers at a number of 
swimming centres in and around Brisbane in Queensland, including Foster’s pool until about 1985, 
then in ‘Volkers Squad’ at St Paul’s School in Bald Hills,21 and later at John Rigby’s Swim School at 
Everton Park.22 

The first time she said that Mr Volkers sexually abused her was at Mr Volkers’ home in 1985.  
Ms Rogers had competed in a swimming carnival that day, which her parents were unable to attend. 
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After the carnival finished, Mr Volkers drove Ms Rogers back to his house. She told us that  
Mr Volkers started massaging her, starting with her shoulders. He then suggested she lie down on 
her stomach on the floor so he could massage her back. She told the Royal Commission that, when 
Mr Volkers was massaging her back, he began to massage her buttocks. He then massaged the 
insides of her upper legs, at first on the outside of her shorts and then underneath her underwear. 
Mr Volkers stopped when his wife came home.23

In about September 1986,24 Mr Volkers drove Ms Rogers to swimming training. Ms Rogers recalled 
in her statement to police that it was early in the morning. She had only been in the car for a short 
period of time when Mr Volkers started rubbing her right leg. She said that he then moved his hand 
towards her vagina, which he rubbed on the outside of her swimmers.25 Ms Rogers said Mr Volkers 
rubbed her in this way approximately once a week over the next one to two years.26 

Ms Rogers told us that Mr Volkers would also say sexually suggestive things to her during this period, 
including referring to her as ‘Hot Pants’ and saying ‘you’ve got hot buns’ and ‘you will lose your 
virginity before you turn 17’. Ms Rogers recalled that, on one occasion, Mr Volkers said something 
to the effect that, if he was reincarnated, he would come back as her ‘pool buoy’. Ms Rogers said 
that this was a reference to the floatation device that swimmers used between their legs during 
training.27 She said that Mr Volkers would also pull her close and lick or stick his tongue in her ear.28 

Ms Rogers told the Royal Commission that at the time this was occurring she felt very 
uncomfortable and now recognises that she was in a state of constant anxiety. She hoped that her 
mother would realise something was wrong and ask her. Ms Rogers was afraid to tell her parents 
because she was worried that they would not believe her.29 She stopped swimming with Mr Volkers 
in January 1988.30

In about April 1988, Ms Rogers’ mother arranged a referral to a mental health facility. Ms Rogers 
was diagnosed with anorexia nervosa and commenced counselling, which continued for some 
years.31 At an early session, she did not tell the psychologist at the hospital, Ms Sue Osgarby, about 
what Mr Volkers had done to her but talked about feeling uncomfortable around him, the massages 
and the sexually suggestive comments.32

Ms Rogers recalls telling her mother about the abuse in around 1988 or 1989, around the time she 
was referred for counselling.33 She eventually disclosed the sexual abuse to her counsellor at the 
time, Ms Lyndal Jones.34 

Ms Rogers has had ongoing physical and psychological problems, including depression and anxiety, 
as a result of the sexual abuse by Mr Volkers.35 Ms Rogers told the Royal Commission:

I have also had a difficult relationship with my family since the abuse. My parents are 
estranged from one of my brothers, who blames them for not protecting me from the 
abuse. I have been involved in a number of violent domestic relationships. I had problems 
in my sexual relationship with my former husband …
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The trauma I have suffered as a result of the abuse has affected my employment history 
and prospects, past and present and I expect will continue to do so in the future. I have 
lived my life trying to avoid standing out, to avoid being noticed and violated again.

… Due to strong medication I have been prescribed over the years for my mental  
health condition, my white blood cell count and my immune and endocrine system  
have been affected.36

Ms Rogers said that she feels the damage caused by the sexual abuse was compounded by  
the way that the criminal justice system treated her.37

Ms Simone Boyce

Mr Volkers coached Ms Boyce from 1985 until about 1989.38

Ms Boyce told us that she was sexually abused by Mr Volkers on one occasion in the summer of 
1987–1988, when she was 12 years old.39

Ms Boyce told the Royal Commission that she first met Mr Volkers when she was about 10 years old. 
Ms Boyce recalled that Mr Volkers was in his mid to late twenties when she met him. He became a 
brother/father figure in her life and she idolised and looked up to him.40 

Mr Volkers first coached her for a short period at Foster’s pool in 1985 before she moved with the 
Volkers Squad to St Paul’s School. She followed him in 1986 to John Rigby’s Swim School, where the 
club was called the Northern District Swimming Club.41 In late 1987, Ms Boyce represented Brisbane 
North in the state titles and was selected for the Queensland team.42 Ms Boyce trained five days a 
week43 and often spent more time with Mr Volkers than with her own family.44

Before the Queensland state titles in January 1987, when she was 12 years old, Mr Volkers asked  
her to babysit his one-year-old daughter. AEG, who also trained with Mr Volkers, accompanied her 
to Mr Volkers’ house.45

Ms Boyce recalled that, even though they were at Mr Volkers’ house to babysit, he never left. 
Ms Rogers, AEG and Mr Volkers’ daughter went swimming. When they went inside, AEG went to 
another room at the other end of the house to sleep. Ms Boyce watched television in her swimming 
togs, with her shoulder straps pulled down to below her armpits because they were tight.46  
Mr Volkers walked into the room and sat behind her on the lounge, with his legs either side of 
her. Mr Volkers suggested that he give her a massage. Ms Boyce told Mr Volkers that she did not 
want a massage. However, he did not listen and started massaging her. She said that, when he was 
massaging her neck, arms and back, he stuck his tongue in her right ear and caressed her stomach. 
He then caressed her breasts and nipples for about 20 to 30 seconds.47 Ms Boyce said that during 
the massage her hands were firmly covering her vagina.48
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Ms Boyce said that, after Mr Volkers stopped touching her, she put her t-shirt back on. AEG woke up 
and came back into the lounge room.49 

After this, she avoided situations where Mr Volkers could access her alone.50

Ms Boyce told the Royal Commission that Mr Volkers often made comments about her body and 
referred to her in inappropriate ways.51 On one occasion, she saw Mr Volkers stick his tongue in  
Ms Rogers’ ear and observed Mr Volkers being very ‘touchy-feely’ with her. She also noticed that  
Mr Volkers demonstrated the same behaviour with AEG. Ms Boyce said that she did not speak to  
Ms Rogers about it at the time because Ms Boyce did not want anyone to know what was happening 
to her. She did notice that Ms Rogers was losing weight and was not performing as well.52

In 1988, Ms Boyce moved to the Commercial Swimming Club at the Valley Pool and Mr Volkers 
continued to train her.53 Ms Boyce stopped swimming in 1989 because she found herself arguing 
with Mr Volkers and had lost the desire to keep swimming.54 

Ms Boyce did not tell anyone about the abuse at the time. It was not until 1995 that she told her 
mother that Mr Volkers had sexually abused her. She told her general practitioner, Dr Margaret 
Cotter, at about the same time.55 

Ms Boyce told the Royal Commission that, given how well regarded Mr Volkers was in the swimming 
community, she believed that if she was to have any future in competitive swimming she could not 
complain and that no-one would believe her.56 

As a result of the abuse, Ms Boyce has suffered from depression and attempted to commit suicide 
on a number of occasions.57 She recalled:

… when I was 15 years old and staying with my father in New Zealand, that one night 
everything came flooding back to me. I was, at that point, in a very dark place and felt 
extremely alone. I attempted unsuccessfully to cut myself that night. It was a very poor 
attempt with a razor. No one knew of this.

I did not understand for a long time why, after Scott’s abuse, I could never bring myself to 
watch the swimming on television. I wanted to, but it made feel angry and sick. I know now 
that I was feeling angry and sick about Scott and what he had done to me.58

In her late twenties, Ms Boyce attempted to commit suicide on two more occasions by overdosing 
on prescription medication. Ms Boyce also suffers from long-term depression.59

Ms Boyce also told the Royal Commission that she has suffered from low self-esteem as a result 
of the sexual abuse and she has also felt ashamed of her body. The abuse has damaged her 
relationship with her children and resulted in a history of bad relationships with men.60
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With the benefit of hindsight, Ms Boyce stated that she would not have complained to police if she 
had known what the process was going to be like. She found the criminal justice process stressful 
and humiliating and it compounded the harm that Mr Volkers had done to her.61

Ms Julie Gilbert

Mr Volkers coached Ms Gilbert from about 1982 to 1986.62

Ms Gilbert told the Royal Commission that between the ages of 13 and 14 she was sexually abused 
by Mr Volkers on a number of occasions. She gave evidence that the abuse occurred in a massage 
room and on another occasion in a caravan, where Mr Volkers lived.63

Mr Volkers was Ms Gilbert’s swimming coach at Foster’s pool until about 1985.64 As a member of 
the Volkers Squad, Ms Gilbert trained six days a week and would spend other time with him when 
competing at swimming meets.65 

By the time she was 13 years old, she was competing at Queensland state swimming meets and 
was one of the fastest swimmers in Queensland in her age group.66 She described Mr Volkers as an 
enormous part of her life for many years.67

In 1984, Ms Gilbert suffered a knee injury and underwent an operation. As part of her rehabilitation, 
she was allowed to continue swimming.68 About three weeks after her operation, Mr Volkers 
approached her during an evening training session and asked her to go to the pool’s sauna. Once 
she was in the sauna, Mr Volkers came in to check on her. He asked her to go to the massage room 
and to lie on her back. Ms Gilbert said that Mr Volkers started massaging her shoulders, moving 
his hands down to massage her breasts. She was not fully developed but had started wearing 
‘training bras’. Mr Volkers made the comment to her that she was ‘fridgit’ and ‘stiff’ and ‘the other 
girls don’t mind doing this’.69 Ms Gilbert said she froze when he was touching her, as she had never 
experienced another person touching her breasts before.70

About one week later, Mr Volkers approached her at an evening training session and asked her to 
go to the sauna.71 Again, Mr Volkers came into the sauna and asked her to go to the massage room. 
This time he asked her to lie on her front and then asked her to pull down her togs to the waist. She 
said that, as was her custom during training, she was wearing two pairs of togs. She did this because 
the fabric would gradually perish and become see-through.72 Ms Gilbert said that Mr Volkers 
massaged her back. He then asked to lie on her back and he caressed her breasts.73 Ms Gilbert said 
she felt uncomfortable. Once he had finished, she pulled her togs back up and returned to training. 

On another occasion before the start of a training session in January 1985, Mr Volkers asked her 
to meet him at his caravan. Again, she was wearing two pairs of togs, with a pair of shorts over the 
top.74 Mr Volkers told her to get onto the bed so he could give her massage. Ms Gilbert lay on her 
stomach and Mr Volkers started massaging her back and legs. He eventually moved up under her 
shorts, lifting her togs up and rubbing her vagina with his hands. She said that, although she did 
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not understand the sensation at the time, when she was older she realised she believed she had 
experienced an orgasm from Mr Volkers rubbing her clitoris and vulva.75 

Ms Gilbert told the Royal Commission that about two days later she again went to Mr Volkers’ 
caravan before training. Mr Volkers asked her to take her shirt off and lie down on her stomach.  
He massaged her back and legs and then moved his hands between her legs and under her shorts. 
On this occasion Ms Gilbert said she told him ‘No’ and left the caravan to start training.76

After this incident, Mr Volkers stopped asking Ms Gilbert to the sauna and massage room. The only 
other person she saw go in there with Mr Volkers was AEH, another swimmer.77 Ms Gilbert never 
told anyone about the abuse at the time because she thought that it was part of training. Mr Volkers 
also told her that the other girls did the same thing.78

In 1985, Ms Gilbert moved with Mr Volkers to St Paul’s School. She remained training with him 
until the end of 1986, when she stopped swimming with private squads.79 After Ms Gilbert stopped 
training with Mr Volkers, the only time she swam was for her school.80 

Ms Gilbert first disclosed the abuse in 1993 to her husband before their wedding. Some years later 
– in 1996, when she was 25 – Ms Gilbert attended a seminar about becoming a swimming coach, at 
which Mr Volkers presented.81 She subsequently participated in one coaching accreditation session 
with Mr Volkers.82 Ms Gilbert explained that she decided to do the accreditation with Mr Volkers 
because she did not know any other coaches and she believed that, at that stage, she did not have a 
complete understanding of the effects of the sexual abuse on her. After one session, she was unable 
to continue and ceased contact with Mr Volkers.83

As a result of the abuse, Ms Gilbert developed an eating disorder. In 2004, she received care from 
a psychiatrist.84 Ms Gilbert gave evidence that her coping mechanisms for dealing with the sexual 
abuse ‘were not right and the result of it was my bulimia, which has troubled me for many, many 
years after the abuse’.85 

Ms Gilbert also told the Royal Commission:

Scott Volkers was an enormous part of my life for many years while I was a child. He abused 
our relationship for an entirely wrong purpose. I believe that the abuse I suffered while 
being coached by Scott Volkers is as much about his abuse of our relationship as it is about 
his abuse of me physically.86

Ms Gilbert found that the criminal justice process was isolating and she was removed from the 
process.87 Ms Gilbert gave evidence that: 

… having a voice is the most powerful thing you can have to recover. And I think if victims 
are continually silenced or people don’t listen to what you have to say, or they don’t want 
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to give you the time, which was shown to me, then you never recover from it … I don’t 
think people really understand how important that voice really happens to be. So any 
opportunity that we can have too that helps victims survive.88

Meeting between Ms Rogers and Ms Boyce in 1997

In 1997, Ms Rogers and Ms Boyce saw each other at the Boondall Entertainment Centre in Brisbane, 
where Ms Rogers was working at the time. They each told the other that Mr Volkers had abused 
them.89 Ms Rogers recalled the meeting as follows:

I coincidently ran into Simone Boyce at the Boondall Entertainment Centre where I was 
working at the time. It was a Disney ice-skating show which I remember being called 
‘Aladdin on Ice’ … We had a conversation about Scott [Volkers] and disclosed to each other 
that he had interfered with each of us … I don’t now remember the words actually used, 
but I knew (and believe Simone knew) that we were each saying we had been sexually 
abused by Scott. I think there might have been a further telephone conversation or two 
between us that year, but we haven’t spoken in detail since then …90

Ms Boyce recalled:

I went with my daughters to … see an ice-skating show, which I told the police was called 
‘Aladdin on Ice’. I saw Kylie Rogers working there. Kylie came over to me and we spoke to 
each other. Scott [Volkers] came up in the conversation. We only spoke briefly but in the 
conversation with communicated that he had sexually interfered with each of us. We also 
spoke about what we should do with these experiences. We both agreed that no one 
would believe us and we eventually lost touch with each other.91

1.3 Police investigation and Mr Volkers’ arrest

The Queensland Police Service commenced an investigation of Mr Volkers on 4 August 2001 after 
receiving information from Ms Rogers and her parents.92 Ms Rogers gave the police information 
about Ms Boyce, who she said was treated in the same way by Mr Volkers.

Ms Rogers told the Royal Commission that she found a calling card on her front door from the police 
on 26 November 2001 and provided a statement the following day.93 Ms Rogers told the Royal 
Commission that she was pleased to have been given the opportunity to tell her story to police.94

On 27 November 2001, 6 December 2001 and 21 January 2002, Ms Rogers participated in covert 
police-recorded telephone conversations with Mr Volkers.95 On 17 December 2001, Ms Rogers met 
Mr Volkers wearing a listening device.96 Ms Rogers made further statements to the police on 9 May 
2002,97 24 July 2002,98 7 April 200399 and 10 April 2003.100 
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On 26 March 2002, Mr Volkers was arrested in relation to the allegations of sexual abuse against  
Ms Boyce and Ms Rogers.101

Ms Gilbert learned through media reports in 2001 and 2002 that a police investigation was 
underway in relation to allegations of sexual abuse against Mr Volkers. The Queensland Police 
Service approached her in 2002 in relation to the investigation. She made statements to the police102 
on 30 April 2002103 and 4 July 2002.104 

1.4 The first decision to discontinue proceedings

Committal hearing 

On 25 July 2002, after Mr Volkers’ arrest, a committal hearing was held in the Brisbane Magistrates 
Court.105 A committal hearing is a pre-trial process to determine if there is sufficient evidence for a 
person charged with a serious offence to be required to stand trial.

Initially, the proceedings concerned nine counts of indecent dealings with a child under 16: three  
in respect of Ms Rogers, two in respect of Ms Boyce and four in respect of Ms Gilbert. 

During the course of the proceedings, one of the counts in respect of Ms Rogers and one of the 
counts in respect of Ms Boyce were discontinued.106 

Detective Senior Constable Lee Jonathon Shepherd, the senior investigating officer of the 
Queensland Police Service, provided a statement and was cross-examined at the committal hearing 
on his knowledge of the psychiatric treatment that Ms Rogers had undertaken and the covertly 
recorded ‘pretext conversations’ between Ms Rogers and Mr Volkers.107

Ms Rogers, Ms Boyce and Ms Gilbert gave evidence at the committal hearing. Their account of 
events was consistent with the evidence they gave to the Royal Commission. Mr Volkers did not  
give evidence at the committal hearing.

Defence counsel did not make any submissions about five of the counts. Magistrate Taylor was 
satisfied that the evidence on these counts was sufficient to proceed to trial.108

Defence counsel submitted that two of the counts that concerned Mr Volkers massaging Ms Rogers 
and Ms Gilbert (Count 1 and Count 7) could not be considered indecent dealings in the context of 
the tutorage relationship between Mr Volkers and the complainants.109 Magistrate Taylor noted  
that the jury would have to consider the offences in the context of the relationship between  
Mr Volkers as coach and the complainants as children. Magistrate Taylor stated that a jury could  
find that Mr Volkers had a legitimate reason to be massaging certain parts of the complainants’ 
bodies. Nonetheless, he determined that, on the evidence available, a properly instructed jury  
could find the two counts proved.110
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Mr Volkers was committed to stand trial on seven counts of indecent treatment of a girl under 16. 
He entered a plea of not guilty on all seven counts.

Queensland DPP decision to discontinue the proceedings

On 6 September 2002, a meeting was held between Mr Volkers’ lawyers and Mr Paul Rutledge,  
the Deputy DPP. Mr Volkers’ lawyers urged that the proceedings be terminated. The lawyers 
presented a written submission that argued that consideration be given to discontinuing the 
prosecution.111 The lawyers later gave Mr Rutledge 20 statements from persons they alleged  
could give evidence that supported Mr Volkers. 

Those statements were given subject to Mr Rutledge giving an undertaking as to how they could 
be used.112 In particular, Mr Rutledge undertook not to provide a copy of the statements to the 
Queensland Police Service.113 Given their purpose and potential significance, this was, to say the 
least, unusual. 

On 18 September 2002, the then Queensland DPP, Ms Leanne Clare, decided to enter a ‘no true 
bill’. This had the effect of discontinuing the prosecution of Mr Volkers.114 It does not amount to an 
acquittal. Ms Clare has since been appointed a judge of the District Court.

On 18 September 2002, Mr Jason Davies, the case officer from the ODPP, and Detective Sergeant 
Geoff Marsh from the Queensland Police Service informed Ms Rogers, Ms Boyce and Ms Gilbert that 
the charges would be discontinued.115 

The following day, Ms Boyce met with Mr Rutledge, at her request, to discuss the reasons for 
discontinuing the charges.116 Ms Boyce requested a written explanation of these reasons on 24 
September 2002.117 Mr Rutledge replied on 27 September 2002.118 The contents of this letter  
are set out in the next section of this report.

On 24 September 2002 Mr Davies completed a charge discontinuance form. 

On 25 September 2002, Ms Gilbert also met with Mr Rutledge, at her request, to discuss the 
reasons for discontinuing the charges.119 The reasons that Mr Rutledge gave on behalf of the  
ODPP are also set out in the next section of this report.

Reasons for the decision to discontinue the charges

No document signed by Ms Clare indicating her reasons for deciding to enter a no true bill was 
produced to the Royal Commission from the ODPP file. 

Various documents prepared after the decision had been made suggest reasons for discontinuing 
the prosecution. They are:
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• Ms Boyce’s notes of her meeting with Mr Rutledge on 19 September 2002120

• the charge discontinuance form, dated 24 September 2002, prepared by Mr Davies  
of the ODPP121

• the notes of interview between Mr Rutledge, Ms Gilbert, her then husband Mr Shayne 
Gilbert and Mr Simon Tolhurst, Ms Gilbert’s solicitor, on 25 September 2002 (recorded  
by Ms Sonia Muller, Victim Liaison Officer, ODPP)122

• Mr Rutledge’s letter to Ms Boyce on 27 September 2002.123

We will consider each of these documents in turn. 

Ms Boyce’s notes of her meeting with Mr Rutledge

Ms Boyce’s notes record that she was told that the onus was on the prosecution to prove the 
offence and that the ‘case could not be proven to jury (beyond reasonable doubt)’.124 The notes 
also record that she was told that the ‘defence could say [Ms Rogers] and [Ms Boyce] made [the 
allegations] up because [they] saw each other at Aladdin on Ice’.125

Charge discontinuance form

The charge discontinuance form, dated 24 September 2002, included a memorandum setting out 
the strengths and weaknesses of the Crown case.126 This memorandum makes repeated reference  
to the submission and 20 statements that Mr Volkers’ lawyers provided to Mr Rutledge on  
6 September 2002.

The memorandum then set out a record of discussions and further investigations that Mr Davies 
and Detective Sergeant Marsh had undertaken. It also recorded the views that the Deputy DPP had 
reached, which the DPP accepted, on the possible prosecution of the complaints made by the three 
women. The form was signed by Mr Davies. There are no signatures from the DPP or Deputy DPP.

In his assessment of the Crown case with regard to Ms Rogers’ complaints: 

• Mr Davies noted that the complaint was uncorroborated. He pointed out the fact that Ms 
Rogers and Ms Boyce admitted to meeting in 1997. Because they both mistakenly referred 
to ‘Aladdin on Ice’ rather than ‘Disney on Ice’ in their initial statements, the defence would 
be able to raise the issue of concoction.127

• Mr Davies was of the view that Ms Rogers’ complaint was not sufficiently particularised 
and that Mr Volkers’ taped admissions ‘may only be taken as so-called “guilty passion” 
evidence, and may well be excluded’.128

• Mr Davies noted disparaging comments made about Ms Rogers in the statements that 
Mr Volkers’ lawyers provided and that Ms Rogers ‘has a significant psychiatric history that 
damages her credibility’.129 He stated that there is a ‘real risk’ that Ms Rogers’ version of 
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what occurred between her and Mr Volkers has ‘transmogrified’ in the retelling to various 
counsellors.130 Putting aside Ms Rogers’ covert phone calls with Mr Volkers, Mr Davies 
mentioned that a note made by Ms Osgarby, the psychologist who saw Ms Rogers a 
couple of times in 1988, recorded ‘no significant sexual behaviour other than [Mr Volkers’] 
comments and touches (not intimate)’.131 Mr Davies suggested that the note could be the 
‘“best” record of the actions of the accused toward the complainant’.132

Mr Davies concluded that ‘there is no reasonable prospect of a successful prosecution of the 
accused in relation to this complaint’.133

In his assessment of the Crown case on Ms Boyce’s complaints:

• Mr Davies again noted that the complaint was uncorroborated and that the defence could 
raise the issue of concoction with regard to the ‘Aladdin on Ice’ mistake.134 He also details 
the process used to obtain a statement from AEG, another swimmer that Ms Boyce had 
said was at Mr Volkers’ house at the time of the offence.135 

• Mr Davies concluded that this statement did not impeach Ms Boyce’s version of events. 
He also concluded that the other statements that Mr Volkers’ lawyers provided did not 
damage Ms Boyce’s credibility.136 

He wrote that ‘the only issue that remained’ was whether the offence was ‘serious enough to 
warrant a trial or whether it should be dealt with in another manner by being discontinued or 
referred to mediation’.137

In his assessment of the Crown case on Ms Gilbert’s complaints:

• Mr Davies again noted that the complaint was uncorroborated. He recognised that these 
allegations ‘are the most serious in nature out of all the allegations’.138

• Mr Davies recorded that the submission from Mr Volkers’ lawyers asserted that the 
incidents involving massages during training sessions could not have happened because of:
 ° the length of time Mr Volkers was allegedly absent from the pool 
 ° the fact that Mr Volkers did not use a blackboard to give instructions to his swimmers 

but, rather, gave them verbally, and as a result the sessions would have become 
chaotic if he was absent for 15–30 minutes

 ° the presence of parents and others during training sessions.139 

The submission was allegedly supported by the 20 statements provided. 

• Mr Davies also noted that the defence provided a statement from AEH, who denied she 
had gone into the sauna room with Mr Volkers, as Ms Gilbert said in her statement.140
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The memorandum concluded:

[The defence statements] may well ruin any prospects for a conviction in relation to the 
offences in the sauna room (particularly [AEH]). If that is the case then the Crown will not 
have any prospects of success in relation to the counts involving the accused’s caravan.141

The charge discontinuance form contains a record of a meeting on 13 September 2002 between 
the DPP, the Deputy DPP and the Crown Prosecutor who appeared at the committal hearing. At this 
meeting, Ms Clare said that the issue of concoction between Ms Rogers and Ms Boyce ‘could be 
easily explained by the fact that the theme of that particular Disney on Ice production was “Aladdin 
on Ice”’.142 A plan for further investigations to verify the submission and statements from Mr Volkers’ 
lawyers was also made.

Following this meeting, Detective Sergeant Marsh and Mr Davies spoke to Ms Gilbert about how 
Mr Volkers conducted training sessions. Ms Gilbert said that there were numerous occasions during 
training where Mr Volkers and other swimmers left the pool area for lengthy periods of time. 
When told about AEH’s statement, Ms Gilbert is said to have changed her original statement to say 
that she saw AEH walk towards and return from the sauna area with Mr Volkers – she had merely 
assumed that they had entered the sauna area together.143

Mr Davies’ record of further investigations also referred to an interview with another swimmer  
who said Mr Volkers had touched her in his car when she was 18. It states, ‘she was ruled out as 
being relevant’.144 

Mr Davies and Detective Sergeant Marsh also conducted investigations in Mr Volkers’ former 
residence – in particular, the floor covering in the lounge room. It was established that when  
Mr Volkers lived at the residence there was grey carpet on the floor, which had subsequently been 
taken up to expose the floor boards.145 This was said to be consistent with Ms Boyce’s evidence 
but potentially inconsistent with Ms Rogers’ evidence, depending on whether she had been at the 
residence before or after the carpet was laid.146 

Mr Davies and Detective Sergeant Marsh also visited Ms Osgarby. She had no independent 
recollection about Ms Rogers’ complaint and was unable to clarify the meaning of ‘not intimate’  
in her notes from 1988.147

In relation to Ms Rogers’ complaints, the charge discontinuance form records that, after reviewing 
the material in the form, Ms Clare accepted Mr Rutledge’s view that: 

[The prosecution of the complaints by Ms Rogers] had no reasonable prospects of  
success because of the complainant’s lengthy psychiatric history, and the inconsistency  
in the accounts she had provided initially to [Ms] Ogarsby [sic] and then to subsequent 
therapists and police. Her evidence appears to have transmogrified and could not be said 
to be reliable.
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The DPP formed the view that the admission made by the accused (in pretext conversation) 
would have been sufficient to particularise an offence upon which the Crown could 
prosecute BUT FOR the fact that it would have been impossible to confirm the alleged time 
frame of the offence with sufficient particularity to rule out the possibility that the offence 
happened after the complainants’ 16th birthday.148

In relation to Ms Boyce’s complaints, the charge discontinuance form records that Ms Clare 
accepted Mr Rutledge’s view that: 

[The prosecution of the complaints made by Ms Boyce] should not proceed on the basis 
that its true criminality was of a lower magnitude (being a single incident of rubbing on the 
breast), that it was a very stale incident (15 years old), that the prospects of success in this 
matter were also significantly reduced as a ‘flow-on’ effect of the purported ‘character’ 
witness evidence, and there was no prospect of any significant punishment in the unlikely 
event of a conviction which would justify proceeding to trial.149 

In relation to Ms Gilbert’s complaints, the charge discontinuance form records that Ms Clare 
accepted Mr Rutledge’s view that:

[The prosecution of the complaints made by Ms Gilbert] had no reasonable prospects of 
success because of the effect of the ‘alibi’ statements provided by defence AND the 
complainant had changed her story slightly after being questioned further in relation to the 
denial supplied by [AEH]. The D/DPP said that the complaints had a ‘smell’ about them and 
his own experience of taking children to swimming training did not support the 
complainant’s version.150

The notes of interview between Mr Rutledge and Ms Gilbert

The notes of Mr Rutledge’s interview with Ms Gilbert recorded Mr Rutledge saying that ‘the Crown 
looked at everything we thought should be looked at and thought no prospects of convicting 
Mr Volkers’.151 The notes record that ‘[Mr Rutledge] advised that the Director had input into the 
decision [to discontinue proceedings]’.152

The notes of Mr Rutledge’s interview with Ms Gilbert refer to ‘age of allegation [18 years ago]’,  
‘no recent complaint’ and ‘no corroboration’.153 

Mr Rutledge is recorded as saying ‘In reality there is approx 1000 girls (children) he has trained for 2 
decades’.154 The statements provided by Mr Volkers’ lawyers are mentioned, along with the fact that 
the ODPP agreed that the police would not interview those who made the statements. Mr Rutledge 
said that if the defence knowingly provided fraudulent statements ‘they would be in strife’. He 
explained that some of the statements were from people who had known Mr Volkers for 20 years 
‘who hadn’t heard anything re inappropriate conduct’.155
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With respect to the counts involving Ms Gilbert, the notes state that AEH was prepared to say that 
she was not in the room at the time of the alleged abuse and that AEH’s account is ‘significant’.156 
The notes record Mr Rutledge explaining that, if the ODPP did not know about AEH, these counts 
would have proceeded because Ms Gilbert came across ‘very well’ at the committal hearing.  
Ms Gilbert said that what she said in her statement about AEH was not what she meant.157

The notes also record Mr Rutledge saying ‘no one is saying that it isn’t possible that [Ms Gilbert] was 
in the room with Mr Volkers’ and ‘anyone could have walked in. Risk Mr Volkers was taking in middle 
of training session’.158 Finally, the notes state that the ODPP ‘couldn’t divorce caravan & sauna 
incidents’.159

With respect to the counts involving Ms Rogers, the notes state that the police should have 
obtained Ms Rogers’ psychiatric records and that, if they had, Mr Volkers would never have been 
charged. They go on to record that ‘[Ms Rogers’] allegations get more extreme over time’ and that 
‘[Ms Rogers] isn’t a witness you could rely on’.160 In response to a question from Ms Gilbert about 
what would have happened if the ODPP had not received the statements from Mr Volkers’ legal 
representatives, Mr Rutledge replied ‘the case re [Ms Rogers] would have been discontinued  
& couldn’t say re others’.161

Mr Rutledge’s letter to Ms Boyce 

Mr Rutledge wrote to Ms Boyce on 27 September 2002. In that letter he stated that ‘there were  
a number of factors involved in the decision’. These included:

• The offence was a single incident involving touching alleged to have occurred about 15 
years ago.

• There was no corroboration of Ms Boyce’s account or complaint shortly after the touching.
• Both Ms Boyce and Ms Rogers referred in their initial statements to meeting at Aladdin on 

Ice in 1997 rather than Disney on Ice (the ‘common misdescription’), which did not assist.
• Mr Volkers trained in excess of 1,000 young female swimmers over many years without any 

complaint to police until recent times.162

He concluded that ‘having regard to the nature of the offence alleged and the strength of the 
evidence it was considered not appropriate to present an indictment’.163 

1.5 Crime and Misconduct Commission investigates decision to   
 discontinue proceedings

The DPP’s decision to drop the charges ‘received extensive media coverage’.164 The level of 
controversy increased quickly. In a television interview on 19 September 2002, the then Premier,  
the Hon. Peter Beattie, expressed the view that the Crime and Misconduct Commission (CMC) 
should look at the matter.165
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On 27 September 2002, shortly after Mr Beattie’s comments, the CMC announced that it would 
examine the circumstances surrounding Mr Volkers’ arrest and the subsequent discontinuance of 
proceedings ‘to determine whether there was sufficient evidence of official misconduct or police 
misconduct to recommend disciplinary or other action’.166 

On 10 October 2002, after assessing all the material that it had access to, the CMC determined  
that there was sufficient material to warrant an investigation.167

The CMC also announced that it would be conducting public hearings on the procedural issues 
raised by the matter – in particular, ‘the way the criminal justice system handles sexual misconduct 
matters’.168 These hearings were held on 20–21 November 2002.

Central to the criticisms of the DPP’s decision to discontinue criminal proceedings against Mr Volkers 
were the issues of:

• the appropriateness of an undertaking that the Deputy DPP gave to Mr Volkers’ lawyers 
concerning the use of written material that Mr Volkers’ lawyers provided to the ODPP

• the basis on which the DPP made the decision to discontinue criminal proceedings.169

The scope of the Crime and Misconduct Commission investigation

The CMC made it very clear that it had no authority to disturb or confirm the DPP’s decision to 
discontinue proceedings against Mr Volkers. It did not consider whether or not the decision was 
actually correct.170 The aspects of the matter considered were:

1. Whether there was sufficient evidence of official misconduct or police misconduct 
in the initial investigation by the Queensland Police Service to warrant the CMC 
recommending disciplinary or other action.

2. Whether there was sufficient evidence of official misconduct by officers of the ODPP 
in their handling of the matter, both in terms of the committal proceedings and the 
subsequent decision to discontinue prosecution of the changes, to warrant the CMC 
recommending disciplinary or other action.

3. Whether there had been any political interference in the decision not to proceed  
with the charges.171

The CMC noted that the basis on which Ms Clare came to the conclusion to discontinue was 
relevant to the deliberations of the CMC. This was because it was relevant to the question of 
whether there was any evidence of official misconduct by any officer from the ODPP.172

The investigation involved:

• reviewing the relevant files from the ODPP, the Queensland Police Service and  
Mr Volkers’ lawyers
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• interviews with the complainants, officers from the Queensland Police Service,  
officers from the ODPP, Mr Volkers’ lawyers, potential witnesses in the case against Mr 
Volkers, the Queensland Attorney-General and media persons.173

The Queensland Police Service conducted a post-operational assessment of the extent and quality 
of the police investigation of the allegations against Mr Volkers and also of allegations of improper 
release of information to the media before Mr Volkers’ arrest. The assessment and investigation 
reports were provided to the CMC for its information.174

Crime and Misconduct Commission findings

The CMC published its report in March 2003. It concluded that there was no evidence of official 
misconduct on the part of any officer of the Queensland Police Service or the ODPP.175 

In relation to the Queensland Police Service, the CMC made some observations about the arrest 
process and the concerns raised in the post-operational assessment conducted by the police.176 

The CMC was critical of the ODPP. It found that ‘the process leading to the decision not to continue 
with the prosecution of any of the charges against Mr Volkers was unsatisfactory’.177 The CMC 
highlighted that ‘this was reflected in the fact that there is room for doubt about the principal 
reasons that motivated the decision’.178

The CMC examined the reasons for discontinuing the prosecution against Mr Volkers, including 
‘whether the Defence statements were of any relevance to the DPP’s consideration of the merits of 
the prosecution case’.179

The CMC said that Ms Clare ‘was never consulted about’ the charge discontinuance form and ‘made 
no contribution to it, did not read it and did not sign it’.180 The CMC report stated that ordinarily 
the DPP would complete a second form that records the basis for the decision to discontinue the 
prosecution. The CMC said that in this case the second form was not completed because ‘[Ms Clare] 
was in the process of going on holidays and there was some confusion with Mr Rutledge over who 
was going to complete the second form’.181

It is not surprising that the CMC also found that Mr Rutledge’s decision to accept the statements 
from Mr Volkers’ lawyers ‘proffered with a view to persuading him that the charges could not be 
upheld, on the basis that use of the statements was restricted, was a mistake’.182 The CMC said:

There are obvious dangers in permitting lawyers to submit statements to the prosecution in 
this way. Here the situation was aggravated by the circumstances that disagreement quickly 
arose as to the basis on which the statements were to be used; this led to a threat of 
litigation by the lawyers for Mr Volkers, which undoubtedly put pressure on the officers of 
the ODPP. Although there is evidence from the DPP and Mr Rutledge that the content of 
the statements had very little to do with the ultimate decision, it is hard to accept that the 
statements did not influence the decision.183 
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Consequently, the CMC concluded ‘there is room for doubt about the principal reasons that 
motivated the decision’.184

Reasons given by the DPP to the Crime and Misconduct Commission for discontinuing 
the prosecution

In relation to Ms Rogers, Ms Clare told the CMC:

• She was worried about the witness’s competence in giving evidence and her history  
of making ‘preposterous allegations against various people’. Ms Clare noted that the  
use of the word ‘preposterous’ was taken from a doctor’s note and did not reflect her 
personal judgment.185

• The date of the alleged offence (that is, the allegation that Mr Volkers attempted to  
‘finger’ Ms Rogers in his car) needed to be established to prove Ms Rogers’ age at the  
time. If she was over 16, the Crown also had to prove the absence of the consent. This 
could only be established by Ms Rogers. Ms Clare queried whether Ms Rogers was 
competent to give evidence.186

• The evidence from another witness who said Mr Volkers had touched her in the car was 
considered because it may have constituted similar fact evidence to the allegation by  
Ms Rogers discussed above. However, she later found it ‘was not of any assistance’  
because the witness was over 16 at the time.187 

In her written submission, she said that she was ‘originally reluctant to discontinue’ because  
Ms Rogers’ complaint was ‘the only one with evidence of a complaint made within a limited time 
of the last episode. It was also the only case with potential corroboration’.188 However, ‘Sadly, the 
complainant’s longstanding psychiatric history presented a serious problem for her reliability,  
if not her competency’.189 While Ms Clare noted that this psychiatric history may have related to 
the abuse that Mr Volkers perpetrated, she ‘formed the view that it would be unsafe to rely upon 
this witness’.190

In relation to Ms Boyce, Ms Clare concluded that there was a ‘prima facie case’; however, the 
evidence related to ‘a single episode that was uncorroborated and was not of a serious nature’.191 
Ms Clare rejected the assertion about the evidence of concoction between Ms Rogers and Ms Boyce 
on the name of the Disney show, stating that this did not weigh ‘greatly on her mind when reaching 
her decision’.192 

She gave her reasons in a written submission to the CMC, stating that ‘this was not a matter which 
would warrant a prosecution on its own’:

• It was a single charge of low-level conduct.
• A complaint was not made until many years later.
• The complaint was uncorroborated.
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• A warning would be given to the jury that it is necessary to scrutinise the complainant’s 
evidence with great care given the extensive delay between the offence and the trial  
(a Longman warning).

• In the unlikely event of a conviction, the punishment would be nominal.193

In relation to Ms Gilbert, Ms Clare told the CMC ‘that two issues ultimately weighed on her mind in 
considering whether to continue the prosecution of [Ms Gilbert’s] complaint’. Those issues were:

• the improbability of the offence occurring where there were parents present and Mr 
Volkers would have had to have been absent for some time 

• Ms Gilbert’s apparent willingness to change her evidence when told about the evidence of 
AEH.194

On the first issue, Ms Clare stated that ‘There is still the question of the burden of proof on us and 
that idea of improbability or implausibility had to be figured into the equation’.195 

On the second issue, Ms Clare was concerned that Ms Gilbert ‘backtracked’ when told of AEH’s 
evidence that she did not ‘on any occasion remember going into the massage room’ with  
Mr Volkers.196 In her interview with the CMC, Ms Clare said that it was her view that Ms Gilbert 
would not be a good or particularly strong witness and she would essentially be ‘torn to shreds’ in 
the witness box.197

In her written submission to the CMC, Ms Clare said that she recognised that Ms Gilbert’s change 
of evidence in relation to AEH ‘was another factor that could be used to discredit her’. She did 
not think it made ‘prosecution impossible’. She recalled that ‘Mr Rutledge had a different view’ 
and there was ‘some force’ in this, but ultimately she thought it was a matter for the jury. Her 
submission stated that she changed her mind when she ‘came to understand’ that in relation to at 
least one of the offences:

1. the offence was one that lasted for a substantial period of time; and 
2. [the offence] took place in an area accessible to anyone at the swimming complex,  

and where swimmers visited frequently. 

These two features combined with the overtly sexual nature of the allegations (with the 
complainant half naked and exposed) to create a serious question about the plausibility  
of the risk said to be undertaken by Mr Volkers.198

Ms Clare also highlighted in her written submission that Mr Rutledge had pointed out the practical 
difficulties of a swimming coach being absent for extended periods of time. In her written 
submission to the CMC Ms Clare concluded that:

when the improbability of the risk allegedly undertaken was combined with other 
weaknesses, particularly the lengthy delay in complaint and the absence of any supportive 
evidence, the matter was deprived of any reasonable prospect of a conviction.199
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Criticisms made by the Crime and Misconduct Commission

The CMC was critical of the evidence that Ms Clare provided about some of the key issues of  
Ms Gilbert’s case. The criticisms were mainly focused on inconsistencies between the evidence 
given in her interview with the CMC and her written submission. For example, on her comment that 
Ms Gilbert would be ‘torn to shreds’, Ms Clare said in her written submission that, while the change 
in evidence would be used to discredit Ms Gilbert, she did not think the prosecution impossible.200

The CMC identified a number of other mistakes made by the ODPP that it described as being of 
‘lesser importance’. These all related to the allegations made by Ms Gilbert, which the CMC said 
were ‘the most serious’ of the three complaints.201 

Firstly, the DPP was under a misapprehension about the length of time Ms Gilbert said that  
Mr Volkers was away from the pool.202 In summary, the evidence on this point from Ms Gilbert was 
that she was in the sauna for approximately 15 to 20 minutes and then went to the massage room. 
Ms Gilbert did not say how long she was in the massage room.203 The CMC concluded that ‘since the 
committal proceedings there have been misunderstandings about the time in which the offences 
were allegedly committed by Mr Volkers in the massage room’.204

Secondly, too much attention to the damage supposedly done to Ms Gilbert’s credibility by remarks 
attributed to the witness, referred to as AEH during the public hearing.205 In her statement to the 
police, Ms Gilbert said that AEH was the only other person ‘she saw go into the sauna and massage 
room with Mr Volkers’.206 AEH was being interviewed by Mr Peter Shields, who was Mr Volkers’ 
lawyer, when she apparently said, ‘I did not on any occasion remember going into the massage 
room with Scott as contained in the statement of [Ms Gilbert]’.207 When told of AEH’s statement,  
Ms Gilbert said ‘that she recalled [AEH] getting out of the pool and walking towards the sauna and 
then seeing her walk back with Mr Volkers, but she did not know if they actually went into  
the sauna’.208 

This has been used to suggest that Ms Gilbert had a preparedness to change her account of the 
events, and that that damaged her credit. 

Thirdly, there was insufficient analysis of the prospects of a successful conviction of the offences 
Ms Gilbert said occurred in the caravan, including not considering whether to proceed on these 
allegations alone.209 The CMC highlighted that there was no reference to the caravan allegations 
in the charge discontinuance form. The CMC was also of the opinion that the offences that were 
said to have occurred in the caravan were very different from those in the massage room and it 
appeared that the ODPP had confused the two during its deliberations.210

Lastly, too little attention was given to the possibility that Ms Gilbert might simply be believed by  
a jury.211 
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The CMC concluded:

there were more defects than one would normally expect to find in an examination of a 
matter of this kind. However, it appears clear that although Mr Rutledge, and to a lesser 
extent the DPP, can be justly criticised for the way in which they went about their task,  
the case falls far short of official misconduct.212

The CMC suggested that:

1. The DPP consider developing guidelines on giving and recording undertakings to ensure 
that the situation that occurred in the Volkers matter did not happen again.

2. The DPP consider reviewing the effectiveness and also the adequacy of the ODPP’s 
communication with complainants. This was because the complainants in the 
Volkers matter had expressed concerns over ‘what they perceived to be a lack of 
communication on the part of the ODPP’.213

1.6 Police reopen investigation of Mr Volkers

In December 2002, the Queensland Police Service, of its own initiative, reopened investigations of 
the allegations against Mr Volkers.214

The police gave the DPP three volumes of material on Mr Volkers. Ms Clare referred this material to 
Mr Rutledge for his consideration with a request that he report to her. Mr Rutledge reviewed the 
material and subsequently made requests to the police for additional information.215 

On 5 August 2003, Queensland Police Legal Officer Mr Paxton Booth gave the ODPP a summary 
of the evidence available in the brief (referred to as the Booth memorandum).216 The Booth 
memorandum summarised the original and new evidence contained in the brief, provided the 
Queensland Police Service view of the relevance of the new material, and set out proposed  
new charges. 

Mr Rutledge met with Mr Booth on 10 December 2003 to discuss the case to ensure that he had, 
among other things, a clear understanding of the new material from the perspective of the police.217

On 16 December 2003, Mr Rutledge prepared a memorandum for Ms Clare that analysed the evidence 
in the new brief in light of the original evidence (referred to as the Rutledge memorandum).218 

The Booth memorandum and the Rutledge memorandum are discussed in further detail below.
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Queensland police summary of new evidence

An email was sent to the police, presumably from the ODPP, requesting information on:

• what new material was included in the brief
• the relevance of each item of new material from the perspective of the Queensland  

Police Service.
The email contained a specific request to identify whether any of the new material in the brief  
fell under the category of:

• similar fact evidence
• corroboration
• recent complaint
• further complainants or complaints.219

A memorandum was prepared by the police setting out the evidence obtained. That memo,  
referred to as the Booth memorandum, is the subject of a Direction not to Publish and therefore  
the contents will not be revealed in this report.

The Rutledge memorandum

The Rutledge memorandum to Ms Clare draws attention to ‘a number of matters that strike 
me as possibly requiring consideration by whoever considers the brief’.220 Accompanying the 
memorandum was the following materials:

• one volume of evidence in relation to each complainant, provided by the police
• one volume of material, with the new material provided by the police at the request of  

Mr Rutledge and relevant correspondence on further investigations that police undertook 
at the direction of Mr Rutledge

• the Booth memorandum
• a folder of material and correspondence that contained the new material obtained at  

Mr Rutledge’s request.221

Mr Rutledge commented in the memorandum to Ms Clare that the new material addressed ‘matters 
of detail that were not addressed in the original brief and seeks to clarify earlier statements by 
the complainants’.222 With reference to the Booth memorandum, Mr Rutledge noted that the brief 
included statements that the police ‘advance as new “Possible similar fact / Propensity evidence / 
Rebuttal evidence”’.223
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Ms Rogers

The Rutledge memorandum stated: 

[The new evidence in relation to Ms Rogers goes] essentially to matters of detail e.g. 
narrowing the alleged dates of offences, clarifying the Rogers’ account of events,  
providing descriptions by others of the house where the first offence is alleged to have 
been committed (in order to substantiate Ms Rogers description) and providing what is 
claimed to be possible relationship/similar fact/propensity/rebuttal evidence.224

Mr Rutledge stated that the further investigation has ‘confirmed the major problems flowing from 
the mental state of Ms Rogers’,225 referring to hospital notes of Ms Rogers’ admission to hospital in 
November 2001 and notes made by Ms Osgarby in 1988. 

With reference to the Booth memorandum, Mr Rutledge stated that ‘Documents found on Rogers 
medical file are of concern’, raising ‘issues as to Rogers’ credibility and capacity’.226 He also provided 
examples of Ms Rogers providing false statements, including that she was sexually abused by her 
swimming coach, that she believed her parents knew and condoned the incidents and that  
Ms Rogers believed her mother was having an affair with Mr Volkers.227

He concluded ‘it is clear from the new material that there is much evidence of Ms Rogers acting 
irrationally, erratically and having difficulty in separating fantasy from reality’.228 

Ms Boyce

The Rutledge memorandum summarised the new evidence in relation to Ms Boyce as containing:

• evidence that supported the proposition that on occasion Ms Boyce went to Mr Volkers’ 
house and some supporting the proposition that on occasion Ms Boyce was at Mr Volkers’ 
house with AEG

• evidence on the type of floor in the house (which related to Ms Boyce’s description of the 
floor at the time of the alleged incident)

• clarification by Ms Boyce of the events
• evidence from Dr Cotter on her treatment of Ms Boyce for major depression
• evidence from Mr Volkers’ step-brother on Mr Volkers’ contact with young girls.229

In the memorandum Mr Rutledge provided an analysis of the new evidence from Mr Volkers’  
step-brother and Dr Cotter. 

In relation to the new evidence from Mr Volkers’ step-brother, he said:

[The new evidence] clearly supports the proposition that Mr Volkers had girls visit him in 
his caravan and at home and that he massaged girls in his house. Whether it goes any 
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further than that and is capable of corroborating the allegation of inappropriate touching 
will need to be considered.230 

In Ms Boyce’s first police statement, dated 22 November 2001, she refers to Dr Cotter as a person 
she spoke to about Mr Volkers touching her.231 

The new material raised ‘an issue in relation to the accuracy’ of Ms Boyce’s earlier police 
statement.232 In a later statement to police, dated 4 July 2002, Ms Boyce stated that she had ‘never 
… received any counselling for the matters that are now before the court’.233 The memorandum 
highlighted that this conflicted with the evidence from Dr Cotter that Ms Boyce received treatment 
‘including counselling for her major depression’ on 11 occasions between 3 September 2001 and  
8 May 2002.234 

Ms Gilbert

The Rutledge memorandum described the new evidence in relation to Ms Gilbert as:

• addressing ‘Mr Volkers’ training methods (particularly whether he used a blackboard and 
left the pool deck on occasion during training), [and] further details re the layout of the 
pool complex’ 

• clarifying Ms Gilbert’s account
• particularising dates of offences 
• providing ‘some material which is advanced as possible similar fact / propensity evidence’.235

The memorandum referred to and extracted excerpts from Ms Gilbert’s accounts to the police  
and the media and stated it was ‘obviously necessary to consider whether her various accounts  
are consistent’.236 

The memorandum also set out a ‘detailed analysis of events surrounding’ AEI’s statement,237 
suggesting that the DPP would need to consider the value of that evidence and the implications for 
Ms Gilbert’s credibility (AEI’s statement reported that Mr Volkers had moved his hands around her 
breasts during a massage).238 

The Rutledge memorandum stated that Ms Gilbert did not mention AEI as a person of interest in her 
first statement. In her seventh statement she recalled ‘suspicions that something may have occurred 
between [AEI] and Scott Volkers’ and Mr Volkers saying to her ‘you wouldn’t show me your breasts 
but [AEI] would’.239 

Mr Rutledge observed that Ms Gilbert’s ‘non-disclosure’ of the information about AEI ‘occurs 
against the background of what is obviously an intense interest in the progression of the case by 
Ms Gilbert who has clearly demonstrated that she is not the type of person to “keep quiet” about 
any information that might advance the case …’.240 The memorandum stated that the DPP may 
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have to consider whether it is reasonably possible to accept Ms Gilbert’s claim as to why she did 
not disclose Mr Volkers’ comment about AEI. Ms Gilbert had claimed that she did not think it was 
relevant at the time, and that she assumed by mentioning her name that AEI would tell police if 
anything had happened to her.241

Mr Rutledge then set out the various accounts that Ms Gilbert gave about the four charges and 
incidents involving other children.

1.7 Queensland DPP refers the matter to the New South Wales DPP

Ms Clare asks Mr Cowdery QC for advice

On 19 December 2003 Ms Clare, the then Queensland DPP, wrote to Mr Cowdery QC, then the New 
South Wales DPP, seeking his advice as to whether: 

• there was sufficient new evidence to justify recharging Mr Volkers in relation to any of the 
original allegations

• there were reasonable prospects of convictions in respect of any new allegations.242

The letter provided a brief chronology on the matter to date, including the decision not to prosecute 
in September 2002, the CMC report of March 2003 and the additional material received from the 
Queensland Police Service in May 2003.

In her letter Ms Clare extracted parts of the guidelines that the Queensland DPP had adopted. All 
ODPPs in Australia have adopted guidelines that are intended to assist in providing integrity in the 
decision-making process within the office. Guideline 16(v), ‘Termination of a Prosecution by ODPP’, 
is set out later in this report, as is Guideline 4, ‘The Decision to Prosecute’.

The letter then set out the reasons for discontinuing the original charges in relation to the  
three complainants.

Ms Rogers

Ms Clare noted that, although a complaint was made within ‘a limited time’ of the incident and 
there was potential corroboration, Ms Rogers’ longstanding psychiatric history ‘presented a serious 
problem for her reliability if not her competency’. 

She stated that the covertly recorded conversations contained, at best, admissions of sexual contact. 
It would be necessary to also prove that Ms Rogers was under 16 years of age at the time or did 
not consent. Ms Clare stated that the experience of the other swimmer who alleged that she had 
been touched by Mr Volkers in his car in similar circumstances when she was over 16 years old 
‘strengthened the possibility that the incident took place after [Ms Rogers] had turned 16’.243 
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She also noted that Ms Rogers denied previous intimate contact when she spoke to the psychologist 
just after her 16th birthday.244 

Ms Boyce

Ms Clare noted:

• Ms Boyce’s complaint was a single uncorroborated charge of low-level conduct
• the complaint was not made until many years later
• the jury would be given a warning that it is necessary to scrutinise the complainant’s 

evidence with great care given the extensive delay between the offence and the trial
• ‘in the unlikely event of a conviction, the punishment would be nominal’.245

Ms Gilbert

Ms Clare noted that the offence against Ms Gilbert ‘[endured] for a substantial period of time’ in an 
area ‘accessible to anyone in the swimming complex’. She stated that these two features, coupled 
with the ‘overly sexual nature of the allegation’, created ‘a serious question about the plausibility 
of the risk said to be undertaken by Mr Volkers’. She noted the ‘lengthy delay in complaint and 
the absence of any supportive evidence’. She also extracted part of the CMC report that criticised 
the close link that was drawn between these issues of credibility and assessment of the charges 
concerning incidents in the caravan.246

Material provided to Mr Cowdery QC

In her letter, Ms Clare also set out the law on joinder of charges in Queensland.

The letter suggested that Ms Clare provided Mr Cowdery QC with the ‘final briefs’,  
the Booth memorandum, the Rutledge memorandum and a web link to the CMC report. 

The Royal Commission has not been able to identify whether we have received the complete 
material briefed to Mr Cowdery QC. However, the material we did receive included:

• the three volumes of police material
• the depositions and transcripts of the committal proceedings
• the complainants’ statements
• the transcripts of an interview Ms Gilbert gave to the ABC program Australian Story
• the CMC report
• the Booth memorandum247 
• the Rutledge memorandum.248 
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The context in which the advice was requested and provided

Before Ms Clare sent this letter, she telephoned Mr Cowdery QC to ask whether his office would  
be prepared to review the matter.249 Neither Judge Clare nor Mr Cowdery QC could recall the  
details of the conversation.250 Mr Cowdery QC thought it likely that he discussed with Ms Clare  
the assistance she wanted and how it would be addressed, consistent with her letter of  
19 December 2003.251 

Ms Clare, the Queensland DPP, knew that her decision whether or not to recharge Mr Volkers  
would attract considerable public attention given the CMC’s criticisms of her first decision.252

 In light of the CMC report and what she described as the matter’s ‘extraordinary history and intense 
media coverage’,253 she thought ‘the most prudent course’ was to seek independent advice.254 

This was the first occasion Ms Clare had formally requested advice from Mr Cowdery QC or,  
indeed, from any DPP of another state or territory.255

Judge Clare recognised that this was an unusual and unique request.256 She said that she sought  
Mr Cowdery QC’s advice because of his prosecutorial experience.257 

Mr Cowdery QC confirmed that Ms Clare’s request was unusual.258 He said that he had discussed 
matters informally with Ms Clare from time to time.259 

Mr Cowdery QC also understood that any decision by Ms Clare to either recharge or not recharge 
Mr Volkers was likely to be subject to public scrutiny.260 Again, this was not at all surprising. He told 
us that he appreciated that, for this reason, Ms Clare wanted an ‘independent and expert view’.261 

Ms Cunneen SC also told us that Ms Clare’s request for the advice was unusual.262 Ms Cunneen had 
never before been asked to advise on the prospect of conviction in a matter from a state outside 
New South Wales.263 She has never been asked to do so again.264 She understood that Ms Clare 
required ‘something independent because of some criticism by the [CMC]’.265 She was not aware, 
and it ‘wasn’t obvious’ to her from the CMC report, of the extent to which the decision was a matter 
of public controversy.266 Her evidence was that she ‘wasn’t aware of any public furore … it wasn’t a 
matter of great note in New South Wales’.267 

1.8 Mr Cowdery QC asks Ms Cunneen for advice

In early 2004, Mr Cowdery QC asked Ms Cunneen (now Ms Cunneen SC)268 to advise him on the 
questions that Ms Clare posed in her letter.269 At that time, Ms Cunneen was a Deputy Senior Crown 
Prosecutor in the New South Wales ODPP. She was appointed to that position on  
2 September 2002. She had been a Crown Prosecutor from November 1990 until that time.270 
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Before her appointment as a Crown Prosecutor, Ms Cunneen was the Senior Principal Solicitor in 
charge of the Child Sexual Assault Unit of the Office of the Solicitor for Public Prosecutions and Clerk 
of the Peace – a role that involved appearing in committal proceedings for child sexual assault cases, 
membership of multi-disciplinary committees on child sexual assault and attendance at related 
conferences.271 

At the time Mr Cowdery QC asked her to prepare the advice, Ms Cunneen had prosecuted a large 
number of sexual and indecent assault cases, many of which involved children,272 and mostly at 
what she described as the ‘more serious’ end of the spectrum.273 She said that she had prosecuted 
‘huge numbers’ of historical sexual assault cases (we assume she was referring to the prosecution of 
offences which were alleged to have been committed some years before charges were laid) in which 
the accused was well known to the complainant274 – mostly where the perpetrator and victim were 
related (although many involved perpetrators in a position of trust or authority to the victim).275 
Ms Cunneen said she had lectured on the subject ‘Family and Child Welfare’ in the Faculty of Social 
Work at the University of New South Wales, focusing on the evidence of victims and social workers 
in the court system, and presented conference papers about the difficulties of prosecuting child  
sex offences.276 

Ms Cunneen provides her advice to Mr Cowdery QC

Ms Cunneen’s advice is dated 26 March 2004 and is addressed to the Director of Public 
Prosecutions. It is entitled ‘Scott Alexander Volkers: Request by Queensland DPP for advice re 
Further Proceedings’. Ms Cunneen’s advice is annexed to this report at Appendix B.

The formal decision-making framework

Both Ms Cunneen SC and Mr Cowdery QC accepted that the task involved the application of the 
relevant law and the Queensland ODPP Director’s Guidelines.277 

The request for advice that Ms Clare sent to Mr Cowdery QC set out, in terms, two of the relevant 
prosecutorial guidelines: Guideline 16(v) and Guideline 4. 

Guideline 16(v), ‘Termination of a Prosecution by ODPP’, which contained the test for reversing  
a determination to discontinue a prosecution, was referred to in full. It provides:

Once a determination has been made to discontinue a prosecution, the decision will  
not be reversed unless:

1. significant fresh evidence has been produced that was not previously available  
for consideration or the decision was obtained by fraud; and

2. in all the circumstances, it is in the interests of justice that the matter be reviewed.278
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Guideline 4, ‘The Decision to Prosecute’ was a two-tiered test:

I. is there sufficient evidence?; and

II. does the public interest require a prosecution?

Guideline 4 went on to give content to these two tiers. It provided:

(i) Sufficient evidence

1. A prima facie case is necessary but not enough.
2. A prosecution should not proceed if there is no reasonable prospect of conviction 

before a reasonable jury (or Magistrate).

A decision by a Magistrate to commit a defendant for trial does not absolve the prosecution 
from its responsibility to independently evaluate the evidence. The test for the Magistrate 
is limited to whether there is a bare prima facie case. The prosecutor must go further to 
assess the quality and persuasive strength of the evidence as it is likely to be at trial.

The following matters need to be carefully considered bearing in mind that guilt has to be 
established beyond reasonable doubt

1. the availability, competence and compellability of witnesses and their likely impression 
on the Court;

2. any conflicting statements by a material witness;
3. the admissibility of evidence, including any alleged confession;
4. any lines of defence which are plainly open; and
5. any other factors relevant to the merits of the Crown case.

(ii) Public Interest Criteria 

If there is sufficient reliable evidence of an offence, the issue is whether discretionary 
factors nevertheless dictate that the matter should not proceed in the public interest.

Discretionary factors may include

1. the level of seriousness or triviality of the alleged offence, or whether or not it is of a 
‘technical’ nature only;

2. the existence of any mitigating or aggravating circumstances;
3. the youth, age, physical or mental health or special infirmity of the alleged offender or a 

necessary witness;
4. the alleged offender’s antecedents and background, including culture and ability to 

understand the English language;
5. the staleness of the alleged offence;
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6. the degree of culpability of the alleged offender in connection with the offence;
7. whether or not the prosecution would be perceived as counter-productive to the 

interests of justice;
8. the availability and efficacy of any alternatives to prosecution;
9. the prevalence of the alleged offence and the need for deterrence, either  

personal or general;
10. whether or not the alleged offence is of minimal public concern;
11. any entitlement or liability of a victim or other person to criminal compensation, 

reparation or forfeiture if prosecution action is taken;
12. the attitude of the victim of the alleged offence to a prosecution;
13. the likely length and expense of a trial;
14. whether or not the alleged offender is willing to co-operate in the investigation or 

prosecution of others, or the extent to which the alleged offender has done so;
15. the likely outcome in the event of a conviction considering the sentencing options 

available to the Court;
16. whether the alleged offender elected to be tried on indictment rather than be dealt 

with summarily;
17. whether or not a sentence has already been imposed on the offender which adequately 

reflects the criminality of the episode;
18. whether or not the alleged offender has already been sentenced for a series of other 

offences and what likelihood there is of an additional penalty, having regard to the 
totality principle;

19. the necessity to maintain public confidence in the Parliament and the Courts; and
20. the effect on public order and morale.

The relevance of discretionary factors will depend upon the individual circumstances of 
each case.

The more serious the offence, the more likely that the public interest will require  
a prosecution.

Indeed, the proper decision in most cases will be to proceed with the prosecution if there is 
sufficient evidence. Mitigating factors can then be put to the Court at sentence.279

A number of other guidelines were also relevant to the process of deciding whether or not to 
reopen the prosecution of Mr Volkers. These included:

18. CONSULTATION WITH VICTIMS

The relevant case lawyer or prosecutor must also seek the views of any victim whenever 
serious consideration is given to discontinuing a prosecution for violence or sexual offences.
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The views of the victim must be recorded and properly considered prior to any final 
decision, but those views alone are not determinative. It is the public, not any individual 
interest that must be served.

19. REASONS FOR DECISIONS

i. Reasons for decisions made in the course of prosecutions may be disclosed by the 
Director to persons outside of the ODPP.

ii. This disclosure of reasons is generally consistent with the open and accountable 
operations of the ODPP.

iii. But reasons will only be given when the inquirer has a legitimate interest in the matter 
and it is otherwise appropriate to do so.

1. Reasons for not prosecuting must be given to the victims of crime;
2. A legitimate interest includes the interest of the media in the open dispensing of justice 

where previous proceedings have been public.

(iv) Where a decision has been made not to prosecute prior to any public proceeding, 
reasons may be given by the Director. However, where it would mean publishing material 
too weak to justify a prosecution, any explanation should be brief.

(v) Reasons will not be given in any case where to do so would cause unjustifiable harm  
to a victim, a witness or an accused or would significantly prejudice the administration  
of justice.280 

Guideline 5(iv) provided that, in relation to sexual offences, where there was sufficient evidence to 
prove the offence ‘there will seldom be any doubt the prosecution is in the public interest’.281 

Expectations of the advice

Judge Clare stated she ‘anticipated an advice setting out reasons’ and Mr Cowdery QC’s 
conclusion.282 Judge Clare told us that she ‘suppose[d]’ she expected to receive Mr Cowdery QC’s 
personal reasons but she ‘would have understood’ that he might seek the advice or reasons from 
someone else within his office.283 

It is apparent that Ms Clare intended to place significant weight on Mr Cowdery QC’s advice.284  
Had Mr Cowdery QC’s advice been to prosecute, she said that she intended to prosecute  
without reviewing the material herself, to avoid a public perception of bias.285 If the advice was  
not to prosecute, she said that she intended to consider (and in this case, did consider) the material 
for herself.286
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Mr Cowdery QC said287 he understood his role to be assisting or advising Ms Clare on her decision 
rather than making an independent decision himself.288 

Mr Cowdery QC said the request for advice from Ms Clare was ‘a more informal process, in a sense, 
than the preparation of a matter for prosecution in court in New South Wales’.289 Mr Cowdery QC 
stated that, with respect to Ms Cunneen’s advice, he could not ‘recollect any other [advice] that had 
similar features’ in terms of the modes of expression.290 He stated that, at the time, it stood out in 
the way it was expressed. 

Mr Cowdery QC anticipated that Ms Cunneen would provide her advice in the form of an internal 
memorandum to assist him to form his own view and express his own advice on the matter.291  
He expected it would contain Ms Cunneen’s ‘reasoning process’ having regard to the factual 
material she had identified.292 Mr Cowdery QC expected the advice to be in the same format 
in which Ms Cunneen would ordinarily provide a memorandum of advice to him or for another 
internal or police use.293 

Mr Cowdery QC expected Ms Cunneen’s advice to ‘be based on the assumption’ that he would 
‘have access to the same information that she had access to, so there was no need to repeat 
material that was in the evidence’.294 

Mr Cowdery QC understood the advice would use a degree of ‘shorthand’.295 Although this concept 
was not explained, we were given the impression that it was not unusual for advices to the DPP to 
employ ‘some form of shorthand’. If this means that fundamental principles such as the burden 
and standard of proof will be assumed, we have no concerns. However, if it means that relevant 
evidence may not be identified and an opinion not offered as to its likely weight in the minds of the 
jury, there are some real difficulties. A consideration of the strengths and weaknesses of any matter 
is fundamental to providing advice, as Ms Cunneen SC acknowledged.

Ms Cunneen SC agreed that ‘the job’ was to ‘look at the strengths and weaknesses in the case 
and to, on balance, advise whether or not there was either sufficient new evidence or any new 
allegation’.296 She also agreed that her expectation was that the advice ‘would be the detailed 
analysis of the things [she was] being asked to consider’.297

Ms Cunneen SC said she ‘did not know’ whether Mr Cowdery QC would forward her advice to  
Ms Clare or write his own advice.298 However, she also said that she was ‘rather surprised’ that 
he sent it directly to Ms Clare.299 She ‘did not know how important [her] advice would be in the 
ultimate determination of the matter’. She did not know ‘whether Ms Clare had asked every DPP  
in Australia or any other lawyer in Queensland for advice’.300 

However, she also said that she wrote an advice that she felt ‘confident’ Ms Clare could act upon.301
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Ms Cunneen’s advice

The paragraphs that follow discuss the advice that Ms Cunneen provided and the evidence she 
gave the Royal Commission about its content. These paragraphs contain significant detail. However, 
in order to fully understand the decision-making processes of Mr Cowdery QC and Ms Clare, it 
is necessary to understand the extent to which they agreed with Ms Cunneen on the matters 
discussed in her advice. 

In accordance with its Terms of Reference, the Royal Commission is considering the processes for 
the prosecution of child sexual abuse offences. Reasons for decision making are an integral part of 
the processes of any administrative decision maker. Ms Clare was relying on Mr Cowdery QC for 
independent advice about whether or not to pursue the prosecution of Mr Volkers. Therefore, the 
way that Mr Cowdery QC communicated to Ms Clare the reasons for his decision was significant. 
The extent of that significance can only be assessed through a comparison between the evidence 
Mr Cowdery QC gave of his assessment of each of the matters that Ms Cunneen raised in her advice 
and what Mr Cowdery QC subsequently communicated to Ms Clare. 

As Mr Cowdery QC and Ms Clare were unable to produce any written reasons for their decisions, 
the Royal Commission is necessarily limited to a discussion only of the evidence they gave the  
Royal Commission.

Ms Cunneen’s advice sets out the background to the matter, including the decision to discontinue 
proceedings in 2002, the criticism contained in the CMC report and the reopening of the 
investigation by the Queensland Police Service. It goes on to detail the offences that each of the 
complainants alleged, the new material available on each complainant and any other factors 
affecting the prospects of conviction. 

Ms Cunneen had no contact with anyone in the Queensland ODPP or with Mr Cowdery QC while 
preparing the advice. However, she said that, if she had felt it necessary, she could have contacted 
either for clarification.302 She did not speak with any of the complainants. More will be said about 
this later in the report.

In her advice Ms Cunneen concluded ‘that there is nothing which justifies the recharging of  
[Mr] Volkers in respect of the original allegations and no reasonable prospects of conviction in 
respect of any new allegations’.303 Although she was not asked for this opinion, she also said that  
she was ‘of the view that the decision of the DPP (Qld) not to proceed with the prosecution of  
[Mr] Volkers on any matter was a correct one’.304

Ms Rogers’ complaint

Ms Cunneen’s opinion was that ‘Ms Rogers’ psychiatric history and false allegations about 
members of her family would be fatal to her credibility. These charges have no prospect of resulting 
in convictions’.305 Her advice stated that ‘[Ms] Rogers’ medical file contains material which is 
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enormously damaging to her credibility’. Her advice also stated that a ‘further difficulty’ was that 
‘some evidence suggests that the incident in the car may well have occurred after [Ms] Rogers 
turned 16’.306

Ms Cunneen SC said that her reference to ‘credibility’ was shorthand for her assessment of a 
complainant’s credibility in the eyes of a properly instructed jury after cross-examination by 
competent defence counsel.307 

Ms Cunneen SC said she did not have a complete medical record for Ms Rogers and had read this 
information in Ms Osgarby’s report or in some other material that she did not recall.308 Ms Cunneen 
SC agreed that ‘obviously if someone has suffered from psychiatric damage as a result of sexual 
abuse, then that doesn’t mean they’re not telling the truth about the abuse’.309 She said that in Ms 
Rogers’ case:

it’s not just the fact of the mental health issues but the way they manifested themselves.  
It was the false accusations that were the worst thing for [Ms Rogers’] credit.310 

When asked during the public hearing if it was incumbent upon her to explore properly whether 
these matters could be ‘countered in some way by the prosecution’, Ms Cunneen SC said:

there is not much you could do to counter false accusations made about people, because 
unfortunately a jury is going to give the benefit of the doubt to the defence, because the 
person’s credibility has been damaged.311

Ms Cunneen SC was asked about her knowledge of complainants’ reporting of sexual abuse. She 
said that she was familiar with the dynamics of late reporting of child sexual abuse. Ms Cunneen SC 
believes that a victim is less likely to report child sexual abuse when the abuser is a person known 
to them.312 Ms Cunneen SC said that Ms Rogers’ case was ‘significantly different’ because she had 
previously denied to Ms Osgarby that Mr Volkers’ touches were intimate313 and this point would be 
‘a very live issue in cross-examination’. She said this was a much greater problem for credibility than 
a simple lack of disclosure.314 When asked whether she took into account the new evidence dealing 
with Ms Rogers’ disclosure to another psychologist, she said that if she had had the material she 
‘would have included it’.315

The committing magistrate found Ms Rogers to be a sufficiently credible witness as to justify 
a decision to commit Mr Volkers for trial. He had the opportunity of observing Ms Rogers give 
evidence, including under cross-examination. Ms Cunneen stated in her advice that Mr Volkers had 
been committed to trial. She did not refer to the magistrate’s assessment of Ms Rogers’ credibility 
and the weight she gave to his assessment.
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Ms Boyce’s complaint

Ms Cunneen’s conclusion was that there was no prospect of conviction in relation to Ms Boyce.  
Her reasons were that:

[This is] largely due to the relative triviality of the offence alleged and the length of time 
(over 16 years) since it happened. It must be borne in mind also that Mr Volkers is in a 
position to call an endless parade of women who were coached by him at the same time 
who will say that he did not so behave towards them.316

Ms Cunneen’s advice referred to new evidence from Dr Cotter, Ms Boyce’s general practitioner,  
and concluded:

Dr Margaret Cotter’s new statement ventures the opinion that the major triggering factor 
for the major depression for which she has been treating Boyce since September 2001 was 
the inappropriate conduct of a sexual nature, towards her, by Scott Volkers … Dr Cotter’s 
hypothesis seems, in view of the trivial nature (relative to the nature and duration of most 
sexual assaults which come before the courts) of the allegation, almost fanciful.317 

…

Two months before her complaint to Police Ms Boyce commenced medical treatment for 
‘major depression’ … The illness and its alleged cause, would give rise to substantial attack 
on the credibility of [the complainant and her doctor] …318

Ms Cunneen SC told us that her opinion that ‘Dr Cotter’s hypothesis seems … almost fanciful’ was 
not her ‘own opinion’ or her ‘personal belief’; rather, it was her opinion as to the response of a 
jury.319 She explained her position by indicating that she was asking the Royal Commission to read 
into her advice, after the words ‘seems almost fanciful’, the additional words ‘or would seem to a 
reasonable jury to be almost fanciful’.320 She said she did not include those words because ‘that’s 
the nature of the shorthand’ and Mr Cowdery QC ‘would have known’ she was not talking about her 
‘personal views’.321 She said that it was her ‘opinion of the view a jury would form, given the usual 
robust submissions by defence counsel’.322 

She said that her ‘considered view’ based on her experience, was that ‘a jury would not have 
regarded this single complaint, being so aged and being so relatively minor, as being sufficient to 
cause such a massive mental health sequelae’.323 Ms Cunneen SC said defence counsel would  
cross-examine Dr Cotter ‘to draw out from her different and more serious offences … and …  
what was the effect with those victims’ and would call evidence that ‘would tend to negative’  
Dr Cotter’s evidence.324 

However, notwithstanding this evidence, she also agreed that Dr Cotter’s opinion was ‘consistent 
with the material’ she had read previously about the effects of child sexual abuse.325 She agreed 
that sexual abuse can have serious physical, mental and social consequences.326 She was aware that 
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mental health problems such as depression and eating disorders are correlated with reported  
sexual abuse.327

In light of Ms Cunneen’s evidence it is difficult for us to accept that if other health professionals 
had been called they would not have confirmed Dr Cotter’s opinion. Dr Cotter’s opinion is one 
commonly seen amongst health professionals who work with people who were sexually abused  
as children.

In these circumstances, Dr Cotter’s professional opinion could not fairly be described as  
‘almost fanciful’.

Ms Cunneen said that the fact that Ms Boyce had commenced treatment for depression two 
months before making her complaint to police would harm her credibility, because defence counsel 
could argue she was trying ‘to blame’ her depression on Mr Volkers.328 

She said that she would expect this to be ‘a very serious attack on Ms Boyce’s credibility’.329 

Ms Cunneen SC also said that a jury might think Ms Boyce was being ‘pushed into’ making the 
complaint by her doctor. She said that these points could be enough to raise ‘reasonable doubt’.330 

Ms Cunneen SC said that, in the case of complainants who have suffered mental illness, it is 
‘legitimate to consider whether it is in the public interest for them to risk further harm to their 
mental health’ if the trial results in an acquittal.331

The committing magistrate found Ms Boyce to be a sufficiently credible witness as to justify 
a decision to commit Mr Volkers for trial. He had the opportunity of observing Ms Boyce give 
evidence, including under cross-examination. Ms Cunneen stated in her advice that Mr Volkers had 
been committed to trial. She did not refer to the magistrate’s assessment of Ms Boyce’s credibility or 
the weight to be given to his assessment.

As set out above, Ms Cunneen SC agreed that ‘the job’ was to ‘look at the strengths and weaknesses 
in the case and to, on balance, advise whether or not there was either sufficient new evidence or 
any new allegation’.332 

Ms Cunneen did not record in her advice any strengths of the prosecution in Ms Boyce’s complaint. 

Ms Gilbert’s complaint

Ms Cunneen concluded that Ms Gilbert’s complaints had no prospect of conviction. Her reasons 
included ‘the trivial nature’ of each of the allegations other than the caravan incident, ‘the inherent 
unlikelihood of the central feature’ of the caravan incident, ‘and the damage to the credibility  
of the complainant by the witness [AEH] and her return to Mr Volkers at the age of 26 for  
coaching accreditation’.333
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With respect to the new evidence, which tended to confirm the dates of Ms Gilbert’s alleged abuse, 
Ms Cunneen stated that the evidence lent ‘no support to the allegations themselves’.334  
As Ms Cunneen SC agreed, the evidence would tend to confirm that Ms Gilbert was where she 
said she was at the time of the alleged abuse. Ms Cunneen accepted it would bolster Ms Gilbert’s 
credibility on that issue, although it would not be corroborative of the allegations themselves.335

In her advice, under the heading ‘Other factors affecting prospects of conviction re Gilbert’,  
Ms Cunneen proffered a view on caravan incident. In discussing these issues, Ms Cunneen  
expressly identifies them to be ‘matters which trouble me and which, I am certain, would trouble  
a jury’.336 She wrote in these terms:

The trouble with Gilbert’s allegation (iii) is, as I see it, the unlikelihood that a 13 year-old girl 
would have experienced an orgasm while being indecently assaulted. Firstly, one must 
envisage that there would be sufficient manual leverage for Mr Volkers to manipulate the 
clitoris of a girl who had never before had an orgasm while she was wearing two pairs of 
tight nylon swimming costumes and a pair of shorts. Secondly, and this is quite unlike the 
situation that pertains when an adolescent male is assaulted and experiences orgasm as an 
involuntary (and momentarily pleasant) reflex, it is difficult to accept that Gilbert could 
have been feeling sufficiently relaxed for orgasm to ensue. Indeed, she says in the 
paragraph in which she makes the allegation in her statement of 30 April 2002:  
‘I remember feeling scared’. This, it is submitted, is completely inconsistent with the mental 
amenability required for a female to achieve orgasm, particularly for the first time.  
(I interpolate that I have frequently seen occasions where male victims have had an orgasm 
while being sexually assaulted, and the best witnesses among them explain that, while the 
moment of orgasm was pleasurable, the sexual assaults and their contexts were ghastly).  
I have never before, in the many hundreds of sexual cases that have crossed my desk over 
the last 18 years, seen a female complainant who experienced orgasm during the assault. … 
Gilbert says: ‘I couldn’t explain what I felt, but now that I am an adult I experienced an 
orgasm’. This suggests that Gilbert did not realise what she felt until several, perhaps many 
years later. There is a connotation of reconstruction at a later time.337 

Notwithstanding the language Ms Cunneen used, she said this matter did not trouble her 
‘personally’ but troubled her ‘because of the capacity to trouble a jury’. She said that her own views 
‘are quite irrelevant and it would be unprofessional for me to express them’.338 

When asked if ‘as I see it’ was a reference to her opinion, Ms Cunneen SC said ‘perhaps’ she was 
‘qualifying it there’.339 When asked if the ‘trouble’ she referred to was the trouble ‘that you yourself 
had with it’, she said, ‘Well, I’ve got to see it as a lawyer in order to make these submissions’.340 She 
agreed that, ‘as a matter of law, the jury would not have to be satisfied beyond reasonable doubt 
that an orgasm happened to be satisfied that the offence undoubtedly occurred’.341 In Ms Cunneen 
SC’s ‘professional opinion’, the question of orgasm ‘was so intrinsic to it [the allegation] … that if the 
jury didn’t accept that, they wouldn’t accept that the event took place’.342
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Ms Cunneen SC also said that she ‘would never be so ignorant as to say that it was not possible for a 
13-year-old girl to experience an orgasm. No one would’ and that ‘Never, never am I suggesting the 
preposterous idea that it is impossible for a 13-year-old to experience orgasm’. Rather, Ms Cunneen 
SC said that she was ‘not talking about the possibility’ and that ‘it’s the unlikelihood … we’re dealing 
with juries, not possibilities’.343 

When asked about her opinion on ‘manual leverage’, Ms Cunneen SC said that she foresaw cross-
examination that would cast doubt on how Mr Volkers could have ‘manipulate[d] his hand into 
that region of tight clothing, for the amount of time that would be required to bring about the 
result’.344 When asked if her opinion was based on any study or training, Ms Cunneen SC said, ‘it’s 
not a medical question. It’s a physical question, just like any other crime’.345 She said her opinion 
was based on ‘a common understanding of what physically could be accomplished’ and said it was 
‘within every person’s knowledge of sexual matters’.346 Notwithstanding these statements, she 
agreed there was nothing in Ms Gilbert’s evidence that indicated that her swimmers were tight.347 
Ms Cunneen stated that she ‘got that from Ms Boyce’s statement, who said that all the girls wore 
them tight’.348

Ms Cunneen SC gave evidence that she had distinguished between the response of males and 
females to sexual assault on the advice of at least one doctor in the 1990s that ‘a male orgasm is a 
more reflex action than female’.349 She said that doctors were also her source of information on the 
converse proposition about females.350 

The paragraph of Ms Cunneen’s advice extracted above was subsequently criticised in a written 
advice that Mr R V Hanson QC provided to Ms Gilbert in the context of Mr Hanson QC advising  
Ms Gilbert about the prospects of successfully bringing a private prosecution. This is discussed 
further below.

In his advice, Mr Hanson QC observed that the reasons for not proceeding with the prosecution  
of Mr Volkers appeared to fall into two categories:

(a) legal considerations involving an examination of suggested discrepancies and 
inconsistencies in the prosecution evidence, including the evidence of Ms Gilbert herself and

(b) arguments going to the improbability of Ms Gilbert’s story being true, which seem to be 
based on the author’s perception of such matters as anatomy, physics, and human sexual 
behaviour and responses.351

In respect of the first category, Mr Hanson QC noted that he had not seen all of the evidence but 
said, ‘what I can say is this. Personally, I am a great believer in using the jury system for determining 
cases’.352 He referred to the CMC’s comment that the ODPP had given too little attention to the 
possibility that a jury may simply believe the complainant and said he ‘could not agree more’ with 
the CMC’s comment.353 
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Mr Hanson QC stated that he found the second category of reasons based on non-legal 
considerations ‘irrelevant, unprofessional and just plain silly’.354 

Ms Cunneen SC was provided with Mr Hanson QC’s advice to Ms Gilbert during the public hearing. 
Ms Cunneen SC had not seen the advice before.355 Ms Cunneen SC did not accept Mr Hanson QC’s 
criticisms of her advice. She said that it seemed that Mr Hanson QC ‘certainly doesn’t have my 
advice, but he only has what he could glean from what Mrs Gilbert was told in her interview with 
Ms Clare’.356 

Mr Hanson QC questioned whether Ms Cunneen’s opinion on ‘manual leverage’ was ‘based on 
the evidence in the case, or has there been a measure of surmise’.357 Ms Cunneen SC said that ‘it’s 
based on the direct evidence in the case about the physical means of performing this assault’.358 
She said that ‘the other evidence available in the brief from Ms Boyce is that all the girls wore very 
tight swimmers’ and this would be a source of ‘conflict in the evidence’.359 Ms Cunneen SC said that 
Mr Hanson QC’s criticisms took her advice ‘out of context’. She said her advice was not ‘based on 
uninformed speculation’, as suggested by Mr Hanson QC, but ‘on a number of other conditions that 
were in place when the conduct took place’.360

The paragraph of Ms Cunneen’s advice quoted above was criticised in two affidavits prepared in 
support of Ms Gilbert’s application for a private prosecution. Dr Patricia Brennan, Medical Director 
of the Liverpool/Fairfield/Bankstown/Macarthur Sexual Assault Service, expressed the view that  
Ms Cunneen’s advice implied ‘that the clitoris itself has to be manipulated directly in order to 
produce arousal’. Dr Brennan said that shows ‘a degree of ignorance’ and that ‘the talk of manual 
leverage is misleading’.361 Ms Cunneen SC said that Dr Brennan was ‘clearly talking about what 
is required in general terms in order to stimulate a female person to orgasm’362 and she had ‘not 
concerned herself with the evidence’, which was that Ms Gilbert had complained that Mr Volkers 
had put his finger or hand on her clitoris to produce orgasm.363 

Associate Professor Warwick Middleton, a professor of psychiatry, expressed the view that 
involuntary sexual stimulation or orgasm is not dissimilar between the sexes.364 Ms Cunneen SC 
said that Associate Professor Middleton was ‘undoubtedly’ referring to child sexual abuse literature 
that concerns full, unclothed sexual intercourse. Ms Cunneen SC said, ‘the cases where orgasm is 
experienced by victims are not typically like this – with clothes on, feeling scared, no experience of 
orgasm’.365 

When Dr Brennan’s opinion that the erotic stimulation of a child can involve pleasurable sensations 
simultaneously with threat and distress was put to Ms Cunneen SC, she said ‘It’s possible’, although 
she again added her qualification that ‘juries don’t deal in possibilities’.366 Ms Cunneen SC also said 
that, on the basis of discussions she had previously had from time to time with doctors, she was 
‘unable to agree’ with Dr Brennan’s view that there was no ‘contrast between the sexual response 
during sexual abuse between males and females’.367

When it was suggested to Ms Cunneen SC that she should have researched the matter to ensure 
what she said was medically correct, she said that there was ‘no literature about it’ at the time,  
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her opinion was ‘in the nature of obiter dicta’ and that ‘it wasn’t a medical question’.368 In her view  
it was likely ‘to be well known among adult people of normal experience’369 and was a ‘common-
sense issue’.370 

Ms Cunneen SC said that, if she was asked to advise on the question again, she would include a 
similar opinion in terms of her view ‘of consistency of the mental state required for a female to 
achieve orgasm’.371

As part of its Criminal Justice Project, the Royal Commission is considering the admissibility and use 
of expert evidence in child sexual abuse prosecutions. 

Ms Cunneen SC told us that her opinion in that paragraph about the ‘connotation of reconstruction’ 
was ‘shorthand’ for what she expected to be ‘fertile ground for cross-examination’.372

Ms Cunneen SC was asked about the balance in her advice on this point and whether there was any 
‘weighing up of considerations’.373 She said she was ‘just suggesting that, in [her] experience, there 
would be a great deal of cross-examination about what it was that was felt at the time’.374 She said 
she thought ‘there is a weighing up of considerations’ in her advice and ‘unfortunately when you 
talk about balance, it’s not a civil case. We have to get it really right. The jury has to be convinced to 
such a high degree’.375 However, Ms Cunneen SC did agree that:

a Crown Prosecutor advising on whether or not a prosecution should be maintained, before 
forming views about the credibility of a complainant, should fairly give that complainant an 
opportunity to answer the sorts of concerns [raised in Ms Cunneen’s advice].376

We note that the CMC report was critical of the Queensland DPP for not considering whether a jury 
would believe Ms Gilbert. 

In relation to ‘the damage to the credibility of the complainant by the witness [AEH]’,377 Ms Cunneen 
said in her advice that ‘one of the major matters which troubled the DPP (Qld) in relation to Gilbert’s 
credibility was her willingness to change her evidence when confronted with a contrary account by 
another witness [AEH]’.378 Ms Cunneen’s advice was that this was ‘fertile ground for a savage attack’ 
on Ms Gilbert’s credibility.379 

Ms Cunneen SC was asked how the word ‘savage’ should be understood in that context. She said:

there is nothing that I have seen more savage than attacks by defence counsel on people 
who allege sexual or indecent assault against their clients. It’s more savage than cross-
examination in other areas, probably because sexual assaults are harder to prove than 
murders, robberies, because it so often comes down to one word against another.380 

Ms Cunneen dealt with the issue of Ms Gilbert’s return to Mr Volkers for coaching accreditation  
in her advice under the heading ‘Other factors affecting prospects of conviction re Gilbert’.  
Ms Cunneen’s advice said:
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Also of concern as it affects credibility is the fact that Ms Gilbert returned to Mr Volkers  
in 1997, when already a physical education teacher, to gain accreditation with him as a 
swimming coach.381 

Ms Cunneen SC’s evidence was that a complainant’s return to the company of the person they 
were abused by is ‘one of the most fertile grounds of cross-examination’.382 She did not think that 
Associate Professor Middleton’s opinion about a survivor of abuse having an unresolved need for  
a perpetrator’s validation referred to this type of circumstance.383 

Ms Cunneen SC was aware, in 2004, of the ‘complex relationship’ between abusers and victims 
when the abuser is in a position of power. Ms Cunneen SC agreed that it is the role of a prosecutor 
to inform the jury about the complex dynamics of a case in which the perpetrator is known to the 
victim.384 Asked if it would be available to the prosecution to put a powerful argument on this point, 
Ms Cunneen SC said she did not think it ‘would be very applicable in these particular circumstances 
and not powerful at all’.385

Ms Cunneen SC said that Ms Gilbert’s case was ‘a bit’ out of the common experience because 
she had ‘separated herself from Mr Volkers for a number of years, so to go back, when there was 
no longer any such supporting relationship, takes it out of the theory’.386 She said this ‘would be 
massively explored by defence counsel in a criminal trial’.387 

Under the heading ‘Other factors affecting prospects of conviction re Gilbert’, Ms Cunneen SC 
set out the second of the two matters that she said troubled her and that she was ‘certain, would 
trouble a jury’:388 

The other issue which strikes me as disturbing in relation to Ms Gilbert’s credibility is that 
the overwhelming impression one gets from the hours of tapes she recorded for Australian 
Story is that it was ceasing swimming training which pained her far more than Mr Volkers’ 
approaches. … In the context of Ms Gilbert’s deteriorating performance due to ill-health in 
the months leading up to the allegations and the fact that she did not simply change 
coaches, she does come across as someone looking for someone to blame for not being a 
more successful swimmer.389

Ms Cunneen SC gave evidence that this issue ‘disturbed’ her ‘in terms of the chances of conviction 
when Ms Gilbert would inevitably be cross-examined about whether she entertained any negative 
feelings, vindictive feelings, towards Mr Volkers’.390 She said this was not her ‘personal view’.391 

Ms Cunneen SC was asked why she did not set out the prosecutor’s side of this argument as well as 
the defence’s. She responded that her duty as a barrister was to ‘draw attention to the difficulties in 
the case’.392 She said that in her ‘mental consideration of it’ she ‘did the balancing act and came out 
on the side that it would cause more harm than good’.393 When asked if she ‘only wrote about the 
defence side’, she said ‘yes … well, not really the defence side but just the difficulties that may arise 
in credibility … and that was what I was asked to do really – prospects of conviction’.394 
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When assessing whether there are reasonable prospects of conviction, we would expect a 
prosecutor to weigh the matters that favour conviction with those that may favour acquittal. We 
would also expect the prosecutor to assist the ultimate decision maker with a proper advice that 
would advert to ‘both sides of the argument’, including the impression that the complainant was 
likely to have on the jury. Although Ms Cunneen suggests that because this was an ‘internal advice’ 
she used a form of shorthand, a discussion of the strengths of the prosecution case would be 
expected, consistent with the ODPP Director’s Guidelines. This discussion was not in the advice. This 
must be even more the case when the advice is to go to the Queensland DPP, Ms Clare, in order to 
assist her decision about a matter of public controversy, in circumstances where Ms Clare’s previous 
decision had been criticised by the CMC.

Separate trials

Ms Cunneen advised ‘[t]here is nothing to justify the prosecution of the several complainants’ 
allegations in a single trial. Separate trials would be inevitable’.395 She said that this was because 
there was not sufficient similarity in the allegations to permit joinder or the admission of propensity 
evidence in the case of Ms Gilbert. She agreed that there was material that could give ‘rise to a 
proper belief that concoction could be established’ between Ms Boyce and Ms Rogers.396  
Ms Cunneen SC thought it was ‘immaterial about what the show [Disney on Ice] was called.  
The trouble was the talk between the two women about what had happened’.397 

Similar fact / propensity evidence and other opinions

Under the heading ‘Similar fact or propensity evidence’, Ms Cunneen said in her advice that 
‘Scott Volkers was a thoroughly disreputable man given to inappropriate touching and comments 
towards young swimmers in his charge’.398 She advised, ‘clearly [Mr] Volkers crossed the appropriate 
boundaries when it came to the girls under his charge but the situation is complicated by the 
fondness of many of them for him’.399 Ms Cunneen stated that it was ‘significant that there is 
now much greater awareness of inappropriate touching and greater observation of the requisite 
standards today than there was 16–19 years ago’.400 Ms Cunneen was here referring to when the 
alleged events occurred. However, she was advising in 2004 – 10 years before she gave evidence to 
the Royal Commission, not 16 or 19 years before. 

Ms Cunneen SC gave evidence that her opinion that Mr Volkers was a ‘thoroughly disreputable man’ 
may have been one time when her ‘own views of him came out’.401 We note her evidence that her 
own views ‘are quite irrelevant and it would be unprofessional for me to express them’.402 

In her advice under the heading ‘Similar fact or propensity evidence’, Ms Cunneen also said ‘it is 
legitimate to consider whether 12 year-old swimmers even had breasts, but that is the allegation’.403 
She said that her advice concentrated on the development of a young swimmer’s breasts because 
of precedent allowing defence counsel to argue that touching of undeveloped breasts was innocent 
and non-sexual.404 For this reason, Ms Cunneen SC described Mr Hanson QC’s statement in his 
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written opinion ‘do I really need to comment?’ as ‘unhelpful’.405 Her evidence was that this could 
‘always be expected to be a feature of cross-examination’ where the complainant is between 10 and 
12.406 She said that ‘if defence counsel could raise a doubt that there was any palpable breast tissue 
… then you have lost the count, certainly in 2004’.407

Other factors

In her advice, under the heading ‘Other factors affecting prospects of conviction re Gilbert’,  
Ms Cunneen said, ‘I also find it somewhat novel that no one alleges that Mr Volkers ever exposed 
himself or encouraged any touching of his genital area’.408 Ms Cunneen SC gave evidence that this 
was ‘a global comment about all of the victims’ and an ‘observation’ directed to the prospects 
of conviction.409 She agreed it was ‘actually irrelevant’ to Ms Gilbert’s credibility and identified it 
as an observation by putting it in brackets.410 Ms Cunneen SC said that ‘it is an advice to another 
prosecutor, who would understand what I’m getting at there, that [Mr] Volkers had not yet, with 
these particular complainants, progressed to that stage’.411 

Ms Cunneen SC said this lack of progression was novel in her ‘experience’ in dealing with allegations 
of child sexual assault by a person who is in a position of trust or authority.412 In her experience, 
‘paedophiles tend[ed] to progress in the sexualisation of their victims’413 from minor touching to 
genital exposure or pressing an erection against the girl.414 She agreed with Associate Professor 
Middleton’s opinion that ‘it is common for a paedophilic abuser who was very well known to his 
victim to progressively sexualise the contacts’.415

When asked about the question that Mr Hanson QC posed in his opinion, ‘what on earth is the 
relevance of this?’, Ms Cunneen SC said that the question ‘betray[ed]’ his ‘ignorance’ about the 
theory that perpetrators progress their assaults on victims to the stage that ‘the activity has 
advanced on to the sexual gratification of the offender in that fashion’.416 Ms Cunneen SC said this 
assists the proof of the offence because it negatives the suggestion that the touching was ‘innocent 
inadvertent touching during sport, play, or medical treatment’.417 Ms Cunneen SC agreed that, by 
the time a perpetrator had progressed to this point, the likelihood was that indecent treatment 
would have already occurred.418 She agreed that it would always be the case that the prosecution 
will be assisted if an accused acts in a more criminal manner than a less criminal manner.419 

Discretionary factors

Ms Cunneen’s advice referred to the following discretionary factors to be considered in answering 
the question ‘does the public interest require a prosecution’ in relation to each of the three 
complainants:

i. the offences alleged are, relative to the general run of sexual assault prosecutions, at a low 
level of seriousness. I interpolate that proceeding with these relatively trivial allegations, 
occurring so long ago, would tend to bring all sexual assault prosecutions into disrepute;
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ii. that [Mr] Volkers’ antecedents suggest that he is a person of good character and there 
would be an array of impressive witnesses to say so;

iii. the offences are stale all having occurred between October 1984 and October 1987;

iv. the likely outcome even if there was the prospect of conviction would be a non-
custodial penalty;

v. the effect of the publicity in this matter has already constituted a punishment upon 
[Mr] Volkers and, in addition, it is highly unlikely that he will misconduct himself in  
the future; 

vi. the prosecution of these old matters, being so relatively minor, would, it is submitted, 
erode public confidence in the Courts and the criminal justice system.420

Ms Cunneen SC’s evidence was that these were relevant factors to all of the potential charges.421

In relation to discretionary factor (i), Ms Cunneen said in her advice that Ms Boyce’s allegation was 
of a ‘trivial nature (relative to the nature and duration of most sexual assaults which come before 
the courts)’.422 She advised that Ms Gilbert’s allegations, other than the caravan incident, were of 
a ‘trivial nature’.423 The advice stated that the caravan incident ‘was by far the most serious’424 and 
‘the only serious indecent dealing alleged by Gilbert (or by any of them)’.425 Ms Cunneen also stated 
in her advice that ‘were there to have been allegations of sexual penetration by a credible witness, it 
may well have been in the public interest to proceed’.426

Ms Cunneen SC’s evidence was that ‘trivial’ ‘is not a word that should be used on its own’ and 
that in her advice she ‘almost always qualified it with “trivial compared to other forms of sexual 
assault”’.427 Ms Cunneen SC agreed that, by referring to the offences as ‘relative to the general run 
of sexual assault prosecutions, at a low level of seriousness’, she meant ‘in relation to primarily a 
lack of penetration’.428 When she said in her advice ‘the general run of sexual assault prosecutions’, 
she was drawing from her ‘own experience’ in handling more serious cases in her role with the 
ODPP. She said that in New South Wales ‘if it was only indecent assault, it probably would have been 
summarily dealt with’.429 However, she agreed that sexual offences upon children should always be 
regarded seriously.430

When asked about the opinion that Mr Hanson QC expressed that ‘most people in Queensland 
would be outraged if an adult swim coach in a position of trust took a 13-year-old girl away from 
swimming class and massaged her genitals until she had an orgasm’, Ms Cunneen SC said that her 
opinions about triviality ‘were always qualified as a comparative concept’.431 She said she considered 
the caravan incident to be the most serious because ‘it alleges direct genital contact … there’s no 
clothing and it’s on the vaginal area’.432 She said she did not consider this allegation to be trivial.433 
She said that ‘all of the other offences are, in legal terms, less serious than that offence’.434 In her 
evidence to the Royal Commission, Ms Cunneen SC ultimately said that her ‘comments about 
“trivial” – and they were always qualified as a comparative concept – were about the  
other offences’.435
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Ms Cunneen SC’s evidence was that proceeding to prosecute these offences would ‘tend to bring all 
sexual assault prosecutions into disrepute’ because:

if he was prosecuted and found not guilty, that would tend to work against the progress, in 
sexual assault cases, of acceptance in the community that when these cases are prosecuted 
it is a big deal; there is good evidence; they are very serious … it had the flavour, to me, of 
going off a little bit too early.436 

When asked why she recorded her reasons in the advice as ‘relatively trivial … so long ago’,  
Ms Cunneen SC said, ‘the community might think … “another sexual assault allegation against 
someone well known … all they had were these really old allegations of a very legally trivial nature”… 
It wasn’t a winner’.437 

In relation to discretionary factor (ii), Ms Cunneen SC was asked what material was the basis for her 
opinion, earlier in her advice, that Mr Volkers was in a position to call ‘an endless parade of women’ 
as witnesses. She said she had not seen the defence statements,438 but she ‘had the impression that 
they were character witnesses or that some large number of swimmers who had been coached 
by him were prepared to say that not only had he not done these things to them but they had 
heard nothing about it’.439 She was ‘fairly certain’ that someone told her ‘of the existence of those 
statements’ or that she ‘read it somewhere in the material’.440 Her evidence was that:

Someone – somewhere in the material which was before me, somewhere there, there was 
reference to many, many character witnesses, or something like that – and this is really 
from memory, but it was a double thing. They said not only that it hadn’t happened to 
them but that they knew – they had heard nothing about it, something like that.441

As part of its Criminal Justice Project, the Royal Commission is considering the admissibility and use 
of character evidence for the accused. 

In relation to discretionary factor (iii), Ms Cunneen SC gave evidence that the length of time 
between the offences and prosecution was ‘very relevant’.442 She said a Longman direction (that ‘it 
is dangerous to convict on these allegations that are so old’) would ‘inevitably have been given’.443 
She said that she knew from her experience that survivors of child sexual abuse may take decades to 
report the abuse.444 

As part of its Criminal Justice Project, the Royal Commission is investigating the treatment of 
historical and non-historical complaints of child sexual abuse within the criminal justice system, 
including in relation to prosecution rates and trial outcomes. The Royal Commission is also 
considering the directions and warnings given to juries in child sexual abuse trials. 

In relation to discretionary factor (iv), Ms Cunneen SC gave evidence that, if Mr Volkers had been 
convicted, the court ‘almost certainly’ would have given him a non-custodial sentence because 
of the time lapse and nature of the offences.445 Ms Cunneen SC gave evidence that the law and 
sentencing regimes of the time when the offence took place are applicable; therefore, the regime  
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of the 1980s would have applied to Mr Volkers’ sentencing if he were convicted.446 Ms Cunneen SC 
said that she had read the entirety of the ODPP Director’s Guidelines, including Guideline 5(iv) in 
relation to the prosecution of child sex offences, and looked at ‘statistics or cases’ about offences 
that took place in the 1980s, to inform herself on the likely sentencing outcome for Mr Volkers.447 

As part of its Criminal Justice Project, the Royal Commission is considering how offenders are 
sentenced for historical child sexual abuse offences. 

In relation to discretionary factor (v), Ms Cunneen SC agreed that her advice, that ‘it was highly 
unlikely [Mr Volkers] will misconduct himself in the future’, was based on her ‘subjective view of his 
motives’.448 She said Mr Volkers would be a ‘damned fool to prove it all by doing it again, with the 
spotlight on him so squarely’.449 She did not give reasons for this conclusion in her advice because 
she ‘thought it was obvious’.450 She agreed with Associate Professor Middleton’s opinion that the 
‘central question is not whether they will do it again but rather why wouldn’t they’. She said the 
answer in this case is ‘because he has been found out; everyone is on the lookout for him … and he 
would be crazy to do it again’.451 The evidence that he has changed his behaviour, said Ms Cunneen 
SC, is ‘a lack of complaint since he was found out and publicly humiliated’.452 

In relation to discretionary factor (vi), Ms Cunneen SC gave evidence that proceeding with the 
charges would ‘erode public confidence in the Courts and criminal justice system’ because in 2004 
there was ‘a lot of scepticism’ about child sexual abuse cases.453 She said that ‘it was important, 
especially in those days, when trying to get the message across about this type of behaviour, that it 
didn’t come across as zealous prosecutors putting up very old, relatively minor cases’.454 Today she 
would expect people on juries who ‘know more about the dynamics of sexual abuse’.455

Ms Cunneen did not think at the time that the case was ‘sufficiently credible to run at that stage’.456 
Ms Cunneen SC gave evidence that ‘the way that this decision should have been explained’ to the 
complainants was that:

if this went to trial just with this, and then there is an acquittal, that’s the end of the line for 
those victims … there’s still hope for prosecution, as long as acquittal hasn’t taken place, if 
more evidence, good evidence, perhaps from other victims, comes in.457 

She said she was ‘very, very concerned that that would have been the inevitable result of any 
trials’.458 Ms Cunneen SC did not accept that she had never before given that explanation. She 
said she adverted to this concern in her statement to the Royal Commission.459 She said she also 
referred to it in her advice by saying it would have been in the public interest to proceed if there 
were further allegations.460 When asked whether her advice would in fact ‘serve as a justification … 
to increase the bar against a further prosecution’, Ms Cunneen SC said that if Ms Clare had received 
a further complaint of the same type ‘then obviously she would know, I would know and everyone 
who had worked in any prosecution service for any time at all would know that the whole thing can 
be reopened and that there can be an attempt to join that evidence’.461
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As part of its Criminal Justice Project, the Royal Commission is considering the rules on the 
admissibility and use of similar fact or tendency and coincidence evidence and on when joint trials 
should be allowed.

Opinion on initial decision not to prosecute

Although Ms Cunneen was not asked to advise on the question, she stated, ‘I am of the view that 
the decision of the DPP (Qld) not to proceed with the prosecution of Mr Volkers on any matter was 
a correct one’.462

Ms Cunneen SC agreed that her advice was ‘largely’ covering whether or not there should have 
been an original prosecution.463 She stated that this point was ‘so tied to whether there is sufficient 
evidence pursuant to Guideline 4’ that she thought she ‘should give the recipient of this advice the 
benefit of any of [her] considerations on that first decision’.464 She gave evidence that ‘the bar was a 
lot higher to reopen … so it seemed to me that perhaps it was useful to cover the first principles’.465 
She agreed that it was necessary to have regard to the initial evidence in order to form a view 
about the fresh evidence in the context of the totality of the evidence.466 Ms Cunneen SC agreed 
that in her advice she did not give any reasons for her conclusion about the initial decision,467 but 
she explained that ‘what preceded that in the 62 previous paragraphs all tended towards … that 
opinion’.468 She agreed that paragraphs 68 to 73 of her advice concerned the original decision.469

1.9 Mr Cowdery QC provides Ms Cunneen’s advice to Ms Clare

By letter dated 29 March 2004, Mr Cowdery QC provided a copy of Ms Cunneen’s advice to Ms 
Clare. It accompanied a brief letter in which he stated, ‘I agree with that advice’.470 Mr Cowdery QC 
said that, in his opinion:

1. There is not sufficient new evidence of such quality as to justify the recharging of  
Mr Volkers in respect of any of the original allegations and

2. There are no reasonable prospects for a conviction in respect of any new allegations.471

Judge Clare could not recall speaking with Mr Cowdery QC in the period between requesting and 
receiving the advice or at the time Mr Cowdery QC provided the advice.472 Mr Cowdery QC could 
not recall any discussions in this period with Ms Clare, other than a possible inquiry as to when the 
advice might be received.473 

At some point after receiving Mr Cowdery QC’s letter of 29 March 2004, Ms Clare spoke with  
Mr Cowdery QC. There is no written record of this conversation. 

Judge Clare recalled asking Mr Cowdery QC to clarify whether he agreed with Ms Cunneen’s view 
that there was insufficient evidence to prosecute at all.474 Judge Clare does not have any ‘specific 
memory’ of such a conversation but presumes from the correspondence this is what happened.475
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Mr Cowdery QC’s recollection was that, after providing his first advice, Ms Clare called him to clarify 
the scope of the advice, ‘in effect’ to ask whether he agreed with Ms Cunneen’s opinion that ‘the 
decision of the DPP (Qld) not to proceed with the prosecution of Mr Volkers on any matter was a 
correct one’.476 

On 2 April 2004, Mr Cowdery QC wrote to Ms Clare.477 In the letter he referred to her ‘request on  
1 April 2004 for further clarification of the scope of [the advice provided on 29 March 2004]’.  
The letter then said:

I confirm that in my view, on the basis of the admissible evidence now available and in 
accordance with the law and your Prosecution Guidelines, there is not sufficient evidence 
to support any of the suggested charges in relation to Mr Volkers’ conduct vis a vis [the 
three complainants]. Consideration of the discretionary factors applicable in each case 
serves to strengthen that view.478

Mr Cowdery QC’s decision making process

Mr Cowdery QC received the memorandum of advice from Ms Cunneen on or about 26 March 
2004.479 He provided it to Ms Clare on 29 March 2004.480

Mr Cowdery QC said that when he received Ms Cunneen’s advice he read it and then re-read the 
brief.481 When asked if Ms Cunneen’s advice was ‘too shorthand’ for his purposes, he said it was not, 
because he had the whole brief of material to refer to.482 

Mr Cowdery QC said that, if he had had to supplement his own knowledge by reference to the 
original material, he might have made a record of it in his own notes but would not have made a 
formal record of it.483

Mr Cowdery QC told us that he ‘agreed with Ms Cunneen’s advice and the general basis expressed 
for it’.484 He thought it ‘addressed the issues on which advice had been sought’ and was ‘soundly 
based’.485 He said:

[I was not] in the position of assessing her opinion and making some kind of judgment 
about that. I was in the position of seeking assistance in forming my own view and 
expressing my own advice on the matter.486 

He said that he ‘never, in 16 and a half years as DPP, simply accepted advice from any prosecutor 
and acted on it automatically’.487 In forming his view, he said he had regard to ‘decades of case law 
and other materials relevant to the making of the decision to prosecute in such circumstances’ and 
his ‘own experience including (at that time) almost 10 years as DPP’.488 

In his statement to the Royal Commission, Mr Cowdery QC spoke about the role of the prosecutor 
when making a decision whether or not to prosecute. His evidence was that, under the ‘reasonable 
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prospects’ test, the prosecutor must consider ‘how the case is likely to run and how all the players 
(defence representative, jury, judge, witnesses) are likely to respond to it’. He said:

[This includes] any legal issues that might arise (including the admissibility of evidence and 
directions to a jury) and the way in which they might be resolved in all the circumstances of 
the case; the available admissible evidence and the weight that a tribunal of fact might give 
to it in finding facts and making its decision; any inconsistencies in the evidence of a 
witness or between sources of evidence; any internal or external conflicts, implausibilities, 
improbabilities and any other faults; any relevant history or personal characteristics of 
witnesses that may have some bearing on the acceptance of their evidence by the tribunal 
of fact.489

Mr Cowdery QC made no record of his decision beyond the letter to Ms Clare and the passing on of 
Ms Cunneen’s advice with that letter. Mr Cowdery QC was clear that in a number of respects, which 
we discuss below, he did not agree with Ms Cunneen and continues to disagree with her. 

Ms Rogers

Mr Cowdery QC agreed with Ms Cunneen’s advice that Ms Rogers’ medical history was damaging to 
her credit.490 He said that he did not agree with her opinion that the ‘only serious dealing’491 alleged 
by any of the complainants was the caravan incident alleged by Ms Gilbert. He said that the incident 
involving Ms Rogers in the car should be categorised as serious.492

Ms Boyce

In Ms Boyce’s case, Mr Cowdery QC said the factors that were relevant to his decision were the 
relative triviality, the length of time since the incident was alleged to have occurred and the 
evidence of good character that apparently Mr Volkers was in a position to present.493 

Concerning Dr Cotter’s evidence, he made his own assessment of it but does not now recall it494 
and no note of it was produced. Mr Cowdery QC said that it was not appropriate for a prosecutor 
to do as Ms Cunneen did and describe a doctor’s view as ‘almost fanciful’.495 If he were critical of a 
doctor’s views he would have described it as ‘subject to challenge … “arguable”, words like that’.496 

Mr Cowdery QC’s evidence was that, although it would be unsurprising for major depression to 
occur concurrently with or proximate to the time at which a complainant first discloses child sexual 
abuse, defence counsel could still use it to impeach the complainant’s and doctor’s credibility.497  
He held the view that:

the defence might well attack on that basis and then it would depend on how successful 
that attack was whether or not a jury would have any doubts about the issue or have any 
views about the issue. I certainly didn’t jump to concluding how a jury would necessarily 
view the matter.498  
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He said that he would not have used the word ‘trivial’ to describe Ms Boyce’s allegations.  
He would have used an expression such as ‘perhaps “less serious” or something of that kind’.499 

Ms Gilbert

In Ms Gilbert’s case, Mr Cowdery QC said he had regard to matters other than those in  
Ms Cunneen’s advice. However, he could not recall any of them.500 

Mr Cowdery agreed with Ms Cunneen that Ms Gilbert’s return to Mr Volkers for coaching 
accreditation was a legitimate issue.501

He thought that her opinion that Ms Gilbert would come across as looking for someone to blame 
was also a legitimate issue to take into account.502

He said that the question of the likelihood of orgasm was not a matter that he had or has any 
‘particular knowledge or expertise’ on503 and he did not think it was a matter on which he needed  
to form ‘a concluded view about the detail’.504

He did not share Ms Cunneen’s view that manual leverage was a problem for the prosecution.505

He did not agree with the weight or significance given to the ‘savage’ attack by the defence in 
relation to Ms Gilbert’s change of evidence, although he said it might justify an attack.506

The absence of genital exposure was not relevant to his decision.507

Similar fact / propensity evidence and other opinions

Mr Cowdery QC stated that he did not understand Ms Cunneen’s reference to the complication 
caused by other girls’ ‘fondness’ for Mr Volkers.508 He said he could ‘imagine circumstances where 
fondness of that kind might prevent complainants from coming forward, but that’s not the situation 
here’.509 

He did not pay any regard to Ms Cunneen’s opinion about breast development.510

Separate trials

Mr Cowdery QC agreed that separate trials would be inevitable.511
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Discretionary factors

Mr Cowdery QC would not have described Ms Gilbert’s allegations concerning each of the incidents 
in the massage room and the second incident alleged to have occurred in Mr Volkers caravan as 
‘trivial’.512

He stated that it was probably too broad a statement that prosecuting Ms Gilbert’s most serious 
complaint would tend to bring all sexual assault prosecutions into disrepute.513

He said it was a relevant factor, but he would not give a lot of weight to the likelihood of Mr Volkers 
misconducting himself in the future and was not of the view that the likelihood was ‘high’.514 
However, Mr Cowdery QC did state that he thought ‘it was a legitimate view to form’.515 

When asked whether Ms Cunneen’s advice suggested that she would query whether it is in the 
public interest to proceed in all the allegations that fell short of penetration, he said ‘No, I think  
this is totally hypothetical and frankly I don’t know why it’s there’.516

Mr Cowdery QC agreed that the discretionary factors numbered (iii) (age of allegation),517 (iv)  
(likely sentence)518 and (v) (future offending)519 were relevant factors for consideration.

He said that Ms Cunneen’s advice about whether the initial decision was correct was of assistance 
to him.520 

Communication of the advice to Ms Clare

As previously noted, Mr Cowdery QC provided a copy of Ms Cunneen’s advice to Ms Clare by letter 
dated 29 March 2004. 

That letter, set out above, contains the only reasons in writing of the then New South Wales DPP in 
relation to the initial request for advice. The only record Ms Clare had of Mr Cowdery QC’s view in 
the matter was the letter.521 Ms Clare assumed Mr Cowdery agreed with Ms Cunneen’s advice.522 

Mr Cowdery QC understood that Ms Clare expected, and needed, to receive both his conclusions 
and his reasoning process.523 He understood that to include identifying possible issues that defence 
counsel could raise and possible matters that might affect the jury.524 He thought the ‘easiest and 
most expeditious way of doing that’ would be to include Ms Cunneen’s advice.525

Mr Cowdery QC said his statement ‘I agree with that advice’ should be understood as stating that he 
agreed with the advice itself.526 He said: 

the memorandum of advice contains the advice. It also contains a lot of other material, and 
I don’t agree that that indicate[d] that I agreed with absolutely everything that Ms Cunneen 
included in her memorandum of advice. It was the advice that I was agreeing with.527 
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Mr Cowdery QC agreed that Ms Clare might have read his letter as indicating he agreed with the 
entirety of Ms Cunneen’s advice, acknowledging that ‘it could be read that way’.528 When asked 
if there were parts of Ms Cunneen’s advice that he did not agree with, he said, ‘there were a 
couple of parts of it that I didn’t have to agree or disagree with’.529 Mr Cowdery QC agreed that, 
in retrospect, he should not have attached Ms Cunneen’s advice to the letter to Ms Clare without 
some qualification.530

Mr Cowdery QC said that his letter in response to Ms Clare’s request for clarification of the scope of 
the advice was directed at the first and second limbs of the guidelines test – namely, whether there 
was sufficient evidence and whether prosecution was in the public interest having regard to the 
discretionary factors.531 The discretionary factors he took into account were those referred to in  
Ms Cunneen’s advice and set out above.532 It follows that he did not consider those discretionary 
factors that were not included in Ms Cunneen’s advice. 

Asked if the New South Wales ODPP was ‘in a position’ to express the view that the decision to 
discontinue the prosecution was correct, having regard to the fact that they ‘had not spoken to a 
complainant or witnessed the giving of their evidence’, Mr Cowdery QC said that ‘on the basis of 
the information supplied, that view could be expressed’.533 He said his office was not the decision 
maker, so it would not have been appropriate for him or Ms Cunneen to confer with a witness 
themselves.534 Mr Cowdery QC’s evidence was that, where a witness’s credit is in issue, it ‘would be 
good practice to confer with the witness’ before deciding whether or not to proceed with a matter 
after committal.535 He said in his statement that ‘if the decision-making prosecutor is to conduct 
the prosecution, however, then it will always be necessary for the prosecutor to confer with the 
witness’.536

Mr Cowdery QC’s evidence made plain that he did not agree with some propositions in  
Ms Cunneen’s advice or the weight Ms Cunneen gave to some matters. However, he did not tell  
Ms Clare of his view of those various matters. He agreed that he did not tell Ms Clare what his 
reasons were ‘at all’.537 

Mr Cowdery QC agreed that he did not disclose his reasoning process to Ms Clare. He believed that 
Ms Clare would understand that in reaching his conclusion he had relied on Ms Cunneen’s advice.538 
Having regard to the respects in which Ms Clare did not agree with Ms Cunneen’s reasons, the lack 
of reasons from Mr Cowdery QC left her at a significant disadvantage. 

Because Ms Clare was not told that Mr Cowdery QC did not accept all of the reasons in  
Ms Cunneen’s advice for not bringing prosecutions and was not told of Mr Cowdery QC’s own 
reasons, Ms Clare lost the benefit of a reasoned advice from the New South Wales DPP as to 
whether or not to bring further prosecutions. 
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1.10  Ms Clare’s decision-making process

Judge Clare gave evidence that at some point, whether before or after the second letter from 
Mr Cowdery QC, she reviewed Mr Cowdery QC’s advice, Ms Cunneen’s advice and the brief of 
evidence.539 She agreed with the conclusion in Ms Cunneen’s advice ‘that there is nothing which 
justifies the recharging of Mr Volkers in respect of the original allegations and no reasonable 
prospects of conviction in respect of any new allegation’.540 However, she agreed that the reasons  
in Ms Cunneen’s advice were not her reasons and in some respects she did not agree with or  
attach weight to them.541 This included ‘the emphasis given to particular points and particular 
language used’.542

Ms Rogers

Judge Clare said that she agreed with Ms Cunneen’s opinion that Ms Rogers’ medical file contained 
material that was ‘enormously damaging to her credibility’. She agreed that there was a ‘further 
difficulty’ in proving that Ms Rogers was either under 16 or did not consent and she believed that 
her psychiatric history would be ‘fatal’ to her credibility.543 Judge Clare said these were the same 
reasons as those she had set out in her letter to Mr Cowdery QC in relation to her first decision.544 

Ms Boyce

Judge Clare gave evidence that in her opinion there was no new evidence that caused her to  
‘sway from’ her original opinion not to prosecute in relation to Ms Boyce.545 

Judge Clare said that she did not pay regard to Ms Cunneen’s advice about the impact of  
Dr Cotter’s opinion on Ms Boyce’s credibility.546 She did not see Dr Cotter’s evidence as giving  
rise to a substantial attack on Ms Boyce’s credibility.547

Ms Gilbert

In relation to Ms Gilbert’s complaints, ‘the delay in the prosecution’,548 the absence of 
corroboration’549 and ‘the issue of high-risk behaviour … in relation to the allegations in the massage 
room’550 informed Judge Clare’s conclusion that there was no reasonable prospect of conviction. 
They were fundamental to the reasons for Judge Clare’s first decision not to prosecute.

Judge Clare said that after reading Ms Cunneen’s advice she ‘put more weight on’ the issue of the 
likelihood of orgasm. This was because it confirmed for her that it was ‘a very unusual feature’ and, 
in light of that, it would cause ‘some concern’ or ‘disquiet’ for women on the jury.551 Judge Clare said 
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she understood Ms Cunneen to be referring to it as a central feature of the allegation.552  
She thought it was ‘a significant feature’ of the allegation because, being ‘clear and specific’,  
if it were challenged it would go to the ‘plausibility of the allegation itself’.553 Judge Clare had 
not read any professional literature on the question.554 Judge Clare saw the question of ‘manual 
leverage’ as ‘part and parcel of the unusual feature’.555

Judge Clare did not agree that Ms Gilbert’s change of evidence was a substantial matter.556 In 
relation to Ms Cunneen’s opinion that this would be a ‘fertile ground for a savage attack’,  
Judge Clare said she ‘wouldn’t describe it as inviting a savage attack’ but ‘would expect that it would 
be the subject of cross-examination and that it would receive attention in the course of a trial’.557 
Judge Clare agreed that ‘you may in fact turn a jury against you by attacking that sort of evidence’. 
She said ‘strategically there’s a risk in the style of cross-examination’.558 

Judge Clare did not pay a great deal of attention to Ms Cunneen’s opinion that Ms Gilbert was 
looking for someone to blame.559

Judge Clare understood Ms Cunneen’s opinion on an absence of genital exposure or touching to be 
an expression of Ms Cunneen’s own view ‘from her experience’. It did not occur to her as something 
that was ‘particularly unusual’.560 

Similar fact / propensity evidence and other opinions

Judge Clare did not have regard to Ms Cunneen’s opinion about breast development.561

Discretionary factors

Judge Clare’s evidence was that she took into account discretionary ‘public interest factors’ only in 
relation to Ms Boyce. She said that she did not take into account any discretionary factors in relation 
to Ms Rogers or Ms Gilbert because she did not think there was sufficient evidence to prosecute 
those matters.562 

Judge Clare said Mr Volkers’ antecedents were a relevant factor in relation to Ms Boyce.563  
She gave evidence that:

a lot of people who are convicted of these sorts of offences don’t have any criminal history. 
I suppose Volkers had the potential to be one step above that because he was a person 
who was being supported publicly by well-known swimmers and he had a public profile.564

She did not remember whether it was common to lead character evidence in such trials at the time 
but said that it is not common now.565 She had not taken into account the defence statements in 
support of Mr Volkers.566 Regarding the length of time between complaint and prosecution, Judge 
Clare gave evidence in relation to Ms Boyce’s complaint that ‘the public interest did fall against a 
prosecution’, in part because ‘it was committed a fairly long time ago’.567
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Judge Clare took into account that it would be unlikely that a sentence of real significance would be 
imposed in relation to Ms Boyce’s allegations.568 She said that ‘[g]iven the delay, there would also 
be, one might think, considerations that would mitigate the sentence’.569 Judge Clare’s evidence was 
that, although she did not take it into account, she would have expected there to be a term  
of imprisonment in relation to Ms Gilbert’s allegation.570 

Judge Clare did not take into account the discretionary considerations Ms Cunneen referred to at 
paragraph 72(i), (v) and (vi) of her advice, namely that:

(i) … proceeding with these relatively trivial allegations, occurring so long ago, would tend 
to bring all sexual assault prosecutions into disrepute;

(v) the effect of the publicity in this matter has already constituted a punishment upon  
[Mr] Volkers and, in addition, it is highly unlikely that he will misconduct himself in the future;

(vi) prosecution of these old matters, being so relatively minor, would … erode public 
confidence in the Courts and the criminal justice system.571 

Ms Cunneen’s opinion that prosecution may well be in the public interest if there was a further 
allegation of penetration did not ‘play on’ her mind’.572 Judge Clare gave evidence that she ‘thought 
that was a reference to a jurisdictional difference’ between what a New South Wales prosecutor and 
a Queensland prosecutor might look for in prosecuting an historical case.573 

Judge Clare did not agree that ‘it was highly unlikely that Volkers would misconduct himself 
in future’. Judge Clare said she did not agree with that opinion because she ‘didn’t have any 
information on which to make that conclusion’.574

Judge Clare did not think that the prosecution of these matters would erode public confidence  
in the courts and the criminal justice system ‘if there was sufficient evidence’ to prosecute.575

Judge Clare’s evidence was that, if she had concluded that it would have been in the interests of 
justice to recharge Mr Volkers notwithstanding the Director’s Guideline limitations, she would 
have reopened the prosecution.576 She agreed that her written requests to Mr Cowdery QC did 
not address the possibility of proceeding other than in accordance with the Director’s Guidelines 
and there was nothing in Mr Cowdery QC’s advice or Ms Cunneen’s advice to suggest they had 
considered this a possibility.577 

It was put to Judge Clare that there was ‘no value’ to her in Mr Cowdery QC’s advice and  
Ms Cunneen’s advice ‘given the concessions’ she made about the matters she ‘did not agree with’. 
Judge Clare did not accept this. Her evidence was:

It was an advice from a very experienced prosecutor, with what I thought was the support 
of the Director of Public Prosecutions, whose experience is beyond question … the global 
value of that advice was, to me, that professional judgment and experience from those two 
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people concluded that there were no reasonable prospects of success on the evidence,  
and that was consistent with the conclusion – well, with the earlier conclusion, at least,  
of myself and the Director of Public Prosecutions, although there is different emphasis  
and different considerations.578

 1.11   The second decision not to prosecute

The Royal Commission was not provided with any written record of Ms Clare’s second decision not 
to prosecute or her reasons. Ms Clare told us that she made a written record of her reasons for 
deciding not to recharge Mr Volkers; however, this record was not produced.579 

Judge Clare accepted that it would be important to have an accurate record of her reasons.580 She 
agreed that the reasons in Ms Cunneen’s advice were not her reasons and in some respects she did 
not agree with or attach weight to them.581 This included ‘the emphasis given to particular points 
and particular language used’.582

Judge Clare accepted that ‘it would be better to have put a full account in writing’.583 She agreed 
that all DPPs should adopt a practice of recording their decisions and reasons for decisions in 
writing.584 She added a ‘caveat’ about ‘how far one ought reasonably go’ in writing ‘a comprehensive 
advice that covered every possibility in the working environments of an office’.585 At the very least 
we would expect there to be a record of the decision and a memorandum that identifies the 
reasons of any significance that motivated the decision.

We are satisfied that a written record should have been made of the reasons for Ms Clare’s decision 
not to recharge Mr Volkers. As stated above, no record was produced. The significance of there 
being a record of Ms Clare’s reasons for not commencing fresh prosecutions is underlined by the 
fact that Judge Clare said she did not accept all of the reasons that Ms Cunneen discussed in her 
advice. We note that there is no statutory obligation to do so. This is discussed further below.

1.12  Notifying the complainants

Ms Clare wrote to the Commissioner of the Queensland Police Service on 14 April 2004 setting out 
Mr Cowdery’s advice and the ‘principal reasons’ for his advice. 

The Commissioner wrote to Ms Rogers, Ms Boyce and Ms Gilbert the following day. He stated586 
that he had received correspondence from the Queensland DPP and included a copy of Mr Cowdery 
QC’s advice. The letters stated that Mr Cowdery QC advised that:

1. The original decision to discontinue the prosecution of earlier charges was correct and 
that no fresh prosecution was appropriate;

2. The new evidence does not justify re-charging Mr Volkers in respect of any of the 
original allegations;
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3. There are no reasonable prospects for a conviction in respect of any new allegations; and
4. There are no reasonable prospects for a conviction in respect of any offence.587  

Ms Rogers requested written reasons for the decision from the ODPP Victim Liaison Officer.588  
She received in reply a letter from Ms Clare dated 17 June 2004 explaining that the brief had been 
sent to the New South Wales DPP and attaching the Queensland ODPP Director’s Guidelines.589

Ms Boyce did not request written reasons or a meeting with anyone from the ODPP. 

Ms Gilbert requested a meeting with Ms Clare. They met on 11 May 2004.590 Ms Gilbert was 
permitted to tape the interview and the transcript of that interview was produced to the  
Royal Commission. 

During the meeting with Ms Gilbert, Ms Clare discussed her reasons for discontinuing the 
prosecution. She explained that she had sent the entire brief to the New South Wales DPP for 
advice, to get ‘fresh eyes on it’, and that she had been ‘prepared to accept whatever that decision 
was’.591 She said her decision not to prosecute was ‘a combination, you can’t look at one thing in 
isolation but it’s the combined force of things’.592 She said delay was ‘a factor’593 and ‘there were 
other aspects in relation to credibility’.594

The transcript of the meeting records that Ms Clare told Ms Gilbert that Mr Cowdery QC had 
‘endorsed’ Ms Cunneen’s advice.595 Extracts from Ms Cunneen’s advice were read out and Ms Gilbert 
was allowed to read the entirety of the advice.596  

Before they received the letter from the Commissioner of the Queensland Police Service, none of 
the victims were contacted by the ODPP or Queensland police to seek their views before a decision 
was made. We note that this is contrary to Guideline 18 of the Queensland Director’s Guidelines, 
which stated:

The views of the victim must be recorded and properly considered prior to any final 
decisions, but those views alone are not determinative. It is the public, not any individual 
interest that must be served (see Guideline 4).597

This lack of consultation is surprising given the CMC report had suggested the DPP consider 
reviewing the effectiveness and adequacy of the ODPP’s communication with complainants. This is 
discussed below.

Judge Clare’s evidence was that, in the interview, she told Ms Gilbert that she was making the 
decision on the basis of an independent decision of the New South Wales DPP because she wanted 
to reassure Ms Gilbert that she was not reviewing her own decision.598 Judge Clare said she was not 
‘as direct’ as she ‘might have been’ about her own reasons because she did not want to cause  
Ms Gilbert further distress and she wanted to reassure Ms Gilbert that the decision not to prosecute 
was not the result of a ‘cover-up’ in Queensland.599 Judge Clare agreed that she did not speak to  
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Ms Gilbert ‘in terms of the reasons’ she gave to the Royal Commission. She said, ‘I didn’t go beyond 
the reasonable prospects … I think it’s fair to say that I didn’t discuss with her the detail, the reasons 
for that’.600

She agreed that ‘in terms of the detail’, what she did give Ms Gilbert was ‘access to Ms Cunneen’s 
advice’.601 Judge Clare said she sees now but it ‘didn’t occur to [her] at the time’ that Ms Gilbert 
would have understood that her ‘consideration of the matter was consistent with Ms Cunneen’s 
advice’.602 Judge Clare said she could ‘see now how [Ms Gilbert] would draw that conclusion.  
It’s a reasonable conclusion to draw’.603 When asked if this meant Judge Clare did not disclose  
to Ms Gilbert her true reasons for the decision, Judge Clare replied:

I told her it was an assessment of the sufficiency of the evidence and I spoke in general 
terms about those things. I don’t recall going into the specific detail of those matters …  
my own recollection is that I did not want to descend into the specific detail.604 

When asked if it was ‘right to leave Ms Gilbert with the impression that you accepted the reasoning 
of Ms Cunneen in that advice’, Judge Clare said ‘No, I shouldn’t have done that’.605

Judge Clare said that, of the ‘hundreds of meetings in relation to discontinuance, reduction, or 
variation of charges’ she has held, this was ‘the most difficult’ meeting she can recall. She said that, 
during the meeting, an ODPP officer handed her the advice and this ‘intensified the request to see 
the advice and I gave into that’.606 Judge Clare stated that, on reflection, ‘it was not appropriate to 
show Ms Gilbert a copy of Ms Cunneen’s advice and I regret that it occurred and was a source of 
distress and anxiety to Ms Gilbert’.607 She gave evidence that ‘it was a mistake. There is no other way 
of saying it. I should never have shown her the advice. It was wrong, and it clearly has caused her a 
lot of distress’.608

Ms Cunneen SC said she ‘never’ considered that, in light of the fact that the CMC report had 
published the Queensland ODPP’s reasons, ‘her advice would likely receive the same treatment’.609 
Ms Cunneen SC said that it never crossed her mind that her advice would end up in the hands of the 
complainants and she ‘very much regret[s]’ the distress caused to them.610

We accept Judge Clare’s submission that there was no established process for the recording of 
reasons for her second decision and this was a flaw in the DPP’s processes.

We are satisfied that the process that Ms Clare adopted in advising Ms Gilbert of the second 
decision was flawed.

 1.13   Ms Gilbert seeks leave to bring a private prosecution

After her interview with Ms Clare, Ms Gilbert engaged Mr Hanson QC, from the Queensland Bar, to 
advise her on the reasons for the Queensland DPP’s decision not to recharge Mr Volkers. Mr Hanson 
QC had provided Ms Gilbert with advice on 20 February 2003.611 
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On 26 May 2004, Ms Gilbert obtained further written advice from Mr Hanson QC.612 Mr Hanson QC 
was provided with a transcript of those parts of Ms Gilbert’s interview with Ms Clare where  
Ms Cunneen’s advice was explained to Ms Gilbert.613 

On 20 July 2004, Ms Gilbert received further advice that her prospects in respect of application for 
leave and prosecution itself were good.614 In November 2004, Ms Gilbert sought leave to commence 
a private prosecution against Mr Volkers in the Supreme Court of Queensland at Brisbane.615  
Justice Holmes heard the application. 

Counsel for Ms Gilbert read two affidavits in support of the application – one by Associate Professor 
Middleton and one by Dr Brennan. Associate Professor Middleton criticised a number of the 
opinions expressed in Ms Cunneen’s advice as being ‘particularly uninformed by the large scientific 
child sexual abuse literature’.616 Dr Brennan criticised a number of the opinions expressed in  
Ms Cunneen’s advice as being ‘misinformed medically’.617

Associate Professor Middleton’s affidavit included the following opinions: 

6. It is common for a paedophilic abuser who was very well known to his victim to 
progressively sexualise the contacts, such that over time the extent and duration of sexually 
abusive behaviours escalated as he grooms his victim. The fact that a perpetrator may not 
have been seen to sexually stimulate himself on the first occasion that the abuse had 
escalated to digital penetration would hardly be an issue that in itself would cast doubt  
on a victim’s account.618 

… 

7. For female victims of such abuse to have involuntary experienced sexual stimulation/
orgasm in the context of such abuse is in psychological terms not at all dissimilar to male 
victims experiencing sexual stimulation/orgasm in the context of their sexual abuse.619

…

14. The nature of paedophiles is that almost inevitably there will be multiple victims. 
Having crossed the boundary that allows for the sexual abuse of a child the central question 
is not whether they will do it again but rather why wouldn’t they. Thus it is particularly 
ominous regarding an individual if allegations of sexually abusive behaviour by one 
complainant is accompanied by evidence of sexually abusive behaviour towards other 
individuals, even if they had not yet progressed as far down the path of being groomed, or 
if they had definitively repulsed attempts at less extreme abuse. If Scott Volkers had 
sexually abused a number of girls in his charge around 1984, it is difficult to find a rationale 
for Miss Cunneen’s opinion that ‘it is highly unlikely that he will misconduct himself in the 
future.’ What would be the evidence that he has taken responsibility for his actions and 
meaningfully worked towards changing himself? (Such a prognostication is particularly 
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curious given Miss Cunneen’s own assessment that Volkers ‘as a whole’ was ‘a thoroughly 
disreputable man given to inappropriate touching and comments towards young swimmers 
in his charge.’)620

Dr Brennan’s report stated that the inference that Ms Gilbert’s credibility was considered  
doubtful by the New South Wales DPP was misinformed medically.621 Her affidavit included the 
following opinions:

8. It is a feature of child and adolescent sexual abuse (as well as of the rape of an adult) 
that erotic stimulation, albeit legally abuse, can involve pleasurable sensations in the midst 
of threat and distress.622

…

10. There is an implication that the clitoris itself has to be manipulated directly in order to 
produce arousal. This shows a degree of ignorance about the nature of female anatomy 
and arousal which is of concern. Indeed the talk of manual leverage is misleading.623

…

11. This statement would appear to be ignorant of sexual physiology, since a wide  
variety of different experiences mark the onset of sexual feeling in puberty and the 
relationship of conscious thought to what is reflexive, not calculated. The notion that a 
given mental capacity is a prerequisite for orgasm is well outside common experience  
and medical knowledge.624

…

13. A 12-year-old girl can certainly have breasts even if there is minimal glandular breast 
tissue present. Sexual abusers commonly fondle and stimulate children’s breasts and/or 
nipples, simulating adult sex.625

As part of its Criminal Justice Project, the Royal Commission is considering the admissibility and use 
of expert evidence in child sexual abuse prosecutions. 

Justice Holmes found that, while she did not have all the material that was before the DPP, on the 
material before her there was a prima facie case on all four charges. Her Honour concluded: 

There is no obvious cloud on the applicant’s credibility such as to render convictions 
unattainable; the difficulties seem limited to those inevitable in any case in which recall  
of events many years ago is required.626
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Her Honour identified a number of factors that pointed to a grant of leave, including that:

From a wider perspective, the charges themselves are serious, in that if made out  
they involve egregious breaches of trust, in both the literal and legal senses; although  
the allegations are not, in physical terms, at the grosser end of the spectrum of child  
sexual abuse.627

Ultimately, Her Honour decided not to give leave for the prosecution to proceed. Her Honour 
considered there were a number of factors militating against a grant of leave, including the 19- to 
20-year delay in proceeding and the deference to be paid to the DPP’s decision not to proceed. Her 
Honour considered the combination of the publicity around the case and the risk of the trial being 
perceived as a personal contest between the Ms Gilbert and Mr Volkers to be the most persuasive 
primary factors militating against leave.628

1.14   Conclusions – systemic issues

Reasons for decision making

The Royal Commission is required to inquire into the processes for prosecution of child sexual abuse 
offences in relation to ensuring justice for victims.629 

The inadequacies identified above in the processes for the recording of reasons for decisions by 
the New South Wales and Queensland ODPPs raised issues of significance to the internal decision 
making of all DPPs. 

Both the New South Wales and Queensland Director’s Guidelines state that generally disclosure of 
reasons is consistent with the open and accountable operations of the ODPP.

The Director of Public Prosecutions Act 1986 (NSW) (the New South Wales Act) does not impose  
any obligation on the New South Wales DPP or an officer or employee of the ODPP to give reasons 
for decisions they make. However, Guideline 12 of the current New South Wales Prosecution 
Guidelines provides:

Reasons for decisions made in the course of prosecutions or of giving advice, in appropriate 
circumstances, may be disclosed by the Director to persons outside the ODPP. Reasons will 
not be given in any case, however, where to do so may cause serious undue harm to a 
victim, a witness or an accused person, or could significantly prejudice the administration 
of justice.

Generally the disclosure of reasons for prosecution decisions is consistent with the open 
and accountable operations of the ODPP; however, the terms of advice given to or by the 
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Director may be subject to legal professional privilege and privacy considerations may arise. 
Reasons will only be given to an inquirer with a legitimate interest in the matter and where 
it is otherwise appropriate to do so. A legitimate interest includes the interest of the media 
in reporting the open dispensing of justice where previous proceedings have been public.630

Similarly, the Director of Public Prosecutions Act 1984 (Qld) (the Queensland Act) does not create 
any obligation on the Queensland DPP or an officer or employee of the ODPP to give reasons for 
decisions made. However, the current Queensland Director’s Guidelines include Guideline 23, 
‘Reasons for Decision’:

i. Reasons for decisions made in the course of prosecutions may be disclosed by the 
Director to persons outside of the ODPP.

ii. The disclosure of reasons is generally consistent with the open and accountable 
operations of the ODPP.

iii. But reasons will only be given when the inquirer has a legitimate interest in the matter 
and it is otherwise appropriate to do so.

1. Reasons for not prosecuting must be given to the victims of crime;
2. A legitimate interest includes the interest of the media in the open dispensing  

of justice where previous proceedings have been public.

iv. Where a decision has been made not to prosecute prior to any public proceeding, 
reasons may be given by the Director. However, where it would mean publishing 
material too weak to justify a prosecution, any explanation should be brief.

v. (v) Reasons will not be given in any case where to do so would cause unjustifiable harm 
to a victim, a witness or an accused or would significantly prejudice the administration 
of justice.631

It is obvious, and indeed could hardly be otherwise, that the assumption in the Director’s Guidelines 
is that decisions on prosecutions must be based upon cogent reasons. 

The recording of reasons for decision making is sound administrative practice. Recording 
reasons encourages a careful examination of the relevant issues, the elimination of extraneous 
considerations and consistency in decision making. In Public Services Board of NSW v Osmond 
Deane J stated ‘the exercise of a decision-making power in a way which adversely affects others is 
less likely to be, or to appear to be, arbitrary if the decision-maker formulates and provides reasons 
for his decisions’.632 Gibbs CJ approved the statement of Professor Wade that ‘[t]he giving of reasons 
is required by the ordinary man’s sense of justice and is also a healthy discipline for all who exercise 
power over others’.633
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Apart from it being fundamental to good decision making and administrative practice, if reasons 
are to be effectively communicated to others, there should be a written record of them. It is 
fundamental to the integrity of any administrative or other decision-making process that reasons for 
the decision are identified and a record is made of them. When the decision maker is independent 
and not amenable to any form of review, the integrity of its internal processes must be maintained 
at the highest level. It is apparent that this was not the case in the present matters. 

Further, if reasons are not recorded, there is a risk that, when a decision maker is later asked to 
recall them, the recollection may not be complete or accurate.

In the present case it is plain that the appropriate administrative processes were not followed. 
Mr Cowdery QC gave evidence that he ‘agreed with Ms Cunneen’s advice and the general basis 
expressed for it’.634 He said that he thought Ms Cunneen’s advice ‘addressed the issues on which 
advice had been sought’ and was ‘soundly based’.635 He said he agreed with Ms Cunneen on a 
number of matters, set out in full above. They included:

• He agreed with Ms Cunneen’s advice that Ms Rogers’ medical history was damaging to  
her credit.636

• He agreed with Ms Cunneen that Ms Gilbert’s return to Mr Volkers for coaching 
accreditation was a legitimate issue.637

• He thought that Ms Cunneen’s opinion that Ms Gilbert would come across as looking for 
someone to blame was also a legitimate issue to take into account.638

• He agreed that separate trials would be inevitable.639

• He agreed that the discretionary factors numbered (iii) (age of allegation),640 (iv) (likely 
sentence)641 and (v) (future offending)642 were relevant factors for consideration.

• He said that Ms Cunneen’s advice about whether the initial decision was correct was of 
assistance to him.643 

Notwithstanding this evidence, it is clear from the material discussed above that he did not agree 
with a number of significant matters contained in Ms Cunneen’s advice. 

In summary, Mr Cowdery QC’s evidence was that:

1. He did not agree with Ms Cunneen’s opinion that the only serious dealing alleged by 
any of the complainants was the caravan incident alleged by Ms Gilbert. He said that 
the incident involving Ms Rogers in the car should be categorised as serious.644

2. He made his own assessment of Dr Cotter’s evidence on Ms Boyce but does not now 
recall it and no note of it was produced.645 

3. It was not appropriate for a prosecutor to do as Ms Cunneen did and describe a 
doctor’s view as ‘almost fanciful’.646 If he were critical of a doctor’s views, he would have 
described it as ‘subject to challenge … “arguable”, words like that’.647 

4. He would not have used the word ‘trivial’ to describe Ms Boyce’s allegations. He would 
have used an expression such as ‘perhaps “less serious” or something of that kind’.648 

5. In relation to Ms Gilbert, he had regard to matters other than those in Ms Cunneen’s 
advice. However, he could not recall any of them.649 
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6. The question of the likelihood of orgasm was not a matter that he had or has any 
‘particular knowledge or expertise’ on650 and he did not think it was a matter on which 
he needed to form ‘a concluded view about the detail’.651

7. He did not share Ms Cunneen’s view that manual leverage was a problem for the 
prosecution.652

8. He did not agree with the weight or significance given to the ‘savage’ attack by the 
defence in relation to Ms Gilbert’s change of evidence, although he said it might justify 
an attack.653

9. The absence of genital exposure was not relevant to his decision.654

10. He did not understand Ms Cunneen’s reference to the complication caused by other 
girls’ ‘fondness’ for Mr Volkers.655 He said he could ‘imagine circumstances where 
fondness of that kind might prevent complainants from coming forward, but that’s not 
the situation here’.656 

11. He did not pay any regard to Ms Cunneen’s opinion about breast development.657

12. He would not have described Ms Gilbert’s allegations concerning each of the incidents 
in the massage room and the second incident alleged to have occurred in Mr Volkers’ 
caravan as ‘trivial’.658

13. He said it was a relevant factor but would not give a lot of weight to the likelihood of  
Mr Volkers misconducting himself in the future and was not of the view that the 
likelihood was ‘high’.659 However, Mr Cowdery QC did state that he thought ‘it was a 
legitimate view to form’.660 

14. When asked whether Ms Cunneen’s advice suggested that she would query whether it 
is in the public interest to proceed on all the allegations that fell short of penetration, 
he said ‘No, I think this is totally hypothetical and frankly I don’t know why it’s there’.661

In our view not only are these issues significant but also the failure to inform Ms Clare of  
Mr Cowdery QC’s own reasoning process deprived her of the advice that she was entitled to expect 
when seeking the assistance from the New South Wales DPP. In our opinion the matters upon which 
Mr Cowdery QC differed from Ms Cunneen were individually significant, but their collective force 
required consideration if Ms Clare was to make an appropriately informed decision.

Judge Clare gave evidence that she agreed with the conclusion in Ms Cunneen’s advice ‘that there 
is nothing which justifies the recharging of Mr Volkers in respect of the original allegations and no 
reasonable prospects of conviction in respect of any new allegation’.662 

In her evidence Judge Clare also indicated that she agreed with Ms Cunneen’s advice on a number 
of matters. Those matters are set out in detail above and include the following:

1. She agreed that Ms Rogers’ medical file contained material which was ‘enormously 
damaging to her credibility’. She agreed with the assessment that with respect to  
Ms Rogers’ credibility her psychiatric history would be ‘fatal’.663 

2. She agreed that there was a ‘further difficulty’ in proving Ms Rogers was either under 
16 or did not consent.664

3. After reading Ms Cunneen’s advice she ‘put more weight on’ the issue of the likelihood 
of orgasm.665 She thought it was a ‘significant’ and ‘very unusual feature’.666 
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4. She saw the question of ‘manual leverage’ as ‘part and parcel of the unusual feature’.667

5. She took into account that it would be unlikely that a sentence of real significance 
would be imposed in relation to Ms Boyce’s allegations.668

6. She did not think there was sufficient evidence to prosecute Ms Rogers’ and  
Ms Gilbert’s matters.669 

However, it is significant that Judge Clare agreed that the reasons in Ms Cunneen’s advice were not 
her reasons and in some respects she did not agree with or attach weight to them,670 including ‘the 
emphasis given to particular points and particular language used’.671

The areas in which Judge Clare did not agree with Ms Cunneen are discussed in full above.  
In summary they are:

1. She did not pay regard to Ms Cunneen’s advice about the impact of Dr Cotter’s opinion 
on Ms Boyce’s credibility.672

2. She did not see Dr Cotter’s evidence as giving rise to a substantial attack on the 
credibility of Ms Boyce.673

3. She did not agree that Ms Gilbert’s change of evidence was a substantial matter.674 She 
said she ‘wouldn’t describe it as inviting a savage attack’ but ‘would expect that it would 
be the subject of cross-examination and that it would receive attention in the course of 
a trial’.675

4. She did not pay a great deal of attention to Ms Cunneen’s opinion that Ms Gilbert was 
looking for someone to blame.676

5. She understood Ms Cunneen’s opinion on an absence of genital exposure or touching 
to be an expression of Ms Cunneen’s own view ‘from her experience’. It did not occur to 
her as something that was ‘particularly unusual’.677

6. She did not have regard to Ms Cunneen’s opinion about breast development.678

7. She did not take into account the discretionary considerations Ms Cunneen referred to 
at paragraph 72(i), (v), and (vi).679 

8. She stated that, although she did not take it into account, she would have expected 
there to be a term of imprisonment in relation to Ms Gilbert’s allegation.680 

9. She did not agree that ‘it was highly unlikely that Volkers would misconduct himself in 
future’, as she ‘didn’t have any information on which to make that conclusion’.681

10. She did not think that the prosecution of these matters would erode public confidence in 
the courts and the criminal justice system ‘if there was sufficient evidence’ to prosecute.682

As we have already remarked, the Queensland ODPP produced no record of Ms Clare’s decision. It 
is now impossible to identify a document that can be used to analyse Ms Clare’s reasoning process. 
This is an obvious and significant failure. Judge Clare acknowledged that there was no established 
process for the recording of reasons for the second decision and that this was a flaw in the  
DPP’s processes. 

We agree with Judge Clare.  
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Independence of DPPs

Any body that is given statutory independence and that cannot be subject to any external reviews is 
at risk of failure in its decision-making processes. When the decisions being made are critical to the 
lives of the individuals involved, be they the complainant or accused, and are being made on behalf 
of the entire community it is relevant to ask whether the current structure, with absolute immunity 
from review of any decision, is appropriate. Experience suggests that an absence of review increases 
the risk of administrative failure. 

The legislation that provides for the ODPP ensures its independence. The New South Wales Act 
(section 4(3)) provides:

The Director is responsible to the Attorney General for the due exercise of the Director’s 
functions, but nothing in this subsection affects or derogates from the authority of the 
Director in respect of the preparation, institution and conduct of any proceedings.

Guideline 1 of the New South Wales Prosecution Guidelines also provides:

The Director prosecutes on behalf of the Crown (that is, the community) under the Director 
of Public Prosecutions Act 1986. He or she is responsible to the Attorney General for the 
due exercise of the functions of the office, but acts independently of the government and 
of political influence. The Director also acts independently of inappropriate individual or 
sectional interests in the community and of inappropriate influence by the media …  
The Director’s functions are carried out independently of the courts.683

Similarly, the Queensland Act provides (section 10(3)):

In the discharge of his or her functions the director shall be responsible to the Minister but 
nothing in this section shall derogate from or limit the authority of the director in respect 
of the preparation, institution and conduct of proceedings.

Section 7(2) of the Attorney-General Act 1999 (Qld) provides that ‘the Attorney-General may not 
direct or instruct the Director of Public Prosecutions to present an indictment or enter a nolle 
prosequi’, although under section 7(1) the Attorney-General can present an indictment or enter a 
nolle prosequi himself or herself.

Nothing in the New South Wales Act or the Queensland Act addresses potential judicial review of 
prosecutorial decisions, such as by providing a privative clause.

The insusceptibility of most prosecutorial decisions to judicial review comes from the common law. 
The most frequently cited statement is that of Gaudron and Gummow JJ in Maxwell v The Queen:

It ought now be accepted, in our view, that certain decisions involved in the prosecution 
process are, of their nature, insusceptible of judicial review. They include decisions whether 
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or not to prosecute, to enter a nolle prosequi, to proceed ex officio, whether or not  
to present evidence and, which is usually an aspect of one or other of those decisions, 
decisions as to the particular charge to be laid or prosecuted. The integrity of the judicial 
process – particularly, its independence and impartiality and the public perception thereof 
– would be compromised if the courts were to decide or were to be in any way concerned 
with decisions as to who is to be prosecuted and for what.684

This is at odds with the statutory position in England. In recent years in England and Wales formal 
oversight and accountability processes have been created for the Crown Prosecution Service (CPS). 
The first is a review process for individual decisions. The second is a form of oversight of the CPS.

The UK Victims Right to Review scheme commenced in 2013. The scheme gives victims the right 
to request a review of a CPS decision not to prosecute or to terminate criminal proceedings.685 
A ‘victim’ is defined as a person who has suffered harm (physical, mental or emotional harm or 
economic loss) that was caused by criminal conduct. The first stage of review (local resolution) 
involves the decision being reviewed by a prosecutor from the CPS area responsible for the decision 
who has had no previous dealings with the case. If local resolution does not resolve the issue to 
the satisfaction of the victim, the decision can be reviewed by the Appeals and Review Unit or a 
Chief Crown Prosecutor. The victim is notified of the outcome of the review and provided with a full 
explanation of the reason for the ultimate decision.

By the Crown Prosecution Service Inspectorate Act 2000 (UK), c 10, the parliament created the 
Crown Prosecution Service Inspectorate. The statutory duties of the Chief Inspector are686 to, firstly, 
inspect or arrange for the inspection of the operation of the CPS generally. The Chief Inspector is 
also required to report to the Attorney General on matters connected with the operation of the CPS 
that the Attorney General has referred to the Chief Inspector for inspection. The Chief Inspector 
must submit an annual report to the Attorney General on the operation of the CPS. The methods 
of inspection include analysing documentation, examining and evaluating case files, conducting 
interviews with staff and observing the work practices of the CPS both in their offices and in court.687

Decisions made by the CPS, including the decision not to prosecute, are also amenable to judicial 
review.688 However, the power to judicially review prosecutorial decisions is exercised sparingly. 

The Royal Commission will consider whether there should be any process of oversight or review of 
ODPPs in their administration and decision-making processes. The Royal Commission will consult 
widely on this issue and will report as part of its work on criminal justice issues. 
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2.1 Introduction

This section of the report concerns the response of the Academy, Swimming Australia and 
Swimming Queensland to allegations of child sexual abuse against Mr Volkers. Each of those 
institutions engaged, or continued to engage, Mr Volkers in a role where he had contact with 
children after he had been charged with child sexual assault offences.  

It also examines the response of the Queensland Commission for Children and Young People and 
Child Guardian (CCYPCG) to the allegations of child sexual abuse against Mr Volkers. At the time of 
the relevant events, the CCYPCG was an independent statutory authority which was responsible for 
administering the system of Working With Children Checks that operated in Queensland, known as 
the ‘blue card’ system. 

2.2 Background to Mr Volkers’ employment

Organisation and structure of Queensland Academy of Sport 

The Academy is an initiative of the Queensland Government aimed at supporting the state’s elite 
and identified developing athletes. It provides scholarships to targeted athletes. At the relevant 
time, it ran 26 training programs across 23 different sports.689 

The Academy has been administered by a variety of government departments since it was 
created in 1991. At the time of Mr Volkers’ arrest in March 2002, the Academy was administered 
by the Department of Innovation and Information Economy, Sport and Recreation Queensland 
(the Department).690 For some of the time that Mr Volkers was employed by the Academy, it was 
administered by the Department of Communities.691 The Academy is currently under the portfolio of 
the Minister for Agriculture and Fisheries and the Minister for Sport and Racing. A Board of former 
athletes and leaders in the Queensland sporting community is responsible to the Minister for 
developing policy and overseeing the direction of the Academy.692 

Mr Alex Baumann was the Executive Director of the Academy from 2002 to September 2006.693 
Mr Volkers was already employed at the Academy when Mr Baumann commenced in the role.694 
Before his role as Executive Director of the Academy, Mr Baumann was Program Manager for Sports 
Programs at the Academy from 1996 to 1998. Mr Baumann left the Academy from 1998 to 2000 to 
take up the position of Chief Executive Officer (CEO) at Swimming Queensland.695 

Mr Bennett King was appointed as the Executive Director of the Academy in June 2007 and remains 
in that position.696

2 Scott Volkers – Working with children
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Organisation and structure of Swimming Australia

Swimming Australia is the peak body for the sport of swimming in Australia.697 It is responsible for 
the administration of the Australian Swim Team, which comprises the swimmers who represent 
Australia at the international level, including at Commonwealth Games, Olympic Games and FINA 
World Championships.698

It is also responsible for the advancement of swimming as a sport within Australia, including through 
junior swimming. This is generally achieved through affiliated local clubs, which support swimmers 
through squad-based training and by running national programs at their clubs.699

While we refer to ‘Swimming Australia’ throughout this report, we note that during the period 
examined by the Royal Commission in the public hearing, there were three entities:

1. Amateur Swimming Union of Australia (1909–1985)
2. Australian Swimming Incorporated (1985–2004)
3. Swimming Australia Ltd (10 October 2004 to present).700

Swimming Australia’s member associations include the peak bodies for each Australian territory and 
state, including Swimming Queensland. 

Mr Glen Tasker was the CEO of Australian Swimming Incorporated (ASI) / Swimming Australia from 
December 2001 to June 2008.701

Organisation and structure of Swimming Queensland

Swimming Queensland is the peak body for swimming in Queensland and a member association 
of Swimming Australia. The objects of the organisation include to ‘conduct, encourage, promote, 
advance, control and administer swimming activities in and throughout Queensland’.702

Local swimming clubs are affiliated with their respective state or territory member association.  
To be affiliated with a state association such as Swimming Queensland, local swimming clubs must 
agree to be bound by Swimming Australia’s policies and procedures.703

Mr Kevin Hasemann is the current CEO of Swimming Queensland. He was appointed to the role in 
August 2002.704

Blue card system

In 2000, the Queensland Government enacted the Commission for Children and Young People and 
Child Guardian Act 2000 (the Children and Young People Act).
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The Children and Young People Act created a system of employment screening for child-related 
employment, which commenced on 1 May 2001.705 The purpose of this system was to improve 
employment screening to ‘ensure that only suitable persons were employed in certain child- 
related employment’.706 

The system enabled certain employers in certain fields of employment to, prior to engaging an 
employee, apply to the CCYPCG for a suitability notice stating whether or not that employee was 
suitable for child-related employment.707 

While the Children and Young People Act did not require employers to apply to the CCYPCG for a 
suitability notice prior to engaging an employee, it made it an offence for employers to continue 
engaging employees in child-related employment unless the employer applied for a suitability 
notice about the employee.708

If the CCYPCG determined that the employee was suitable for child-related employment, that 
person was issued with a ‘positive notice’, known as a ‘blue card’. If the employee was not 
considered suitable for child-related employment, that person was issued with a ‘negative notice’.709  

The system only applied to certain types of employment referred to as ‘regulated employment’.710 
Churches, clubs and associations providing services mainly towards children were included, such 
as sporting clubs which provided coaching services to children, so long as the employer was not a 
government entity.711

If the employer was a government entity (which included a department or part of a department) 
it did not need to apply for suitability notices for its employees.712 This was because, at the time, 
government departments undertook their own screenings of government employees, which was 
equivalent to the blue card system.713

The exemption for government entities was subsequently removed from the Children and Young 
People Act on 1 April 2010.714

On 1 July 2014, the Children and Young People Act became the Working with Children (Risk 
Management and Screening) Act 2000 (Qld).715 As part of this change, the CCYPCG’s responsibilities 
for employment screening passed to the chief executive of the Public Safety Business Agency.716 

Ms Michelle Miller was the Director of Employment Screening Services, CCYPCG, from 2001 to June 
2014. From 1 July 2014, her position transferred to the Public Safety Business Agency. Ms Miller is 
currently still responsible for the administration and management of the blue card system in this 
new agency.717
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2.3 Mr Volkers’ arrest, committal and DPP’s decision to    
 discontinue – 2002

As discussed in chapter 1 of this report, Mr Volkers was arrested on 26 March 2002 in relation to 
two complainants – Ms Rogers and Ms Boyce.718 The arrest received extensive media coverage.719 

At the time the sexual abuse took place, Mr Volkers was a swimming coach at a local swimming 
club.720 

Mr Volkers was employed as Swimming Head Coach by the Academy at the time of his arrest and 
during the committal hearing. In his position as Swimming Head Coach, Mr Volkers’ role was to 
coordinate the Academy’s swimming program and mentor coaches. Mr Volkers was not directly 
responsible for coaching a swimming squad. Mr Volkers was a ‘coaches’ coach’.721  

Response of the Academy

Mr Baumann had been in the position of Executive Director of the Academy for approximately two 
months when Mr Volkers was arrested.722 On 27 March 2002, Mr Volkers advised Mr Baumann by 
facsimile that he been charged with criminal offences.723

No prior notification had been made about any concerns or allegations of sexual abuse concerning  
Mr Volkers.724 Mr Baumann said that he first learnt of the charges against Mr Volkers through the 
media.725 Mr Baumann knew through the media that the charges related to young girls whom  
Mr Volkers coached, but he could not recall whether he was aware of any other details at the time.726 

Mr Baumann gave evidence at the public hearing that, on learning of the allegations, he had a 
discussion with Mr Kevin Yearbury, the Director-General of the Department.727 He also sought legal 
advice from Legal and Administration Review Services (Legal Services) within the Department,728 
which included consideration of whether disciplinary action should be taken under the Public 
Service Act 1996 (Qld).729 

Mr Baumann told the Royal Commission that Mr Volkers had signed a coach’s code of conduct in 
March 2000; however, the Academy did not have in place any specific policy at the time of the 
arrest to deal with ‘what transpired’.730 

A letter, dated 11 April 2002, from Mr Yearbury to Mr Volkers advised Mr Volkers of the working 
arrangements that would apply ‘until the current charges against you have been heard and 
determined by a court’. Mr Volkers was directed not to have any contact with Academy athletes  
and to focus on those aspects of his role that related to ‘the management and administration  
of the swimming program at QAS’.731 
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The letter noted that Mr Volkers currently worked from home on many aspects of his role and 
indicated this could continue. He was also provided with an office at the Department and instructed 
that, should he need to visit the premises of the Academy to liaise with administrative staff, this 
should only occur through prior arrangement and approval of the Director of the Academy. Mr 
Yearbury also requested that Mr Volkers not participate or represent the interests of the Academy at 
conferences, events and or other functions.732

In determining whether or not Mr Volkers was complying with the conditions set out in the 
letter from Mr Yearbury, Mr Baumann told the Royal Commission that the Academy relied on 
self-reporting by Mr Volkers and monitoring by other coaches and staff members.733 There is no 
evidence of any formal monitoring system being in place. Mr Baumann’s evidence was that  
Mr Volkers would need to ask permission from him to visit the Academy. Also, coaches within the 
programs at the Academy would tell him ‘whether he had any visitation to the swimming pools’.734

Even though at the time Mr Volkers was arrested he was not directly coaching athletes,735 the 
Academy curtailed Mr Volkers’ role because there was ‘a need to ensure that the welfare and safety 
of athletes was also taken into account’ and to mitigate the risk.736 Mr Baumann told the Royal 
Commission that the athletes on scholarships with the Academy at the relevant time ranged in age, 
but there would have been swimmers under the age of 18.737 Mr Baumann understood that these 
conditions were to be in place until the court had made a determination on the charges against  
Mr Volkers.738 

At some stage after Mr Volkers was arrested, the Academy considered notifying athletes and their 
parents about the charges against Mr Volkers. Mr Baumann told the Royal Commission that a 
decision was made not to notify them because the information was ‘well and truly in the public 
domain’.739

On 18 September 2002, Mr Baumann was advised by Legal Services (within the Department) that 
the charges against Mr Volkers had been dropped. Mr Baumann understood this to mean that the 
court had determined that no further action should be taken and it had resolved the matter.740 
Mr Baumann told the Royal Commission that he ‘understood … that the DPP had dropped the … 
charges but that Scott Volkers was not found innocent’.741  

On the same day that a determination was made that the charges against Mr Volkers would not 
proceed, Mr Volkers was reinstated to full duties. This meant that Mr Volkers was able to attend the 
Academy and go onto the pool deck. Mr Baumann sent an email to all Academy staff stating:

I am pleased to announce that the Director of Public Prosecutions has dropped all charges 
against Scott Volkers and has discontinued the court case. This outcome is a great relief for 
Scott and the Academy looks forward to welcoming him back to his normal duties.742 

Mr Baumann said that, after the charges against Mr Volkers had been withdrawn, the Academy 
concluded that Mr Volkers was a safe person to work with children and should continue in the 
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role.743 He said he made that decision in good faith. Mr Baumann also submitted that he made the 
decision to reinstate Mr Volkers to full duties on advice from Legal Services and he was entitled to 
assume that Legal Services would give that advice on the basis of sufficient information.744

It was considered ‘unnecessary’ to notify parents and athletes that Mr Volkers had been returned  
to full duties after the DPP made the decision to discontinue the proceedings.745

Mr Baumann gave evidence that senior managers within the Academy ‘discussed extensively’ the 
issue of whether Mr Volkers should continue in his role.746 Mr Baumann did not know the specific 
details of the allegations but knew that the charges related to sexual assault.747

Mr Baumann knew that there could be a number of reasons why a DPP may not pursue charges 
against a person.748 He also understood that a person might pose a danger in organisations even 
though they had not been convicted of a relevant criminal offence.749 However, in Mr Volkers’ case, 
Mr Baumann considered that ‘the danger did not exist’.750 This was because his role was as the 
‘coaches’ coach’, which meant that he did not directly coach athletes. Mr Baumann told the Royal 
Commission: ‘He did come into contact with coaches and would be on deck occasionally, but that’s 
to coach the coaches.’751

We accept that Mr Volkers’ contact with children in the course of his employment at the time of the 
arrest was limited and that he did not have direct individual access to minors.

However, we do not accept the submission from Mr Baumann that Mr Volkers’ contact with and 
access to children was ‘supervised’.752 The evidence is that Mr Volkers had access to and contact 
with children in the presence of other adults by virtue of his role as ‘coaches’ coach’. This is not the 
same as ‘supervision’. The grooming of children can occur, and in our experience frequently does 
occur, in the presence of others.

Mr Baumann submitted that we should exercise restraint in any criticism of him about the decisions 
he made on the Academy’s response to, and after, Mr Volkers’ arrest because:

• Those decisions were made in good faith and on advice of Crown Law753 and Legal Services 
within the Department and under the supervision of the Department.

• At all relevant times Mr Baumann was accountable to the Director-General of  
the Department.

• The Royal Commission did not explore the details of the advice provided to Mr Baumann at 
the relevant times; and Mr Baumann’s recollections of obtaining the advice were general 
given the significant passage of time since the events took place.

• There is no suggestion that Mr Baumann failed to seek, or ignored, advice or that he 
wilfully shut his eyes to risks associated with employing Mr Volkers.754

Mr Baumann also submitted that we should place significant weight on the fact that Mr Volkers’ 
job was ‘largely an administrative role’ and that the limited nature of Mr Volkers’ role should be 
recognised when assessing Mr Baumann’s approach.755 
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We do not accept Mr Baumann’s characterisation of Mr Volkers’ role as ‘largely administrative’.  
Mr Volkers held the role of Swimming Head Coach. This was not a merely administrative role. It was 
one that is likely to have been accompanied by significant status and prestige within the institution. 
Mr Volkers occupied a position of authority. 

The characterisation of his role as ‘largely administrative’ suggests someone working behind 
the scenes in an office. It does not reflect the true nature of Mr Volkers’ position or the power 
imbalance that would have existed between him and young athletes within the Academy by virtue 
of his seniority and high profile within the sport. Those matters are of importance when assessing 
the true level of risk involved in his ‘incidental’ contact with underage swimmers. 

Mr Baumann also submitted there is no evidence that Mr Volkers gained unsupervised access to,  
or acted in an inappropriate way towards, any child in his capacity during his employment as 
Swimming Head Coach. He further submitted that this provides a basis to accept that the limited 
nature of Mr Volkers’ role did significantly mitigate any risks.756 We do not find this submission 
persuasive given what we know about the reluctance of victims of child sexual abuse to come forward. 

We accept that with the benefit of hindsight it is often easy to see what would have been a better 
or more appropriate course of action. We also accept that Mr Baumann was not equipped with the 
Royal Commission’s depth of knowledge and learning in relation to child safety matters. However, 
Mr Baumann appeared reluctant, even with the benefit of hindsight, to concede that his approach 
might have been flawed or that he ought to have done more than simply rely on advice he was 
given by others.

We are satisfied that Mr Volkers came into contact with and had access to children in the course of 
his employment as Swimming Head Coach at the Academy before and after his arrest in 2002. That 
role involved him working with children, even though he was a ‘coaches’ coach’ and did not directly 
coach athletes.

After the charges were discontinued, the Academy did not take any active steps to determine 
whether or not Mr Volkers had breached the code of conduct. When asked what steps were taken, 
Mr Baumann replied, ‘in terms of … the job description, he did not have direct contact with athletes 
and he did not coach athletes’.757 When questioned about whether Mr Volkers’ alleged conduct 
would have been a breach of the code of conduct, Mr Baumann conceded that it would have been  
a breach.758

Mr Baumann also conceded that the Department and Legal Services should have advised the 
Academy to keep Mr Volkers on restricted duties for longer period of time until a more detailed 
review was carried out on the nature of the alleged offences and the reasons for the discontinuance 
of the prosecution.759 With the benefit of hindsight, Mr Baumann conceded that he could have 
actively involved himself in such a review and submitted that that is the course he would take today 
if confronted with a similar situation.760
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We accept Mr Baumann’s submission that he is not legally trained and that he did not clearly 
distinguish between the discontinuance of the prosecution by the DPP and resolution by the 
court.761 We accept that, as a layperson, he viewed the discontinuance by the DPP as equivalent 
to the matter being closed. However, Legal Services, on whose advice Mr Baumann says he was 
relying, must have known that the dropping of the charges against Mr Volkers by the DPP was not 
equivalent to a court making a determination and that the question of Mr Volkers’ innocence or 
guilt remained at large.

After the DPP discontinued the charges against Mr Volkers, Ms Gilbert’s then husband, Mr Shane 
Gilbert, rang the Academy on 24 September 2002 and spoke with Ms Mara Johnston, the Executive 
Coordinator. Mr Gilbert requested an appointment with Mr Baumann to discuss Mr Volkers ‘prior to 
any consideration of his reinstatement at the Queensland Academy of Sport’.762 

After conferring with Mr Baumann, Ms Johnston contacted Mr Gilbert and advised him that all 
charges against Mr Volkers had been discontinued and, as a result, Mr Volkers had been reinstated 
to full duties. Consequently, no meeting would be scheduled to discuss the issue.763 Mr Baumann 
gave evidence that he did not think a meeting would be beneficial or that there was any point to a 
meeting because the decision to reinstate Mr Volkers had already been made.764

In our view, the Academy did not have sufficient information to form the view that it was safe to 
reinstate Mr Volkers to full duties. The very factors that had led to his role being curtailed in the 
first place were still in play. An organisation in the position of the Academy should err on the side of 
caution before reinstating a person who is the subject of serious allegations of child sexual abuse to 
a role that entails any contact with children. At the very least, the Academy should have conducted 
a detailed investigation of the nature of the alleged offences and the reasons for the discontinuance 
of the prosecution. Only then would it be armed with sufficient information to make an informed 
assessment about the level of risk that Mr Volkers posed and it should have kept Mr Volkers on 
restricted duties until it had that information. 

We are satisfied that on 18 September 2002, when the Academy reinstated Mr Volkers to full duties, 
the Academy:

• knew Mr Volkers was the subject of serious allegations of child sexual abuse amounting  
to criminal conduct

• did not know and did not take any steps to find out the details of those allegations
• knew that the DPP had decided not to pursue the charges against Mr Volkers but did not 

know the reasons for that
• knew there could be a number of reasons that the DPP may have chosen not to pursue the 

charges against Mr Volkers
• knew that Mr Volkers might have engaged in conduct that made him inappropriate to work 

with children but that fell short of being criminal conduct
• knew that Mr Volkers could come into contact with and have access to children in the 

course of his employment.
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2.4 Mr Volkers is seconded to Swimming Australia – 
 November 2002

Appointment as Women’s Head Coach at Swimming Australia

In January 2002, before Mr Volkers’ arrest, the High Performance Committee of Swimming Australia 
considered creating two new positions for the national swimming team: a Men’s Head Coach and 
a Women’s Head Coach. This was instead of having a single head coach, as had been the case for 
many years.765 

At that time, Mr Tasker, then CEO of Swimming Australia, considered that Mr Volkers was the sort 
of coach who would be good for that role because of his experience and the fact that he was not 
coaching a swimming squad at the time.766 Mr Tasker said:

Scott Volkers was held in fairly high regard by a lot of people within the sport. I’m not sure 
this position was created for him but I do believe there were a lot of people within the 
organisation that wanted to use his expertise.767 

Mr Tasker first became aware of the allegations against Mr Volkers at the time of his arrest.  
Mr Tasker made enquiries with Swimming Australia’s solicitors, who advised him not to do anything 
that would compromise the police investigation and to ‘keep an eye on the matter as it unfolded 
and act when it became appropriate to do so’.768 Mr Tasker informed Swimming Australia’s solicitors 
that Mr Volkers had not been on the Australian Swim Team since 2000.769

Mr Tasker requested that Swimming Australia’s solicitors keep a watching brief on the police 
investigation and provide him with updates.770

In early September 2002, Swimming Australia advertised for the two new positions of Men’s Head 
Coach and Women’s Head Coach.771

On 17 September 2002, while the charges against Mr Volkers were still pending, Mr Tasker received 
an application from Mr Volkers for the position of Women’s Head Coach.772 Mr Tasker told the Royal 
Commission that he was not sure what to do with the Mr Volkers’ application and his ‘gut feeling 
was that I didn’t want him around’.773 Mr Tasker gave evidence that:

Part of me wanted to throw [Mr Volkers’ application] in the bin, but there was, you know, a 
panel set up to review the applications and so it was sent to the high performance 
committee for processing. We didn’t have a lot of applicants for the role.774 

The following day, the charges against Mr Volkers were dropped. Mr Tasker sought legal advice and 
was told that this meant Swimming Australia could accept Mr Volkers’ application.775 Mr Tasker told 
the Royal Commission:
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I think the advice was that the charges had been dropped and that two bodies – the 
Queensland Police and the DPP – had decided not to go ahead with it, and so the advice 
was that we could accept his application.776 

Mr Tasker said that his understanding of charges being dropped was that there was insufficient 
evidence to take the case forward.777 Mr Tasker agreed with the proposition that:

whilst there might be insufficient evidence to meet the criminal standard of proof in 
relation to criminal conduct, a person might have been engaged in a series of conduct, such 
as sexual commentary with swimmers, which makes it inappropriate to work with children, 
but falls short of criminal conduct.778 

Mr Tasker stated that he was aware of this as a general proposition at the time;779 however, he said 
that ‘we had no ways of investigating what was tendered as evidence’.780 When questioned why he 
had not sought out the complainants and spoken to them, Mr Tasker said:

I actually didn’t know I could do that … I thought the names had been suppressed because 
of the ages that the alleged crimes happened, but, to be honest, I really didn’t know I could 
do that.781

Interviews for the position of Women’s Head Coach were conducted on 2 October 2002 by a five-
person interview panel.782 Mr Volkers was interviewed along with two other candidates.783 Mr Tasker 
said Mr Volkers ‘was clearly the best candidate in terms of coaching ability’.784

The interview panel decided unanimously to appoint Mr Volkers to the position.785 Mr Tasker told 
the Royal Commission: 

The attitude of the interview panel was, I think, that if the experts couldn’t find evidence to 
proceed against him, then we had to give him the benefit of the doubt.786 

In his statement to the Royal Commission, Mr Tasker set out his thinking during the six months after 
Mr Volkers was charged as follows: 

a. Scott Volkers was a ‘hot topic’ of conversation within the swimming community.

b. No-one else came forward with any complaints about sexual abuse by him, or any 
complaints at all. I did think that, if there was a latent problem of the kind which he 
was charged with, that it would have been ‘flushed out’ by the publicity generated 
by him being charged.

c. Others came out very strongly in support of Scott Volkers. I remember that Susie 
O’Neill spoke highly of him. Susie O’Neill had a lot of credibility in my eyes. 
Samantha Riley also came out in Scott Volkers’ defence, and Samantha Riley was 
also very highly regarded by me and the swimming community. Don Talbot, former 
national team head coach, spoke in favour of Scott Volkers.
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d. I had spent plenty of time at events at which Scott Volkers was coaching and had 
never seen him engage in any inappropriate behaviour.

e. I didn’t like the guy, myself, but he had been the subject of close scrutiny by the 
police and the DPP and they had dropped the matter.787

Mr Tasker also said that the following two matters were significant in his consideration of whether 
to select Mr Volkers for the position:

• A swimmer on the interview panel (presumably Mr Kieran Perkins) said he had been in 
teams that Mr Volkers had been on and had never seen Mr Volkers do anything that would 
suggest any sort of bad behaviour.788 

• No adverse report had been made about Mr Volkers in team debriefs after the many trips 
that Mr Volkers had gone on with Swimming Australia since the 1990s. While Mr Tasker 
understood in a broad sense that victims may have great difficulty reporting abuse,  
Mr Tasker said he found that national athletes tended to be very strong characters who 
tended to offer opinions.789 

Swimming Australia Member Protection Policy

The Swimming Australia Member Protection Policy came into effect on 1 June 2002,790 before  
Mr Volkers applied for and was appointed to the position of Women’s Head Coach. 

The Member Protection Policy stated that ‘screening’ was mandatory for ‘coaches who are 
appointed or seeking appointment’ by Swimming Australia.791 Clause 6.4 stated that screening for 
the purposes of the Member Protection Policy includes:

Interviewing the Preferred Applicant as to their suitability for the proposed role and their 
suitability for involvement with children under 18 years of age.792

In addition, the Member Protection Policy provided that screening was highly recommended but 
not mandatory where a person was seeking appointment by Swimming Australia to a role in which 
that person was likely to have contact with competitors under 18 years of age but where that 
contact was supervised at all times by another adult.793

Mr Tasker was questioned about the application of the Member Protection Policy to the screening 
of Mr Volkers for the position of Women’s Head Coach.794 

Mr Tasker told the Royal Commission that the interview panel did not meet to discuss application of 
the Member Protection Policy and ‘how they were going to deal with that issue in relation to  
Mr Volkers prior to interviewing him’.795 Also, the panel did not make any reference to clause 6.4 
of the Member Protection Policy in its discussions about whether to appoint Mr Volkers.796 No-
one on the panel had any specific training in how to interview a person about their suitability for 
involvement with children under 18 years of age.797 When asked whether the panel asked  
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Mr Volkers any questions to test his attitude towards maintaining appropriate boundaries with 
athletes under 18, Mr Tasker said ‘it might have been said to him that he needs to be very careful 
about his behaviour when on teams, but I’m not sure if that is the case’.798

Mr Tasker gave evidence that the panel asked Mr Volkers about the charges. Mr Volkers told the 
panel ‘that the charges were false and he was going to defend his reputation at all costs’.799  
Mr Tasker conceded that they did not ask him about the details of the allegations and did not invite 
him to tell the panel what the allegations against him were.800 When asked how the panel could 
have made an assessment about Mr Volkers’ suitability to work with children without knowing the 
details of the allegations, Mr Tasker replied:

Again in hindsight, I think most of us on the committee believed that Mr Volkers would be 
working with the national team, that there would be the potential for athletes under the 
age of 18 on the team, but that somewhere between 85 and 95 per cent of the team would 
be adults. We did not ask him about that, and so I can only say that we were taking the 
assumption that he would be working with adults.801

Mr Tasker said that, while the decision of the police and the DPP ‘should give us guidance’, he 
acknowledged that Swimming Australia ‘could have done our own investigations and maybe done 
something different’.802

Swimming Australia submitted that Mr Volkers was not paid by Swimming Australia because he was 
on secondment from the Academy and that the role of Women’s Head Coach did not involve acting 
as a swimming coach as such; rather, it involved ‘planning, administrative, organisational, mentoring 
other coaches and technical expertise’. It was also submitted that the chance of Mr Volkers ‘finding 
himself alone with a swimmer were “practically nil”’.803

Swimming Australia submitted that, for those reasons, the screening of Mr Volkers was more likely 
to fall within the highly recommended category than the mandatory category.804 

We find it difficult to accept the submission that a person recruited to the role of Women’s Head 
Coach is not a swimming coach within the meaning of the policy, but we accept Swimming Australia’s 
concession that the difference probably does not matter in this case.805 Regardless of whether 
screening was mandatory or highly recommended, no screening was conducted or even considered. 

2.5 Public concerns – October 2002 and January 2003

Bravehearts raises concerns with Swimming Australia

On 21 October 2002, Swimming Australia received a letter from Ms Hetty Johnston of  
Bravehearts – an advocacy organisation for victims of child sexual abuse – that raised concerns 
about Mr Volkers.806 The letter stated:
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• The mere fact that a person made a serious complaint should be a matter of utmost 
concern for Swimming Australia and that they should automatically investigate the matter 
further. Swimming Australia should, at the very least, require the CCYPCG to reassess  
Mr Volkers’ eligibility to hold a blue card. This would then require Queensland Police 
Service to make a recommendation on the suitability of Mr Volkers to work with children 
and indicate any risks that Swimming Australia should be aware of.

• The original charges against Mr Volkers were strong enough to be supported by the DPP 
and followed a six-month investigation.

• It has not been proven that the incidents did or did not occur.
• The alleged actions of Mr Volkers represent a ‘potentially disturbing risk’ and therefore the 

risk should be properly assessed.807

Mr Tasker provided this letter to Swimming Australia’s solicitors and asked them to draft a 
response.808 On 18 November 2002, the solicitors responded to Mr Tasker attaching a draft response 
on behalf of Swimming Australia.809 Mr Tasker told the Royal Commission that he sent the draft 
letter to Ms Johnston.810 It stated:

[Swimming Australia] has been advised that this matter was legally challenged and  
that all charges against Mr Volkers were dropped by the Queensland Department of  
Public Prosecutions. 

As you are no doubt aware, all persons involved with [Swimming Australia] are subject to 
the Member Protection Policy and in the event of future allegations of this nature will be 
dealt with under the terms of the Policy.811

Mr Tasker told the Royal Commission that, after receiving this letter from Ms Johnston, no 
discussions were held within Swimming Australia about whether there should be an internal 
investigation. Mr Tasker agreed with the proposition that any complaint of historical abuse would be 
dealt with by the Swimming Australia Constitution; however, no consideration was given to whether 
any action should be taken in this case.812

Bravehearts raises concerns with the Academy

On 22 January 2003, Ms Johnston wrote to the then Minister for Sport about Bravehearts’  
ongoing concerns about the allegations against Mr Volkers and his ongoing employment with  
the Academy.813  

Ms Johnston expressed concern that Mr Volkers did not hold a blue card under the Children and 
Young People Act because he had started work before 1 May 2001.814 She noted that the Children 
and Young People Act provided that employees ‘who have been charged and escaped conviction’ 
may be deemed as ‘unsuitable’ to work with children. She stated:
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This provision was in recognition of the difficulty, due to the nature of the crime, in 
obtaining a conviction and the need for Police to still be provided an opportunity to  
put forward their recommendation with respect to the applicants’ suitability to work  
with children.815

Ms Johnston highlighted that the employer had a discretion to direct Mr Volkers to apply for a 
blue card. Ms Johnston noted that, although charges against Mr Volkers had been dropped, there 
had been no determination of his guilt or innocence. She urged the Academy to investigate the 
allegations against Mr Volkers and to direct that Mr Volkers apply for a blue card.816 This process 
‘would be in the best interests of the child and, in our view, would go to satisfy the [Academy’s]  
duty of care obligations’.817

Mr Baumann gave evidence that the letter from Bravehearts did not cause him to consider 
whether the Academy should investigate the allegations against Mr Volkers818 and it did not cause 
him concern about whether or not Mr Volkers was a suitable person to work with children. This 
was because Mr Volkers was ‘the coordinator of the program’.819 Mr Baumann agreed with the 
proposition that:

[O]n the basis that you believed his role didn’t involve child-related employment, you 
weren’t concerned about whether or not he was a suitable person to work with children.820

Consequently, Mr Baumann did not consider having Mr Volkers undergo any screening to determine 
his suitability to work with children.821 Mr Baumann told the Royal Commission that, at the time of 
the secondment, there was ‘some discussion’ about whether Mr Volkers should hold a blue card, 
but a determination was made that government employees were not required to hold a blue card 
under the Children and Young People Act.822 

On 29 January 2003, Mr Tristan Barnes of Legal Services prepared a memorandum for Mr Baumann 
about the letter from Bravehearts.823 The memorandum explained the blue card system as it applied 
to Mr Volkers’ situation, noting in particular that:

• An employer may apply to the CCYPCG for a suitability check of an employee who 
commenced employment before 1 May 2001 if the employer becomes aware that the 
employee has a criminal history that may render him or her unsuitable for child-related 
employment.824

• The blue card system only applies to certain types of employment and contains an 
exemption for employers that are government entities. Nonetheless, Mr Volkers’ 
employment with the Academy could fall within the scope of the legislation.825

• The system is ‘relatively new and untested’.826

In light of these complexities and the ‘sensitivity of the situation’, Legal Services advised that the 
Academy formally seek a determination from the CCYPCG about the Department’s obligations under 
the Children and Young People Act.827 
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On 3 February 2003, Mr Scott Flavell, the Director-General of the Department, wrote to Ms 
Johnston.828 In the letter, he stated that he agreed that ‘this is a serious matter and the protection  
of children is a matter of great importance.’ He advised:

I have decided to further investigate the matter, including the Department’s obligations 
under the Act, in order to ensure that the Department complies with its legal obligations.829

The response to Ms Johnston reflected the Department’s regard to the sensitivity of the situation 
and ‘the difficultly in forming a precise conclusion, the particular questions raised by this situation … 
and the requirement to act cautiously’.830 

The letter did not make any reference to Mr Baumann’s view that the role Mr Volkers held as a 
‘mentor coach’ meant that he was not working directly with children. Mr Baumann was not able to 
offer an explanation to the Royal Commission as to why the letter did not refer to that matter.831

Mr Baumann was questioned about what further steps the Department took to investigate the 
matter, as referred to in the letter from the Director-General to Ms Johnston.832 He did not know 
what steps the investigation involved and he could not recall the outcomes of the investigation.833 

Mr Baumann’s opinion was that, regardless of the government exemption, Mr Volkers did not  
need a blue card because, in his view, Mr Volkers’ role did not involve direct contact with children.834 
Mr Baumann also considered that the Academy’s criminal history check and recruitment processes 
were appropriate screening procedures.835 Those procedures did not require the Academy to take 
any steps where a person is charged with a relevant offence but not convicted. 

It was put to Mr Baumann that the Academy did not undertake with any rigour an examination 
of Mr Volkers’ conduct. Mr Baumann rejected that proposition and said that there were annual 
performance appraisals that considered Mr Volkers’ ‘conduct’ and ‘behaviour’.836 Mr Baumann 
conceded that the Academy did not consider the charges against Mr Volkers as part of his 
performance appraisals.837 

On the same day that the Department responded to Ms Johnston, Legal Services requested urgent 
legal advice from Crown Law on the application of the Children and Young People Act to the 
Department’s employment of Mr Volkers. 

Ms Katharine Ghiadella, Acting Executive Legal Consultant for Crown Solicitor, Crown Law, provided 
advice by letter dated 5 February 2003.838

Ms Ghiadella advised the Department that Mr Volkers did not need a blue card because his 
employment by the Academy was outside the scope of the Children and Young People Act. She also 
advised that the Department was a ‘government service provider’ and therefore it was not open to 
the Department/Academy to apply for a suitability notice for Mr Volkers in his capacity as Swimming 
Head Coach with the Academy.839 
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Ms Ghiadella also advised: 

It may be helpful to seek the views of the Commissioner in this instance, if for no other 
purpose than to clarify the Commissioner’s approached to the granting of suitability notices 
to employees of government service providers. However, I would not anticipate, on my 
interpretation of the clear wording of the Act, that the Commissioner would take a different 
view of the matter.840

The only avenue available to the Department to take potential action against Mr Volkers in relation 
the charges was under the Conditions of Employment contract. Ms Ghiadella noted that the Public 
Service Act 1996 applied to Mr Volkers as a coach, ‘especially in respect of any behaviour that is 
grounds for disciplinary action as defined in the Act’, which may be grounds for termination of Mr 
Volkers’ contract.841

Media attention

On 12 February 2003, Mr Tasker participated in a media interview with ABC Radio in response to an 
Australian Story episode about Ms Gilbert and comments made by Ms Johnston from Bravehearts.842 

Mr Tasker received the following legal advice in preparation for the interview:

In responding you should state the facts:

1. ASI [Swimming Australia] treat the safety of children and indeed all its members with 
the highest priority;

2. ASl’s has a Member Protection Policy (‘MPP’) in place;
3. That no complaint was lodged with ASI under the MPP;
4. That the process under the MPP mirrors the process followed in the Mr Volkers Case;
5. The authority which initially received the complaint was the Police (Qld);
6. Had the complaint been lodged under the MPP, ASI would have immediately referred 

the matter to the police;
7. It is then for the Police and in turn the DPP to decide whether the matter should be 

taken any further.

… ASI believes in the presumption of a person being innocent until proven guilty and that it 
is not for ASI to act as a quasi-judiciary over and above that which applies under the law of 
the land. Matters of this nature are not simply breaches of an internal set of rules but 
represent possible serious breaches of the criminal law. The MPP is aimed to deal with 
these allegations with a response that equally protects the rights of all the parties and  
the ASI.843
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During the interview, Mr Tasker said that Swimming Australia did not need to review Mr Volkers’ 
position at that point in time.844 Following legal advice,845 Mr Tasker said Mr Volkers was the subject 
of accusations only and that Swimming Australia was ‘happy enough to go along with the decisions 
of [the police and the DPP] at this stage’ but, if the charges were reinstated, Swimming Australia 
would reconsider Mr Volkers’ position.846 

Mr Tasker also gave evidence to the Royal Commission that, at the time, he believed that Swimming 
Australia did not have the expertise or the resources to investigate.847 When questioned whether 
criminal responsibility, or the ability to establish the case beyond reasonable doubt, was the 
threshold that Swimming Australia should apply when protecting its athletes, Mr Tasker said 
‘probably not’.848 Mr Tasker concluded:

I’ve thought about this whole period in my career, and I’ve got to say that I was never, ever 
comfortable with taking, you know, the legal option. I think that we have an absolute 
obligation to protect our athletes, no matter what age they are, and, in reality, we probably 
should have been doing more to make sure that that happened849 … we could have done 
our own investigations and maybe done something different.850

Mr Tasker also accepted that, even if an allegation of child sexual abuse is not taken to police or 
not ultimately pursued by the police, an organisation ‘has a responsibility to investigate and make 
determinations in relation to the person against who the allegation is made’.851 Mr Tasker accepted 
that Swimming Australia should have followed the process that is now set out in its current Child 
Welfare Policy – that is, where there is an allegation of a serious or criminal nature, regardless of  
the findings of the police and/or child protection agency investigations, Swimming Australia should 
carry out its own internal investigation and should apply the balance of probabilities as the standard 
of proof.852 

2.6 Crime and Misconduct Commission report published –  
 March 2003

Approximately a month after the interview with ABC Radio, Mr Tasker wrote to Swimming Australia’s 
solicitors seeking advice about a ‘contingency plan’. Mr Tasker had developed a plan ‘should the 
Scott Volkers matter’ come to a head in the following weeks.853 This was in anticipation of the Crime 
and Misconduct Commission (CMC) finalising its inquiry into the DPP’s and Queensland Police 
Service’s handling of allegations against Mr Volkers. 

Mr Tasker noted in the email that the Director of the Academy had informed him that, if the CMC 
report resulted in charges being reinstated against Mr Volkers, the Academy would stand him down 
from all duties. If this was the case, Swimming Australia would also ‘relieve Scott of his duties’ 
as Women’s Head Coach.854 As discussed above, at the time, Mr Volkers was seconded from the 
Academy to Swimming Australia as Women’s Head Coach.
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The CMC published its report on the first decision to discontinue proceedings in late March 
2003. The findings of the CMC report are explored in further detail in chapter 1 of this report. 
Mr Baumann did not read the report.855 Mr Baumann told the Royal Commission that it was his 
understanding that the report was about whether or not there was any official misconduct by the 
DPP. He was aware that the CMC report criticised aspects of the DPP’s decision to drop the charges 
against Mr Volkers.856 

These criticisms did not cause Mr Baumann concern because Mr Volkers’ role was as ‘coach of the 
coaches’, because of the way that Mr Volkers had conducted himself to Mr Baumann’s observation 
and because of the fact that Mr Volkers was well respected and, in terms of his job and role, ‘he 
obviously did all the things that he needed to do’.857 

When the CMC report was released, Mr Tasker read the executive summary of the report and 
‘understood the conclusion to be that the DPP should not have been so quick to drop the charges 
against Mr Volkers’. He was left with ‘a feeling of disquiet.’858 

2.7 Mr Volkers returns to the Academy – 2004

Mr Tasker told the Royal Commission that ‘the period from the end of 2002 to late 2003 had been 
quite disturbing for the national program’ and by the end of 2003 the national team had become 
unstable.859 

On 23 January 2004, the board of Swimming Australia decided to cancel the positions of Women’s 
Head Coach and Men’s Head Coach and return to the old model of a single head coach.860 Mr Leigh 
Nugent was appointed to that position. Swimming Australia terminated Mr Volkers’ secondment as 
Women’s Head Coach on 23 January 2004.861

On 21 April 2004, Swimming Australia appointed Mr Volkers as Head Coach to the Australian Swim 
Team competing in Europe.862 That appointment ended on 13 June 2004. 

This was the last time that Mr Volkers was appointed to any role within Swimming Australia.863  
Mr Tasker gave evidence that he had been reluctant to send Mr Volkers to the meet864 and had told 
Mr Nugent, the then national coach, in ‘colourful’ language that Swimming Australia should not be 
using Mr Volkers.865 

In December 2004, Mr Volkers signed a new employment agreement with the Academy as Head 
Coach Swimming for the period from 1 January 2005 to 31 December 2008.866 

A schedule to the employment agreement detailed the duties and responsibilities of a coach of the 
Academy. These duties included:

Undertake National and State coaching duties if appointment is approved by the Manager, 
Sport programs.867
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Mr Baumann told the Royal Commission that he was unsure whether Mr Volkers received approval 
to undertake such duties during his period of employment. However, he accepted that the 
employment contract contemplated Mr Volkers undertaking coaching duties that could involve him 
having contact with athletes under 18 years of age.868 Mr Baumann said:

But I don’t think he would take coaching duties. It would be other specific duties in terms 
of how coaches get selected for teams, they have to have swimmers, and it’s done on times 
and it’s done on placings.869

The employment agreement also included the following clauses:

a. If at any time during the term of this agreement, the [Children and Young People 
Act] is amended so as to require a person such as the Coach to obtain a suitability 
notice pursuant to that Act, the Coach acknowledges and agrees that the Academy 
may apply to the Commissioner for a suitability notice stating whether the Coach is 
a suitable person for child-related employment.870

b. If the coach … is issued with a ‘negative notice’ under s 102(1)(b) of the [Children 
and Young People Act], the Coach acknowledges that the [Academy] may terminate 
this agreement immediately.871 

c. If the agreement is terminated under the relevant clause of this agreement, the 
Coach acknowledges that there is no right of compensation.872

Mr Baumann could not recall why that clause was included in Mr Volkers’ employment agreement. 
He thought it might have been included in all employment agreements with the Academy at that 
time, but he was not sure.873

2.8 A further allegation is made against Mr Volkers –  
 February 2005

AEE’s complaint

In February 2005, AEE, a former swimmer at the Academy, made a complaint to the Queensland 
Anti-Discrimination Commission that she had been sexually harassed and assaulted by Mr Volkers 
at his home between 1997 and March 1999.874 At the time of the alleged assaults, she was 16 
years old. Mr Volkers was an employee of the Academy and Swimming Australia and was also her 
swimming coach.875

The complaint consisted of a complaint form876 and three police statements made by AEE dated  
1 July 2004,877 19 August 2004878 and 21 October 2004.879 The complaint form stated:
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From April or May 1996, Mr Volkers was my swimming coach. 

I was contracted to and paid by Queensland Academy of Sport and Swimming Australia Ltd 
as a swimmer. 

Mr Volkers was contracted to and paid by Queensland Academy of Sport and Swimming 
Australia Ltd as a swimming coach. 

Mr Volkers sexually assaulted me on a date of which I am uncertain but between 1997 and 
1998. The details of the complaint are in the attached police reports.880 

The allegations were set out in detail in the police statements annexed to her complaint form. AEE 
said she was at Mr Volkers’ home and he offered to give her a massage. AEE undressed and lay on 
her back on a massage table, covering herself with a towel. Mr Volkers started massaging AEE’s 
shoulders and her upper breast using massage oil. He then began massaging her breasts. Mr Volkers 
produced a vibrating tool and placed it on AEE’s clitoris, and recommenced massaging her breasts. 
AEE said she experienced ‘stimulating feelings’ as a result.881 

AEE stated that Mr Volkers would also say things to her ‘in a sexual way’. She recalled: ‘He would talk 
to me about my sex life. He would say to me “Don’t you think it’s okay for a swimmer and a coach to 
have a relationship”’?882

The complaint named Swimming Australia and the State of Queensland (on behalf of the 
Academy) as the second and third respondents. The Anti-Discrimination Commission notified both 
respondents of the complaint on 11 May 2005.883

The State of Queensland, Swimming Australia and Mr Volkers each submitted to the Anti-
Discrimination Commission that the complaint should be rejected because the complaint was 
outside the statutory time frame (within 12 months of the alleged incident). 884 

The State of Queensland also submitted to the Anti-Discrimination Commission that the Department 
had conducted ‘extensive investigations’ but had been ‘unable to ascertain, with any certainty, 
whether or not the alleged incident of sexual harassment occurred in 1997, 1998, 1999 or at all’.885 

Mr Volkers applied for Crown indemnity and legal representation in relation to AEE’s complaint.886 
Mr Baumann wrote a letter in support of Mr Volkers’ application, stating that ‘Mr Volkers has 
consistently acted diligently and conscientiously in the performance of his duties’.887 

The Anti-Discrimination Commission accepted the submissions and rejected the complaint on that 
basis that the application was out of time.888
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Response of the Academy

Mr Baumann read AEE’s complaint form, but he did not receive or read the three police statements 
that were attached to it.889 Consequently, he was not aware of the details of AEE’s allegations until 
they were read to him during the Royal Commission’s public hearing.890 Mr Baumann told the 
Royal Commission that Crown Law and Legal Services dealt with the Academy’s response to AEE’s 
complaint. Mr Baumann said that the Academy provided ‘a large amount of information in relation’ 
to the complaint.891 

Mr Baumann told the Royal Commission that he asked the legal advisers what the nature of the 
allegations were, but he did not receive a detailed response. He knew that they were serious 
allegations.892 He did not know that they were similar to the complaints of Ms Rogers, Ms Boyce and 
Ms Gilbert.893 Mr Baumann did not discuss the allegations with Mr Volkers or ask him for an account 
of what had occurred.894

Counsel for Mr Baumann argued in their submissions to the Royal Commission that it was 
reasonable for Mr Baumann as a non-lawyer to rely on his legal advisers to brief him on the content 
and specific details contained in the complaint.895 Therefore, no finding should be made that 
states that Mr Baumann should have obtained and read the police statements attached to AEE’s 
complaint, as suggested by Counsel Assisting the Royal Commission.896

We do not agree with this submission. While it appears reasonable to receive a briefing in the first 
instance, once the seriousness of the allegations were understood, Mr Baumann should have sought 
out all details of the complaint. We find it remarkable that the head of an organisation would not 
take steps to inform himself about the details of a serious allegation of child sexual abuse made 
against a current staff member whose role involves contact with children – even if that contact is 
limited. Mr Baumann had a responsibility to at least read the whole of the complaint. In conjunction 
with Legal Services, he should also have interviewed Mr Volkers about the allegations. 

Mr Baumann could not recall whether he discussed with Mr Volkers the letter he wrote to 
support Mr Volkers’ application for Crown indemnity and legal representation in relation to AEE’s 
complaint.897 Mr Baumann gave evidence to the Royal Commission that, notwithstanding AEE’s 
complaint, he would stand by the fact that Mr Volkers acted diligently and conscientiously in the 
performance of his duties.898 

Mr Baumann gave evidence that Crown Law and Legal Services had conducted an investigation, but 
he could not recall what it involved.899 He understood the outcome of the ‘investigation’ to be that 
‘the outcome was not – not going to go ahead, because it was out of time in terms of the claim’.900 
Mr Baumann thought there were discussions about whether the question of Mr Volkers holding 
a blue card should be revisited in light of AEE’s allegations, but he was advised by Crown Law and 
Legal Services that Mr Volkers could continue in his current role without a blue card.901

Mr Baumann was unable to say what steps, if any, the Academy took to investigate the complaint 
once it was dismissed by the Anti-Discrimination Commission as being outside its jurisdiction.902  
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He said that he relied on Crown Law and Legal Services to provide him with suitable advice.  
Mr Baumann accepted that the conduct alleged in AEE’s complaint would have amounted to a 
breach of the Public Service Act.903 He does not recall receiving advice that there should be any 
disciplinary proceedings in relation to the allegations or that Mr Volkers’ role should change.904 

The Academy did not make any contact with AEE about the complaint.905 Mr Baumann could not 
recall whether she was offered counselling or any other form of support but said that he thought 
she was not a scholarship holder at the time.906 

Counsel Assisting submitted that we should find:

The Academy did not investigate the allegations made by AEE other than for the purpose of 
establishing a technical legal defence to the complaint made to the Anti-Discrimination 
Commission, the Academy did not take any further steps to investigate the allegations. It 
did not interview Mr Volkers or AEE in relation to the allegations.907

Counsel for Mr Baumann submitted that Mr Baumann does not accept that the Academy only 
investigated the incident for the purpose of establishing its ‘technical legal defence’. Mr Baumann 
submitted that, as a non-lawyer, it is unlikely that he conceived of, or pressed for, a technical legal 
response to the allegations.908 However, it is conceivable that legal officers within Crown Law or 
Legal Services developed the legal response and Mr Baumann accepted advice that this was the 
proper course to take. We agree that the pursuit of a technical legal defence is unlikely to have 
originated with Mr Baumann, who is not a lawyer. 

However, the Academy was instructing its legal representatives and must have agreed to the pursuit 
of a technical legal defence. Further, once the ‘legal’ aspect of the proceedings was resolved (by the 
success of that technical defence) there remained a live issue as to the truth of the allegations and 
the appropriateness of Mr Volkers continuing in his role. 

We do not accept Mr Baumann’s submission that it was not ‘appropriate’ for the Academy to 
undertake a further investigation of the allegations in circumstances where Crown Law and Legal 
Services were ‘handling the matter’.909 The ‘matter’ that Crown Law and Legal Services were 
‘handling’ was a complaint before the Anti-Discrimination Commission. Once the Anti-Discrimination 
Commission determined that it had no jurisdiction to hear the complaint and dismissed the matter, 
an internal investigation of the allegations by the Academy was critical. It is evident that no  
internal investigation occurred given that neither AEE nor Mr Volkers were ever interviewed about 
the allegations. 

Mr Baumann conceded that he could have been ‘better informed’ about the details of the 
allegations against Mr Volkers.910 

Given that Mr Baumann became aware of the details of those serious allegations for the first 
time during the public hearing, we consider this to be a significant understatement. Mr Baumann 
submitted that it should be recognised that he acted in good faith and on advice from Crown Law, 
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Legal Services and the Department. Mr Baumann submitted that in the normal course it would be a 
fair expectation that legal or departmental staff would brief him with relevant information. That this 
does not seem to have occurred should not reflect negatively on Mr Baumann personally.911 

We do not agree. Mr Baumann had a responsibility as head of the Academy to make sure that he 
was fully acquainted with all of the details of the allegations and to oversee an appropriate response 
to those allegations by the Academy. Naturally, he was entitled to seek and rely on legal advice. 
However, it was not appropriate for him to abdicate responsibility for the matter to the Academy’s 
lawyers, which is what he appears to us to have done. 

Mr Baumann conceded that, in retrospect, an appropriate course of action ‘could have been’ to 
place Mr Volkers on restricted duties when the Academy became aware of AEE’s allegations  
pending an investigation.912 We consider that this would, rather than could, have been the 
appropriate response. 

Mr Baumann also conceded that, depending on the outcome of that investigation, it may have been 
appropriate to modify Mr Volkers’ position to remove contact with children or to terminate his 
employment. However, Mr Baumann submits that there is no evidence of advice to this effect being 
given to him.913 In our view, if Mr Baumann had taken steps to fully inform himself of the serious 
nature of the allegations, it is likely he would have sought such advice. 

We are satisfied that in February 2005, when the Academy was named as a respondent to AEE’s 
complaint to the Anti-Discrimination Commission, Mr Baumann should have obtained and read the 
police statements attached to AEE’s complaint in circumstances where:

• Mr Baumann was the Director of the Academy
• he knew the allegations that AEE made were serious allegations of child sexual abuse
• he knew the alleged abuse took place while AEE was an athlete sponsored by the Academy 

and Mr Volkers was her swimming coach
• Mr Volkers was currently employed by the Academy
• Mr Volkers had contact with athletes under the age of 18 in the course of his employment
• Mr Baumann knew there had been previous complaints about Mr Volkers concerning child 

sexual abuse.

We are satisfied that the Academy did not investigate AEE’s allegations other than for the purpose  
of establishing a technical legal defence to the complaint made to the Anti-Discrimination 
Commission. After the Anti-Discrimination Commission dismissed the complaint, the Academy  
did not take any further steps to investigate the allegations. It did not interview Mr Volkers or AEE 
about the allegations. 

In these circumstances, the Academy did not have sufficient information to form an assessment of 
Mr Volkers’ suitability to continue in the role of Head Swimming Coach and did not take any action 
to restrict his access to children.
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Response of Swimming Australia

In 2005, Swimming Australia became aware of the allegations against Mr Volkers that AEE made to 
the Anti-Discrimination Commission. When Mr Tasker read AEE’s allegations he was ‘horrified’.914  
Mr Tasker was aware of the similarities between AEE’s complaint and the complaints of Ms Gilbert, 
Ms Rogers and Ms Boyce.915

Swimming Australia received legal advice on the complaint, which instructed Swimming Australia ‘to 
take a technical legal defence and object to the application on the basis that it was out of time’.916 

After the Anti-Discrimination Commission dismissed the complaint as being out of time, Mr Tasker 
could not recall having any in-depth discussion about what further action Swimming Australia 
should take on AEE’s allegation.917 Swimming Australia did not discuss setting up any investigation of 
its own. Mr Tasker explained this by saying they were following legal advice.918

No consideration was given to contacting the complainant and offering her counselling.919 Mr Tasker 
gave evidence that, to his knowledge, Swimming Australia had never contacted AEE.920

Mr Tasker agreed that the response to AEE’s allegation was outside the spirit of the Member 
Protection Policy (the policy did not apply because the complaint concerned conduct that occurred 
before 2002).921 Mr Tasker accepted that Swimming Australia should have been more vigorous in 
investigating and responding to the allegations.922 If it happened again, Mr Tasker said he would 
conduct an investigation and try to support the athlete.923 

In about February 2005, Mr Tasker told Swimming Australia’s high performance manager not to use 
Mr Volkers again.924 Mr Tasker’s evidence was that he made this decision after he became aware of 
AEE’s allegations against Mr Volkers.925 

2.9 First application for a blue card – June 2008

Application by the Academy

Mr Bennett King was appointed as the Executive Director of the Academy in June 2007 and remains 
in that position.926 

Mr King was not given any briefing or information about the allegations that Ms Gilbert, Ms Boyce, 
Ms Rogers and AEE made against Mr Volkers.927 However, he was aware from media reports that in 
2002, Mr Volkers had been committed to trial for criminal charges of child sexual abuse while he 
was a coach and that those charges had been dropped.928

In mid-2008, Mr King introduced a new policy that required all staff of the Academy to apply for a 
blue card.929 Mr King told the Royal Commission that he wanted a more robust screening process for 
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employees930 because of the unique role the Academy had in relation to athletes.931 Before then the 
Department screening process was a simple criminal history check.932 Mr King submitted that this 
change in policy revealed ‘an obvious consciousness of the importance of mitigating risks in relation 
to the mistreatment of children’.933

On 17 June 2008, the Academy applied to the CCYPCG on behalf of Mr Volkers for a blue card as a 
paid employee of the Academy.934 

At the same time, the Academy applied for blue cards for around 59 other staff members. On 
each application, the Academy declared that no exemption applied under the Children and Young 
People Act.935 Mr King was unaware of the exemption that existed for the employees of government 
entities.936 Mr King told the Royal Commission that he thought it would be a good move for 
Academy staff to have a blue card.937  

The CCYPCG considers the application

With the exception of the application received on behalf of Mr Volkers, the CCYPCG regarded the 59 
or so applications for blue cards that the CCYPCG received on behalf of employees of the Academy 
as straightforward.938 Each of these other staff members had their applications processed by the 
CCYPCG and received a blue card within about 28 days.939 

Mr Volkers’ application initially returned a positive result on the criminal history check and was 
therefore singled out for particular attention. Ms Miller explained in her statement to the Royal 
Commission:

As Mr Volkers police information did not contain convictions for any offence but contained 
charges for disqualifying offences which were dealt with other than by a conviction, the 
Children’s Commissioner was required to issue a positive notice unless satisfied it was an 
exceptional case in which it would not be in the best interests of children for a positive 
notice to be issued.

The phrase exceptional case is not defined in the [Children and Young People] Act and is 
determined by looking at the circumstances of each individual case and the legislative 
intent of the Act, which is to protect children from harm.940

The CCYPCG reviewed Mr Volkers’ criminal record, which recorded the seven charges that had 
been laid against him and that they had been ‘no true billed’. The CCYPCG also obtained copies of 
the court briefs prepared by the Queensland Police Service, the transcript of the police record of 
interview with Mr Volkers and 27 witness statements from 20 witnesses, including complainants, 
police, children and parents of children who Mr Volkers coached. The CCYPCG also considered the 
first CMC report.941 
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On 10 October 2008, the CCYPCG advised Mr Volkers that it had concerns about his suitability to 
work with children based on the material referred to above.942 The CCYPCG provided Mr Volkers 
with an opportunity to respond by making a submission and providing references and other relevant 
information to support his application.943

Mr Volkers’ solicitors responded to the CCYPCG on his behalf and provided a statement by  
Mr Volkers together with a number of character references and a copy of the decision of  
Justice Holmes in the Queensland Supreme Court.944

In his statement, Mr Volkers said:

I did receive the accompanying documents and only wish to state that I have been subject 
to every type of inquiry there is: legal, police, CMC, DPP, media. And all charges were 
dropped several times. I have always maintained my innocence and always will and 
therefore there is no need to go into this any further.945 

Mr Volkers went on to describe his role as a high-level swimming coach who had conducted 
hundreds of coaching clinics in Australia and overseas. He named a number of high-profile female 
Olympic Gold Medallist swimmers who he claimed to have developed.946 He did not make any 
submission that addressed the substance of the allegations against him. 

The CCYPCG determines it has no jurisdiction to process Mr Volkers’ application for a 
blue card

On 16 February 2009, the Commissioner of the CCYPCG wrote to the Academy seeking ‘to clarify 
whether in fact an exemption from blue card screening requirements may exist’ for employees of 
the Academy.947 

The letter noted that the CCYPCG had received and processed blue card applications received from 
the Academy ‘on the basis that your organisation had signed the declaration on the form indicating 
that no exemption applied’. The Commissioner explained that it had come to her attention that the 
exemption was applicable to the Academy.948 

The letter set out the exemption for employees of a ‘government entity’ providing sport and active 
recreation activities to children and young people.949 This explanation is consistent with the advice 
that Crown Law provided to the Academy on 5 February 2003.950

The letter concluded that, as the Academy was part of the Department, the exemption for 
employees of government entities applied and therefore the CCYPCG did not have legislative 
authority under the Act to conduct blue card screening for Mr Volkers.951 
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Finally, the letter strongly encouraged the Academy to ensure that it had implemented appropriate 
policies and procedures to identify and mitigate the risks of harm to children and young people 
given the Academy’s role in providing essential and developmentally focused services to children 
and young people.952 

Ms Miller, the former Director of the CCYPCG, now Director of Blue Card Services at the Public 
Safety Business Agency,953 gave evidence that the CCYPCG had formed the preliminary view that 
Mr Volkers should be issued with a negative notice but that, before doing so, it realised that the 
Academy came within the exemption for government entities.954 

Ms Miller said that the CCYPCG had processed each of the other applications made by staff of 
the Academy on the mistaken belief that the Academy’s declaration on the application that no 
exemption applied was correct.955 Ms Miller explained:

The fact that the organisation has indicated that they’re intending to employ that person in 
regulated employment and an exemption doesn’t apply, prima facie we have jurisdiction to 
proceed with the application.

However, if that jurisdiction is challenged, in that it comes to our attention that the person’s 
employment may not necessarily be in regulated employment, then we’re obliged to follow 
through on that inquiry to ensure that we have jurisdiction before we issue a card, or a 
negative notice.956

Upon discovering that the Academy was in fact a Queensland government entity, the CCYPCG 
withdrew the final application form from the Academy (Mr Volkers’ application) but allowed the 
blue cards already issued to employees of the Academy to stay in place.957

The CCYPCG formed the view that it was legally not able to issue Mr Volkers with a negative  
notice and was not able to use the information it had about Mr Volkers for any other purpose.958 
This included information that the CCYPCG had received from the DPP and the Queensland  
Police Service.959 

Ms Miller gave evidence that the CCYPCG had ‘serious concerns about the matter’960 and accepted 
that Mr Volkers was an inappropriate person to be involved with organisations that work with 
children, but she said that confidentiality provisions prevented the CCYPCG from sharing that 
information with the Academy. She also said that the Academy, through the Department, could have 
done its own screening, which would have allowed it to take into account recorded and unrecorded 
convictions, charges and investigations.961

Response of the Academy

Mr King gave evidence that the first time he became aware of the exemption for government 
employees was when he received the letter from the CCYPCG.962 Mr King said he was not happy 
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with the CCYPCG’s decision.963 He did not seek any advice on the CCYPCG’s letter or what it entailed 
for the Academy.964 When asked what he did to address the CCYPCG’s recommendation that the 
Academy ensure it had implemented appropriate policies and procedures to identify and mitigate 
the risk of harm to children and young people that might arise, Mr King said:

[The Academy] regularly have team briefings, we have six a year, that actually give us 
educational updates on all the department’s policies and procedures. So we, every year, are 
taken through the code of conduct, various policies, sexual harassment policies, bullying 
policies … We also have twice-yearly performance reviews with all of our staff to ensure 
that they’re performing well and conducting their role. 

When Mr King was asked whether he went back and reviewed the Department’s policies and 
procedures to satisfy himself that they were appropriate, he said, ‘I would have liked all staff to 
abide by the blue card rule. That was my thought. And we didn’t have to at that stage’.965 Mr King 
said the Academy adopted the position that it would not employ any future employees unless they 
were able to obtain a blue card.966

From July 2008, Mr Volkers was the only coach employed by the Academy who did not have a blue 
card.967 Mr King said he allowed Mr Volkers to continue to be employed because: 

I was attempting to try to work with the sport of swimming to try to ensure that coaching 
remained strong within Queensland and that there continued to be a coach mentor for 
coaches in Queensland.968 

… I was advised through my upper management that it was in swimming’s best interests  
to keep him employed.969

… I made the decision to keep him employed because he was good for Swimming 
Queensland and for the coaches.970 

2.10 Swimming Queensland contemplates employing Mr Volkers –  
 2008

In 2008, Swimming Queensland inducted Mr Volkers into its Hall of Fame in recognition of his 
outstanding contribution to the sport of swimming.971

In 2008, the Academy reviewed the role of ‘head coaches’ or ‘mentor coaches’ who were not 
actually training Academy athletes. It was determined that those mentor coaches could more 
effectively perform their roles if they were employed directly by state sporting organisations.972

It is against this background that the Academy began to discuss with Swimming Queensland the 
possibility of transferring Mr Volkers’ employment to Swimming Queensland.973 
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Mr King understood that Swimming Queensland would employ Mr Volkers in a role that was similar 
to his role at the Academy.974

Swimming Queensland is not a government entity and was not covered by the exemption for 
employees of government entities under the Children and Young People Act. 

An internal email between staff members of the Academy recorded: ‘the Academy wanted to 
transfer Scott’s position to Swimming Queensland. They won’t accept him unless he has a blue 
card.’975 Mr King gave evidence that this was consistent with his understanding of the position976  
and his understanding that Swimming Queensland required Mr Volkers to have a blue card.977 

Mr Hasemann, CEO of Swimming Queensland, was aware of the allegations against Mr Volkers 
through the media.978 He knew the allegations related to the sexual abuse of young female 
swimmers. He subsequently became aware through the media that the charges against  
Mr Volkers had been dropped.979 Mr Hasemann did not recall the CMC report being handed 
down.980 Mr Hasemann did not know about the further allegations that AEE made against  
Mr Volkers in 2005 until the Royal Commission’s public hearing.981  

2.11  Second application for a blue card – March 2009

Application by Swimming Queensland

On 5 March 2009, while Mr Volkers was still employed at the Academy, Swimming Queensland 
applied for a blue card on his behalf.982 

Swimming Queensland submitted that this application was lodged because once Mr Volkers 
commenced as an employee at Swimming Queensland he would no longer be covered by the 
exemption for government employees. Swimming Queensland was also unsure whether Mr Volkers 
would need a blue card in his role as ‘mentor coach’.983 

In his evidence to the Royal Commission, Mr Hasemann did not accept that it was the position of 
Swimming Queensland that it would not employ Mr Volkers unless he could obtain a blue card.984 
Mr Hasemann said he was not sure if Mr Volkers would need a blue card to work as a ‘mentor 
coach’.985 Mr Hasemann said he did not think that the role involved child-related employment 
because it would be possible to fulfil the role without having contact with children,986 but it was not 
possible to be emphatic about it.987 

He said that Swimming Queensland applied for a blue card for Mr Volkers on legal advice ‘to be 
certain’.988 Mr Hasemann said that the allegations against Mr Volkers factored into his decision  
to seek a blue card for Mr Volkers, but he did not discuss the allegations with Mr Volkers.989  
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Mr Hasemann accepted that it was the practice of Swimming Queensland to get blue cards for 
people it employed.990

Determination of the CCYPCG

On 3 April 2009, the CCYPCG wrote to Mr Volkers and advised him that it had received information – 
the same information that had been provided to him in respect of his first application – that  
raised concerns about his eligibility to hold a blue card. The CCYPCG invited him to respond to  
this information.991 

Mr Volkers responded that he did not wish to provide any further submissions and requested that 
the application be assessed on the basis of the material already provided to the CCYPCG in support 
of his first application.992

On 29 May 2009, the CCYPCG decided to issue a negative notice to Mr Volkers.993

On 1 June 2009, the CCYPCG sent Mr Volkers a copy of the reasons of the Commissioner of the 
CCYPCG.994 The CCYPCG also notified Swimming Queensland that a negative notice had been  
issued; Swimming Queensland did not receive a copy of the reasons for the decision.995  
Swimming Queensland informed Mr King at the Academy of the decision.996

In her reasons, the Commissioner of the CCYPCG noted that Mr Volkers’ criminal history was a 
‘disqualifying offence dealt with other than by way of conviction’ and he must issue Mr Volkers 
a positive notice under the Children and Young People Act unless the case was exceptional. The 
Commissioner explained:

I must issue a positive notice unless satisfied it is an exceptional case in which it would not 
be in the best interests of children to issue a positive notice to the applicant.997

 The Commissioner concluded that Mr Volkers’ case was an exceptional one, stating:

I acknowledge factors in the applicant’s favour in relation to my assessment of his eligibility 
to hold a positive notice and blue card, including the discontinuance of the formal charges 
against him by the DPP, the length of time that has elapsed since the allegations and the 
positive references made in his favour.

However, the following considerations are adverse to the applicant’s eligibility to hold a 
positive notice and the blue card and significantly outweigh the mitigating factors in the 
applicant’s favour.

In addition to the official complaints made, there is substantial material flowing from 
witness statements and the CMC report, which suggest that the applicant allegedly 
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engaged in inappropriate behaviour towards female children whom he trained in 
swimming. Behaviour consistently complained of included:

a. Comments of a sexual nature, including comments about development during 
puberty and sexual relationships;

b. Sexual/inappropriate touching during the course of massage, which was instigated 
by the applicant; and

c. Inappropriate invasion of personal space, as in the case of sticking his tongue in the 
ears of the female swimmers in his squad.

On the material before the Commission, this alleged behaviour appears to have only been 
directed towards female children between the approximate ages of 12 and 18 years.

The possibility that any of the applicant’s behaviour has any substance raises significant 
concerns that he has abused the position of trust and authority, and taken advantage  
of the imbalance of power apparent in the relationship between him as a coach and  
his students.998

On 25 June 2009, Mr Volkers applied to the then Queensland Children’s Services Tribunal for a 
review of the decision to issue him with a negative notice.999 Mr Volkers’ appeal is discussed in 
further detail later in this report.

2.12  Response to issuing of a negative notice

The Academy continues to employ Mr Volkers

Despite the issuing of a negative notice, the Academy continued to employ Mr Volkers until 
February 2010, when he was appointed Swimming Queensland Head Coach.1000 

Mr King told the Royal Commission that, when the Academy applied for a blue card on Mr Volkers’ 
behalf in 2008, his intention was not to terminate Mr Volkers’ employment with the Academy if 
a negative notice was issued.1001 This is despite the fact that Mr Volkers’ employment agreement 
provided that if a negative notice was issued the Academy could terminate the agreement 
immediately.1002 

Mr King agreed that the CCYPCG’s decision to issue a negative notice to Mr Volkers was a matter of 
‘great significance’1003 and said it was ‘concerning’.1004 He said the Academy did discuss the negative 
notice ‘as a group’ but made a decision to continue with Mr Volkers’ employment.1005 The Academy 
did not seek any advice from the Department about the implications of Mr Volkers having been 
issued with a negative notice.1006 Also, it did not make any inquires about whether any part of  
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Mr Volkers’ role fell within the definition of ‘child-related employment’ under the Children and 
Young People Act.1007 Mr King formed the view that he could continue to employ Mr Volkers in his 
existing role based on ‘how we had employed him in the past and the role that he had played in  
the past’.1008 

Mr King did not know the reasons that the CCYPCG had issued Mr Volkers with a negative notice, 
but he understood it was related to the allegations that had previously been made against him 
that had resulted in criminal charges.1009 He did not take any action to inform himself in more 
detail of the nature of the allegations.1010 He did not think at the time that he should defer to the 
Commissioner’s view that Mr Volkers was not safe to work with children.1011 Mr King did not make 
any investigation or undertake any consideration of the quality of the Commissioner’s assessment 
that Mr Volkers was not a suitable person to work with children.1012 

Mr King conceded that Mr Volkers, in his role as ‘mentor coach’, had contact with athletes under the 
age of 18. However, Mr King said that he ‘deemed his role as being one that would be working with 
coaches’.1013 He also said that ‘Scott Volkers’ reports back from Management were that Scott Volkers 
was a very good swimming coach and under his role, he was fulfilling that effectively, well’.1014  
Mr King did not consider whether it was appropriate to restrict or limit Mr Volkers’ duties.1015  
Mr King accepted that he did not make any assessment of his suitability to work with children 
because he did not think that Mr Volkers’ role required it.1016

Mr King described the following factors as relevant to his decision to continue to employ Mr Volkers 
and later to continue to extend his contract, even though he did not have a blue card:

• Mr Volkers’ value as an asset and his quality as a coach.1017 
• The fact that the Academy had not received any negative reports about Mr Volkers.1018

• The Academy’s relationship with Swimming Queensland.1019

• Ensuring the sport of swimming and swimming coaching ‘remained strong’.1020 
• The good feedback from Mr Volkers’ managers.1021

• The Academy considered that his contact with children would be limited because of the 
nature of his role.1022

Mr King accepted that whether or not Mr Volkers was a good swimming coach was not relevant to 
the question of whether he was suitable to work with children.1023 

Mr King said he did not take any action that was specifically directed to mitigating the risk posed 
by Mr Volkers other than defining his role description1024 and conducting twice-yearly performance 
reviews and informal debriefs.1025 Mr King did not discuss with other coaches Mr Volkers’ 
relationship with athletes or his approach to boundaries.1026 

Mr King gave evidence that, in 2009, the Department of Communities (which at that point 
administered the Academy) directed that in the future all staff who worked with children in 
the department would be required to have a blue card, despite government employees being 
expressly exempt under the Children and Young People Act.1027 At around the same time, Mr King 
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became aware that that the exemption for government employees involved in regulated sport and 
recreation was likely to be removed from the Children and Young People Act in the near future.1028 
The legislative amendment and the directive ultimately came into effect in April 2010, but Mr King 
was aware from 2009 that Mr Volkers’ employment with the Academy would become untenable at 
some point in the future.1029 

The Academy continued to employ Mr Volkers as Head Swimming Coach on a series of short-
term contracts.1030 Mr King said that the Academy extended Mr Volkers’ contract ‘for Swimming 
Queensland’ having regard to ‘what Swimming were asking of us in terms of the transition’. He said 
‘we were trying to work with Swimming Queensland to make that transition smooth’. He also said 
‘we were looking to try to keep that position going, because we felt it was a valuable position’.1031 
When it was put to Mr King that, in deciding to extend Mr Volkers’ employment after he was issued 
with a negative notice, he did not prioritise the safety and wellbeing of the Academy’s athletes,  
Mr King said:

I would say that what I was doing was trying to ensure that swimming remained strong, 
because Swimming kept on giving me the advice that this person was very good for their 
sport in terms of his knowledge technically and tactically for their athletes.1032

When put to him that his overarching consideration was the success of the sport of swimming,  
Mr King said ‘my role was to try and help keep swimming strong’.1033 When it was put to Mr King 
that the Academy was taking steps to ensure that his employment continued literally up until the 
day it became untenable, he replied, ‘he was a good – he was good at what he was doing’.1034  
Mr King rejected the proposition that the Academy’s views about his ability as a coach outweighed 
any concerns about safety for children.1035

Mr King said he made the right decision at the time in light of the information he had.1036 Mr King 
accepted that, having now read the decision of the Queensland Civil and Administrative Tribunal 
(the Tribunal) affirming the decision of the CCYPCG not to issue Mr Volkers with a blue card, ‘it 
would have influenced [him] in the future, or at that particular time’.1037 He accepted that he should 
have asked for the information1038 and he would not employ a person now if that person could not 
get a blue card.1039 

In his submissions, Mr King accepted that, after being advised that Mr Volkers had received a 
negative notice on 1 June 2009, the Academy should have acted more proactively to mitigate any 
risks to children that may have been associated with employing Mr Volkers. Mr King submitted 
that it would have been appropriate to put Mr Volkers on limited or suspended duties while the 
Academy obtained further information, carried out an investigation and sought advice about  
Mr Volkers’ continued employment.1040

However, Mr King submitted that his actions and decisions, in keeping Mr Volkers employed for 
approximately seven months after the CCYPCG had determined that Mr Volkers was not a suitable 
person to work with children, needs to be understood against the backdrop of this decision.1041 
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Mr King submitted that he had taken a decision from early in his tenure that it was only a matter 
of time until the Academy ceased to employ Mr Volkers. He also submitted that the extensions 
of Mr Volkers’ employment were made in reasonable and good-faith reliance upon the particular 
role that Mr Volkers held at the Academy, which was ‘largely an advisory and coordinating role’. 
He also submitted that it is of significance that there is no evidence that Mr Volkers acted in an 
inappropriate way towards any athlete during his period of employment as Head Swimming Coach 
at the Academy from 2001. Mr King submitted that in these circumstances his decision to continue 
to employ Mr Volkers should not be criticised.1042

We are satisfied that the Academy should not have continued to employ Mr Volkers in the role of 
Head Swimming Coach after the CCYPCG had determined that he was not a suitable person to work 
with children.

We are satisfied that, during the period of Mr Volkers’ employment, the Academy did not have and 
still does not have a child protection policy that deals with:

• sexual abuse of an athlete sponsored by the Academy
• complaints by athletes sponsored by the Academy
• mitigating the risks of overnight travel.

Swimming Queensland seeks advice from the CCYPCG

On 3 June 2009, an employee from Swimming Queensland called the CCYPCG and ‘inquired whether 
a potential employee of a State Sporting Organisation is required to have a Blue Card if their role 
involves working with coaches over 18 but not working with children under 18’.1043 

Swimming Queensland was advised that a blue card would not be required in those 
circumstances.1044 Mr Hasemann stated that, when Mr Volkers commenced employment with 
Swimming Queensland, they took steps to ensure that Mr Volkers role was ‘confined to working  
with adults’.1045

Swimming Queensland submitted that, following that advice, its position was that Mr Volkers’ 
ongoing employment with Swimming Queensland was not subject to the issuing of a blue card  
‘as it was not envisaged at the time of employment his role would require him to be the holder of a 
[b]lue [c]ard’.1046 

The difficulty with that submission is that Mr Volkers was not employed by Swimming Queensland in 
a role that did not involve working with children under 18. The evidence discloses that Mr Volkers’ 
role with Swimming Queensland did involve working with children, albeit this formed only 10 per 
cent of his role and his contact with children was not unaccompanied.1047 
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Swimming Queensland employs Mr Volkers despite negative notice

On 11 February 2010, Mr Wayne Lomas of Swimming Queensland emailed Mr Peter Shaw of the 
Academy stating that ‘our end game here is to ensure that Scott is able to continue to work his job 
FULLY for as long as legally possible, that is, until the Proclamation of the Act by the Governor & 
Counsel’. The email also noted that, if Mr Volkers were to be employed by Swimming Queensland 
before the ‘Children’s Services Tribunal’ made a decision, the position description and contract 
would have to be reviewed.1048 

On 17 February 2010, Mr Volkers’ ceased employment with the Academy, effective 12 February 
2010.1049

 On 12 February 2010, Mr Volkers was appointed Swimming Queensland Head Coach.1050 

The letter of appointment noted that the cost of Mr Volkers’ employment was to be fully funded by 
the Academy.1051 It also stated: 

I note that your application for a Blue Card has been refused and you have been issued with 
a negative notice by the Commission for Children and Young People and Child Guardian. 
Consequently, your employment with SQ is conditional upon your complying at all times 
with the conditions imposed upon you under that negative notice. I also note that you have 
lodged an appeal against that negative notice, which has not yet been heard.1052

The employment contract described Mr Volkers’ role as, among other things, to provide mentoring, 
support and education to targeted coaches.1053 Mr Hasemann’s evidence was that this comprised 
approximately 10 per cent of the role in which he may be in proximity to child swimmers.1054  
Mr Hasemann also gave evidence that, in association with Swimming Queensland and advisers,  
he formed the view that because of the nature of the role and provisions put in place there was no 
opportunity for unaccompanied access to children and hence no risk to children.1055

Mr King accepted that, because the Academy was funding the position, it had a continuing 
responsibility to ensure that Mr Volkers was an appropriate person to fill the position of ‘mentor 
coach’ at Swimming Queensland.1056 Mr King said he discussed the matter with Swimming 
Queensland and Swimming Queensland believed that the environment would be a safe one  
for children.1057 

In its submissions, Swimming Queensland sought to characterise Mr Volkers’ role as one involving 
‘ostensibly supervised access to children’.1058 We do not understand what ‘ostensible supervision’ 
is. In any event, we reject the submission that Mr Volkers’ access to children in the course of his 
employment with Swimming Queensland was supervised. There is no evidence of any formal or 
structured supervision of Mr Volkers. The fact that others were present when Mr Volkers was in  
the company of children does not amount to ‘supervision’. 
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Swimming Queensland’s submissions also emphasise that the contract between Swimming 
Queensland and Mr Volkers was negotiated and entered into before the Tribunal determined a view 
that Mr Volkers was not a suitable person to be working with children.1059 We do not consider this to 
be of any weight. At the time of his recruitment to Swimming Queensland, the CCYPCG had already 
determined that Mr Volkers was not a suitable person to work with children. The Tribunal ultimately 
affirmed that decision. 

We are satisfied that, between 12 February 2010 and 14 September 2010, Mr Volkers came into 
contact with and had access to children in the course of his employment as Head Swimming Coach 
at Swimming Queensland. That role involved him working with children, even though he was a 
‘coaches’ coach’ and did not directly coach athletes.

We are satisfied it was artificial of Swimming Queensland to try to tailor the role of Head Swimming 
Coach to prevent Mr Volkers having ‘impermissible’ contact with children, in circumstances where 
the CCYPCG and the Tribunal had formed the view that Mr Volkers was not a suitable person to work 
with children.

2.13  Appeal to the Queensland Children’s Services Tribunal in 2009

As noted earlier in this report, on 25 June 2009, Mr Volkers applied to the then Queensland 
Children’s Services Tribunal for a review of the decision to issue him with a negative notice.  

The Queensland Children’s Services Tribunal issued notices to produce material to the CCYPCG, with 
the CCYPCG producing approximately 2,000 pages of documents relevant to Mr Volkers.1060

On 1 December 2009, the functions performed by the Queensland Children’s Services Tribunal were 
transferred to the new tribunal, the Queensland Civil and Administrative Tribunal (the Tribunal).1061

Request to the Tribunal to expedite hearing

On 12 November 2009, Mr Wayne Lomas of Swimming Queensland contacted Mr Peter Shields, 
the solicitor representing Mr Volkers, by facsimile. Mr Lomas noted that Mr Volkers’ contract 
of employment with Swimming Queensland expired on 12 February 2010 and that Swimming 
Queensland was prohibited from employing Mr Volkers in his current role unless he was issued with 
a blue card by the CCYPCG. Mr Lomas requested that Mr Shields contact  the Tribunal to request 
that the hearing be expedited.1062

Mr Shields wrote to the Tribunal on 11 December 2009, enclosing the correspondence from  
Mr Lomas.1063 The letter noted that Mr Volkers’ contract of employment with the Academy would 
expire on 12 February 2010 and requested that the Tribunal expedite the hearing of Mr Volkers’ 
case because ‘Swimming Queensland is prohibited from employing Mr Volkers in his current role 
unless he is granted a positive suitability notice by the CCYPCG’.1064 
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Mr Hasemann gave evidence to the Royal Commission that he did not believe that to be an accurate 
statement and that he did not remember seeing the letter before it was sent.1065

Mr Hasemann provides a reference

On 29 January 2010, Mr Hasemann provided a reference in support of Mr Volkers’ application to 
the Tribunal.1066 The reference stated that Mr Hasemann had known Mr Volkers since 2002 and was 
aware ‘through the media, that police had investigated serious allegations against him involving 
young female swimmers’. It also stated: 

Throughout our association, I have found Scott’s conduct to be beyond reproach, and, in 
particular, his behaviour towards swimmers – including young females – to be exemplary. 
Scott’s outstanding contribution to swimming in Queensland and his extremely high regard 
in which he is held by the Board of Swimming Queensland were recognised in 2008 when 
he was inducted into the Swimming Queensland Hall of Fame.1067

At the time Mr Hasemann wrote the reference, his only knowledge of the allegations made by  
Ms Gilbert, Ms Boyce and Ms Rogers was what he had read in the media. He had not spoken to  
Mr Volkers about the allegations and he did not know the details of the allegations.1068 He did not 
see the reasons from the CCYPCG as to why Mr Volkers had not been issued a blue card, as this was 
sent to Mr Volkers separately.1069 He was unaware of AEE’s allegations.1070 He said he worked on the 
basis that the charges against Mr Volkers had been withdrawn because a determination had been 
made that the evidence was not strong enough.1071 He turned his mind to the fact that a person 
might engage in inappropriate conduct that fell short of being criminal conduct, but he did not  
turn his mind to whether the details of the allegations against Mr Volkers might have revealed  
such conduct.1072 

Mr Hasemann did not concede that it was inappropriate for him to write the reference without 
knowing the details of the allegations.1073 However, he accepted that, had he known of the details of 
the allegations, he would not have supported Mr Volkers’ application for a blue card.1074

Determination of the Tribunal

The Tribunal heard Mr Volkers’ application on 19 April 2010. On 31 May 2010, the Tribunal  
refused his appeal and confirmed the Commissioner of the CCYPCG’s decision to issue him with a 
negative notice.1075

The Tribunal found the following factors to be relevant:

1. The seven charges against the applicant were not discontinued because of a finding that 
the conduct alleged did not occur; rather, it was because of a range of factors including 
the difficulty in prosecuting matters alleged to have occurred many years before.1076
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2. The applicant had acknowledged to the complainants in pretext conversations that 
certain actions did occur:
a. giving a massage in his home to one of the girls using a massage stick;

b. making a comment to one of the complainants about returning as her pool buoy  
(a flotation device which the swimmers held between their legs in training), 
which he regarded as a joke;

c. rubbing the leg of a complainant while driving. When asked by the second 
complainant about rubbing her vagina, Mr Volkers is recorded as saying he was 
‘trying to, you know, rubbing your legs on both sides’ and in a further pretext 
conversation he is recorded as saying, ‘Well I – like okay, I was driving along. I 
remember just rubbing your leg. I remember – I do remember it as very – it was 
high, right up in the groin area and I may be been – or something. I don’t know, 
but I am not saying you’re a liar but I am telling you that I didn’t try to finger you’;

d. When challenged by a complainant after admitting he rubbed her leg on both 
sides [and in response to the complainant] stating that he was the adult and 
should have been aware of the boundaries, he is recorded as saying, ‘I do – I do 
know – and I’ve had opportunities to – you know – look at that area. There’s no 
doubt and I maybe I shouldn’t have’;

e. Aside from the comment above, which could be  construed as an admission by 
the applicant that he acted inappropriately, he has not demonstrated insight 
that he was aware of his obligations in his role as a coach and a mentor to 
ensure that he did not abuse the position of trust he held in respect of the girls 
he was coaching.

3. The complaints have a degree of similarity; and 
4. There were allegations from two other girls of sexualised behaviour, with the second 

complaint referring to behaviour in 1999.1077

The Tribunal identified the following potential risk factors:

1. The alleged offending occurred over a period of years and was not an isolated incident; 
they involved a number of complainants.

2. Not all allegations of improper behaviour became the subject of criminal charges.
3. The applicant was in a position of trust in relation to those whom he coached.
4. Apart from inappropriate touching he regularly engaged in crude sexually slanted 

conversations with a number of young women.
5. Because of his high profile and the esteem in which he was held in the coaching field, 

the complainants were of the view that any complaint they made was likely to  
be disbelieved.
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6. The applicant’s behaviour caused harm to the complainants, including ongoing 
psychological difficulties extending into their adulthood. However, the applicant has not 
demonstrated any awareness, other than in a very limited manner, … of the effect of his 
behaviour on the complainants.

7. Despite the charges being laid and the aftermath that ensued, the applicant has not 
demonstrated that he has engaged in any protective strategies ie chaperoning, a 
change of practice when coaching/interacting with young people.1078

The Tribunal was only able to identify two protective factors:

1. Various referees had a strong belief that Mr Volkers did not commit the offences with 
which he was charged, although it is unclear the extent of their knowledge about the 
charges or allegations.

2. The charges relate to events which allegedly occurred many years ago and since 1999 
there has not been any allegation or hint that he has engaged in inappropriate conduct 
with young people.1079

The Tribunal concluded that ‘the protective factors do not outweigh the potential risk factors. In 
fact, they are grossly disproportionate’.1080 The Tribunal also concluded:

When viewed in totality, and upon a close analysis of the evidence, the Tribunal is satisfied 
the applicant conducted himself inappropriately and not protectively with young women to 
whom he had a significant responsibility in his position of trust. Consequently, it is satisfied 
that the applicant poses an unacceptable risk to children.1081

Response to the Tribunal’s decision

Mr King, Executive Director of the Academy, gave evidence that he did not read the Tribunal’s 
reasons at the time, but he has read them recently.1082 When questioned during the public 
hearing, he agreed that what he read caused him to feel concerned.1083 He wishes he had known 
more information at the time. Mr King told the Royal Commission that, had he known all of the 
information at the time, ‘I think it would have influenced me in the future or at that particular time’ 
in relation to his decision to keep Mr Volkers in the position of mentor coach funded by  
the Academy.1084 

Mr Hasemann, CEO of Swimming Queensland, read the Tribunal’s decision at the time. He 
was concerned by the allegations set out in it and that the Tribunal found the allegations to be 
credible.1085 He was also concerned by the pretext conversations set out in the decision, in which  
Mr Volkers had admitted to certain inappropriate conduct, including having his hand high up a 
female swimmer’s leg, in the groin area.1086 
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Mr Hasemann’s evidence was that, after consulting with the lawyers and reviewing the risk 
management strategies in place, he confirmed in his mind that the risk management strategies were 
robust enough to protect children.1087 

Mr Hasemann advised the Board of Swimming Queensland of the Tribunal’s decision. He told the 
Board that Mr Volkers’ duties in his employment related solely to the development and mentoring 
of adult coaches and that Swimming Queensland’s lawyers had advised that Mr Volkers did not 
require a blue card in those circumstances.1088 Swimming Queensland did not inform parents or 
swimmers of its decision.1089

The allegations set out in the Tribunal’s decision caused Mr Hasemann to reflect on whether 
Mr Volkers should be included in Swimming Queensland’s Hall of Fame and his suitability to be 
employed by the organisation.1090 He believes now that he should have asked Mr Volkers to show 
cause why he should remain employed with Swimming Queensland at that time.1091 Mr Hasemann 
did not accept that his decision to continue to employ Mr Volkers as a mentor coach was wrong 
having regard to the risk measures that were in place to protect children.1092

Mr Hasemann accepted that in Swimming Queensland’s annual report in 2011–12 he held Mr 
Volkers out to the world as a good coach.1093 He now accepts this was wrong.1094 He accepts that  
Mr Volkers should not be included in Swimming Queensland’s annual report as a life member or in 
its Hall of Fame1095 and that he will take this matter to the Board.1096 

2.14 Further interaction between the CCYPCG and Swimming   
 Queensland in 2010

CCYPCG raises concerns with Swimming Queensland

On 6 July 2010, the Commissioner of the CCYPCG wrote to Swimming Queensland advising that 
it had received two separate anonymous complaints about Mr Volkers that alleged his continued 
involvement with and coaching of children.1097 

The first complainant alleged that Swimming Queensland had allowed Mr Volkers to be the Head 
Coach for a trip to China and that Mr Volkers continued to coach at the Sleeman Aquatic Centre, 
providing regular assistance and coaching to swimmers.1098 

The second complainant alleged that they had recently received a newsletter from Swimming 
Queensland showing a photograph of Mr Volkers together with eight other male coaches on the 
China trip and that the trip included predominantly females aged 14 to 17 years.1099 

Ms Miller from the CCYPCG gave evidence to the Royal Commission that until then, the information 
that Swimming Australia had provided to the CCYPCG was that Mr Volkers’ contact with children was 
incidental and in presence of adults.1100 
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The Commissioner asked Swimming Queensland to clarify Mr Volkers’ employment activities and 
to provide its strategies to mitigate risks to children and young people more generally within the 
swimming environment. In particular, the Commissioner warned:

if Mr Volkers has been or continues to engage in regulated child-related employment 
activities under the Commission’s legislation, both he and his employer (SQ) can be held 
liable for prosecution action.1101

This correspondence was the first in a series of communications and meetings between CCYPCG 
and Swimming Queensland about Mr Volkers’ role with Swimming Queensland, his level of contact 
with children and, more generally, the risk management plans and other strategies that Swimming 
Australia had implemented to ensure its compliance with the Children and Young People Act.1102 

Swimming Queensland seeks advice from the CCYPCG

In September 2010, Swimming Queensland sought advice from the CCYPCG about whether certain 
activities that Mr Volkers undertook – as a negative notice holder – would be considered to fall 
within the scope of ‘regulated employment’ under the Children and Young People Act.1103 Swimming 
Queensland advised the CCYPCG that Mr Volkers’ employment activities fell within three categories: 

1. Program visits (Mentor Coach program) – these required Mr Volkers to be poolside to 
assist and mentor coaches who were coaching child swimmers. Mr Volkers provided 
advice to the coach about the child’s technique, which the coach then conveyed to the 
child. 

2. Development Coach workshops – these required Mr Volkers to conduct and facilitate 
coach briefings/training sessions away from the pool deck. This was not in the presence 
of swimmers and all attendees were coaches.

3. Overseas visits – these required Mr Volkers to attend overseas trips, swimming 
meets, competitions and camps to assist in mentoring coaches in the training of child 
swimmers in a similar manner to the mentor coach program.1104

On 14 September 2010, the Commissioner of the CCYPCG advised that, in CCYPCG’s view, the 
program visits and overseas visits constituted regulated employment and could not be undertaken 
by a negative notice holder.1105 The Commissioner advised that, in order for those activities not to be 
considered regulated employment, Mr Volkers would need to observe the coaches’ training of the 
child swimmers from a reasonable distance (for example, by video or from a location away from the 
pool deck) and debrief the coaches following his observations rather than providing advice in the 
presence of the child. The Commissioner said there should be no interaction with children and the 
briefings should not occur in direct view or hearing of children.1106 Ms Miller accepted it was open to 
take the view that this separation was artificial.1107 

Ms Miller gave evidence that, although from time to time the CCYPCG may have received inquiries 
about what a person can do if issued a negative notice, the case of Mr Volkers was quite rare. She said:
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In the large majority of people that we issue negative notices for are people removed from 
child-related employment. Where they do stay within the employ of the organisation, they 
are often placed in employment outside of that child-related environment. This was an 
environment where that was what they were intending to do, but as it turned out didn’t 
quite – you know, there were some activities that, as it turned out, he was having an 
engagement with children.1108

Ms Miller agreed that ‘it’s obvious that people still do not have a very good understanding of what is 
required of them’ in relation to what is and what is not child-related employment.1109 Ms Miller said 
that, in retrospect, it would have been useful if Swimming Queensland had approached the CCYPCG 
to discuss the role before Mr Volkers started.1110 She was concerned that Swimming Queensland was 
intent on keeping Mr Volkers in the position but said it did not change the way the CCYPCG dealt 
with the organisation.1111

Swimming Queensland interprets and implements the advice

Mr Hasemann understood the CCYPCG’s advice to mean that, as a coach of coaches:

[Mr Volkers would,] in his role, nevertheless come into contact with children, therefore we 
needed to amend his functions, but they didn’t say that we couldn’t employ … him without 
a blue card. So the advice from the commission didn’t say we couldn’t employ him without 
a blue card. They actually said that we needed to shift the parameters.1112

Mr Hasemann told the Royal Commission that ‘it’s impossible to go through life without contact 
with children, so it’s the nature of the contact [that is relevant]’. The frequency and circumstances 
of contact were relevant, he said.1113 He also said that, if Mr Volkers’ contact with children at the 
pool was in the presence of a coach1114 and he was not on the pool deck but observing from the 
grandstand, his employment was appropriate.1115

Before Swimming Queensland received the CCYPCG’s advice, Mr Volkers had been on a number of 
overnight trips with athletes. Mr Hasemann accepted that overnight trips increased risk of sexual 
abuse for children,1116 but he does not think it was unwise to permit Mr Volkers to accompany young 
swimmers on overnight trips.1117 He said that Swimming Queensland had put in place sufficient risk 
management strategies – namely, team management supervision and the Safe Trips Away Policy.1118 
The risk management strategies put in place1119 described the level of risk of child sexual abuse as 
medium and the likelihood remote1120 because of the level of supervision.1121 

On 27 September 2010, Mr Hasemann wrote to Mr Volkers and informed him that the CCYPCG had 
advised that some of the activities Mr Volkers was undertaking as part of his role were within the 
scope of the Children and Young People Act. Mr Hasemann wrote that these activities would need 
to be reviewed to avoid a potential breach of the Children and Young People Act by both Swimming 
Queensland and Mr Volkers. The letter concluded: 
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I look forward to continuing to work with you in the role of Mentor Coach and to us taking 
every precaution to ensure that we comply fully with the Commission’s advice at all times. 
This will include you documenting all activities you propose to undertake and obtaining my 
written approval before proceeding.1122

Mr Volkers continued to work in the role of mentor coach but did not go on any further  
overseas trips.1123 

The CCYPCG did not have any ongoing role with Swimming Queensland about whether or not they 
were complying with the advice.1124 Ms Miller said that the CCYPCG was satisfied that Swimming 
Queensland clearly understood the confines of what they were required to do.

The Public Safety Business Agency, which now administers the blue card system, has a small 
compliance team able to audit organisations, including a police officer to undertake surveillance.1125 
Ms Miller told the Royal Commission:

Now, we’d probably go off and look at the situation and make sure that there is a bit of 
surveillance to make sure that those things they promised to put in place are continuing  
to be in place, and, if they’re not, then certainly take appropriate action to refer that  
to police.1126 

Parameters of the advice

Counsel Assisting submitted that it was artificial of Swimming Queensland and the CCYPCG to try to 
tweak Mr Volkers’ role so that he could continue to perform it in circumstances where the CCYPCG 
and the Tribunal had determined that he was an inappropriate person to work with children.1127  

Ms Miller submitted that any suggestion that the CCYPCG was complicit with Swimming Queensland 
to achieve this purpose is not supported on the evidence.1128 We accept this and do not understand 
Counsel Assisting to be suggesting any complicity between the two organisations. Ms Miller submits 
that, while it is correct that the letter from the CCYPCG to Swimming Queensland of 14 September 
2010 did not say that it could not employ Mr Volkers without a blue card, it cannot be inferred 
from this that the CCYPCG supported the continued employment of Mr Volkers by Swimming 
Queensland. She submits that there is no basis to support the inference that the letter from CCYPCG 
suggested that Swimming Queensland should change Mr Volkers’ role rather than discontinue 
his employment. She submitted that any statement by the CCYPCG to the effect that Swimming 
Queensland was unable to employ Mr Volkers in any capacity because he did not hold a blue card 
would have been incorrect and would have exceeded the CCYPCG’s legislative authority.1129 

The CCYPCG’s letter went beyond advising Swimming Queensland that Mr Volkers’ program visits 
and overseas visits constituted regulated employment and could not be undertaken by a negative 
notice holder. It went on to describe circumstances in which Mr Volkers could continue to undertake 
mentor visits without breaching the legislation. In our view, it was reasonable of Mr Hasemann 
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and Swimming Queensland to interpret the letter of 14 September 2010 as advising them that Mr 
Volkers’ existing role could be tailored so as to allow him to continue in it, notwithstanding that he 
was a negative notice holder. 

We accept that the CCYPCG was acting in good faith in providing this advice. However, in our view, 
it is artificial to alter the parameters of a role that involves working with children in this way. In 
our view, a person who is considered inappropriate to work with children should not be working 
with children at all – we find little comfort in the notion that a person who is inappropriate to work 
with children can safely perform their role by watching and analysing videos of children wearing 
swimming suits. 

Swimming Queensland submitted that the conduct of Swimming Queensland and Mr Hasemann 
did not involve any ‘artificiality’ or ‘inappropriate’ or cynical ‘tweaking’.1130 We accept that 
Swimming Queensland and Mr Hasemann, in seeking to tailor Mr Volkers’ role, were not acting 
in cynically or in bad faith. We accept that Mr Hasemann genuinely believed that he was acting 
within the confines of the CCYPCG’s advice. However, we find that it was nevertheless artificial of 
Swimming Queensland to try to tailor the role of Head Swimming Coach to prevent Mr Volkers 
having ‘impermissible’ contact with children, in circumstances where the CCYPCG and Tribunal 
had formed the view that Mr Volkers was not a suitable person to work with children. In our view, 
in circumstances where Mr Volkers had been found to be an inappropriate person to work with 
children, he should not have been working with children at all. 

2.15 Mr Volkers leaves Swimming Queensland

The Swimming Queensland 2011–12 annual report lists Mr Volkers as a life member and a member 
of the Hall of Fame.1131

The annual report states:

Towards the end of the year [Mr Volkers] accepted an offer to coach in Brazil as the country 
prepares to host the 2016 Olympic Games. Mr Volkers’ contribution to coach development 
during the relatively short time he worked for [Swimming Queensland] was invaluable and 
greatly appreciated by the participants concerned. He is indeed a masterful coach.1132 

Mr Volkers stopped working with Swimming Queensland in early 2012. The decision to leave 
Swimming Queensland was made by Mr Volkers.1133 Mr Volkers still coaches swimmers in Brazil.1134

Mr Mark Anderson, the current CEO of Swimming Australia, told the Royal Commission that he was 
unsure whether Mr Volkers received any support from Swimming Australia or any other Australian 
organisation during the process of obtaining a coaching role in Brazil.1135
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Mr Hasemann told the Royal Commission that he would ask the Board of Swimming Queensland to 
reconsider Mr Volkers’ life membership and Hall of Fame membership.1136 Mr Hasemann also said 
that, on reflection, the positive terms used to describe Mr Volkers in the 2011–12 annual report 
were not appropriate.1137

Swimming Queensland has not attempted to contact anyone in Brazil, but Mr Hasemann accepts 
that Swimming Queensland should take further action through Swimming Australia to contact 
Brazil.1138 Swimming Australia’s CEO, Mr Anderson, said that they have informed Brazil that they 
will not accredit Mr Volkers to coach on behalf of Brazil in Australia1139 but accepted that Swimming 
Australia should inform Brazil of the allegations.1140

2.16  Policies

The Academy

The Academy did not at the relevant time, and still does not, have policies in place that are specific 
to the Academy.1141 Rather, it adopts the policies of whatever department it is being administered by 
from time to time. The current suite of policies that cover the Academy’s activities are those of the 
Department of National Parks, Recreation, Sport and Racing.1142 

Mr King accepted that the Academy is a different environment to parks or racing. He accepted that 
coaches employed by the Academy work directly with athletes and spend long periods of time with 
athletes and that those circumstances increase the risk of child sexual abuse.1143 He accepted that 
the Academy does not have a policy that deals with inappropriate behaviour by coaches towards 
athletes sponsored by the Academy.1144 He accepted that the Academy does not have any policy that 
deals with complaints by athletes sponsored by the Academy.1145 

In May 2009, the Academy introduced an operational framework to deal with ‘at risk’ athletes.1146 
This framework defined ‘at risk’ behaviour to be dysfunctional behaviours that may jeopardise an 
athlete’s welfare. They included ‘indication of physical, psychological and sexual abuse’. Under the 
policy, the Academy’s coaching staff, the Academy’s support staff, external consultants, the athletes’ 
families and other athletes are jointly responsible for identifying athletes who were at risk. If an 
athlete is identified as being at risk, the athlete is provided with assistance and support as required. 
However, this policy does not address the specific risk of athletes being abused by coaches within 
the sport. 

When asked how an athlete sponsored by the Academy would go about making a complaint 
of sexual harassment, he said would ‘suspect’ that there would be an avenue for them to go 
through and that they would tell their coach or, if it came to his attention, he would tell Human 
Resources.1147 Mr King accepted that coaches at the Academy on occasions travel domestically 
or overseas with athletes and that there is a greater opportunity for child sexual abuse on an 
overnight trip.1148 Mr King accepted that the Academy does not have a child protection policy that 
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is specifically directed towards mitigating the risks of overnight travel. When asked whether the 
Academy should have such a policy, Mr King said ‘I guess it is something we can explore, yes’.1149

Mr King subsequently submitted that the Department of National Parks, Recreation, Sport and 
Racing is currently developing a Child Protection Procedures Manual in consultation with the 
Academy and the Public Safety Business Agency (the agency now responsible for issuing blue cards). 
He submitted that the manual will provide practical guidance on the standard of behaviour that the 
coaches and adults involved with the Academy are expected to comply with. It will also outline an 
athlete complaints framework and identify practical strategies for mitigating the risks associated 
with travel.1150 

Swimming Australia

In response to the roll-out of the Member Protection Policy in 2002, Mr Tasker stated that 
Swimming Australia received many questions from ‘people at state level and from swimming clubs 
about how to apply the policy in the case of children’. Swimming Australia decided to create a 
separate policy for children ‘to better deal with those issues’.1151

In 2006, Swimming Australia adopted a Child Welfare Policy1152 and published a document called 
‘Child Welfare Policy – General Information and Procedures’, to be used ‘in order to ensure the 
principles of Natural Justice are followed in all aspects of handling or conducting complaints, 
allegations, investigations, tribunals and disciplinary measures’.1153 

The Child Welfare Policy was implemented ‘to allow a safe environment for all members’ where 
the ‘child’s welfare is the first and foremost consideration, and all the children have the right to be 
protected from abuse’. The Child Welfare Policy sets out the best practice procedures for those in 
contact with children. These include:

a. Being aware of and be quick to act on any games that are physically rough or 
sexually provocative or that involve inappropriate language or contact.

b. Get the consent of a child before making physical contact with them and let the 
child know what you are doing and why.

c. Ensuring children are not invited to a coach’s house unless accompanied by that 
child’s parent or guardian, or with the consent of a parent or legal guardian.1154 

Under the Child Welfare Policy, any person working with children under the age of 18 is required to 
undergo a Working with Children Check or sign a Child Welfare declaration if there is no Working 
with Children Check in their state (currently only Tasmania).1155 The declaration covers criminal 
convictions and charges as well as disciplinary proceedings or other matters that Swimming 
Australia may consider to constitute a risk to its members, employees, volunteers, athletes  
or reputation.1156 
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The Child Welfare Policy – General Information and Procedures relevantly sets out the steps that 
should be taken where an allegation of child sexual abuse has been received.1157 Mr Anderson 
explained the steps in his evidence to the Royal Commission:

1. A person wishing to make a complaint could make it to the coaches association 
[Australian Swimming Coaches and Teachers Association], state association or directly 
to Swimming Australia.1158 

2. Any person who receives a complaint must take the complaint to a Member Protection 
officer. The Member Protection Officer must inform the president of the club or the 
CEO of the state swimming association, who informs the CEO of Swimming Australia.1159

3. The initial complaint does not need to be in writing but Swimming Australia will 
ultimately need to put it in writing.1160 

4. The organisation cannot assist to resolve the complaint if the complainant wishes to 
remain anonymous.1161

Step 4 of the Child Welfare Policy relevantly sets out the internal action to be taken where other 
external investigations may be in progress:

For allegations of a serious or criminal nature (for example, sexual abuse) up to three 
different investigations could be undertaken to examine allegations that are made against a 
person to whom this policy applies, including:

a. a criminal investigation (conducted by the police);

b. a child protection investigation (conducted by the relevant child protection agency); 
and/or

c. a disciplinary or misconduct inquiry/investigation the Involved Organisation.

Regardless of the findings of the police and/or child protection agency investigations, the 
Involved Organisation should carry out its own internal investigation in accordance with this 
policy’s procedures but may hold over its investigation pending the finalisation of the other 
investigations.1162

Originally the Child Welfare Policy did not apply to complaints made before the Member Protection 
Policy commenced in 2002. The current Child Welfare Policy does not include this limit and the 
current CEO, Mr Anderson, said that Swimming Australia has a responsibility to investigate  
all complaints.1163

The Child Welfare Policy was also amended in January 2014 to include a position statement on 
taking photos of children. In addition to not allowing camera phones, videos and cameras in 
changerooms, showers and toilets, where permission is granted to take a photo of a child: 
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[W]e will not name or identify the Child or publish personal information, such as residential 
address, email address or telephone number, without the consent of the parent/guardian. 
We will not provide information about a Child’s hobbies, interests, school or the like, as this 
can be used by paedophiles or other persons to ‘groom’ a Child.1164

This is the only reference to ‘grooming’ or ‘paedophiles’ in the Child Welfare Policy.

Swimming Australia also publishes a Parent Handbook.1165 The Parent Handbook refers to the 
Member Protection Policy and the Child Welfare Policy. It also refers parents to a free online 
member and child welfare course.1166 It has offered the course since about 2003, but Swimming 
Australia does not keep records of how many people have completed it.1167

Swimming Australia has also created a Code of Conduct, which sets out general obligations for 
everyone in swimming and specific obligations for coaches, swimmers and so on. 1168 The Code 
of Conduct is in part an attempt to communicate the policies more effectively and practically to 
children and with parents.1169 The general Code of Conduct requires everyone to report immediately 
any breaches of the Swimming Australia Member Welfare and Child Welfare Policies to the 
appropriate authority.1170 It also says that no-one can harass or abuse others or have intimate 
relations with people they supervise or have power over. The coach-specific code requires coaches 
to ensure that any physical contact with others is appropriate to the situation and necessary for the 
person’s skill development.1171

Mr Anderson also gave evidence that it is no longer appropriate for a coach to massage an athlete. 
Swimming Australia has accredited massage therapists. Massage occurs in open environment.1172 

Since 2012, Swimming Australia has employed an independent integrity officer to travel with its 
national team. Mr Anderson gave evidence that: 

[I]f there are any issues that an athlete would have about any member of staff, which includes 
coaches, but support staff as well, the integrity officer is there as an external person that that 
athlete can go to. They would handle any claim confidentially, appropriately, and certainly 
would include matters such as this Royal Commission hearing.1173

As a result of this Royal Commission, Swimming Australia has begun working with Child Wise 
and the Australian Sports Commission to audit its child protection processes and develop better 
processes.1174 Funding for child protection staff is a key issue.1175 

Swimming Australia does not have a financial redress scheme and no complainant has made a claim 
or been offered compensation.1176 Swimming Australia was unsure whether its insurance would 
cover such claims.1177 

Now, if a person makes an allegation against a coach, Swimming Australia will first check with the 
Australian Swimming Coaches and Teachers Association that the coach is an accredited member 
of Swimming Australia.1178 Mr Anderson gave evidence that Swimming Australia is responsible for 
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deciding whether or not it is appropriate for someone to continue coaching pending  
an investigation.1179

Mr Anderson accepted that Swimming Australia should and will consider the following changes to 
its policies and procedures:

• Keeping a record of nominated member protection information officers for each local club 
to ensure that local clubs are aware of the Member Protection Policy.1180

• Putting up signs or posters about its rules or policies in clubhouses.1181

• Holding meetings about behaviour in clubs.1182 
• Making policy documents more accessible.1183

• Ensuring that parents know that children should never be at a coach’s house without 
another adult present.1184 

• Working with Child Wise to develop material to be included in Child Welfare Policy and 
published to parents about grooming behaviours,1185 particularly with respect to  
social media.1186

• Amending the Parent Handbook to cover ‘trusted persons’ and how parents might 
reinforce the message for the child in terms of problems that might arise.1187

• Keeping records of how many people complete the child welfare online course.1188

• Adapting its policies to recognise the difficulties children have in making a complaint, 
including how to address complaints if a complainant wishes to remain anonymous.1189

• Amending step 2 of its Child Welfare Policy (which states that it is not necessary for the 
person who reports the child abuse to know for sure if the child abuse is happening).1190

• Amending step 4 of its Child Welfare Policy to confirm that an organisation should not 
undertake an internal investigation until any police investigation is complete.1191 

• Seeking input from victims in developing child protection policies through Child  
Wise review.1192

• Considering how to address historical complaints, including what support to provide to 
those people.1193
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3.1 Introduction

Mr Terrence Buck was an Olympic swimming coach who trained at Clovelly Surf Life Saving Club 
(Clovelly Surf Club) as a teenager during the 1950s and 1960s.1194 

During the period 1956 to 1968, while training at Clovelly Surf Club, AEA was subject to, and 
witnessed, a number of sexual assaults by Mr Buck,1195 including abuse of his brothers.1196 While the 
abuse eventually stopped, Mr Buck continued to express interest in maintaining sexual relations 
with AEA.1197

Mr Buck went on to coach AEA for the Olympic Games between 1968 and 1973.1198 Mr Buck and 
AEA later entered into a partnership to lease a swim school, which AEA eventually purchased from 
Mr Buck in 2002.1199 Mr Buck died in 2005.

In 2000, a complaint was made to NSW Police on behalf of AEA and his brother.1200 Police 
established a taskforce – Strike Force Solano – to investigate the allegations against Mr Buck, which 
concluded approximately five weeks later due to:1201

1. the age of the evidence
2. inconsistencies in the evidence
3. the failure of other victims to come forward.

Swimming Australia first became aware of allegations against Mr Buck in December 2009,1202 when 
contacted by a journalist from The Daily Telegraph about Strike Force Solano.1203 Swimming Australia 
responded by launching an investigation of allegations against Mr Buck and also called for victims of 
child sexual abuse within the swimming community to come forward.1204

This case study shows the steps taken to address allegations of child sexual abuse once they were 
brought to the attention of Swimming Australia.

3.2 Sexual abuse of AEA

From about 1960 to 1965, AEA was sexually abused by Mr Buck. AEA and Mr Buck were both at  
the time members of a swimming squad at the Clovelly Surf Club, coached by Mr Tom Caddy.1205  
At this time, AEA was aged between 11 and 17 years old and Mr Buck was aged between 16 and  
22 years old.1206

Mr Buck first sexually abused AEA after a swimming session in the winter of 1960.1207 Mr Buck 
masturbated in front of AEA and then took AEA’s hand and placed it on his testicles, placing his own 
hand inside the front of AEA’s swimming costume and fondling him. He then ejaculated on AEA’s 
back and on top of his swimming costume.1208 

3 Terrence Buck
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The sexual abuse happened quite regularly during this winter period. During this time, AEA also 
witnessed Mr Buck sexually abusing other boys at the Clovelly Surf Club.1209 

In 1962, Mr Buck left the swimming squad at Clovelly Surf Club and commenced training under 
Mr Don Talbot at a pool in south-west Sydney.1210 Even after leaving the Clovelly Surf Club, Mr Buck 
continued to visit AEA, befriending his mother and father and taking him and his brothers to  
surf carnivals.1211 

Mr Buck was also very interested in AEA’s younger brothers, who were two and a half years and five 
years younger than him. Mr Buck would come to AEA’s house when his parents were not home and 
abuse AEA and his brothers.1212

The abuse escalated during the summer of 1962–1963, when Mr Buck attempted to have anal 
intercourse with AEA at Mr Buck’s home after offering AEA a lift home after squad training.1213 

The abuse stopped when AEA was about 17 years old.1214 By this age, AEA had his car licence and 
could drive himself to and from the Clovelly Surf Club and pool.1215 Even though the sexual abuse 
stopped, Mr Buck continued to make suggestions to AEA for a number of years, wanting to continue 
the sexual intimacy between the two of them.1216 

Mr Buck later became AEA’s swimming coach for the Olympic Games between 1968 and 1973.1217 
During this time, AEA’s interaction with Mr Buck was limited to his dealings with him in his role as 
coach.1218 After 1968, AEA had little contact with Mr Buck, except for his interactions with Mr Buck in 
his role as AEA’s swimming coach.1219

In 1997, AEA acquired the lease on the Sans Souci Pool in Sydney.1220 In 1998, AEA and Mr Buck 
had a conversation about Mr Buck’s lease on the Hefron Pool and that it was possible that Mr Buck 
could lose the lease.1221 Mr Buck approached AEA about forming a partnership and leasing a swim 
school.1222 The arrangement involved Mr Buck providing AEA with a line of credit to enable AEA to 
lease the swim school from him, with the aim of eventually buying it over a period of time.1223 AEA 
purchased the swim school from Mr Buck in 2002.1224 

AEA did not disclose the abuse to anyone at the time.1225 AEA did not feel he could report the 
abuse to anyone at the Clovelly Surf Club or his family given Mr Buck’s status as an Olympian and 
Australian sporting icon.1226 AEA was also ashamed and concerned about the repercussions of 
reporting. As a swimming coach himself, AEA was concerned that ‘any publicity about child sexual 
abuse would seem sinister’ and could affect his livelihood.1227

3.3 Police investigation

On 27 October 2000, NSW Police received a complaint from a former swimmer about Mr Buck 
sexually abusing AEA and AEA’s brother.1228
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Strike Force Solano was established to investigate the allegations against Mr Buck.1229 The 
investigation went for around five weeks, with 41 people identified as either victims or witnesses. 
NSW Police detectives spoke to 29 of these 41 identified victims or witnesses.1230 AEA provided a 
detailed statement to police as part of the investigation, recalling 13 specific occasions where he 
was sexually assaulted by Mr Buck.1231

About one month later, the police investigation concluded with no charges laid against Mr Buck. 
It was considered there was insufficient evidence to charge Mr Buck because of the age of the 
evidence, inconsistencies in the evidence and the failure of other victims to come forward.1232 

AEA was contacted by Detective Sergeant Peter Yeomans from NSW Police and advised that Mr 
Buck would not be charged and prosecuted.1233 AEA was told that many of the witnesses, to a point, 
did not disagree with him, but they did not want to come forward or make a statement. Other 
witnesses that AEA had mentioned in his police statement were deceased.1234 The issue about the 
age of the evidence was not explained to AEA.1235 

3.4 Media interest in allegations of child sexual abuse 

In December 2009, The Daily Telegraph published an article on Mr Buck and allegations of child 
sexual abuse within the swimming community.1236 AEA was referred to (but not named) in the 
article. The article stated:

A three-month investigation by The Daily Telegraph has uncovered claims of sexual assaults 
by former Australian swim team coach and manager Terry Buck …

NSW Police secretly formed Strike Force Solano at the end of the Sydney Olympic Games 
after being handed a list of 29 alleged victims and witnesses, including four Olympic 
swimmers. But the investigation was abandoned … with little explanation despite the 
willingness of the swimmer, his younger brother and a third man to testify.1237

The CEO of Swimming Australia at the time, Mr Kevin Neil, was quoted in the article as saying that 
the Board of Swimming Australia was surprised and unaware of any previous police investigation 
before being contacted by The Daily Telegraph.1238 

In response to the allegations raised in the newspaper article, Mr Neil sought and received legal 
advice quickly.1239 The legal advice recommended that an investigation of the allegations be 
conducted in addition to a broader investigation of allegations of sexual abuse within the wider 
swimming community. It was also recommended that: 

the investigation … include a broader call for complaints to be raised with Swimming 
Australia where there is sexual abuse or misconduct with such a call being done in one or 
two ways
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a. if the allegations are made public, in a press release made by Swimming Australia;

b. irrespective of whether the allegations are made public, through swim clubs and as 
a general reminder of the existence of the member protection Policy and the Child 
Welfare Policy and Swimming Australia’s willingness to action the policies.1240 

The advice also recommended that Swimming Australia offer to arrange counselling for individuals 
who came forward.1241 

On 6 December 2009, the Board of Swimming Australia agreed that the legal advice ‘should  
be implemented’1242 and to refer the allegations back to the police investigation unit ‘for  
further consideration’.1243 

At this meeting, the Board of Swimming Australia also discussed allegations against another 
employee. Mr Neil noted that the allegations were unfounded and that Swimming Australia had 
not received an official complaint from anyone.1244 Mr Neil also advised that he had met with the 
employee and informed him that he was ‘under no obligation to respond and should seek his own 
legal advice’.1245 Swimming Australia offered to help the employee with legal advice and counselling 
if required.1246 

The Board discussed and agreed that the two matters should be treated separately and that the 
current employee should be ‘stood down from his position as an employee of [Swimming Australia] 
with full entitlements until such investigations be completed’.1247 

The Board agreed to refer the other matter concerning the criminal allegation to police (in relation 
to Mr Buck)1248 and to deal with the allegation of improper conduct by appointing an independent 
person to conduct an investigation on behalf of Swimming Australia.1249

3.5 Swimming Australia’s public call for victims of child sexual abuse

On 7 December 2009, Mr Neil read a pre-prepared statement to media, which was later issued by 
Swimming Australia, stating that ‘Swimming Australia takes any allegation or incident seriously and 
we are appalled at the nature of these allegations’.1250 The media release did not use Mr Buck’s 
name specifically, but his name was being used by the media at the time.1251 

In response to questions from a journalist, Mr Neil confirmed that any person was welcome to  
come forward in regard to allegations, that Swimming Australia would cooperate with police  
should the matter be reopened and that Swimming Australia would not be involved in a cover-up  
of any allegation.1252
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Complaints received

As a result of that public call, eight complaints were received. Four of them concerned child sexual 
abuse.1253 Swimming Australia handled the complaints in collaboration with its solicitors1254 and a 
barrister was appointed to undertake the wider investigation.1255

Complainants who came forward were required to put their complaints in writing.1256 If the 
complaint was criminal in nature, Swimming Australia would advise the complainant to report to 
police or to authorise Swimming Australia to report to police on their behalf.1257 Swimming Australia 
would also encourage the complainant to seek legal advice.1258 

Where Swimming Australia determined that a complaint involved child sexual abuse or came within 
the Member Welfare Policy, the matter was referred to Swimming Australia’s solicitors.1259 

Swimming Australia’s solicitors provided a monthly report of allegations.1260 Mr Anderson was 
questioned during the public hearing on a report that set out six allegations made as at 14 May 
2010,1261 of which four related to allegations of child sexual abuse. The allegations and action taken 
are set out in the table below.

Complaint Nature of complaint Action taken
Complaint 1 Complaint predated public call.1262 No evidence was heard in relation to 

this complaint. 
Complaint 2 Concerned conduct in the 1980s 

by a former coach and former 
member of Swimming Australia.1263 
The complaint was made through 
the media.

Swimming Australia issued a press 
release to encourage the complainant 
to come forward to Swimming Australia 
and to the police.1264 

After the complainant contacted 
Swimming Australia by email, 
Swimming Australia’s solicitors 
obtained further details from him 
about his complaint and provided a 
report to the CEO.1265 The solicitors also 
asked that he provide a document that 
could be forwarded to police, but the 
complainant chose not to progress the 
matter further.1266 

The matter could not be progressed 
further internally because the coach 
was no longer a member of Swimming 
Australia.1267 
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Complaint Nature of complaint Action taken
Complaint 3 Concerned abuse by coaches in 

the 1960s.1268 The complaint was 
made by email.

Swimming Australia’s solicitors 
sought further information from the 
complainant and made a report to 
the CEO.1269 The solicitors asked the 
complainant to provide a written 
record, which was forwarded to police 
with her consent.1270 The complainant 
chose not to progress the complaint 
with the police.1271 

Swimming Australia also provided 
her statement, with consent, to the 
Australian Swimming Coaches and 
Teachers Association ‘so that they 
could be made aware of the sort of 
abuse that can happen in a swimming 
coaching environment, to assist them  
in better teaching coaches and 
swimming teachers’.1272 

Swimming Australia also offered the 
complainant counselling and support at 
the time; however, the complainant did 
not feel she needed it at the time.1273 

Complaint 4 Concerned bullying between 
coaches.

This complaint was dealt with 
separately.1274

Complaint 5 Concerned abuse in the 1960s 
corroborating AEA’s complaint 
about Mr Buck.1275 The 
complainant telephoned the CEO 
of Swimming Australia directly1276 
and the CEO referred the matter to 
Swimming Australia’s solicitors.

The complainant did not wish to make 
a written statement but, with his 
permission, the solicitors forwarded 
to the police a file note of their 
conversation with him.1277 

Mr Anderson did not know whether 
Mr Buck was an accredited coach with 
Swimming Australia at the time of the 
alleged abuse.1278

Complaint 6 Concerned abuse by a former 
coach and former Swimming 
Australia member in 1978.1279

Swimming Australia obtained a  
written statement and forwarded it  
to police, with the consent of  
the complainant.1280
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Consequences of public call

No complaints were received about current serving coaches or members of Swimming Australia at 
the time of the public call.1281 After no further complaints had been made for a number of months, 
Swimming Australia’s solicitors proposed to close their files but would reopen them if any of the 
matters reactivated; if police investigations were finalised and the complainant sought further 
investigation by Swimming Australia; or if a new allegation was received.1282 Swimming Australia 
received no further complaints in response to the public call.1283

A final report documenting what happened in respect of each complaint was not prepared; 
however, Mr Anderson gave evidence that he understood from his discussions with Swimming 
Australia’s solicitors that all of the cases had been ‘handled appropriately’ and there were ‘no 
outstanding matters’.1284 He said there were ‘quite detailed’ file notes addressing each of the 
complaints.1285 Mr Anderson was not sure what steps Swimming Australia took to follow up with the 
police where complaints were referred to the police,1286as required by the Child Welfare Policy.1287

Mr Anderson confirmed in his evidence in the public hearing that the recommendation from 
Swimming Australia’s solicitors to hold an internal inquiry into allegations against Mr Buck, and the 
swimming community more generally, had not been actioned.1288

None of the complainants were provided with any form of compensation1289 and only one of the 
complainants who came forward was offered counselling at the time.1290

We are satisfied that Swimming Australia did not conduct an internal investigation of allegations  
of child sexual abuse made against Mr Buck, as required by the Child Welfare Policy. 

AEA’s awareness of public call and Swimming Australia investigation

AEA was not aware of the public call to come forward and Swimming Australia did not inform him 
that they were launching an internal investigation of child sexual abuse.1291 AEA had a conversation 
with Mr Stephen Foley, a former swimmer and acquaintance of AEA’s brother as well as an officer of 
the court in child protection,1292 about the publicity. Mr Foley had spoken with Mr Neil at the time; 
however, AEA and Mr Foley did not speak about this conversation.1293 

AEA did not feel he could approach Swimming Australia at the time because he thought it might, 
among other things, damage his coaching career:

I’d just lost the lease on my third pool in succession within three years, and I’ve got a wife 
and two daughters who swim, and I’ve found it very hard to gain employment from that time 
to this in my chosen vocation of swimming. Even though I’ve coached world record holders 
and Australian champions and State champions over the years, I have virtually been 
blacklisted by the swimming community at the top end.1294
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3.6 Impact of sexual abuse on AEA

AEA gave evidence that Swimming Australia has never contacted him about the abuse or offered 
him counselling or support.1295 AEA felt ‘ostracised by the swimming community’ when his story was 
made public. 

As a result of the abuse, the police investigation and the publicity, AEA has suffered from 
hypertension and he received counselling in 2001 and 2013.1296 AEA’s coaching career has been 
‘irretrievably damaged’ and he has found it difficult to secure employment in swimming.1297 

3.7 Addressing future complaints

In addressing future complaints, Mr Anderson gave evidence that how Swimming Australia deals 
with matters ‘as they emerge’ is important to ensure that survivors of child sexual abuse are not 
deterred from making a complaint because they fear being ostracised.1298 Mr Anderson explained 
that Swimming Australia is focused on the culture it wants to establish and part of that culture is 
‘if there are victims that come forward or we think there are victims, to seek them out and make 
contact with them and support them, importantly, in that process’.1299 Mr Anderson agreed that a 
good organisation will do everything it can to proactively seek out those that have been injured or 
potentially injured and provide assistance.1300 

Since commencing in the role of CEO at Swimming Australia, Mr Anderson has not done anything 
to seek out victims.1301 When questioned whether Swimming Australia was going to ‘proactively’ 
seek out victims, Mr Anderson stated that ‘it’s a difficult thing to seek out without knowing any 
information’;1302 however, ‘we’ll certainly be making contact with the individuals that are known’.1303 
This included AEA. Mr Anderson stated that it was his intention to approach AEA about his 
complaints against Mr Buck1304 and ‘[make] contact with the individuals that are known’ in relation 
to Mr Buck.1305 

Since the public hearing, Swimming Australia has advised the Royal Commission that it has written 
to the representatives of all victims, including AEA, to offer counselling.1306
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4.1 Introduction

Scone Swimming Club is a local swimming club run by volunteers1307 in Scone, New South Wales.  
Mr Stephen Roser was a coach at the club from 1985 to 1986.1308 During summer of 1985–1986, 
AEB was sexually abused by Mr Roser.1309 AEB was 13 years old at the time the abuse started.1310

Mr Roser left Scone Swimming Club sometime in 1986 or 1987.1311 Some years later, AEB reported 
the abuse to the police and Mr Roser was charged in July 1994.1312 Mr Roser plead guilty and was 
convicted in December 1994 of indecent assault on a child under 16 years in relation to AEB and 
one other complainant.1313

This case study examined the response of Scone Swimming Club to Mr Roser’s conviction for child 
sexual abuse offences after AEB brought the conviction to the club’s attention.

4.2 Sexual abuse of AEB

AEB started swimming training at the Scone Memorial Pool when she was eight years old. By the 
1984–1985 swimming season she had begun to win regional races. At the age of 13, AEB was the 
‘fastest female breaststroker in the club and the district’,1314 attending swimming training four days a 
week and racing one night a week.1315 

Mr Roser was the only coach at the pool during the 1985–1986 season.1316 At one training session 
in December 1985, Mr Roser asked AEB to try a new ‘technique’ to improve her breaststroke. He 
instructed her to float stomach-down in the water in front of him and to wrap her thighs around his 
hips and ‘stroke’ with her arms without using her legs. Mr Roser was supporting AEB in the water 
when he moved his hands to her inner thighs and began ‘toying with the edge of her swimmers’.  
Mr Roser moved his fingers over the top of AEB’s swimmers and started to rub her pubic mound.  
He then moved his fingers inside her swimmers and began to rub and probe her vagina.1317 

Mr Roser repeated this abuse on three further occasions1318 during training sessions in the pool as 
well as in the clubhouse.1319 

Following the 1985–1986 swimming season, the Scone Swimming Club awarded AEB the inaugural 
Stephen Roser Breaststroke Award.1320 AEB gave evidence it made her ‘nauseous to think that … 
more or less 29 kids have received that trophy’, including her and another victim of Mr Roser’s.1321 

AEB did not tell anyone at the time about the abuse. AEB disclosed the abuse to a friend in 1991 
after reading an article about child sexual abuse that triggered the memory of the abuse she had 
suffered.1322 In late 1992, AEB told a counsellor and also disclosed the abuse to her then partner.1323 

4 Stephen Roser
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4.3 Criminal process

In August 1993, AEB reported the abuse to the police and made two statements.1324 Mr Roser was 
charged in July 19941325 and convicted in December that year after pleading guilty of indecent 
assault on a child under 16 years in relation to AEB and one other complainant.1326 

On the charge concerning AEB, the court sentenced Mr Roser to 200 hours of community service.1327 
On 15 December 1994, the New South Wales ODPP wrote to AEB to tell her that Mr Roser had been 
convicted and sentenced.1328 

AEB suffered from ‘stress and violent nightmares in the weeks’ after she made the statement to 
police.1329 AEB felt that the police and ODPP had not assisted her through the investigation and 
prosecution. For example, AEB did not know what was involved in the police investigation or 
whether the police or ODPP had notified the Scone Swimming Club.1330 Mr Cowdery QC, then New 
South Wales DPP, gave evidence during the public hearing that it would be ‘normal practice’ where 
an accused pleads guilty for the prosecutor to consult with the victim about the statement of 
agreed facts in the matter.1331 

AEB prepared a Victim Impact Statement for the purpose of the proceedings.1332 She could not recall 
anyone helping her to prepare her statement1333 and she was also not informed why only part of the 
statement was allowed into evidence.1334 

Mr Cowdery QC gave evidence that it would not have been the normal practice at that time for 
a victim to be given assistance to prepare a Victim Impact Statement;1335 however, it was normal 
practice for a prosecutor to advise a victim if some parts of the statement were not admissible in 
court.1336

AEB did not understand the punishment imposed on Mr Roser at the time1337 and she wished 
someone had explained it to her in plain English.1338 AEB became aware from media reports that  
Mr Roser completed building work for a Scout group as part of his community service.1339 

Mr Cowdery QC gave evidence that prosecutors have no role in determining where an offender 
serves a community service order.1340 Mr Cowdery QC agreed that ‘any sensible approach’ would 
require the people responsible for making decisions about community service to take into account 
the person’s suitability for a particular placement – for example, where they might come into 
contact with children.1341

4.4 Impact of sexual abuse on AEB

As result of the abuse, AEB developed an anxiety disorder, became depressed and suicidal and 
developed a severe phobia, for which she received counselling in 1992.1342 She continued to 
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receive counselling in 1993 after she told her counsellor about the abuse.1343 During the criminal 
proceedings, AEB instructed a solicitor to make an application on her behalf to the New South Wales 
Victims Compensation Tribunal for victim’s compensation.1344 A psychologist report obtained on 
her behalf to assist with the application diagnosed AEB as having suffered from depersonalisation 
disorder (which significantly impaired her educational and social functioning) and post-traumatic 
stress disorder.1345 Although the tribunal initially rejected her application for being out of time, AEB 
appealed and the tribunal ultimately awarded her $40,000 in compensation.1346

Since reporting the matter to the police, AEB has been able to complete her university studies, 
including a Bachelor of Arts (Honours) degree, two graduate diplomas and a Master of Education.1347

In coming forward to the Royal Commission, AEB wanted to raise the issue that: 

abuse happens not only in the big institutions but also in small institutions like the Scone 
Swimming Club. Victims of abuse in that setting also need significant, lifelong support.1348 

4.5 Response of Scone Swimming Club, Swimming NSW and   
 Swimming Australia

Relationship between local, state and national swimming bodies

Under the Swimming Australia Constitution, local clubs such as Scone Swimming Club are members 
of Swimming Australia through their affiliation with a state swimming association.1349 To be affiliated 
with a state association, local swimming clubs must agree to be bound by Swimming Australia’s 
policies and procedures.1350 

The Scone Swimming Club is affiliated to Swimming NSW. Its Constitution provides that it must 
comply with the directions of Swimming NSW.1351 By-laws or club rules made pursuant to the 
Scone Swimming Club Constitution must not be inconsistent with rules adopted or recognised by 
Swimming NSW.1352

Individual members of Scone Swimming Club pay an annual fee to register with Swimming NSW.1353 
The effect of registration is that individuals registered with Swimming NSW are considered to 
be members of Swimming Australia and are bound by the Constitution, by-laws and polices of 
Swimming Australia.1354

Swimming NSW has formally adopted Swimming Australia’s child protection policies.1355 Mr Mark 
Heathcote, the current CEO of Swimming NSW, outlined in his statement to the Royal Commission 
that, when the Swimming NSW Board adopts a policy, notification is provided to clubs by electronic 
newsletter. The newsletter is sent out each month, usually within a few days of the monthly Board 
meeting.1356 These policies are also posted on Swimming NSW’s website. 
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When an individual registers as a swimmer, the local club will provide them with a swimmer kit 
from Swimming Australia. Swimming Australia relies on the state associations to ensure that these 
policies are being implemented at the club level.1357 From September 2013, Swimming Australia has 
handed out 22,000 new member kits to state associations to distribute to new members.1358

Within this kit, there is a pack of information that contains, amongst other things, a parent 
information pack that refers to the Swimming Australia Child Welfare Policy but does not contain the 
policy itself.1359 

AEB contacts Scone Swimming Club

AEB contacted Scone Swimming Club by email in or around 2009 to ask whether the club still 
awarded the Stephen Roser Breaststroke Award.1360 AEB gave evidence that it was ‘something that 
has worried’ her ‘for a long time’. She thought:

maybe it had just discontinued [the Stephen Roser Breaststroke Award] for some reason or 
that maybe the police had notified the club and it had been discontinued. I really didn’t 
think it would still be going, but I just wanted to make sure.1361

AEB did not recall receiving a response to her email.1362 AEB again emailed Scone Swimming Club 
on 23 November 2012 and 15 January 2013 using an address from the Swimming NSW website but 
again did not receive a response.1363 

The current President of the Scone Swimming Club, Ms Joanne Wright, gave evidence at the public 
hearing that the club could not locate any record of emails from AEB.1364 On the days AEB sent the 
emails in 2012 and 2013, AEB checked the Swimming NSW website for the correct contact details. 
AEB realised that it was possible the Scone Swimming Club did not receive her emails because the 
contact details from the Swimming NSW website were not current or correct.1365

AEB again obtained an email address for the Scone Swimming Club from the Swimming NSW 
website on 7 February 2014.1366 This email address was not the correct contact for the Scone 
Swimming Club, but the recipient of the email ultimately provided AEB with an email address for Ms 
Katherine Meier, the then Secretary of the club, on 17 February 2014.1367  

AEB succeeded in contacting Ms Meier on 17 February 2014.1368 AEB informed Ms Meier that Mr 
Roser had been convicted of child sexual abuse offences and requested that Scone Swimming Club 
remove Mr Roser’s name from the list of club champions, all other publications and any associated 
champion boards as well as from the Stephen Roser Breaststroke Award and connected trophies if 
they were still being awarded.1369 
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Response of Scone Swimming Club to AEB’s concerns

Ms Wright only became aware of the offences that Mr Roser had committed through AEB’s email to 
Ms Meier.1370 Ms Wright has been a member of the Scone Swimming Club since about 20101371 and 
has volunteered as the President of the club since April 2014.1372 

After contact from AEB, the Scone Swimming Club committee met on 4 March 2014 and agreed to 
remove Mr Roser’s name from the Stephen Roser Breaststroke Award, list of club champions in the 
club book and ‘all other club materials from now and in the future unanimously’.1373

Ms Wright was unaware why the Scone Swimming Club committee had previously taken no 
action concerning Roser’s conviction.1374 Mr Cowdery QC gave evidence that the ODPP had no 
responsibility for informing the swimming club of the arrest or conviction.1375

Scone Swimming Club committee did not communicate with Swimming NSW or Swimming Australia 
about Mr Roser’s conviction after being notified by AEB. The club did not consider notifying former 
club members about the conviction.1376 Ms Wright gave evidence that: 

[The committee] reacted and tried to assist as best we could [after being contacted by AEB 
and the Royal Commission] and I guess not having an understanding of our requirements to 
contact New South Wales Swimming.1377 

Ms Wright stated that in future she would notify Swimming Australia through relevant channels if 
another victim of historical abuse comes forward to Scone Swimming Club.1378 Ms Wright agreed 
that it was important that people who were members at the time Mr Roser was at the club should 
be advised.1379

AEB contacts Swimming Australia

AEB contacted Swimming Australia by email on 10 February 2014 to enquire about the child welfare 
policies in existence in the 1980s.1380 AEB received a telephone call from Ms Melissa Backhouse at 
Swimming Australia, who explained that the Child Welfare Policy was not introduced until 2002.1381 
AEB did not have any further contact with Swimming Australia.1382

Mr Anderson, the current CEO of Swimming Australia, first became aware of AEB’s complaint 
through the Royal Commission process.1383 Mr Anderson confirmed that Swimming Australia was not 
contacted by Scone Swimming Club.1384

Mr Anderson gave evidence that if another such matter occurred he would expect the swimming 
club or state member association (for example, Swimming NSW) to notify Swimming Australia.1385 
Mr Anderson understood that many local clubs are small and manned mainly by volunteers;1386 
however, it is Swimming Australia’s expectation that coaches in these clubs would not be volunteers 
but would be accredited coaches.1387 
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Mr Anderson gave evidence that Swimming Australia will be approaching victims of historical 
abuse to offer counselling or other services.1388 Mr Anderson said that Swimming Australia will 
approach AEB when the public hearing is finalised.1389 Mr Anderson also agreed that it would ‘make 
good sense and provide a great insight’ if Swimming Australia sought input from victims on the 
development of a Child Wise Policy.1390

4.6 Policies and procedures of Scone Swimming Club

Before 3 June 2014, the Scone Swimming Club did not have a dedicated child sexual abuse 
policy.1391 Ms Wright gave evidence that the previous Scone Swimming Club committee members 
implemented a policy that required volunteers to fill out a Working with Children Check form.1392 
Ms Wright did not indicate a date when this policy was introduced. Ms Wright also gave evidence 
that no amended or adopted policies from Swimming NSW have been presented through the Scone 
Swimming Club committee forum.1393

Ms Wright did not recall receiving any material from Swimming Australia or Swimming NSW when 
she joined the Scone Swimming Club.1394 She had not seen the Swimming Australia Parent Handbook 
and was not aware of the new member kit.1395 Ms Wright said that, when she joined the club as a 
parent, no-one drew her attention to child protection issues, told her about any policies or gave 
her any information about child abuse.1396 She did receive a club book, which she said outlined the 
role of the club, points of contact, committee members and the availability to attend swimming 
carnivals.1397 

Since becoming President of the Scone Swimming Club, Ms Wright stated that there has been no 
regular communication between the Scone Swimming Club and Swimming Australia or Swimming 
NSW. She does not know who to approach in those organisations if she needs to.1398 

When questioned about whether Scone Swimming Club receives any newsletters or brochures from 
Swimming NSW or Swimming Australia, Ms Wright replied, ‘I believe that at times there is some 
correspondence coming through the club secretary, but predominately we would go searching for 
that information ourselves’.1399 Ms Wright was also unaware whether the Scone Swimming Club 
had recently received any new member kits from Swimming NSW to provide to new people joining 
Scone Swimming Club.1400 

Recent changes

On 3 June 2014, as a result of the letter from AEB and inquiries from the Royal Commission, the 
Scone Swimming Club committee formally adopted the Swimming Australia policies and procedures 
about child welfare.1401 Ms Wright gave evidence that she identified these policies from the 
Swimming Australia website. She did not look at the Swimming NSW website.1402 
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Currently, the Scone Swimming Club does not engage a coach or offer structured training, but it 
does hold weekly races for child members.1403 The Scone Swimming Club will now make available the 
policies and procedures to all members and will post a copy in the clubhouse during the swimming 
season, which recommenced in October 2014.1404 They will also incorporate reference to child 
protection and complaint-handling policy into the club book.1405 Ms Wright is aware from recent 
training that club is required to have member protection information officer. They will appoint an 
officer and notify to Swimming NSW and Swimming Australia as required.1406

Ms Wright indicated that it would be helpful to receive training from Swimming Australia and 
Swimming NSW about its child protection policies and to have a contact person within those 
organisations.1407 She said that, because of turnover of volunteers, this would be suitable annually 
and at a district level.1408
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Systemic issues 

The systemic issues that arise from this case study include:

• processes for prosecution of child sexual abuse offences in relation to ensuring justice  
for victims

• the recording of reasons for decisions
• independence and oversight of Directors of Public Prosecution
• the operation of Working with Children Checks systems
• complaint handling.

5 Systemic issues 
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APPENDIX A: Terms of Reference

Letters Patent dated 11 January 2013

ELIZABETH THE SECOND, by the Grace of God Queen of Australia and Her other Realms and 
Territories, Head of the Commonwealth:

TO

The Honourable Justice Peter David McClellan AM, 
Mr Robert Atkinson, 
The Honourable Justice Jennifer Ann Coate, 
Mr Robert William Fitzgerald AM, 
Dr Helen Mary Milroy, and 
Mr Andrew James Marshall Murray

GREETING

WHEREAS all children deserve a safe and happy childhood.

AND Australia has undertaken international obligations to take all appropriate legislative, 
administrative, social and educational measures to protect children from sexual abuse and 
other forms of abuse, including measures for the prevention, identification, reporting, referral, 
investigation, treatment and follow up of incidents of child abuse.

AND all forms of child sexual abuse are a gross violation of a child’s right to this protection and a 
crime under Australian law and may be accompanied by other unlawful or improper treatment of 
children, including physical assault, exploitation, deprivation and neglect.

AND child sexual abuse and other related unlawful or improper treatment of children have a long-
term cost to individuals, the economy and society.

AND public and private institutions, including child-care, cultural, educational, religious, sporting 
and other institutions, provide important services and support for children and their families that 
are beneficial to children’s development.

AND it is important that claims of systemic failures by institutions in relation to allegations and 
incidents of child sexual abuse and any related unlawful or improper treatment of children be fully 
explored, and that best practice is identified so that it may be followed in the future both to protect 
against the occurrence of child sexual abuse and to respond appropriately when any allegations and 
incidents of child sexual abuse occur, including holding perpetrators to account and providing justice 
to victims.

AND it is important that those sexually abused as a child in an Australian institution can share their 
experiences to assist with healing and to inform the development of strategies and reforms that 
your inquiry will seek to identify.
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AND noting that, without diminishing its criminality or seriousness, your inquiry will not specifically 
examine the issue of child sexual abuse and related matters outside institutional contexts, but that 
any recommendations you make are likely to improve the response to all forms of child sexual abuse 
in all contexts.

AND all Australian Governments have expressed their support for, and undertaken to cooperate 
with, your inquiry. 

NOW THEREFORE We do, by these Our Letters Patent issued in Our name by Our Governor-General 
of the Commonwealth of Australia on the advice of the Federal Executive Council and under the 
Constitution of the Commonwealth of Australia, the Royal Commissions Act 1902 and every other 
enabling power, appoint you to be a Commission of inquiry, and require and authorise you, to 
inquire into institutional responses to allegations and incidents of child sexual abuse and related 
matters, and in particular, without limiting the scope of your inquiry, the following matters:

a. what institutions and governments should do to better protect children against 
child sexual abuse and related matters in institutional contexts in the future;

b. what institutions and governments should do to achieve best practice in 
encouraging the reporting of, and responding to reports or information about, 
allegations, incidents or risks of child sexual abuse and related matters in 
institutional contexts;

c. what should be done to eliminate or reduce impediments that currently exist for 
responding appropriately to child sexual abuse and related matters in institutional 
contexts, including addressing failures in, and impediments to, reporting, 
investigating and responding to allegations and incidents of abuse;

d. what institutions and governments should do to address, or alleviate the impact of, 
past and future child sexual abuse and related matters in institutional contexts, 
including, in particular, in ensuring justice for victims through the provision of 
redress by institutions, processes for referral for investigation and prosecution and 
support services.

AND We direct you to make any recommendations arising out of your inquiry that you consider 
appropriate, including recommendations about any policy, legislative, administrative or  
structural reforms.

AND, without limiting the scope of your inquiry or the scope of any recommendations arising out of 
your inquiry that you may consider appropriate, We direct you, for the purposes of your inquiry and 
recommendations, to have regard to the following matters:

e. the experience of people directly or indirectly affected by child sexual abuse and 
related matters in institutional contexts, and the provision of opportunities for 
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them to share their experiences in appropriate ways while recognising that many of 
them will be severely traumatised or will have special support needs;

f. the need to focus your inquiry and recommendations on systemic issues, 
recognising nevertheless that you will be informed by individual cases and may 
need to make referrals to appropriate authorities in individual cases;

g. the adequacy and appropriateness of the responses by institutions, and their 
officials, to reports and information about allegations, incidents or risks of child 
sexual abuse and related matters in institutional contexts;

h. changes to laws, policies, practices and systems that have improved over time the 
ability of institutions and governments to better protect against and respond to 
child sexual abuse and related matters in institutional contexts.

AND We further declare that you are not required by these Our Letters Patent to inquire, or to 
continue to inquire, into a particular matter to the extent that you are satisfied that the matter has 
been, is being, or will be, sufficiently and appropriately dealt with by another inquiry or investigation 
or a criminal or civil proceeding.

AND, without limiting the scope of your inquiry or the scope of any recommendations arising out of 
your inquiry that you may consider appropriate, We direct you, for the purposes of your inquiry and 
recommendations, to consider the following matters, and We authorise you to take (or refrain from 
taking) any action that you consider appropriate arising out of your consideration:

i. the need to establish mechanisms to facilitate the timely communication of 
information, or the furnishing of evidence, documents or things, in accordance with 
section 6P of the Royal Commissions Act 1902 or any other relevant law, including, 
for example, for the purpose of enabling the timely investigation and prosecution  
of offences;

j. the need to establish investigation units to support your inquiry;

k. the need to ensure that evidence that may be received by you that identifies 
particular individuals as having been involved in child sexual abuse or related 
matters is dealt with in a way that does not prejudice current or future criminal or 
civil proceedings or other contemporaneous inquiries;

l. the need to establish appropriate arrangements in relation to current and previous 
inquiries, in Australia and elsewhere, for evidence and information to be shared 
with you in ways consistent with relevant obligations so that the work of those 
inquiries, including, with any necessary consents, the testimony of witnesses, can 
be taken into account by you in a way that avoids unnecessary duplication, 
improves efficiency and avoids unnecessary trauma to witnesses;
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m. the need to ensure that institutions and other parties are given a sufficient 
opportunity to respond to requests and requirements for information,  
documents and things, including, for example, having regard to any need to  
obtain archived material.

AND We appoint you, the Honourable Justice Peter David McClellan AM, to be the Chair of  
the Commission.

AND We declare that you are a relevant Commission for the purposes of sections 4 and 5 of the 
Royal Commissions Act 1902.

AND We declare that you are authorised to conduct your inquiry into any matter under these Our 
Letters Patent in combination with any inquiry into the same matter, or a matter related to that 
matter, that you are directed or authorised to conduct by any Commission, or under any order or 
appointment, made by any of Our Governors of the States or by the Government of any of  
Our Territories.

AND We declare that in these Our Letters Patent:

child means a child within the meaning of the Convention on the Rights of the Child of 20 
November 1989.

government means the Government of the Commonwealth or of a State or Territory, and includes 
any non-government institution that undertakes, or has undertaken, activities on behalf of a 
government.

institution means any public or private body, agency, association, club, institution, organisation or 
other entity or group of entities of any kind (whether incorporated or unincorporated), and however 
described, and:

i. includes, for example, an entity or group of entities (including an entity or group of 
entities that no longer exists) that provides, or has at any time provided, activities,  
facilities, programs or services of any kind that provide the means through which  
adults have contact with children, including through their families; and

ii. does not include the family.

institutional context: child sexual abuse happens in an institutional context if, for example:

i. it happens on premises of an institution, where activities of an institution take place, or 
in connection with the activities of an institution; or

ii. it is engaged in by an official of an institution in circumstances (including   
circumstances involving settings not directly controlled by the institution) where you  
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consider that the institution has, or its activities have, created, facilitated, increased,  
or in any way contributed to, (whether by act or omission) the risk of child sexual  
abuse or the circumstances or conditions giving rise to that risk; or

iii. it happens in any other circumstances where you consider that an institution is,  
or should be treated as being, responsible for adults having contact with children.

law means a law of the Commonwealth or of a State or Territory.

official, of an institution, includes:

i. any representative (however described) of the institution or a related entity; and

ii. any member, officer, employee, associate, contractor or volunteer (however described) 
of the institution or a related entity; and

iii.  any person, or any member, officer, employee, associate, contractor or volunteer  
(however described) of a body or other entity, who provides services to, or for,  
the institution or a related entity; and

iv. any other person who you consider is, or should be treated as if the person were,  
an official of the institution.

related matters means any unlawful or improper treatment of children that is, either generally  
or in any particular instance, connected or associated with child sexual abuse. 

AND We:

n. require you to begin your inquiry as soon as practicable, and

o. require you to make your inquiry as expeditiously as possible; and

p. require you to submit to Our Governor-General:

i. first and as soon as possible, and in any event not later than 30 June 2014 (or such later 
date as Our Prime Minister may, by notice in the Gazette, fix on your recommendation), 
an initial report of the results of your inquiry, the recommendations for early 
consideration you may consider appropriate to make in this initial report, and your 
recommendation for the date, not later than 31 December 2015, to be fixed for the 
submission of your final report; and

ii. then and as soon as possible, and in any event not later than the date Our Prime 
Minister may, by notice in the Gazette, fix on your recommendation, your final report  
of the results of your inquiry and your recommendations; and
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q. authorise you to submit to Our Governor-General any additional interim reports 
that you consider appropriate. 

IN WITNESS, We have caused these Our Letters to be made Patent 
WITNESS Quentin Bryce, Governor-General of the Commonwealth of Australia.

Dated 11th January 2013 
Governor-General 
By Her Excellency’s Command 
Prime Minister
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Letters Patent dated 13 November 2014

ELIZABETH THE SECOND, by the Grace of God Queen of Australia and Her other Realms and 
Territories, Head of the Commonwealth:

TO

The Honourable Justice Peter David McClellan AM, 
Mr Robert Atkinson, 
The Honourable Justice Jennifer Ann Coate, 
Mr Robert William Fitzgerald AM, 
Dr Helen Mary Milroy, and 
Mr Andrew James Marshall Murray

GREETING

WHEREAS We, by Our Letters Patent issued in Our name by Our Governor-General of the 
Commonwealth of Australia, appointed you to be a Commission of inquiry, required and authorised 
you to inquire into certain matters, and required you to submit to Our Governor-General a report of 
the results of your inquiry, and your recommendations, not later than 31 December 2015.

AND it is desired to amend Our Letters Patent to require you to submit to Our Governor-General a 
report of the results of your inquiry, and your recommendations, not later than 15 December 2017.

NOW THEREFORE We do, by these Our Letters Patent issued in Our name by Our Governor-General 
of the Commonwealth of Australia on the advice of the Federal Executive Council and under the 
Constitution of the Commonwealth of Australia, the Royal Commissions Act 1902 and every other 
enabling power, amend the Letters Patent issued to you by omitting from subparagraph (p)(i) of the 
Letters Patent “31 December 2015” and substituting “15 December 2017”. 

IN WITNESS, We have caused these Our Letters to be made Patent.

WITNESS General the Honourable Sir Peter Cosgrove AK MC (Ret’d), Governor-General of 
the Commonwealth of Australia. 

Dated 13th November 2014 
Governor-General 
By Her Excellency’s Command 
Prime Minister
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APPENDIX B: Advice of Margaret Cunneen 
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Appendix C: Public hearing 

The Royal Commission Justice Peter McClellan AM (Chair)

Justice Jennifer Coate

Mr Bob Atkinson AO APM

Mr Robert Fitzgerald AM

Professor Helen Milroy

Mr Andrew Murray

Commissioners who presided Justice Peter McClellan AM (Chair)

Mr Robert Fitzgerald AM

Professor Helen Milroy

Date of hearing 7–16 July 2014

Legislation Royal Commissions Act 1902 (Cth)

Royal Commissions Act 1923 (NSW)

Commissions of Inquiry Act 1950 (Qld)

Evidence (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1968 
(Vic)

Leave to appear State of New South Wales

State of Queensland

Julie Gilbert

Kylie Rogers

Sharyn and John Rogers

Simone Boyce

Scott Volkers

AEA

Swimming Australia Ltd

Kevin Hasemann

Swimming Queensland

Swimming NSW Ltd

Mark Heathcoate 

AEB

Joanne Wright

Laraine Buck
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Legal representation G Furness SC and C Spruce, Counsel Assisting 
the Royal Commission

S Naughton SC and D Kell, instructed by Mr 
IV Knight, Crown Solicitors, appearing for the 
State of New South Wales

S Doyle QC and S Webster, instructed by M 
Zemek and P Dwyer, Crown Law, appearing for 
the State of Queensland

A Boe, instructed by A Anderson and B W 
Anderson, appearing for Julie Gilbert,  
Simone Boyce, Kylie Rogers, Sharyn Rogers and 
John Rogers 

P Shields, Peter Shields Lawyers, appearing for 
Scott Volkers

A Kernaghan, Kernaghan and Associates, 
appearing for AEA

K Reese SC, instructed by P McGrath, Griffin 
Legal, appearing for Swimming Australia Ltd

J Duncan, instructed by A Hill, McInnes Wilson 
Lawyers, appearing for Kevin Hasemann and 
Swimming Queensland

D Villa, instructed by G Towan, Lander & 
Rogers, appearing for  Mark Heathcoate and 
Swimming NSW Ltd

L Hughes, appearing for AEB

A English, Equilaw, appearing for Joanne 
Wright

B Green, instructed by P McGirr, appearing for 
Laraine Buck

Pages of transcript 1051 pages

Notice to Produce issued under Royal 
Commissions Act 1902 (Cth) and documents 
produced 

30 Notices to Produce issued. 3,245 
documents produced.

Summons to Produce Documents issued 
under Royal Commissions Act 1923 (NSW) 
and documents produced

18 Summons to Produce issued. 2,941 
documents produced.
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Requirement to Produce issued under 
Commissions of Inquiry Act 1950 (Qld) and 
documents produced

17 Requirements to Produce issued. 8,671 
documents produced.

Summons to Produce issued under Evidence 
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1968 (Vic) and 
documents produced

One Summons to Produce issued. 14,864 
documents produced.

Number of exhibits 41 exhibits consisting of a total of 372 
documents tendered at the hearing

Witnesses AEB 
Former swimming student of Stephen Roser

AEA 
Former swimming student of Terrence Buck

Julie Gilbert 
Former swimming student of Scott Volkers 

Kylie Rogers 
Former swimming student of Scott Volkers

Simone Boyce 
Former swimming student of Scott Volkers 

Alexander Baumann 
Former Executive Director, Queensland 
Academy of Sport

Bennett King 
Executive Director, Queensland Academy of 
Sport

Glenn Tasker 
Former Chief Executive Officer, Swimming 
Australia Ltd 

Mark Anderson 
Chief Executive Officer, Swimming Australia Ltd

Mr Kevin Hasemann 
Chief Executive Officer, Swimming Queensland

Michelle Miller 
Director, Blue Card Services, Public Safety 
Business Agency 

Joanne Wright 
President, Scone Swimming Club
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Witnesses Mark Heathcote 
Chief Executive Officer, Swimming NSW Ltd

Anthony Moynihan QC 
Director, Office of the Director of Public 
Prosecutions, Queensland

Lloyd Babb SC 
Director, Office of the Director of Public 
Prosecutions, NSW

Margaret Cunneen SC 
Deputy Senior Crown Prosecutor, Office of the 
Director of Public Prosecutions, NSW

Paul Rutledge 
Former Deputy Director, Office of the Director 
of Public Prosecutions, Queensland

Nicholas Cowdery QC 
Former Director, Office of the Director of 
Public Prosecutions, NSW

Her Honour Judge Leanne Clare SC 
Former Director, Office of the Director of 
Public Prosecutions, Queensland
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	Preface
	Preface

	The Royal Commission
	The Royal Commission
	The Letters Patent provided to the Royal Commission require that it ‘inquire into institutional responses to allegations and incidents of child sexual abuse and related matters’. 
	In carrying out this task, we are directed to focus on systemic issues but be informed by an understanding of individual cases. The Royal Commission must make findings and recommendations to better protect children against sexual abuse and alleviate the impact of abuse on children when it occurs. 
	 

	For a copy of the Letters Patent, see Appendix A.
	Public hearings
	A Royal Commission commonly does its work through public hearings. A public hearing follows intensive investigation, research and preparation by Royal Commission staff and Counsel Assisting the Royal Commission. Although it may only occupy a limited number of days of hearing time, the preparatory work required by Royal Commission staff and by parties with an interest in the public hearing can be very significant. 
	The Royal Commission is aware that sexual abuse of children has occurred in many institutions, all of which could be investigated in a public hearing.  However, if the Royal Commission were to attempt that task, a great many resources would need to be applied over an indeterminate, but lengthy, period of time. For this reason the Commissioners have accepted criteria by which Senior Counsel Assisting will identify appropriate matters for a public hearing and bring them forward as individual ‘case studies’. 
	The decision to conduct a case study will be informed by whether or not the hearing will advance an understanding of systemic issues and provide an opportunity to learn from previous mistakes, so that any findings and recommendations for future change which the Royal Commission makes will have a secure foundation. In some cases the relevance of the lessons to be learned will be confined to the institution the subject of the hearing. In other cases they will have relevance to many similar institutions in dif
	 
	 

	Public hearings will also be held to assist in understanding the extent of abuse which may have occurred in particular institutions or types of institutions. This will enable the Royal Commission to understand the way in which various institutions were managed and how they responded to allegations of child sexual abuse. Where our investigations identify a significant concentration of abuse in one institution, it is likely that the matter will be brought forward to a public hearing. 
	Public hearings will also be held to tell the story of some individuals which will assist in a public understanding of the nature of sexual abuse, the circumstances in which it may occur and, most importantly, the devastating impact which it can have on some people’s lives. 
	A detailed explanation of the rules and conduct of public hearings is available in the Practice Notes published on the Royal Commission’s website at:
	 
	www.childabuseroyalcommission.gov.au

	Public hearings are streamed live over the internet. 
	In reaching findings, the Royal Commission will apply the civil standard of proof which requires its ‘reasonable satisfaction’ as to the particular fact in question in accordance with the principles discussed by Dixon J in Briginshaw v Briginshaw (1938) 60 CLR 336: 
	... it is enough that the affirmative of an allegation is made out to the reasonable satisfaction of the tribunal. But reasonable satisfaction is not a state of mind that is attained or established independently of the nature and consequence of the fact or facts to be proved. The seriousness of an allegation made, the inherent unlikelihood of an occurrence of a given description, or the gravity of the consequences flowing from a particular finding are considerations which must affect the answer to the quest
	In other words, the more serious the allegation, the higher the degree of probability that is required before the Royal Commission can be reasonably satisfied as to the truth of that allegation. 
	Private sessions
	When the Royal Commission was appointed, it was apparent to the Australian Government that many people (possibly thousands) would wish to tell us about their personal history of child sexual abuse in an institutional setting. As a result, the Commonwealth Parliament amended the Royal Commissions Act 1902 to create a process called a ‘private session’. 
	A private session is conducted by one or two Commissioners and is an opportunity for a person to tell their story of abuse in a protected and supportive environment. As at 23 October 2015, the Royal Commission has held 4,269 private sessions and more than 1,526 people were waiting to attend one. Many accounts from these sessions will be recounted in later Royal Commission reports in a de-identified form. 
	Research program
	The Royal Commission also has an extensive research program. Apart from the information we gain in public hearings and private sessions, the program will draw on research by consultants and the original work of our own staff. Significant issues will be considered in issues papers and discussed at roundtables.
	 

	This case study
	The scope and purpose of the hearing was:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	The response of Swimming Australia Ltd to allegations of child sexual abuse against Terrence William Buck.

	• 
	• 
	• 

	The response of: 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	°

	Swimming Australia

	 
	 
	 
	°

	Swimming Queensland

	 
	 
	 
	°

	Queensland Academy of Sport





	to allegations of child sexual abuse against Scott Volkers.
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	The response of the Offices of the Director of Public Prosecutions in Queensland and New South Wales to allegations of child sexual abuse against Scott Volkers. 
	 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	The criteria by which Offices of the Director of Public Prosecutions determine whether to prosecute allegations of child sexual assault.
	 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	The response of Scone Swimming Club to the convictions of Stephen John Roser for indecent assault and for committing acts of indecency against a child. 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	The systems, policies and procedures of Swimming Australia and its member organisations for preventing, detecting and responding to sexual abuse and their implementation.

	• 
	• 
	• 

	The response of the Queensland Commissioner for Children and Young People and Child Guardian to an application by Scott Volkers for a ‘blue card’.
	 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Training of legal staff, including prosecutors and liaison officers of the Offices of Director of Public Prosecution, in child sexual offending. 
	 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Any related matters. 


	 
	 

	Scott Volkers’ prosecution
	During the 1980s and 1990s, Mr Scott Volkers was a swimming coach at various local swimming clubs in Queensland.  
	In June 1997, Mr Volkers was appointed Swimming Head Coach at the Queensland Academy of Sport (the Academy). He continued in that position until December 2009. 
	From 1992 to 2004 Mr Volkers was regularly seconded to, or contracted by, Swimming Australia to attend international swimming meets.
	 

	Mr Volkers was appointed Swimming Queensland Head Coach in February 2010. 
	Mr Volkers continued to work at Swimming Queensland until early 2012. Mr Volkers now works as a swimming coach in Brazil.
	 

	In August 2001 the Queensland Police Service began an investigation of allegations that Mr Volkers had sexually abused some young female swimmers.
	On 26 March 2002, Mr Volkers was arrested and charged with five counts of indecent treatment of a girl under 16 years of age in relation to two complainants: Ms Kylie Rogers and Ms Simone Boyce. His arrest received extensive media coverage. 
	In June 2002, Mr Volkers was charged with four additional counts of indecent treatment of a girl under 16 years of age in relation to a third complainant: Ms Julie Gilbert. The criminal proceedings against him have received considerable public attention. Their outcome has been controversial.
	This report examines the decision-making processes within the Queensland and New South Wales offices of the Director of Public Prosecutions (ODPP) in determining whether to proceed with charges of child sexual abuse against Mr Volkers. It considers:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	The advice of Ms Margaret Cunneen, then a senior Crown Prosecutor with the New South Wales ODPP (now Ms Cunneen SC).
	 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	The advice of Mr Nicholas Cowdery QC, who was the then New South Wales Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP).
	 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	The decision-making process of the then Queensland DPP, Ms Leanne Clare (now Judge Clare).
	 



	It is not a function of this Royal Commission to determine whether Ms Clare, Ms Cunneen and Mr Cowdery QC reached the correct conclusion on the possible prosecution of Ms Rogers’, Ms Boyce’s and Ms Gilbert’s complaints. However, it is necessary to understand the details of the advice that Ms Cunneen gave, Mr Cowdery QC’s response to that advice and Ms Clare’s decision-making process. 
	 
	 

	The Royal Commission is concerned to consider the way the criminal justice system responds to allegations of child sexual abuse.
	The Royal Commission is undertaking significant work on the operation of the criminal justice system in Australia. This includes an examination of the workings of the ODPP in each state in terms of the process of decision making and for prosecuting complaints of child sexual assault. We are also considering oversight mechanisms that exist for each agency working in this area. 
	Allegations of child sexual abuse against Mr Volkers
	Kylie Rogers
	Mr Volkers coached Ms Rogers from about 1981 until January 1988. 
	Ms Rogers told us that she was sexually abused by Mr Volkers on a number of occasions. The abuse started in 1985, when she was around 13 or 14 years old, and continued until towards the end of 1987 or the start of 1988, when she turned 16.
	The first time she said that Mr Volkers sexually abused her was at Mr Volkers’ home. 
	In about September 1986, Mr Volkers drove Ms Rogers to swimming training. Ms Rogers had only been in the car for a short period of time when Mr Volkers started rubbing her right leg. She said that he then moved his hand towards her vagina, which he rubbed on the outside of her swimmers. Ms Rogers said Mr Volkers rubbed her in this way approximately once a week over the next one to two years. 
	Ms Rogers has had ongoing physical and mental health problems, including depression and anxiety. She has problems with relationships and employment in the past and presently and she expects to continue to experience these difficulties in the future.
	Simone Boyce
	Mr Volkers coached Ms Boyce from 1985 until about 1989.
	Ms Boyce told us that she was sexually abused by Mr Volkers on one occasion in the summer of 1987–1988, when she was 12 years old. 
	Ms Boyce did not tell anyone about the abuse at the time. It was not until 1995 that she told her mother that Mr Volkers had sexually abused her. She told her general practitioner, Dr Margaret Cotter, at about the same time. 
	Ms Boyce told the Royal Commission that, given how well regarded Mr Volkers was in the swimming community, she believed that, if she was to have any future in competitive swimming, she could not complain and that no-one would believe her. 
	She said that as a result of the abuse she has suffered low self-esteem and depression and she has attempted to commit suicide on a number of occasions. She has also felt ashamed of her body. She said that the abuse has impacted upon her relationship with children and resulted in a history of bad relationships with men.
	Julie Gilbert
	Mr Volkers coached Ms Gilbert from about 1982 to 1986.
	Ms Gilbert told the Royal Commission that between the ages of 13 and 14 she was sexually abused by Mr Volkers on a number of occasions. She gave evidence of the abuse occurring in a massage room and on another occasion in a caravan, where Mr Volkers lived.
	In the caravan, Mr Volkers started massaging her back and legs, eventually moving up under her shorts, lifting her togs up and rubbing her vagina with his hands. She said that, although she did not understand the sensation at the time, when she was older she realised she believed she had experienced an orgasm from Mr Volkers rubbing her clitoris and vulva. 
	In 1996, when she was 25, Ms Gilbert attended a seminar about becoming a swimming coach. Mr Volkers presented at the seminar. She subsequently participated in one coaching accreditation session with Mr Volkers. Ms Gilbert explained that she decided to do the accreditation with Mr Volkers because she did not know any other coaches and because, at that stage, she believes she did not have a complete understanding of the effects of the sexual abuse on her. After one session, she was unable to continue and ceas
	 
	 

	As a result of the abuse, Ms Gilbert developed an eating disorder. In 2004, she received care from a psychiatrist. 
	 

	Police investigation and Mr Volkers’ arrest
	The Queensland Police Service commenced an investigation of Mr Volkers in August 2001. He was arrested on 26 March 2002 over the allegations of sexual abuse against Ms Boyce and Ms Rogers and later against Ms Gilbert.
	The committal hearing
	A committal hearing was held in the Brisbane Magistrates Court on 25 July 2002. A committal hearing is a pre-trial process to determine if there is sufficient evidence for a person charged with a serious offence to be required to stand trial.
	 

	Ms Rogers, Ms Boyce and Ms Gilbert gave evidence at the committal hearing and their accounts of events were consistent with the evidence they gave to the Royal Commission. Mr Volkers did not give evidence at the committal hearing.
	Mr Volkers was committed to stand trial on seven counts of indecent treatment of a girl under 16. He entered a plea of not guilty on all seven counts.
	Queensland DPP decision to discontinue the proceedings
	The then Queensland DPP, Ms Clare, discontinued the prosecution of Mr Volkers by deciding to enter a ‘no true bill’ on 18 September 2002. She did so after Mr Volkers’ lawyers provided her with statements that supported Mr Volkers’ denials. The discontinuance did not amount to an acquittal. Ms Clare has since been appointed a judge of the District Court.
	No document signed by Ms Clare indicating her reasons for deciding to enter a no true bill was produced to the Royal Commission from the ODPP file. Various documents prepared after the decision had been made suggest reasons for discontinuing the prosecution. 
	The DPP’s decision to drop the charges ‘received extensive media coverage’. The Crime and Misconduct Commission (CMC) investigated the reasons for dropping them.
	Crime and Misconduct Commission report on DPP’s decision
	The CMC published its report in March 2003 and was critical of the ODPP. It found that ‘the process leading to the decision not to continue with the prosecution of any of the charges against Mr Volkers was unsatisfactory’. The CMC highlighted that ‘this was reflected in the fact that there is room for doubt about the principal reasons that motivated the decision’.
	 

	The CMC said that Ms Clare ‘was never consulted’ about the charge discontinuance form and ‘made no contribution to it, did not read it and did not sign it’. The CMC report stated that ordinarily the DPP would complete a second form recording the basis for the decision to discontinue the prosecution. The CMC said that in this case the second form was not completed.
	 
	1

	The CMC also found that the decision to accept the statements from Mr Volkers’ lawyers ‘proffered with a view to persuading him that the charges could not be upheld, on the basis that use of the statements was restricted, was a mistake’. 
	The CMC was critical of the evidence that Ms Clare provided on some of the key issues of Ms Gilbert’s case. The criticisms were mainly focused on inconsistencies between the evidence Ms Clare gave in her interview with the CMC and her written submission. 
	 
	 

	The CMC identified a number of other mistakes that the ODPP made that it described as being of ‘lesser importance’. These all related to Ms Gilbert’s allegations, which the CMC said were ‘the most serious’ of the three complaints. One of these mistakes was that the ODPP gave too little attention to the possibility that Ms Gilbert might simply be believed by a jury. 
	ODPP considers new evidence against Mr Volkers
	In December 2002, the Queensland Police Service, of its own initiative, reopened investigations of the allegations against Mr Volkers. New evidence was obtained on each of the complainants. 
	 

	The ODPP considered the new evidence. 
	ODPP seeks advice from Mr Cowdery QC
	On 19 December 2003 Ms Clare, the Queensland DPP, wrote to Mr Nicholas Cowdery QC, the then New South Wales DPP, seeking his advice as to whether: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 

	there was sufficient new evidence to justify recharging Mr Volkers on any of the original allegations 
	 


	2. 
	2. 
	2. 

	there were reasonable prospects of convictions for any new allegations.


	The letter then set out the reasons for discontinuing the original charges in relation to the three complainants.
	 

	With regard to Ms Rogers’ complaints, Ms Clare noted that, although a complaint was made within ‘a limited time’ of the incident and there was potential corroboration, Ms Rogers’ longstanding psychiatric history ‘presented a serious problem for her reliability if not her competency’. It would be necessary to also prove that Ms Rogers was under 16 years of age at the time or did not consent. Ms Clare stated that another swimmer alleged that she had been touched by Mr Volkers in his car in similar circumstanc
	 
	 

	With regard to Ms Boyce’s complaints, Ms Clare noted that:
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 

	It was a single uncorroborated charge of low-level conduct.

	2. 
	2. 
	2. 

	Ms Boyce did not make a complaint until many years later.

	3. 
	3. 
	3. 

	The jury would be given a warning that it is necessary to scrutinise the complainant’s evidence with great care given the extensive delay between the offence and the trial.

	4. 
	4. 
	4. 

	‘[I]n the unlikely event of a conviction, the punishment would be nominal’.


	With regard to Ms Gilbert’s complaint, Ms Clare noted that the offence ‘[endured] for a substantial period of time’ in an area that was ‘accessible to anyone in the swimming complex’. She stated that these two features, coupled with the ‘overly sexual nature of the allegation’, created ‘a serious question about the plausibility of the risk said to be undertaken by Mr Volkers’. She also noted the ‘lengthy delay in complaint and the absence of any supportive evidence’. She also extracted part of the CMC repor
	Mr Cowdery QC seeks advice from Ms Cunneen
	In early 2004, Mr Cowdery QC, the then New South Wales DPP, asked Ms Cunneen (now Ms Cunneen SC), Deputy Senior Crown Prosecutor with the New South Wales ODPP, to advise him on the questions that Ms Clare, the Queensland DPP, posed in her letter.
	 
	 

	This was the first occasion that Ms Clare had formally requested advice from Mr Cowdery QC or, indeed, from any DPP of another state or territory. Mr Cowdery QC confirmed that Ms Clare’s request was unusual. 
	Judge Clare stated she ‘anticipated an advice setting out reasons’ and Mr Cowdery QC’s conclusion.
	Mr Cowdery QC understood Ms Cunneen’s advice would use a degree of ‘shorthand’. Although this concept was not explained, we were given the impression that it was not unusual for advices to the Director to employ ‘some form of shorthand’. If this means that fundamental principles such as the burden and standard of proof will be assumed, we have no concerns. However, if it means that relevant evidence may not be identified and an opinion not offered as to the likely weight that evidence will have in the minds
	 
	 

	Ms Cunneen’s advice
	Ms Cunneen concluded ‘that there is nothing which justifies the recharging of [Mr] Volkers in respect of the original allegations and no reasonable prospects of conviction in respect of any new allegations’.
	 

	Although she was not asked for this opinion, she also said that she was ‘of the view that the decision of the DPP (Qld) not to proceed with the prosecution of [Mr] Volkers on any matter was a correct one’.
	 
	 

	As Mr Cowdery QC and Ms Clare were unable to produce any written reasons for their decisions, the Royal Commission is necessarily limited to a discussion only of the evidence they gave the Royal Commission.
	Ms Rogers’ complaint
	Ms Cunneen’s opinion was that ‘Ms Rogers’ psychiatric history and false allegations about members of her family would be fatal to her credibility. These charges have no prospect of resulting in convictions’. The advice stated that ‘[Ms] Rogers’ medical file contains material which is enormously damaging to her credibility’. The advice also stated a ‘further difficulty’ was that ‘some evidence suggests that the incident in the car may well have occurred after [Ms] Rogers turned 16’.
	The committing magistrate found Ms Rogers to be a sufficiently credible witness as to justify a decision to commit Mr Volkers for trial. He had the opportunity of observing Ms Rogers give evidence, including under cross-examination. Ms Cunneen stated in her advice that Mr Volkers had been committed to trial.  She did not refer to the magistrate’s assessment of Ms Rogers’ credibility and the weight she gave to his assessment.
	Ms Boyce’s complaint
	Ms Cunneen’s conclusion was that there was no prospect of conviction in relation to Ms Boyce. Her reasons were:
	 

	largely due to the relative triviality of the offence alleged and the length of time (over 16 years) since it happened. It must be borne in mind also that Mr Volkers is in a position to call an endless parade of women who were coached by him at the same time who will say that he did not so behave towards them.
	Ms Cunneen’s advice referred to new evidence from Dr Cotter, Ms Boyce’s general practitioner, and concluded:
	 

	Dr Margaret Cotter’s new statement ventures the opinion that the major triggering factor for the major depression for which she has been treating Boyce since September 2001 was the inappropriate conduct of a sexual nature, towards her, by Scott Volkers … Dr Cotter’s hypothesis seems, in view of the trivial nature (relative to the nature and duration of most sexual assaults which come before the courts) of the allegation, almost fanciful.  …
	Two months before her complaint to Police Ms Boyce commenced medical treatment for ‘major depression’… The illness and its alleged cause, would give rise to substantial attack on the credibility of [the complainant and her doctor] …
	It is difficult for us to accept that if other health professionals had been called they would not have confirmed Dr Cotter’s opinion. Dr Cotter’s opinion is common amongst health professionals who work with people who were sexually abused as children. In these circumstances, Dr Cotter’s professional opinion could not fairly be described as ‘almost fanciful’.
	The committing magistrate found Ms Boyce to be a sufficiently credible witness as to justify a decision to commit Mr Volkers for trial. He had the opportunity of observing Ms Boyce give evidence, including under cross-examination. Ms Cunneen stated in her advice that Mr Volkers had been committed to trial. She did not refer to the magistrate’s assessment of Ms Boyce’s credibility or the weight to be given to his assessment.
	 

	Ms Cunneen did not record in her advice any strengths of the prosecution case. 
	Ms Gilbert’s complaint
	Ms Cunneen concluded that Ms Gilbert’s complaints had no prospect of conviction. Her reasons included ‘the trivial nature’ of each of the allegations other than the caravan incident, ‘the inherent unlikelihood of the central feature’ of the caravan incident ‘and the damage to the credibility of the complainant by the witness [AEH] and her return to Mr Volkers at the age of 26 for coaching accreditation’.
	 
	 

	In the advice Ms Cunneen wrote:
	The trouble with Gilbert’s allegation (iii) is, as I see it, the unlikelihood that a 13 year-old girl would have experienced an orgasm while being indecently assaulted. Firstly, one must envisage that there would be sufficient manual leverage for Mr Volkers to manipulate the clitoris of a girl who had never before had an orgasm while she was wearing two pairs of tight nylon swimming costumes and a pair of shorts. Secondly, and this is quite unlike the situation that pertains when an adolescent male is assau
	 
	 
	 

	The paragraph of Ms Cunneen’s advice extracted above was subsequently criticised in a written advice that Mr R V Hanson QC provided to Ms Gilbert. At that time Mr Hanson QC was advising Ms Gilbert about the prospects of successfully bringing a private prosecution. 
	 

	Mr Hanson QC noted that he had not seen all of the evidence but said: ‘what I can say is this. Personally, I am a great believer in using the jury system for determining cases.’ He referred to the CMC’s comment that the ODPP had given too little attention to the possibility that a jury may simply believe the complainant and said he ‘could not agree more’.
	Mr Hanson QC stated that he found the category of reasons based on non-legal considerations ‘irrelevant, unprofessional and just plain silly’. 
	Ms Cunneen SC did not accept Mr Hanson QC’s criticisms of her advice. She said that it seemed that Mr Hanson QC ‘certainly doesn’t have my advice, but he only has what he could glean from what Mrs Gilbert was told in her interview with Ms Clare’. 
	The paragraph of Ms Cunneen’s advice referred to above was criticised in two affidavits – those of Dr Patricia Brennan and Associate Professor Warwick Middleton, which were prepared in support of Ms Gilbert’s application for a private prosecution. For the purposes of preparing the affidavits both experts had read a copy of Ms Cunneen’s advice.
	Dr Brennan, Medical Director of the Liverpool/Fairfield/Bankstown/McArthur Sexual Assault Service, expressed the view that Ms Cunneen’s advice shows ‘a degree of ignorance’ and that ‘the talk of manual leverage is misleading’. Ms Cunneen SC said that Dr Brennan had ‘not concerned herself with the evidence’, which was that Ms Gilbert had complained that Mr Volkers had put his finger or hand on her clitoris to produce orgasm. 
	Associate Professor Middleton, a professor of psychiatry, expressed the view that involuntary sexual stimulation or orgasm is not dissimilar between the sexes. Ms Cunneen SC said that Associate Professor Middleton was ‘undoubtedly’ referring to child sexual abuse literature that concerns full, unclothed sexual intercourse. Ms Cunneen SC said: ‘the cases where orgasm is experienced by victims are not typically like this – with clothes on, feeling scared, no experience of orgasm.’ 
	Ms Cunneen SC also said that, on the basis of discussions she had previously had from time to time with doctors, she was ‘unable to agree’ with Dr Brennan’s view that there was no ‘contrast between the sexual response during sexual abuse between males and females’.
	Ms Cunneen SC said that, if asked to advise on the question again, she would include a similar opinion in terms of her view ‘of consistency of the mental state required for a female to achieve orgasm’.
	 

	Other matters
	The decision to discontinue the prosecution was ultimately one for Ms Clare. Ms Cunneen was advising Mr Cowdery QC, who in turn was advising Ms Clare. However, there was no reference in Ms Cunneen’s advice to the views of the complainants being a factor in deciding whether the prosecution could be discontinued. There was no reference in her advice to the fact that her assessment of the credibility of the complainants was not informed by any discussion with them.
	Ms Cunneen SC’s evidence was that return by a complainant to the company of the person by whom they were abused is ‘one of the most fertile grounds of cross-examination’. She did not think that Associate Professor Middleton’s opinion about a survivor of abuse having an unresolved need for a perpetrator’s validation referred to this type of circumstance. 
	Under the heading ‘Other factors affecting prospects of conviction re Gilbert’ Ms Cunneen SC set out the second of the two matters that she said troubled her and which she was ‘certain, would trouble a jury’: 
	The other issue which strikes me as disturbing in relation to Ms Gilbert’s credibility is that the overwhelming impression one gets from the hours of tapes she recorded for Australian Story is that it was ceasing swimming training which pained her far more than Mr Volkers’ approaches. … In the context of Ms Gilbert’s deteriorating performance due to ill-health in the months leading up to the allegations and the fact that she did not simply change coaches, she does come across as someone looking for someone 
	When assessing whether there are reasonable prospects of conviction, we would expect a prosecutor to weigh the matters that favour conviction with those that may favour acquittal. We would also expect the prosecutor to assist the ultimate decision maker with a proper advice that would advert to ‘both sides of the argument’, including the impression that the complainant was likely to have on the jury. 
	Although Ms Cunneen suggests that because this was an ‘internal advice’ she used a form of shorthand, a discussion of the strengths of the prosecution case would be expected, consistent with the ODPP Director’s Guidelines. This must be even more important when the advice is to go to the Queensland DPP to assist her to make decision about a matter of public controversy, when the CMC had previously criticised a DPP decision on that matter.
	Under the heading ‘Similar fact or propensity evidence’ Ms Cunneen said in her advice that ‘Scott Volkers was a thoroughly disreputable man given to inappropriate touching and comments towards young swimmers in his charge’. 
	 

	Ms Cunneen SC gave evidence that this opinion may have been one time when her ‘own views of him came out’. We note her evidence that her own views ‘are quite irrelevant and it would be unprofessional for me to express them’. 
	Ms Cunneen also said, ‘it is legitimate to consider whether 12 year-old swimmers even had breasts, but that is the allegation’. She said that her advice concentrated on the development of a young swimmer’s breasts because of a precedent that allowed defence counsel to argue that touching of undeveloped breasts was innocent and non-sexual. For this reason, Ms Cunneen SC described as ‘unhelpful’ Mr Hanson QC’s statement ‘do I really need to comment?’ in his written opinion. Her evidence was that this could ‘a
	In her advice under the heading ‘Other factors affecting prospects of conviction re Gilbert’, Ms Cunneen said: ‘I also find it somewhat novel that no one alleges that Mr Volkers ever exposed himself or encouraged any touching of his genital area.’ Ms Cunneen SC gave evidence that this was ‘a global comment about all of the victims’ and an ‘observation’ directed to the prospects of conviction. She agreed it was ‘actually irrelevant’ to Ms Gilbert’s credibility; she said she identified it as an observation by
	 

	Ms Cunneen’s advice referred to the following discretionary factors to be considered when answering the question ‘Does the public interest require a prosecution’ of each of the three complaints:
	 

	i. 
	i. 
	i. 
	i. 

	the offences alleged are, relative to the general run of sexual assault prosecutions, at a low level of seriousness. I interpolate that proceeding with these relatively trivial allegations, occurring so long ago, would tend to bring all sexual assault prosecutions into disrepute;

	ii. 
	ii. 
	ii. 

	that [Mr] Volkers’ antecedents suggest that he is a person of good character and there would be an array of impressive witnesses to say so;

	iii. 
	iii. 
	iii. 

	the offences are stale all having occurred between October 1984 and October 1987;

	iv. 
	iv. 
	iv. 

	the likely outcome even if there was the prospect of conviction would be a non-custodial penalty;

	v. 
	v. 
	v. 

	the effect of the publicity in this matter has already constituted a punishment upon [Mr] Volkers and, in addition, it is highly unlikely that he will misconduct himself in the future; and

	vi. 
	vi. 
	vi. 

	the prosecution of these old matters, being so relatively minor, would, it is submitted, erode public confidence in the Courts and the criminal justice system.


	Ms Cunneen SC agreed that her advice that ‘it was highly unlikely [Mr Volkers] will misconduct himself in the future’ was based on her ‘subjective view of his motives’. She said Mr Volkers would be a ‘damned fool to prove it all by doing it again, with the spotlight on him so squarely’. 
	Mr Cowdery QC’s advice to Ms Clare
	By letter dated 29 March 2004, Mr Cowdery QC provided a copy of Ms Cunneen’s advice to Ms Clare, the Queensland DPP. It accompanied a brief letter in which he stated: ‘I agree with that advice.’ Mr Cowdery QC’s said that in his opinion: 
	 

	There is not sufficient new evidence of such quality as to justify the recharging of Mr Volkers in respect of any of the original allegations and
	 

	There are no reasonable prospects for a conviction in respect of any new allegations.
	Mr Cowdery QC’s recollection was that, after providing his first advice, Ms Clare called him to clarify the scope of the advice, ‘in effect’ to ask whether he agreed with Ms Cunneen’s opinion that ‘the decision of the DPP (Qld) not to proceed with the prosecution of Mr Volkers on any matter was a correct one’.
	On 2 April 2004 Mr Cowdery QC stated to Ms Clare:
	I confirm that in my view, on the basis of the admissible evidence now available and in accordance with the law and your Prosecution Guidelines, there is not sufficient evidence to support any of the suggested charges in relation to Mr Volkers’ conduct vis a vis [the three complainants]. Consideration of the discretionary factors applicable in each case serves to strengthen that view.
	Mr Cowdery QC’s decision-making process
	Mr Cowdery QC received the memorandum of advice from Ms Cunneen on or about 26 March 2004 and provided it to Ms Clare three days later. 
	Mr Cowdery QC told us that he ‘agreed with Ms Cunneen’s advice and the general basis expressed for it’. He thought it ‘addressed the issues on which advice had been sought’ and was ‘soundly based’.
	Mr Cowdery QC made no record of his decision apart from the letter to Ms Clare and the passing on of Ms Cunneen’s advice with that letter. Mr Cowdery QC was clear that in a number of respects he did not agree with Ms Cunneen and continues to disagree with her. 
	Mr Cowdery QC agreed with Ms Cunneen’s advice that Ms Rogers’ medical history was damaging to her credit. He said that he did not agree with her opinion that the ‘only serious dealing’ alleged by any of the complainants was the caravan incident alleged by Ms Gilbert. The incident involving Ms Rogers in the car, he said, should be categorised as serious.
	 

	In relation to Ms Boyce, Mr Cowdery QC said that it was not appropriate for a prosecutor to do as Ms Cunneen did and describe a doctor’s view as ‘almost fanciful’. If he were critical of a doctor’s views he would have described them as ‘subject to challenge … “arguable”, words like that’. He said that he would not have used the word ‘trivial’ to describe Ms Boyce’s allegations. He would have used an expression such as ‘perhaps “less serious” or something of that kind’.
	In relation to Ms Gilbert, Mr Cowdery QC said he had regard to matters other than those in Ms Cunneen’s advice. However, he could not recall any of them. He did not share Ms Cunneen’s view that manual leverage was a problem for the prosecution. Although he agreed that Ms Gilbert’s change of evidence might justify an attack on her credibility, he did not agree with the weight or significance given to it by Ms Cunneen. The absence of genital exposure was not relevant to his decision.
	 
	 

	Mr Cowdery QC stated that he did not understand Ms Cunneen’s reference to the complication caused by other girls’ ‘fondness’ for Mr Volkers. He said he could ‘imagine circumstances where fondness of that kind might prevent complainants from coming forward, but that’s not the situation here’.
	 

	He did not pay any regard to Ms Cunneen’s opinion about breast development.
	Mr Cowdery QC would not have described Ms Gilbert’s allegations concerning each of the incidents in the massage room and the second incident alleged to have occurred in Mr Volkers’ caravan as ‘trivial’.
	 

	He stated that it was probably too broad a statement that prosecuting Ms Gilbert’s most serious complaint would tend to bring all sexual assault prosecutions into disrepute.
	He said it was a relevant factor but he would not give a lot of weight to the likelihood of Mr Volkers’ misconducting himself in the future and was not of the view that the likelihood was ‘high’. However, Mr Cowdery QC did state that he thought ‘it was a legitimate view to form’. 
	When Mr Cowdery QC was asked whether Ms Cunneen’s advice suggested that she would query whether it is in the public interest to proceed on all the allegations that fell short of penetration, he said: ‘No, I think this is totally hypothetical and frankly I don’t know why it’s there.’
	 

	Communication of Ms Cunneen’s advice to Ms Clare 
	The letter set out above contains the only reasons in writing of the then New South Wales DPP in relation to the initial request for advice. The only record Ms Clare had of Mr Cowdery QC’s view in the matter was the letter. Ms Clare assumed Mr Cowdery QC agreed with Ms Cunneen’s advice. 
	 

	Mr Cowdery QC agreed that, in retrospect, he should not have attached Ms Cunneen’s advice to the letter to Ms Clare without some qualification.
	 

	Mr Cowdery QC’s evidence made plain that he did not agree with some propositions in Ms Cunneen’s advice or the weight Ms Cunneen gave to some matters. However, he did not tell Ms Clare of his view of those various matters. He agreed that he did not tell Ms Clare what his reasons were ‘at all’. 
	 
	 

	Because Ms Clare was not told that Mr Cowdery QC did not accept all of the reasons in Ms Cunneen’s advice for not bringing prosecutions and was not told of Mr Cowdery QC’s own reasons, Ms Clare lost the benefit of a reasoned advice from the New South Wales DPP on whether or not to bring further prosecutions. 
	 
	 

	Ms Clare’s decision-making process
	Judge Clare gave evidence that she agreed with the conclusion in Ms Cunneen’s advice ‘that there is nothing which justifies the recharging of Mr Volkers in respect of the original allegations and no reasonable prospects of conviction in respect of any new allegation’. However, she agreed that the reasons in Ms Cunneen’s advice were not her reasons and in some respects she did not agree with or attach weight to them, including ‘the emphasis given to particular points and particular language used’.
	 
	 

	Judge Clare said that she did not pay regard to Ms Cunneen’s advice about the impact of Dr Cotter’s opinion on Ms Boyce’s credibility. She did not see Dr Cotter’s evidence as giving rise to a substantial attack on Ms Boyce’s credibility.
	Judge Clare did not agree that Ms Gilbert’s change of evidence was a substantial matter. In relation to Ms Cunneen’s opinion that this would be a ‘fertile ground for a savage attack’, Judge Clare said she ‘wouldn’t describe it as inviting a savage attack’ but ‘would expect that it would be the subject of cross-examination and that it would receive attention in the course of a trial’. Judge Clare agreed that ‘you may in fact turn a jury against you by attacking that sort of evidence’. She said ‘strategically
	Judge Clare did not pay a great deal of attention to Ms Cunneen’s opinion that Ms Gilbert was looking for someone to blame.
	Judge Clare understood Ms Cunneen’s opinion on an absence of genital exposure or touching to be an expression of Ms Cunneen’s own view ‘from her experience’. It did not occur to her as something that was ‘particularly unusual’.
	Judge Clare did not have regard to Ms Cunneen’s opinion about breast development.
	Judge Clare did not agree with or take into account the discretionary considerations mentioned by Ms Cunneen, namely that: 
	 

	i. Proceeding with these relatively trivial allegations, occurring so long ago, would tend to   bring all sexual assault prosecutions into disrepute; …
	 

	v.  The effect of the publicity in this matter has already constituted a punishment upon  [Mr] Volkers and, in addition, it is highly unlikely that he will misconduct himself in  the future;
	 
	 

	vi.  Prosecution of these old matters, being so relatively minor, would … erode public    confidence in the Courts and the criminal justice system.
	Ms Cunneen’s opinion that prosecution may well be in the public interest if there was a further allegation of penetration did not ‘play on’ her mind. Judge Clare gave evidence that she ‘thought that was a reference to a jurisdictional difference’ between what a New South Wales prosecutor and a Queensland prosecutor might look for in prosecuting an historical case.
	 

	Judge Clare did not agree that ‘it was highly unlikely that [Mr] Volkers would misconduct himself in future’. Judge Clare said she did not agree with that opinion because she ‘didn’t have any information on which to make that conclusion’.
	Judge Clare did not think that the prosecution of these matters would erode public confidence in the courts and the criminal justice system ‘if there was sufficient evidence’ to prosecute.
	 

	The second decision not to prosecute
	The Royal Commission was not provided with any written record of Ms Clare’s second decision not to prosecute or her reasons. Judge Clare told us that she had made a written record of her reasons for deciding not to recharge Mr Volkers; however, no such record was produced.
	Judge Clare accepted that it would be important to have an accurate record of her reasons. 
	At the very least we would expect there to be a record of the decision and a memorandum that identifies the reasons of any significance that motivated that decision.
	We are satisfied that a written record should have been made of the reasons for Ms Clare’s decision not to recharge Mr Volkers. As stated above, none was produced. The fact that Judge Clare said she did not accept all of the reasons that Ms Cunneen discussed in her advice underlines the significance of there being a record of Ms Clare’s reasons for not commencing fresh prosecutions. We note that there is no statutory obligation to do so. We discuss this further below.
	Notifying the complainants
	Ms Rogers, Ms Boyce and Ms Gilbert first heard that there would be no prosecution from the Police Commissioner. We note that this is contrary to Guideline 18 of the Queensland Director’s Guidelines, which stated:
	The views of the victim must be recorded and properly considered prior to any final decisions, but those views alone are not determinative. It is the public, not any individual interest that must be served (see Guideline 4).
	This lack of consultation is surprising given that the CMC report had suggested the DPP consider reviewing the effectiveness and adequacy of the ODPP’s communication with complainants. 
	Ms Gilbert requested a meeting with Ms Clare. They met on 11 May 2004. During that meeting Ms Clare showed Ms Gilbert a copy of Ms Cunneen’s advice. When asked if it was ‘right to leave Ms Gilbert with the impression that you accepted the reasoning of Ms Cunneen in that advice’, Judge Clare said, ‘No, I shouldn’t have done that’.
	 
	 

	Judge Clare stated that, on reflection, ‘it was not appropriate to show Ms Gilbert a copy of Ms Cunneen’s advice and I regret that it occurred and was a source of distress and anxiety to Ms Gilbert’. She gave evidence that:
	 
	 

	it was a mistake. There is no other way of saying it. I should never have shown her the advice. It was wrong, and it clearly has caused a lot of distress.
	We accept Judge Clare’s submission that there was no established process for the recording of reasons for her second decision and this was a flaw in the DPP’s processes.
	We are satisfied that the process Ms Clare adopted in advising Ms Gilbert of the second decision was flawed.
	Ms Gilbert seeks leave to bring a private prosecution
	In November 2004, Ms Gilbert unsuccessfully sought leave to commence a private prosecution against Mr Volkers in the Supreme Court of Queensland at Brisbane.
	Justice Holmes considered there were a number of factors militating against a grant of leave, including the 19- to 20-year delay in proceeding and the deference to be paid to the DPP’s decision not to proceed. Her Honour considered the combination of the publicity around the case and the risk of the trial being perceived as a personal contest between the Ms Gilbert and Mr Volkers to be the most persuasive primary factors militating against leave.
	Conclusions on systemic issues
	The inadequacies identified above in the processes for recording the New South Wales and Queensland ODPPs’ reasons not to proceed raise issues of significance to the internal decision making of all DPPs. 
	Independence of DPPs
	Any body that is given statutory independence and that cannot be subject to any external reviews is at risk of failure in its decision-making processes. When the decisions being made are critical to the lives of the individuals involved, be they the complainant or accused, and are being made on behalf of the entire community it is relevant to ask whether the current structure, where there is absolute immunity from review of any decision, is appropriate. Experience suggests that an absence of review increase
	The Royal Commission will consider whether there should be any process of oversight or review of ODPPs with respect to their administration and decision-making processes. The Royal Commission will consult widely on this issue and will report as part of its work on criminal justice issues. 
	Scott Volkers – Working with children
	Mr Volkers was arrested on 26 March 2002 in relation to two complainants: Ms Rogers and Ms Boyce. The arrest received extensive media coverage. 
	 

	At the time the sexual abuse took place, Mr Volkers was a swimming coach at a local swimming club. 
	Mr Volkers was employed as Head Swimming Coach by the Queensland Academy of Sport (the Academy) at the time of his arrest and during the committal hearing. In this position, Mr Volkers’ role was to coordinate the Academy’s swimming program and mentor coaches. Mr Volkers was not directly responsible for coaching a swimming squad. Mr Volkers was a ‘coaches’ coach’.
	 

	Response of the Academy
	Mr Alex Baumann had been in the position of Director of the Academy for approximately two months when Mr Volkers was arrested. On 27 March 2002, Mr Volkers advised Mr Baumann by facsimile that he been charged. 
	Mr Volkers was directed not to have any contact with Academy athletes and to focus on those aspects of his role that related to ‘the management and administration of the swimming program at QAS’.
	There is no evidence of any formal monitoring system being in place. 
	We accept that Mr Volkers’ contact with children in the course of his employment at the time of the arrest was limited and that he did not have direct individual access to minors. However, we do not accept that Mr Volkers’ contact with and access to children was ‘supervised’. The evidence is that Mr Volkers’ access to and contact with children was in the presence of other adults by virtue of his role as a ‘coaches’ coach’. This is not the same as ‘supervision’. The grooming of children can occur, and in our
	We do not accept Mr Baumann’s characterisation of Mr Volkers’ role as ‘largely administrative’. Mr Volkers held the role of Head Swimming Coach. This was not a merely administrative role. The role is likely to have been accompanied by significant status and prestige within the institution. Mr Volkers occupied a position of authority. 
	 
	 

	We accept that with the benefit of hindsight it is often easy to see what would have been a better or more appropriate course of action. We also accept that Mr Baumann was not equipped with the Royal Commission’s depth of knowledge and learnings in relation to child safety matters. However, Mr Baumann appeared reluctant, even with the benefit of hindsight, to concede that his approach might have been flawed or that he ought to have done more than simply rely on advice he was given by others.
	We are satisfied that Mr Volkers came into contact with and had access to children in the course of his employment as Head Swimming Coach at the Academy before and after his arrest in 2002. That role involved him working with children, even though he was a ‘coaches’ coach’ and did not directly coach athletes.
	On the same day that a determination was made that the charges against Mr Volkers would not proceed, Mr Volkers was reinstated to full duties. 
	After the charges were discontinued, the Academy did not take any active steps to determine whether or not Mr Volkers had breached the code of conduct. When asked what steps were taken, Mr Baumann replied: ‘in terms of … the job description, he did not have direct contact with athletes and he did not coach athletes.’ When questioned about whether Mr Volkers’ alleged conduct would have been a breach of the code of conduct, Mr Baumann conceded that it would have been a breach.
	 
	 

	Mr Baumann also conceded that the Department of Innovation and Information Economy, Sport and Recreation Queensland (the Department) and Legal and Administrative Review Services (Legal Services) should have advised the Academy to keep Mr Volkers on restricted duties for a longer period of time until a more detailed review was carried out of the nature of the alleged offences and the reasons for the discontinuance of the prosecution. With the benefit of hindsight, Mr Baumann conceded that he could have activ
	 

	We accept that Mr Baumann is not legally trained and that he did not clearly distinguish between the discontinuance of the prosecution by the DPP and resolution by the court. We accept that, as a layperson, he viewed the discontinuance by the DPP as equivalent to the matter being closed. However, Legal Services, on whose advice Mr Baumann says he was relying, must have known that the dropping of the charges against Mr Volkers by the DPP was not equivalent to a court making a determination and that the quest
	In our view, the Academy did not have sufficient information to form the view that it was safe to reinstate Mr Volkers to full duties. The very factors that had led to his role being curtailed in the first place were still in play. An organisation in the position of the Academy should err on the side of caution before reinstating a person who is the subject of serious allegations of child sexual abuse to a role that entails any contact with children. At the very least, the Academy should have conducted a de
	We are satisfied that on 18 September 2002, when the Academy reinstated Mr Volkers to full duties, the Academy:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	knew Mr Volkers was the subject of serious allegations of child sexual abuse amounting to criminal conduct
	 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	did not know and did not take any steps to find out the details of those allegations

	• 
	• 
	• 

	knew that the DPP had decided not to pursue the charges against Mr Volkers but did not know the reasons for that decision

	• 
	• 
	• 

	knew there could be a number of reasons that the DPP may have chosen not to pursue the charges against Mr Volkers

	• 
	• 
	• 

	knew that Mr Volkers might have engaged in conduct that made him inappropriate to work with children but that fell short of being criminal conduct

	• 
	• 
	• 

	knew that Mr Volkers could come into contact with and have access to children in the course of his employment.


	Mr Volkers is seconded to Swimming Australia in November 2002 
	On 17 September 2002, while the charges against Mr Volkers were still pending, Mr Glen Tasker, the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of Australian Swimming Incorporated (ASI) / Swimming Australia from December 2001 to June 2008, received an application from Mr Volkers for the position of National Women’s Head Coach. 
	The following day, the charges against Mr Volkers were dropped. Mr Tasker sought legal advice and was told that this meant Swimming Australia could accept Mr Volkers’ application. His application was successful and he was appointed Head Women’s Coach.
	The Swimming Australia Member Protection Policy came into effect on 1 June 2002, before Mr Volkers applied for and was appointed to the position of Head Women’s Coach. 
	 

	The Member Protection Policy stated that ‘screening’ was mandatory for ‘coaches who are appointed or seeking appointment’ to Swimming Australia. 
	In addition, the Member Protection Policy provided that screening was highly recommended but not mandatory where a person was seeking appointment to Swimming Australia in a role where that person was likely to have contact with competitors under 18 years of age but where such contact was supervised at all times by another adult.
	Mr Tasker gave evidence that the interview panel asked Mr Volkers about the charges. Mr Volkers told the panel ‘that the charges were false and he was going to defend his reputation at all costs’. Mr Tasker conceded that they did not ask him about the details of the allegations and did not invite him to tell the panel what the allegations against him were. When asked how the panel could have made an assessment about Mr Volkers’ suitability to work with children without knowing the details of the allegations
	Again in hindsight, I think most of us on the committee believed that Mr Volkers would be working with the national team, that there would be the potential for athletes under the age of 18 on the team, but that somewhere between 85 and 95 per cent of the team would be adults. We did not ask him about that, and so I can only say that we were taking the assumption that he would be working with adults.
	Regardless of whether screening was mandatory or highly recommended, no screening was conducted or even considered. 
	Public concerns – October 2002 and January 2003
	On 21 October 2002, Swimming Australia received a letter from Ms Hetty Johnston of Bravehearts – an advocacy organisation for victims of child sexual abuse – that raised concerns about Mr Volkers. After Swimming Australia received that letter, it held no discussions about whether there should be an internal investigation. 
	 

	On 22 January 2003, Ms Johnston wrote to the then Minister for Sport about Bravehearts’ ongoing concerns about the allegations against Mr Volkers and his ongoing employment with the Academy. In particular, Bravehearts was concerned that Mr Volkers did not hold a ‘blue card’ – that is, a suitability notice stating whether or not an employee was suitable for child-related employment – under the Commission for Children and Young People and Child Guardian Act 2000 (Qld) (the Children and Young People Act) becau
	The Academy sought a determination from the Queensland Commission for Children and Young People and Child Guardian (CCYPCG) about the Department’s obligations under the Children and Young People Act.
	Mr Tasker accepted that, even if an allegation of child sexual abuse is not taken to police or ultimately the police do not pursue it, an organisation ‘has a responsibility to investigate and make determinations in relation to the person against who the allegation is made’. Mr Tasker accepted that Swimming Australia should have followed the process that is now set out in its current Child Welfare Policy – that is, where there is an allegation of a serious or criminal nature, regardless of the findings of th
	 

	When the CMC report was released, Mr Tasker read the executive summary of the report and ‘understood the conclusion to be that the DPP should not have been so quick to drop the charges against Mr Volkers’. He was left with ‘a feeling of disquiet’.
	In December 2004, Mr Volkers signed a new employment agreement with the Academy as Head Coach Swimming for the period from 1 January 2005 to 31 December 2008. The agreement contemplated Mr Volkers undertaking coaching duties that could involve him having contact with athletes under 18 years of age.
	In February 2005, AEE, a former swimmer at the Academy, made a complaint to the Queensland Anti-Discrimination Commission that she had been sexually harassed and assaulted by Mr Volkers at his home between 1997 and March 1999. At the time of the alleged assaults, she was 16 years old. Mr Volkers was an employee of the Academy and Swimming Australia and was also her swimming coach.
	 

	The State of Queensland, Swimming Australia and Mr Volkers each submitted to the Anti-Discrimination Commission that the complaint should be rejected because the complaint was outside the statutory time frame (within 12 months of the alleged incident).
	The State of Queensland also submitted to the Anti-Discrimination Commission that the Department had conducted ‘extensive investigations’ but had been ‘unable to ascertain, with any certainty, whether or not the alleged incident of sexual harassment occurred in 1997, 1998, 1999 or at all’.
	Mr Volkers applied for Crown indemnity and legal representation in relation to AEE’s complaint. Mr Baumann wrote a letter in support of Mr Volkers’ application, stating that ‘Mr Volkers has consistently acted diligently and conscientiously in the performance of his duties’. 
	The Anti-Discrimination Commission accepted the submissions and rejected the complaint on that basis.
	 

	Mr Baumann should have sought out all details of the complaint. We find it remarkable that the head of an organisation would not take steps to inform himself about the details of a serious allegation of child sexual abuse made against a current staff member whose role involves contact with children – even if that contact is limited. Mr Baumann had a responsibility to at least read the whole of the complaint. He should also have interviewed Mr Volkers, in conjunction with Legal Services within the Department
	 

	Mr Baumann was unable to say what steps, if any, the Academy took to investigate the complaint once it was dismissed by the Anti-Discrimination Commission as being outside its jurisdiction. He said that he relied on Crown Law and Legal Services within the Department to provide him with suitable advice. Mr Baumann accepted that the conduct alleged in AEE’s complaint would have amounted to a breach of the Public Service Act 1996 (Qld). He does not recall receiving advice that there should be any disciplinary 
	 
	 
	 

	The Academy did not make any contact with AEE about the complaint. Mr Baumann could not recall whether she was offered counselling or any other form of support but said that he thought she was not a scholarship holder at the time.
	We are satisfied that the Academy was instructing its legal representatives and must have agreed to pursue a technical legal defence. Further, once the ‘legal’ aspect of the proceedings was resolved (by the success of that technical defence) there remained a live issue as to the truth of the allegations and the appropriateness of Mr Volkers continuing in his role. 
	We do not accept that it was not ‘appropriate’ for the Academy to undertake a further investigation of the allegations in circumstances where Crown Law and Legal Services were ‘handling the matter’. The ‘matter’ that Crown Law and Legal Services were ‘handling’ was a complaint before the Anti-Discrimination Commission. Once the Anti-Discrimination Commission determined that it had no jurisdiction to hear the complaint and dismissed the matter, an internal investigation of the allegations by the Academy was 
	 
	 

	Mr Baumann conceded that he could have been ‘better informed’ about the details of the allegations against Mr Volkers. 
	Given that Mr Baumann became aware of the details of those serious allegations for the first time during the Royal Commission’s public hearing, we consider this to be a significant understatement. 
	Mr Baumann had a responsibility as head of the Academy to make sure that he was fully acquainted with all of the details of the allegations and to oversee an appropriate response to those allegations by the Academy. Naturally, he was entitled to seek and rely on legal advice. However, it was not appropriate for him to abdicate responsibility for the matter to the Academy’s lawyers, which is what he appears to us to have done. 
	Mr Baumann conceded that in retrospect an appropriate course of action ‘could have been’ to place Mr Volkers on restricted duties when the Academy became aware of AEE’s allegations, pending an investigation. We consider that this would, rather than could, have been the appropriate response. 
	Mr Baumann also conceded that, depending on the outcome of that investigation, it may have been appropriate to modify Mr Volkers’ position to remove contact with children or to terminate his employment. However, Mr Baumann submits that there is no evidence of advice to this effect being given to him. In our view, if Mr Baumann had taken steps to fully inform himself of the serious nature of the allegations, it is likely he would have sought such advice. 
	We are satisfied that, in February 2005, when the AEE named the Academy as a respondent to a complaint to the Anti-Discrimination Commission, Mr Baumann should have obtained and read the police statements attached to AEE’s complaint in circumstances where:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Mr Baumann was the Director of the Academy

	• 
	• 
	• 

	he knew that AEE’s allegations were serious allegations of child sexual abuse

	• 
	• 
	• 

	he knew the alleged abuse took place while AEE was an athlete sponsored by the Academy and Mr Volkers was her swimming coach

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Mr Volkers was employed by the Academy at that time

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Mr Volkers had contact with athletes under the age of 18 in the course of his employment

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Mr Baumann knew there had been previous complaints about Mr Volkers.


	We are satisfied that the Academy did not investigate AEE’s allegations other than for the purpose of establishing a technical legal defence to AEE’s complaint to the Anti-Discrimination Commission. After the Anti-Discrimination Commission dismissed the complaint, the Academy did not take any further steps to investigate the allegations. It did not interview Mr Volkers or AEE about the allegations. 
	 
	 

	In these circumstances, the Academy did not have sufficient information to form an assessment of Mr Volkers’ suitability to continue in the role of Head Swimming Coach and did not take any action to restrict his access to children.
	Response of Swimming Australia
	In 2005, Swimming Australia became aware of AEE’s complaint to the Anti-Discrimination Commission against Mr Volkers. Swimming Australia received legal advice on the complaint. The advice instructed Swimming Australia ‘to take a technical legal defence and object to the application on the basis that it was out of time’.
	 

	After the Anti-Discrimination Commission dismissed the complaint as being out of time, Mr Tasker could not recall having any in-depth discussion about what further action Swimming Australia should take in relation to AEE’s allegation. Swimming Australia did not discuss setting up any investigation of its own. Mr Tasker explained this by saying they were following legal advice.
	Swimming Australia did not consider contacting AEE and offering her counselling. Mr Tasker gave evidence that, to his knowledge, Swimming Australia had never contacted AEE.
	Mr Tasker agreed that the response to AEE’s allegation was outside the spirit of Swimming Australia’s Member Protection Policy (the policy did not apply because the complaint concerned conduct that occurred before 2002). Mr Tasker accepted that Swimming Australia should have been more vigorous in investigating and responding to the allegations. If it happened again, Mr Tasker said he would conduct an investigation and try to support the athlete. 
	In about February 2005, Mr Tasker told Swimming Australia’s high performance manager not to use Mr Volkers again. Mr Tasker’s evidence was that he made this decision after he became aware of AEE’s allegations against Mr Volkers.
	First application for a blue card – June 2008
	On 17 June 2008, the Academy applied to the CCYPCG on behalf of Mr Volkers for a blue card (a suitability notice for child-related employment) as a paid employee of the Academy. 
	 

	Mr Volkers’ application initially returned a positive result on the criminal history check and was therefore singled out for particular attention. The criminal record concerned the charges brought against Mr Volkers in 2002. The CCYPCG reviewed Mr Volkers’ criminal record and obtained copies of the court briefs, the transcript of the police record of interview with Mr Volkers and 27 witness statements from 20 witnesses, including complainants, police, children and parents of children who were coached by Mr 
	On 10 October 2008, the CCYPCG advised Mr Volkers that it had concerns about his suitability to work with children based on the material referred to above. The CCYPCG gave Mr Volkers an opportunity to respond by making a submission and providing references and other relevant information to support his application.
	On 21 October 2008, Mr Volkers’ solicitors responded to the CCYPCG on his behalf. They provided a statement by Mr Volkers together with a number of character references and a copy of the decision of Justice Holmes in the Queensland Supreme Court.
	On 16 February 2009, the Commissioner of the CCYPCG wrote to the Academy seeking ‘to clarify whether in fact an exemption from blue card screening requirements may exist’ for employees of the Academy.
	Ms Michelle Miller, the former Director of the CCYPCG, now Director of Blue Card Services at the Public Safety Business Agency, gave evidence that the CCYPCG had formed the preliminary view that Mr Volkers should be issued with a negative notice but that before doing so it realised that the Academy came within the exemption for government entities.
	The CCYPCG formed the view that it was legally not able to issue Mr Volkers with a negative notice and was not able to use the information it had about Mr Volkers, including the information that CCYPCG had received from the DPP and the Queensland Police Service, for any other purpose. Ms Miller gave evidence that the CCYPCG had ‘serious concerns about the matter’ and accepted that Mr Volkers was an inappropriate person to be involved with organisations that work with children, but she said that confidential
	 

	From July 2008, Mr Volkers was the only coach employed by the Academy who did not have a blue card.
	 

	In 2008, Swimming Queensland inducted Mr Volkers into its Hall of Fame in recognition of his outstanding contribution to the sport of swimming.
	Second application for a blue card – March 2009
	On 5 March 2009, while Mr Volkers was still employed at the Academy, Swimming Queensland applied for a blue card on his behalf. At that time, Mr Volkers was about to commence employment with Swimming Queensland. Swimming Queensland submitted that this application was lodged because Mr Volkers would no longer be covered by the exemption for government employees once he commenced as an employee at Swimming Queensland. Swimming Queensland was also unsure whether Mr Volkers would need a blue card in his role as
	On 3 April 2009, the CCYPCG wrote to Mr Volkers and advised him that it had received information – the same information that had been provided to him in respect of his first application – that raised concerns about his eligibility to hold a blue card. The CCYPCG invited him to respond to this information. 
	 
	 

	Mr Volkers responded that he did not wish to provide any further submissions and requested that the application be assessed on the basis of the material already provided to the CCYPCG in support of his first application.
	On 29 May 2009, the CCYPCG decided to issue a negative notice to Mr Volkers. 
	Despite the issuing of a negative notice, the Academy continued to employ Mr Volkers until February 2010, when he was appointed Swimming Queensland Head Coach.
	We are satisfied that the Academy should not have continued to employ Mr Volkers in the role of Head Swimming Coach after the CCYPCG had determined that he was not a suitable person to work with children.
	We are satisfied that, during the period of Mr Volkers’ employment, the Academy did not have and still does not have a child protection policy that deals with:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	sexual abuse of an athlete sponsored by the Academy

	• 
	• 
	• 

	complaints by athletes sponsored by the Academy

	• 
	• 
	• 

	mitigating the risks of overnight travel.


	Swimming Queensland employs Mr Volkers despite negative notice 
	On 17 February 2010, the Academy terminated Mr Volkers’ employment, effective 12 February 2010. On 12 February 2010, Mr Volkers was appointed Swimming Queensland Head Coach. 
	In its submissions, Swimming Queensland sought to characterise Mr Volkers’ role as one involving ‘ostensibly supervised access to children’. We do not understand what ‘ostensible supervision’ is. In any event, we reject the submission that Mr Volkers’ access to children in the course of his employment with Swimming Queensland was supervised. There is no evidence of any formal or structured supervision of Mr Volkers. The fact that others were present when Mr Volkers was in the company of children does not am
	The submissions for Swimming Queensland also emphasise that the contract between Swimming Queensland and Mr Volkers was negotiated and entered into before Queensland Civil and Administrative Tribunal affirmed the decision of the CCYPCG that Mr Volkers was not a suitable person to be working with children (this is discussed further below). We do not consider this to be of any weight. At the time of his recruitment to Swimming Queensland, the CCYPCG had already determined that Mr Volkers was not a suitable pe
	We are satisfied that, between 12 February 2010 and 14 September 2010, Mr Volkers came into contact with and had access to children in the course of his employment as Head Coach at Swimming Queensland. That role involved him working with children, even though he was a ‘coaches’ coach’ and did not directly coach athletes.
	We are satisfied it was artificial of Swimming Queensland to try to tailor the role of Head Coach to prevent Mr Volkers having ‘impermissible’ contact with children, in circumstances where the CCYPCG and the Tribunal had formed the view that Mr Volkers was not a suitable person to work with children.
	Appeal to the Queensland Children’s Services Tribunal in 2009
	On 25 June 2009, Mr Volkers applied to the then Queensland Children’s Services Tribunal to review the decision of the CCYPCG to issue him with a negative notice. The functions of this tribunal were transferred to the Queensland Civil and Administrative Tribunal (the Tribunal) on 1 December 2009.
	On 19 April 2010, the Tribunal heard Mr Volkers’ application for review of the CCYPCG’s decision to issue him with a negative notice. On 31 May 2010, the Tribunal refused his appeal and confirmed the CCYPCG’s decision.
	Mr Kevin Hasemann, the current CEO of Swimming Queensland, accepted that he held Mr Volkers out to the world as a good coach in Swimming Queensland’s annual report in 2011–12. He now accepts this was wrong. He accepts that Mr Volkers should not be included in Swimming Queensland’s annual report as a life member or in its Hall of Fame and that he will take this matter to the Board. 
	Further interaction between the CCYPCG and Swimming Queensland in 2010
	On 6 July 2010, the Commissioner of the CCYPCG wrote to Swimming Queensland advising that it had received two separate anonymous complaints alleging that Mr Volkers continued to be involved with and coach children. The complaints concerned Mr Volkers’ involvement in program visits and overseas visits.
	In September 2010, Swimming Queensland sought advice from the CCYPCG about whether certain activities being undertaken by Mr Volkers – as a negative notice holder – would be considered to fall within the scope of ‘regulated employment’ under the Children and Young People Act.
	On 14 September 2010, the Commissioner of the CCYPCG advised that, in its view, the program visits and overseas visits constituted regulated employment and could not be undertaken by a negative notice holder.
	Ms Miller agreed that ‘it’s obvious that people still do not have a good understanding of what is required of them’ in relation to what is and what is not child-related employment. Ms Miller said that, in retrospect, it would have been useful if Swimming Queensland had approached the CCYPCG to discuss the role before Mr Volkers started. She was concerned that Swimming Queensland was intent on keeping Mr Volkers in the position, but she said it did not change the way the CCYPCG dealt with the organisation.
	We find that it was artificial of Swimming Queensland to try to tailor the role of Head Coach to prevent Mr Volkers having ‘impermissible’ contact with children, in circumstances where the CCYPCG and Tribunal had formed the view that Mr Volkers was not a suitable person to work with children. In our view, given that Mr Volkers had been found to be an inappropriate person to work with children, he should not have been working with children at all.
	Terrence Buck
	Mr Terrence Buck was an Olympic swimming coach who trained at Clovelly Surf Life Saving Club (Clovelly Surf Club) as a teenager during the 1950s and 1960s. 
	During the period 1956 to 1968 whilst training at Clovelly Surf Club, AEA was subject to, and witnessed, a number of sexual assaults by Buck, including abuse of his brothers. While the abuse eventually stopped, Buck continued to express interest in maintaining sexual relations with AEA.
	In 2000, a complaint was made to NSW Police on behalf of AEA and his brother. The police established a taskforce – Strike Force Solano – to investigate the allegations against Buck. The taskforce concluded approximately five weeks later because of:
	 
	 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	the age of the evidence

	• 
	• 
	• 

	inconsistencies in the evidence

	• 
	• 
	• 

	the failure of other victims to come forward.


	Swimming Australia first became aware of allegations against Buck in 2009, when a newspaper article was published about Strike Force Solano. Swimming Australia responded by launching an investigation of allegations against Buck. It also called for victims of child sexual abuse within the swimming community to come forward.
	As a result of that public call, Swimming Australia received eight complaints, four of which concerned child sexual abuse. Swimming Australia handled the complaints in collaboration with its solicitors. A barrister was appointed to undertake the wider investigation.
	None of the complainants were provided with any form of compensation and only one of the complainants who came forward was offered counselling at the time.
	We are satisfied that Swimming Australia did not conduct an internal investigation of allegations of child sexual abuse made against Mr Buck, as required by Swimming Australia’s Child Welfare Policy. 
	AEA gave evidence that Swimming Australia has never contacted him about the abuse or offered him counselling or support. As a result of the abuse, the police investigation and the publicity, AEA has suffered from hypertension. He received counselling in 2001 and 2013. AEA’s coaching career has been ‘irretrievably damaged’ and he has found it difficult to secure employment in swimming. 
	Stephen Roser
	Scone Swimming Club is a local swimming club run by volunteers in Scone, New South Wales. Mr Stephen Roser was a coach at the club from 1985 to 1986. During summer of 1985–1986, AEB was sexually abused by Mr Roser. AEB was 13 years old at the time the abuse started.
	 
	 

	Mr Roser left Scone Swimming Club sometime in 1986 or 1987. Some years later, AEB reported the abuse to the police and Mr Roser was charged in July 1994. Mr Roser plead guilty and was convicted in December 1994 of indecent assault on a child under 16 years in relation to AEB and one other complainant.
	 

	AEB contacted the club on 17 February 2014. AEB told the club that Mr Roser had been convicted of child sexual abuse offences and requested that Scone Swimming Club remove Mr Roser’s name from the list of club champions, all other publications and any associated champion boards, as well as from the Stephen Roser Breaststroke Award and connected trophies if they were still being awarded.
	 

	After contact from AEB, the committee of the Scone Swimming Club met on 4 March 2014 and agreed to remove Mr Roser’s name from the Stephen Roser Breaststroke Award, the list of club champions in the club book and ‘all other club materials from now and in the future unanimously’.
	After AEB told Scone Swimming Club about Mr Roser’s conviction, the club’s committee did not communicate with Swimming NSW or Swimming Australia about Mr Roser’s conviction and did not consider notifying former club members about the conviction. 
	AEB contacted Swimming Australia in 2014 to enquire about the child welfare policies in existence in the 1980s and was told that the Child Welfare Policy was not introduced until 2002.
	 

	1.1 Introduction
	During the 1980s and 1990s, Mr Scott Volkers was a swimming coach at various local swimming clubs in Queensland. 
	From 1992 to 2004, Mr Volkers was regularly seconded to, or contracted by, Swimming Australia to attend international swimming meets.
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	In June 1997, Mr Volkers was appointed Swimming Head Coach at the Queensland Academy of Sport (the Academy). He continued as a coach at the Academy until February 2010.
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	Between 1997 and 2001, Mr Volkers trained the Academy’s elite swimming squad, which included, amongst others, Samantha Riley and Susie O’Neill. He also coordinated the training of five decentralised high-performance swimming squads that were sponsored by the Academy. 
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	After the 2000 Sydney Olympics, Mr Volkers’ main swimmer, Susie O’Neill, retired and Mr Volkers’ duties changed. From 2001, although he continued as Swimming Head Coach for the Academy, Mr Volkers was not directly responsible for coaching a swimming squad. He was responsible for ‘coaching the coaches’ of targeted swimmers, organising the target squad to compete at international events and managing the Academy’s budget. 
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	In September 2002, Mr Volkers was appointed as National Women’s Head Coach and was seconded from the Academy to Swimming Australia.Mr Volkers’ last appointment to a role within Swimming Australia was in June 2004.
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	In 2008, Swimming Queensland entered into discussions with the Academy about transferring Mr Volkers’ employment to Swimming Queensland. This would involve Mr Volkers performing the role of mentor coach, which was similar to the position he had held at the Academy. 
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	Mr Volkers was appointed Swimming Queensland Head Coach in February 2010. 
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	Mr Volkers continued to work at Swimming Queensland until early 2012. Mr Volkers now works as a swimming coach in Brazil.
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	In August 2001, the police began an investigation of allegations that Mr Volkers had sexually abused some young female swimmers.
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	On 26 March 2002, Mr Volkers was arrested and charged with five counts of indecent treatment of a girl under 16 years of age in relation to two complainants: Ms Kylie Rogers and Ms Simone Boyce. His arrest received extensive media coverage. 
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	In June 2002, Mr Volkers was charged with four additional counts of indecent treatment of a girl under 16 years of age in relation to a third complainant: Ms Julie Gilbert. The criminal proceedings against him have received considerable public attention. Their outcome has been controversial.
	This part of the report will examine the decision-making processes within the Queensland and New South Wales Offices of the Director of Public Prosecutions (ODPP) in determining whether to proceed with charges of child sexual abuse against Mr Volkers. It will consider:
	 
	 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	the advice of Ms Margaret Cunneen, then a senior Crown Prosecutor with the New South Wales ODPP

	• 
	• 
	• 

	the advice of Mr Nicholas Cowdery QC, who was then the New South Wales Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	the decision-making process of the then Queensland DPP, Ms Leanne Clare.


	It is not a function of this Royal Commission to determine whether Ms Clare, Ms Cunneen and Mr Cowdery QC reached the correct conclusion on the possible prosecution of Ms Rogers’, Ms Boyce’s and Ms Gilbert’s complaints. However, it is necessary to understand the details of Ms Cunneen’s advice, Mr Cowdery QC’s response to that advice and Ms Clare’s decision-making process. 
	 
	 
	 
	 

	The Royal Commission is concerned to consider the way the criminal justice system responds to allegations of child sexual abuse. We are undertaking significant work on the operation of the criminal justice system in Australia. This includes an examination of the workings of the ODPP in each state in terms of the processes they use to make decisions and prosecute complaints of child sexual assault. We are also considering oversight mechanisms that exist for each agency that works in this area. 
	1.2 Allegations of child sexual abuse against Mr Volkers
	Ms Kylie Rogers
	Mr Volkers coached Ms Rogers from about 1981 until January 1988. 
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	Ms Rogers told us that she was sexually abused by Mr Volkers on a number of occasions. The abuse started in 1985, when she was around 13 or 14 years old, and continued until towards the end of 1987 or the start of 1988, when she turned 16.
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	Ms Rogers told the Royal Commission that she was a serious competitive swimmer during this period, training up to 25 hours per week. Ms Rogers said that she probably spent more time with Mr Volkers than with her parents during these years. She trained with Mr Volkers at a number of swimming centres in and around Brisbane in Queensland, including Foster’s pool until about 1985, then in ‘Volkers Squad’ at St Paul’s School in Bald Hills, and later at John Rigby’s Swim School at Everton Park.
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	The first time she said that Mr Volkers sexually abused her was at Mr Volkers’ home in 1985. Ms Rogers had competed in a swimming carnival that day, which her parents were unable to attend. After the carnival finished, Mr Volkers drove Ms Rogers back to his house. She told us that Mr Volkers started massaging her, starting with her shoulders. He then suggested she lie down on her stomach on the floor so he could massage her back. She told the Royal Commission that, when Mr Volkers was massaging her back, he
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	In about September 1986, Mr Volkers drove Ms Rogers to swimming training. Ms Rogers recalled in her statement to police that it was early in the morning. She had only been in the car for a short period of time when Mr Volkers started rubbing her right leg. She said that he then moved his hand towards her vagina, which he rubbed on the outside of her swimmers. Ms Rogers said Mr Volkers rubbed her in this way approximately once a week over the next one to two years.
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	Ms Rogers told us that Mr Volkers would also say sexually suggestive things to her during this period, including referring to her as ‘Hot Pants’ and saying ‘you’ve got hot buns’ and ‘you will lose your virginity before you turn 17’. Ms Rogers recalled that, on one occasion, Mr Volkers said something to the effect that, if he was reincarnated, he would come back as her ‘pool buoy’. Ms Rogers said that this was a reference to the floatation device that swimmers used between their legs during training. She sai
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	Ms Rogers told the Royal Commission that at the time this was occurring she felt very uncomfortable and now recognises that she was in a state of constant anxiety. She hoped that her mother would realise something was wrong and ask her. Ms Rogers was afraid to tell her parents because she was worried that they would not believe her. She stopped swimming with Mr Volkers in January 1988.
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	In about April 1988, Ms Rogers’ mother arranged a referral to a mental health facility. Ms Rogers was diagnosed with anorexia nervosa and commenced counselling, which continued for some years. At an early session, she did not tell the psychologist at the hospital, Ms Sue Osgarby, about what Mr Volkers had done to her but talked about feeling uncomfortable around him, the massages and the sexually suggestive comments.
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	Ms Rogers recalls telling her mother about the abuse in around 1988 or 1989, around the time she was referred for counselling. She eventually disclosed the sexual abuse to her counsellor at the time, Ms Lyndal Jones. 
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	Ms Rogers has had ongoing physical and psychological problems, including depression and anxiety, as a result of the sexual abuse by Mr Volkers. Ms Rogers told the Royal Commission:
	35

	I have also had a difficult relationship with my family since the abuse. My parents are estranged from one of my brothers, who blames them for not protecting me from the abuse. I have been involved in a number of violent domestic relationships. I had problems in my sexual relationship with my former husband …
	The trauma I have suffered as a result of the abuse has affected my employment history and prospects, past and present and I expect will continue to do so in the future. I have lived my life trying to avoid standing out, to avoid being noticed and violated again.
	… Due to strong medication I have been prescribed over the years for my mental health condition, my white blood cell count and my immune and endocrine system have been affected.
	 
	 
	36

	Ms Rogers said that she feels the damage caused by the sexual abuse was compounded by the way that the criminal justice system treated her.
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	Ms Simone Boyce
	Mr Volkers coached Ms Boyce from 1985 until about 1989.
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	Ms Boyce told us that she was sexually abused by Mr Volkers on one occasion in the summer of 1987–1988, when she was 12 years old.
	39

	Ms Boyce told the Royal Commission that she first met Mr Volkers when she was about 10 years old. Ms Boyce recalled that Mr Volkers was in his mid to late twenties when she met him. He became a brother/father figure in her life and she idolised and looked up to him. 
	40

	Mr Volkers first coached her for a short period at Foster’s pool in 1985 before she moved with the Volkers Squad to St Paul’s School. She followed him in 1986 to John Rigby’s Swim School, where the club was called the Northern District Swimming Club. In late 1987, Ms Boyce represented Brisbane North in the state titles and was selected for the Queensland team. Ms Boyce trained five days a week and often spent more time with Mr Volkers than with her own family.
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	Before the Queensland state titles in January 1987, when she was 12 years old, Mr Volkers asked her to babysit his one-year-old daughter. AEG, who also trained with Mr Volkers, accompanied her to Mr Volkers’ house.
	 
	45

	Ms Boyce recalled that, even though they were at Mr Volkers’ house to babysit, he never left. Ms Rogers, AEG and Mr Volkers’ daughter went swimming. When they went inside, AEG went to another room at the other end of the house to sleep. Ms Boyce watched television in her swimming togs, with her shoulder straps pulled down to below her armpits because they were tight. Mr Volkers walked into the room and sat behind her on the lounge, with his legs either side of her. Mr Volkers suggested that he give her a ma
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	Ms Boyce said that, after Mr Volkers stopped touching her, she put her t-shirt back on. AEG woke up and came back into the lounge room. 
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	After this, she avoided situations where Mr Volkers could access her alone.
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	Ms Boyce told the Royal Commission that Mr Volkers often made comments about her body and referred to her in inappropriate ways. On one occasion, she saw Mr Volkers stick his tongue in Ms Rogers’ ear and observed Mr Volkers being very ‘touchy-feely’ with her. She also noticed that Mr Volkers demonstrated the same behaviour with AEG. Ms Boyce said that she did not speak to Ms Rogers about it at the time because Ms Boyce did not want anyone to know what was happening to her. She did notice that Ms Rogers was 
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	In 1988, Ms Boyce moved to the Commercial Swimming Club at the Valley Pool and Mr Volkers continued to train her. Ms Boyce stopped swimming in 1989 because she found herself arguing with Mr Volkers and had lost the desire to keep swimming. 
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	Ms Boyce did not tell anyone about the abuse at the time. It was not until 1995 that she told her mother that Mr Volkers had sexually abused her. She told her general practitioner, Dr Margaret Cotter, at about the same time. 
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	Ms Boyce told the Royal Commission that, given how well regarded Mr Volkers was in the swimming community, she believed that if she was to have any future in competitive swimming she could not complain and that no-one would believe her.
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	As a result of the abuse, Ms Boyce has suffered from depression and attempted to commit suicide on a number of occasions. She recalled:
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	… when I was 15 years old and staying with my father in New Zealand, that one night everything came flooding back to me. I was, at that point, in a very dark place and felt extremely alone. I attempted unsuccessfully to cut myself that night. It was a very poor attempt with a razor. No one knew of this.
	I did not understand for a long time why, after Scott’s abuse, I could never bring myself to watch the swimming on television. I wanted to, but it made feel angry and sick. I know now that I was feeling angry and sick about Scott and what he had done to me.
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	In her late twenties, Ms Boyce attempted to commit suicide on two more occasions by overdosing on prescription medication. Ms Boyce also suffers from long-term depression.
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	Ms Boyce also told the Royal Commission that she has suffered from low self-esteem as a result of the sexual abuse and she has also felt ashamed of her body. The abuse has damaged her relationship with her children and resulted in a history of bad relationships with men.
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	With the benefit of hindsight, Ms Boyce stated that she would not have complained to police if she had known what the process was going to be like. She found the criminal justice process stressful and humiliating and it compounded the harm that Mr Volkers had done to her.
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	Ms Julie Gilbert
	Mr Volkers coached Ms Gilbert from about 1982 to 1986.
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	Ms Gilbert told the Royal Commission that between the ages of 13 and 14 she was sexually abused by Mr Volkers on a number of occasions. She gave evidence that the abuse occurred in a massage room and on another occasion in a caravan, where Mr Volkers lived.
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	Mr Volkers was Ms Gilbert’s swimming coach at Foster’s pool until about 1985. As a member of the Volkers Squad, Ms Gilbert trained six days a week and would spend other time with him when competing at swimming meets. 
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	By the time she was 13 years old, she was competing at Queensland state swimming meets and was one of the fastest swimmers in Queensland in her age group. She described Mr Volkers as an enormous part of her life for many years.
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	In 1984, Ms Gilbert suffered a knee injury and underwent an operation. As part of her rehabilitation, she was allowed to continue swimming. About three weeks after her operation, Mr Volkers approached her during an evening training session and asked her to go to the pool’s sauna. Once she was in the sauna, Mr Volkers came in to check on her. He asked her to go to the massage room and to lie on her back. Ms Gilbert said that Mr Volkers started massaging her shoulders, moving his hands down to massage her bre
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	About one week later, Mr Volkers approached her at an evening training session and asked her to go to the sauna. Again, Mr Volkers came into the sauna and asked her to go to the massage room. This time he asked her to lie on her front and then asked her to pull down her togs to the waist. She said that, as was her custom during training, she was wearing two pairs of togs. She did this because the fabric would gradually perish and become see-through. Ms Gilbert said that Mr Volkers massaged her back. He then
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	On another occasion before the start of a training session in January 1985, Mr Volkers asked her to meet him at his caravan. Again, she was wearing two pairs of togs, with a pair of shorts over the top. Mr Volkers told her to get onto the bed so he could give her massage. Ms Gilbert lay on her stomach and Mr Volkers started massaging her back and legs. He eventually moved up under her shorts, lifting her togs up and rubbing her vagina with his hands. She said that, although she did not understand the sensat
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	Ms Gilbert told the Royal Commission that about two days later she again went to Mr Volkers’ caravan before training. Mr Volkers asked her to take her shirt off and lie down on her stomach. He massaged her back and legs and then moved his hands between her legs and under her shorts. On this occasion Ms Gilbert said she told him ‘No’ and left the caravan to start training.
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	After this incident, Mr Volkers stopped asking Ms Gilbert to the sauna and massage room. The only other person she saw go in there with Mr Volkers was AEH, another swimmer. Ms Gilbert never told anyone about the abuse at the time because she thought that it was part of training. Mr Volkers also told her that the other girls did the same thing.
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	In 1985, Ms Gilbert moved with Mr Volkers to St Paul’s School. She remained training with him until the end of 1986, when she stopped swimming with private squads. After Ms Gilbert stopped training with Mr Volkers, the only time she swam was for her school. 
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	Ms Gilbert first disclosed the abuse in 1993 to her husband before their wedding. Some years later – in 1996, when she was 25 – Ms Gilbert attended a seminar about becoming a swimming coach, at which Mr Volkers presented. She subsequently participated in one coaching accreditation session with Mr Volkers. Ms Gilbert explained that she decided to do the accreditation with Mr Volkers because she did not know any other coaches and she believed that, at that stage, she did not have a complete understanding of t
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	As a result of the abuse, Ms Gilbert developed an eating disorder. In 2004, she received care from a psychiatrist. Ms Gilbert gave evidence that her coping mechanisms for dealing with the sexual abuse ‘were not right and the result of it was my bulimia, which has troubled me for many, many years after the abuse’. 
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	Ms Gilbert also told the Royal Commission:
	Scott Volkers was an enormous part of my life for many years while I was a child. He abused our relationship for an entirely wrong purpose. I believe that the abuse I suffered while being coached by Scott Volkers is as much about his abuse of our relationship as it is about his abuse of me physically.
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	Ms Gilbert found that the criminal justice process was isolating and she was removed from the process. Ms Gilbert gave evidence that: 
	87

	… having a voice is the most powerful thing you can have to recover. And I think if victims are continually silenced or people don’t listen to what you have to say, or they don’t want to give you the time, which was shown to me, then you never recover from it … I don’t think people really understand how important that voice really happens to be. So any opportunity that we can have too that helps victims survive.
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	Meeting between Ms Rogers and Ms Boyce in 1997
	In 1997, Ms Rogers and Ms Boyce saw each other at the Boondall Entertainment Centre in Brisbane, where Ms Rogers was working at the time. They each told the other that Mr Volkers had abused them. Ms Rogers recalled the meeting as follows:
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	I coincidently ran into Simone Boyce at the Boondall Entertainment Centre where I was working at the time. It was a Disney ice-skating show which I remember being called ‘Aladdin on Ice’ … We had a conversation about Scott [Volkers] and disclosed to each other that he had interfered with each of us … I don’t now remember the words actually used, but I knew (and believe Simone knew) that we were each saying we had been sexually abused by Scott. I think there might have been a further telephone conversation o
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	Ms Boyce recalled:
	I went with my daughters to … see an ice-skating show, which I told the police was called ‘Aladdin on Ice’. I saw Kylie Rogers working there. Kylie came over to me and we spoke to each other. Scott [Volkers] came up in the conversation. We only spoke briefly but in the conversation with communicated that he had sexually interfered with each of us. We also spoke about what we should do with these experiences. We both agreed that no one would believe us and we eventually lost touch with each other.
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	1.3 Police investigation and Mr Volkers’ arrest
	The Queensland Police Service commenced an investigation of Mr Volkers on 4 August 2001 after receiving information from Ms Rogers and her parents. Ms Rogers gave the police information about Ms Boyce, who she said was treated in the same way by Mr Volkers.
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	Ms Rogers told the Royal Commission that she found a calling card on her front door from the police on 26 November 2001 and provided a statement the following day. Ms Rogers told the Royal Commission that she was pleased to have been given the opportunity to tell her story to police.
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	On 27 November 2001, 6 December 2001 and 21 January 2002, Ms Rogers participated in covert police-recorded telephone conversations with Mr Volkers. On 17 December 2001, Ms Rogers met Mr Volkers wearing a listening device. Ms Rogers made further statements to the police on 9 May 2002, 24 July 2002, 7 April 2003 and 10 April 2003. 
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	On 26 March 2002, Mr Volkers was arrested in relation to the allegations of sexual abuse against Ms Boyce and Ms Rogers.
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	Ms Gilbert learned through media reports in 2001 and 2002 that a police investigation was underway in relation to allegations of sexual abuse against Mr Volkers. The Queensland Police Service approached her in 2002 in relation to the investigation. She made statements to the police on 30 April 2002 and 4 July 2002. 
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	1.4 The first decision to discontinue proceedings
	Committal hearing 
	On 25 July 2002, after Mr Volkers’ arrest, a committal hearing was held in the Brisbane Magistrates Court. A committal hearing is a pre-trial process to determine if there is sufficient evidence for a person charged with a serious offence to be required to stand trial.
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	Initially, the proceedings concerned nine counts of indecent dealings with a child under 16: three in respect of Ms Rogers, two in respect of Ms Boyce and four in respect of Ms Gilbert. 
	 

	During the course of the proceedings, one of the counts in respect of Ms Rogers and one of the counts in respect of Ms Boyce were discontinued. 
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	Detective Senior Constable Lee Jonathon Shepherd, the senior investigating officer of the Queensland Police Service, provided a statement and was cross-examined at the committal hearing on his knowledge of the psychiatric treatment that Ms Rogers had undertaken and the covertly recorded ‘pretext conversations’ between Ms Rogers and Mr Volkers.
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	Ms Rogers, Ms Boyce and Ms Gilbert gave evidence at the committal hearing. Their account of events was consistent with the evidence they gave to the Royal Commission. Mr Volkers did not give evidence at the committal hearing.
	 

	Defence counsel did not make any submissions about five of the counts. Magistrate Taylor was satisfied that the evidence on these counts was sufficient to proceed to trial.
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	Defence counsel submitted that two of the counts that concerned Mr Volkers massaging Ms Rogers and Ms Gilbert (Count 1 and Count 7) could not be considered indecent dealings in the context of the tutorage relationship between Mr Volkers and the complainants. Magistrate Taylor noted that the jury would have to consider the offences in the context of the relationship between Mr Volkers as coach and the complainants as children. Magistrate Taylor stated that a jury could find that Mr Volkers had a legitimate r
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	Mr Volkers was committed to stand trial on seven counts of indecent treatment of a girl under 16. He entered a plea of not guilty on all seven counts.
	Queensland DPP decision to discontinue the proceedings
	On 6 September 2002, a meeting was held between Mr Volkers’ lawyers and Mr Paul Rutledge, the Deputy DPP. Mr Volkers’ lawyers urged that the proceedings be terminated. The lawyers presented a written submission that argued that consideration be given to discontinuing the prosecution. The lawyers later gave Mr Rutledge 20 statements from persons they alleged could give evidence that supported Mr Volkers. 
	 
	111
	 

	Those statements were given subject to Mr Rutledge giving an undertaking as to how they could be used. In particular, Mr Rutledge undertook not to provide a copy of the statements to the Queensland Police Service. Given their purpose and potential significance, this was, to say the least, unusual. 
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	On 18 September 2002, the then Queensland DPP, Ms Leanne Clare, decided to enter a ‘no true bill’. This had the effect of discontinuing the prosecution of Mr Volkers. It does not amount to an acquittal. Ms Clare has since been appointed a judge of the District Court.
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	On 18 September 2002, Mr Jason Davies, the case officer from the ODPP, and Detective Sergeant Geoff Marsh from the Queensland Police Service informed Ms Rogers, Ms Boyce and Ms Gilbert that the charges would be discontinued. 
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	The following day, Ms Boyce met with Mr Rutledge, at her request, to discuss the reasons for discontinuing the charges. Ms Boyce requested a written explanation of these reasons on 24 September 2002. Mr Rutledge replied on 27 September 2002. The contents of this letter are set out in the next section of this report.
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	On 24 September 2002 Mr Davies completed a charge discontinuance form. 
	On 25 September 2002, Ms Gilbert also met with Mr Rutledge, at her request, to discuss the reasons for discontinuing the charges. The reasons that Mr Rutledge gave on behalf of the ODPP are also set out in the next section of this report.
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	Reasons for the decision to discontinue the charges
	No document signed by Ms Clare indicating her reasons for deciding to enter a no true bill was produced to the Royal Commission from the ODPP file. 
	Various documents prepared after the decision had been made suggest reasons for discontinuing the prosecution. They are:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Ms Boyce’s notes of her meeting with Mr Rutledge on 19 September 2002
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	• 
	• 
	• 

	the charge discontinuance form, dated 24 September 2002, prepared by Mr Davies of the ODPP
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	• 
	• 
	• 

	the notes of interview between Mr Rutledge, Ms Gilbert, her then husband Mr Shayne Gilbert and Mr Simon Tolhurst, Ms Gilbert’s solicitor, on 25 September 2002 (recorded by Ms Sonia Muller, Victim Liaison Officer, ODPP)
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	• 
	• 
	• 

	Mr Rutledge’s letter to Ms Boyce on 27 September 2002.
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	We will consider each of these documents in turn. 
	Ms Boyce’s notes of her meeting with Mr Rutledge
	Ms Boyce’s notes record that she was told that the onus was on the prosecution to prove the offence and that the ‘case could not be proven to jury (beyond reasonable doubt)’. The notes also record that she was told that the ‘defence could say [Ms Rogers] and [Ms Boyce] made [the allegations] up because [they] saw each other at Aladdin on Ice’.
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	Charge discontinuance form
	The charge discontinuance form, dated 24 September 2002, included a memorandum setting out the strengths and weaknesses of the Crown case. This memorandum makes repeated reference to the submission and 20 statements that Mr Volkers’ lawyers provided to Mr Rutledge on 6 September 2002.
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	The memorandum then set out a record of discussions and further investigations that Mr Davies and Detective Sergeant Marsh had undertaken. It also recorded the views that the Deputy DPP had reached, which the DPP accepted, on the possible prosecution of the complaints made by the three women. The form was signed by Mr Davies. There are no signatures from the DPP or Deputy DPP.
	In his assessment of the Crown case with regard to Ms Rogers’ complaints: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Mr Davies noted that the complaint was uncorroborated. He pointed out the fact that Ms Rogers and Ms Boyce admitted to meeting in 1997. Because they both mistakenly referred to ‘Aladdin on Ice’ rather than ‘Disney on Ice’ in their initial statements, the defence would be able to raise the issue of concoction.
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	• 
	• 
	• 

	Mr Davies was of the view that Ms Rogers’ complaint was not sufficiently particularised and that Mr Volkers’ taped admissions ‘may only be taken as so-called “guilty passion” evidence, and may well be excluded’.
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	• 
	• 
	• 

	Mr Davies noted disparaging comments made about Ms Rogers in the statements that Mr Volkers’ lawyers provided and that Ms Rogers ‘has a significant psychiatric history that damages her credibility’. He stated that there is a ‘real risk’ that Ms Rogers’ version of what occurred between her and Mr Volkers has ‘transmogrified’ in the retelling to various counsellors. Putting aside Ms Rogers’ covert phone calls with Mr Volkers, Mr Davies mentioned that a note made by Ms Osgarby, the psychologist who saw Ms Roge
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	Mr Davies concluded that ‘there is no reasonable prospect of a successful prosecution of the accused in relation to this complaint’.
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	In his assessment of the Crown case on Ms Boyce’s complaints:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Mr Davies again noted that the complaint was uncorroborated and that the defence could raise the issue of concoction with regard to the ‘Aladdin on Ice’ mistake. He also details the process used to obtain a statement from AEG, another swimmer that Ms Boyce had said was at Mr Volkers’ house at the time of the offence. 
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	• 
	• 
	• 

	Mr Davies concluded that this statement did not impeach Ms Boyce’s version of events. He also concluded that the other statements that Mr Volkers’ lawyers provided did not damage Ms Boyce’s credibility. 
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	He wrote that ‘the only issue that remained’ was whether the offence was ‘serious enough to warrant a trial or whether it should be dealt with in another manner by being discontinued or referred to mediation’.
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	In his assessment of the Crown case on Ms Gilbert’s complaints:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Mr Davies again noted that the complaint was uncorroborated. He recognised that these allegations ‘are the most serious in nature out of all the allegations’.
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	• 
	• 
	• 

	Mr Davies recorded that the submission from Mr Volkers’ lawyers asserted that the incidents involving massages during training sessions could not have happened because of:
	 
	 
	 
	 
	°

	the length of time Mr Volkers was allegedly absent from the pool 

	 
	 
	 
	°

	the fact that Mr Volkers did not use a blackboard to give instructions to his swimmers but, rather, gave them verbally, and as a result the sessions would have become chaotic if he was absent for 15–30 minutes

	 
	 
	 
	°

	the presence of parents and others during training sessions. 
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	The submission was allegedly supported by the 20 statements provided. 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Mr Davies also noted that the defence provided a statement from AEH, who denied she had gone into the sauna room with Mr Volkers, as Ms Gilbert said in her statement.
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	The memorandum concluded:
	[The defence statements] may well ruin any prospects for a conviction in relation to the offences in the sauna room (particularly [AEH]). If that is the case then the Crown will not have any prospects of success in relation to the counts involving the accused’s caravan.
	141

	The charge discontinuance form contains a record of a meeting on 13 September 2002 between the DPP, the Deputy DPP and the Crown Prosecutor who appeared at the committal hearing. At this meeting, Ms Clare said that the issue of concoction between Ms Rogers and Ms Boyce ‘could be easily explained by the fact that the theme of that particular Disney on Ice production was “Aladdin on Ice”’. A plan for further investigations to verify the submission and statements from Mr Volkers’ lawyers was also made.
	142

	Following this meeting, Detective Sergeant Marsh and Mr Davies spoke to Ms Gilbert about how Mr Volkers conducted training sessions. Ms Gilbert said that there were numerous occasions during training where Mr Volkers and other swimmers left the pool area for lengthy periods of time. When told about AEH’s statement, Ms Gilbert is said to have changed her original statement to say that she saw AEH walk towards and return from the sauna area with Mr Volkers – she had merely assumed that they had entered the sa
	143

	Mr Davies’ record of further investigations also referred to an interview with another swimmer who said Mr Volkers had touched her in his car when she was 18. It states, ‘she was ruled out as being relevant’.
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	Mr Davies and Detective Sergeant Marsh also conducted investigations in Mr Volkers’ former residence – in particular, the floor covering in the lounge room. It was established that when Mr Volkers lived at the residence there was grey carpet on the floor, which had subsequently been taken up to expose the floor boards. This was said to be consistent with Ms Boyce’s evidence but potentially inconsistent with Ms Rogers’ evidence, depending on whether she had been at the residence before or after the carpet wa
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	Mr Davies and Detective Sergeant Marsh also visited Ms Osgarby. She had no independent recollection about Ms Rogers’ complaint and was unable to clarify the meaning of ‘not intimate’ in her notes from 1988.
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	In relation to Ms Rogers’ complaints, the charge discontinuance form records that, after reviewing the material in the form, Ms Clare accepted Mr Rutledge’s view that: 
	[The prosecution of the complaints by Ms Rogers] had no reasonable prospects of success because of the complainant’s lengthy psychiatric history, and the inconsistency in the accounts she had provided initially to [Ms] Ogarsby [sic] and then to subsequent therapists and police. Her evidence appears to have transmogrified and could not be said to be reliable.
	 
	 

	The DPP formed the view that the admission made by the accused (in pretext conversation) would have been sufficient to particularise an offence upon which the Crown could prosecute BUT FOR the fact that it would have been impossible to confirm the alleged time frame of the offence with sufficient particularity to rule out the possibility that the offence happened after the complainants’ 16th birthday.
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	In relation to Ms Boyce’s complaints, the charge discontinuance form records that Ms Clare accepted Mr Rutledge’s view that: 
	[The prosecution of the complaints made by Ms Boyce] should not proceed on the basis that its true criminality was of a lower magnitude (being a single incident of rubbing on the breast), that it was a very stale incident (15 years old), that the prospects of success in this matter were also significantly reduced as a ‘flow-on’ effect of the purported ‘character’ witness evidence, and there was no prospect of any significant punishment in the unlikely event of a conviction which would justify proceeding to 
	149 

	In relation to Ms Gilbert’s complaints, the charge discontinuance form records that Ms Clare accepted Mr Rutledge’s view that:
	[The prosecution of the complaints made by Ms Gilbert] had no reasonable prospects of success because of the effect of the ‘alibi’ statements provided by defence AND the complainant had changed her story slightly after being questioned further in relation to the denial supplied by [AEH]. The D/DPP said that the complaints had a ‘smell’ about them and his own experience of taking children to swimming training did not support the complainant’s version.
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	The notes of interview between Mr Rutledge and Ms Gilbert
	The notes of Mr Rutledge’s interview with Ms Gilbert recorded Mr Rutledge saying that ‘the Crown looked at everything we thought should be looked at and thought no prospects of convicting Mr Volkers’. The notes record that ‘[Mr Rutledge] advised that the Director had input into the decision [to discontinue proceedings]’.
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	The notes of Mr Rutledge’s interview with Ms Gilbert refer to ‘age of allegation [18 years ago]’, ‘no recent complaint’ and ‘no corroboration’. 
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	Mr Rutledge is recorded as saying ‘In reality there is approx 1000 girls (children) he has trained for 2 decades’. The statements provided by Mr Volkers’ lawyers are mentioned, along with the fact that the ODPP agreed that the police would not interview those who made the statements. Mr Rutledge said that if the defence knowingly provided fraudulent statements ‘they would be in strife’. He explained that some of the statements were from people who had known Mr Volkers for 20 years ‘who hadn’t heard anything
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	With respect to the counts involving Ms Gilbert, the notes state that AEH was prepared to say that she was not in the room at the time of the alleged abuse and that AEH’s account is ‘significant’. The notes record Mr Rutledge explaining that, if the ODPP did not know about AEH, these counts would have proceeded because Ms Gilbert came across ‘very well’ at the committal hearing. Ms Gilbert said that what she said in her statement about AEH was not what she meant.
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	The notes also record Mr Rutledge saying ‘no one is saying that it isn’t possible that [Ms Gilbert] was in the room with Mr Volkers’ and ‘anyone could have walked in. Risk Mr Volkers was taking in middle of training session’. Finally, the notes state that the ODPP ‘couldn’t divorce caravan & sauna incidents’.
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	With respect to the counts involving Ms Rogers, the notes state that the police should have obtained Ms Rogers’ psychiatric records and that, if they had, Mr Volkers would never have been charged. They go on to record that ‘[Ms Rogers’] allegations get more extreme over time’ and that ‘[Ms Rogers] isn’t a witness you could rely on’. In response to a question from Ms Gilbert about what would have happened if the ODPP had not received the statements from Mr Volkers’ legal representatives, Mr Rutledge replied 
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	Mr Rutledge’s letter to Ms Boyce 
	Mr Rutledge wrote to Ms Boyce on 27 September 2002. In that letter he stated that ‘there were a number of factors involved in the decision’. These included:
	 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	The offence was a single incident involving touching alleged to have occurred about 15 years ago.

	• 
	• 
	• 

	There was no corroboration of Ms Boyce’s account or complaint shortly after the touching.

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Both Ms Boyce and Ms Rogers referred in their initial statements to meeting at Aladdin on Ice in 1997 rather than Disney on Ice (the ‘common misdescription’), which did not assist.

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Mr Volkers trained in excess of 1,000 young female swimmers over many years without any complaint to police until recent times.
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	He concluded that ‘having regard to the nature of the offence alleged and the strength of the evidence it was considered not appropriate to present an indictment’. 
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	1.5 Crime and Misconduct Commission investigates decision to    discontinue proceedings
	The DPP’s decision to drop the charges ‘received extensive media coverage’. The level of controversy increased quickly. In a television interview on 19 September 2002, the then Premier, the Hon. Peter Beattie, expressed the view that the Crime and Misconduct Commission (CMC) should look at the matter.
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	On 27 September 2002, shortly after Mr Beattie’s comments, the CMC announced that it would examine the circumstances surrounding Mr Volkers’ arrest and the subsequent discontinuance of proceedings ‘to determine whether there was sufficient evidence of official misconduct or police misconduct to recommend disciplinary or other action’. 
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	On 10 October 2002, after assessing all the material that it had access to, the CMC determined that there was sufficient material to warrant an investigation.
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	The CMC also announced that it would be conducting public hearings on the procedural issues raised by the matter – in particular, ‘the way the criminal justice system handles sexual misconduct matters’. These hearings were held on 20–21 November 2002.
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	Central to the criticisms of the DPP’s decision to discontinue criminal proceedings against Mr Volkers were the issues of:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	the appropriateness of an undertaking that the Deputy DPP gave to Mr Volkers’ lawyers concerning the use of written material that Mr Volkers’ lawyers provided to the ODPP

	• 
	• 
	• 

	the basis on which the DPP made the decision to discontinue criminal proceedings.
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	The scope of the Crime and Misconduct Commission investigation
	The CMC made it very clear that it had no authority to disturb or confirm the DPP’s decision to discontinue proceedings against Mr Volkers. It did not consider whether or not the decision was actually correct. The aspects of the matter considered were:
	170

	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 

	Whether there was sufficient evidence of official misconduct or police misconduct in the initial investigation by the Queensland Police Service to warrant the CMC recommending disciplinary or other action.

	2. 
	2. 
	2. 

	Whether there was sufficient evidence of official misconduct by officers of the ODPP in their handling of the matter, both in terms of the committal proceedings and the subsequent decision to discontinue prosecution of the changes, to warrant the CMC recommending disciplinary or other action.

	3. 
	3. 
	3. 

	Whether there had been any political interference in the decision not to proceed with the charges.
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	The CMC noted that the basis on which Ms Clare came to the conclusion to discontinue was relevant to the deliberations of the CMC. This was because it was relevant to the question of whether there was any evidence of official misconduct by any officer from the ODPP.
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	The investigation involved:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	reviewing the relevant files from the ODPP, the Queensland Police Service and Mr Volkers’ lawyers
	 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	interviews with the complainants, officers from the Queensland Police Service, officers from the ODPP, Mr Volkers’ lawyers, potential witnesses in the case against Mr Volkers, the Queensland Attorney-General and media persons.
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	The Queensland Police Service conducted a post-operational assessment of the extent and quality of the police investigation of the allegations against Mr Volkers and also of allegations of improper release of information to the media before Mr Volkers’ arrest. The assessment and investigation reports were provided to the CMC for its information.
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	Crime and Misconduct Commission findings
	The CMC published its report in March 2003. It concluded that there was no evidence of official misconduct on the part of any officer of the Queensland Police Service or the ODPP. 
	175

	In relation to the Queensland Police Service, the CMC made some observations about the arrest process and the concerns raised in the post-operational assessment conducted by the police. 
	176

	The CMC was critical of the ODPP. It found that ‘the process leading to the decision not to continue with the prosecution of any of the charges against Mr Volkers was unsatisfactory’. The CMC highlighted that ‘this was reflected in the fact that there is room for doubt about the principal reasons that motivated the decision’.
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	The CMC examined the reasons for discontinuing the prosecution against Mr Volkers, including ‘whether the Defence statements were of any relevance to the DPP’s consideration of the merits of the prosecution case’.
	179

	The CMC said that Ms Clare ‘was never consulted about’ the charge discontinuance form and ‘made no contribution to it, did not read it and did not sign it’. The CMC report stated that ordinarily the DPP would complete a second form that records the basis for the decision to discontinue the prosecution. The CMC said that in this case the second form was not completed because ‘[Ms Clare] was in the process of going on holidays and there was some confusion with Mr Rutledge over who was going to complete the se
	180
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	It is not surprising that the CMC also found that Mr Rutledge’s decision to accept the statements from Mr Volkers’ lawyers ‘proffered with a view to persuading him that the charges could not be upheld, on the basis that use of the statements was restricted, was a mistake’. The CMC said:
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	There are obvious dangers in permitting lawyers to submit statements to the prosecution in this way. Here the situation was aggravated by the circumstances that disagreement quickly arose as to the basis on which the statements were to be used; this led to a threat of litigation by the lawyers for Mr Volkers, which undoubtedly put pressure on the officers of the ODPP. Although there is evidence from the DPP and Mr Rutledge that the content of the statements had very little to do with the ultimate decision, 
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	Consequently, the CMC concluded ‘there is room for doubt about the principal reasons that motivated the decision’.
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	Reasons given by the DPP to the Crime and Misconduct Commission for discontinuing the prosecution
	In relation to Ms Rogers, Ms Clare told the CMC:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	She was worried about the witness’s competence in giving evidence and her history of making ‘preposterous allegations against various people’. Ms Clare noted that the use of the word ‘preposterous’ was taken from a doctor’s note and did not reflect her personal judgment.
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	• 
	• 
	• 

	The date of the alleged offence (that is, the allegation that Mr Volkers attempted to ‘finger’ Ms Rogers in his car) needed to be established to prove Ms Rogers’ age at the time. If she was over 16, the Crown also had to prove the absence of the consent. This could only be established by Ms Rogers. Ms Clare queried whether Ms Rogers was competent to give evidence.
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	• 
	• 
	• 

	The evidence from another witness who said Mr Volkers had touched her in the car was considered because it may have constituted similar fact evidence to the allegation by Ms Rogers discussed above. However, she later found it ‘was not of any assistance’ because the witness was over 16 at the time.
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	In her written submission, she said that she was ‘originally reluctant to discontinue’ because Ms Rogers’ complaint was ‘the only one with evidence of a complaint made within a limited time of the last episode. It was also the only case with potential corroboration’. However, ‘Sadly, the complainant’s longstanding psychiatric history presented a serious problem for her reliability, if not her competency’.While Ms Clare noted that this psychiatric history may have related tothe abuse that Mr Volkers perpetra
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	In relation to Ms Boyce, Ms Clare concluded that there was a ‘prima facie case’; however, the evidence related to ‘a single episode that was uncorroborated and was not of a serious nature’. Ms Clare rejected the assertion about the evidence of concoction between Ms Rogers and Ms Boyce on the name of the Disney show, stating that this did not weigh ‘greatly on her mind when reaching her decision’.
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	She gave her reasons in a written submission to the CMC, stating that ‘this was not a matter which would warrant a prosecution on its own’:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	It was a single charge of low-level conduct.

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A complaint was not made until many years later.

	• 
	• 
	• 

	The complaint was uncorroborated.

	• 
	• 
	• 

	A warning would be given to the jury that it is necessary to scrutinise the complainant’s evidence with great care given the extensive delay between the offence and the trial (a Longman warning).
	 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	In the unlikely event of a conviction, the punishment would be nominal.
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	In relation to Ms Gilbert, Ms Clare told the CMC ‘that two issues ultimately weighed on her mind in considering whether to continue the prosecution of [Ms Gilbert’s] complaint’. Those issues were:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	the improbability of the offence occurring where there were parents present and Mr Volkers would have had to have been absent for some time 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Ms Gilbert’s apparent willingness to change her evidence when told about the evidence of AEH.
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	On the first issue, Ms Clare stated that ‘There is still the question of the burden of proof on us and that idea of improbability or implausibility had to be figured into the equation’.
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	On the second issue, Ms Clare was concerned that Ms Gilbert ‘backtracked’ when told of AEH’s evidence that she did not ‘on any occasion remember going into the massage room’ with Mr Volkers. In her interview with the CMC, Ms Clare said that it was her view that Ms Gilbert would not be a good or particularly strong witness and she would essentially be ‘torn to shreds’ in the witness box.
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	In her written submission to the CMC, Ms Clare said that she recognised that Ms Gilbert’s change of evidence in relation to AEH ‘was another factor that could be used to discredit her’. She did not think it made ‘prosecution impossible’. She recalled that ‘Mr Rutledge had a different view’ and there was ‘some force’ in this, but ultimately she thought it was a matter for the jury. Her submission stated that she changed her mind when she ‘came to understand’ that in relation to at least one of the offences:
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 

	the offence was one that lasted for a substantial period of time; and 

	2. 
	2. 
	2. 

	[the offence] took place in an area accessible to anyone at the swimming complex, and where swimmers visited frequently. 
	 



	These two features combined with the overtly sexual nature of the allegations (with the complainant half naked and exposed) to create a serious question about the plausibility of the risk said to be undertaken by Mr Volkers.
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	Ms Clare also highlighted in her written submission that Mr Rutledge had pointed out the practical difficulties of a swimming coach being absent for extended periods of time. In her written submission to the CMC Ms Clare concluded that:
	when the improbability of the risk allegedly undertaken was combined with other weaknesses, particularly the lengthy delay in complaint and the absence of any supportive evidence, the matter was deprived of any reasonable prospect of a conviction.
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	Criticisms made by the Crime and Misconduct Commission
	The CMC was critical of the evidence that Ms Clare provided about some of the key issues of Ms Gilbert’s case. The criticisms were mainly focused on inconsistencies between the evidence given in her interview with the CMC and her written submission. For example, on her comment that Ms Gilbert would be ‘torn to shreds’, Ms Clare said in her written submission that, while the change in evidence would be used to discredit Ms Gilbert, she did not think the prosecution impossible.
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	The CMC identified a number of other mistakes made by the ODPP that it described as being of ‘lesser importance’. These all related to the allegations made by Ms Gilbert, which the CMC said were ‘the most serious’ of the three complaints.
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	Firstly, the DPP was under a misapprehension about the length of time Ms Gilbert said that Mr Volkers was away from the pool. In summary, the evidence on this point from Ms Gilbert was that she was in the sauna for approximately 15 to 20 minutes and then went to the massage room. Ms Gilbert did not say how long she was in the massage room. The CMC concluded that ‘since the committal proceedings there have been misunderstandings about the time in which the offences were allegedly committed by Mr Volkers in t
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	Secondly, too much attention to the damage supposedly done to Ms Gilbert’s credibility by remarks attributed to the witness, referred to as AEH during the public hearing. In her statement to the police, Ms Gilbert said that AEH was the only other person ‘she saw go into the sauna and massage room with Mr Volkers’. AEH was being interviewed by Mr Peter Shields, who was Mr Volkers’ lawyer, when she apparently said, ‘I did not on any occasion remember going into the massage room with Scott as contained in the 
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	This has been used to suggest that Ms Gilbert had a preparedness to change her account of the events, and that that damaged her credit. 
	Thirdly, there was insufficient analysis of the prospects of a successful conviction of the offences Ms Gilbert said occurred in the caravan, including not considering whether to proceed on these allegations alone. The CMC highlighted that there was no reference to the caravan allegations in the charge discontinuance form. The CMC was also of the opinion that the offences that were said to have occurred in the caravan were very different from those in the massage room and it appeared that the ODPP had confu
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	Lastly, too little attention was given to the possibility that Ms Gilbert might simply be believed by a jury. 
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	The CMC concluded:
	there were more defects than one would normally expect to find in an examination of a matter of this kind. However, it appears clear that although Mr Rutledge, and to a lesser extent the DPP, can be justly criticised for the way in which they went about their task, the case falls far short of official misconduct.
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	The CMC suggested that:
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 

	The DPP consider developing guidelines on giving and recording undertakings to ensure that the situation that occurred in the Volkers matter did not happen again.

	2. 
	2. 
	2. 

	The DPP consider reviewing the effectiveness and also the adequacy of the ODPP’s communication with complainants. This was because the complainants in the Volkers matter had expressed concerns over ‘what they perceived to be a lack of communication on the part of the ODPP’.
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	1.6 Police reopen investigation of Mr Volkers
	In December 2002, the Queensland Police Service, of its own initiative, reopened investigations of the allegations against Mr Volkers.
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	The police gave the DPP three volumes of material on Mr Volkers. Ms Clare referred this material to Mr Rutledge for his consideration with a request that he report to her. Mr Rutledge reviewed the material and subsequently made requests to the police for additional information.
	215 

	On 5 August 2003, Queensland Police Legal Officer Mr Paxton Booth gave the ODPP a summary of the evidence available in the brief (referred to as the Booth memorandum). The Booth memorandum summarised the original and new evidence contained in the brief, provided the Queensland Police Service view of the relevance of the new material, and set out proposed new charges. 
	216
	 

	Mr Rutledge met with Mr Booth on 10 December 2003 to discuss the case to ensure that he had, among other things, a clear understanding of the new material from the perspective of the police.
	217

	On 16 December 2003, Mr Rutledge prepared a memorandum for Ms Clare that analysed the evidence in the new brief in light of the original evidence (referred to as the Rutledge memorandum). 
	218

	The Booth memorandum and the Rutledge memorandum are discussed in further detail below.
	Queensland police summary of new evidence
	An email was sent to the police, presumably from the ODPP, requesting information on:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	what new material was included in the brief

	• 
	• 
	• 

	the relevance of each item of new material from the perspective of the Queensland Police Service.
	 



	The email contained a specific request to identify whether any of the new material in the brief fell under the category of:
	 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	similar fact evidence

	• 
	• 
	• 

	corroboration

	• 
	• 
	• 

	recent complaint

	• 
	• 
	• 

	further complainants or complaints.
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	A memorandum was prepared by the police setting out the evidence obtained. That memo, referred to as the Booth memorandum, is the subject of a Direction not to Publish and therefore the contents will not be revealed in this report.
	 
	 

	The Rutledge memorandum
	The Rutledge memorandum to Ms Clare draws attention to ‘a number of matters that strike me as possibly requiring consideration by whoever considers the brief’. Accompanying the memorandum was the following materials:
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	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	one volume of evidence in relation to each complainant, provided by the police

	• 
	• 
	• 

	one volume of material, with the new material provided by the police at the request of Mr Rutledge and relevant correspondence on further investigations that police undertook at the direction of Mr Rutledge
	 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	the Booth memorandum

	• 
	• 
	• 

	a folder of material and correspondence that contained the new material obtained at Mr Rutledge’s request.
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	Mr Rutledge commented in the memorandum to Ms Clare that the new material addressed ‘matters of detail that were not addressed in the original brief and seeks to clarify earlier statements by the complainants’. With reference to the Booth memorandum, Mr Rutledge noted that the brief included statements that the police ‘advance as new “Possible similar fact / Propensity evidence / Rebuttal evidence”’.
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	Ms Rogers
	The Rutledge memorandum stated: 
	[The new evidence in relation to Ms Rogers goes] essentially to matters of detail e.g. narrowing the alleged dates of offences, clarifying the Rogers’ account of events, providing descriptions by others of the house where the first offence is alleged to have been committed (in order to substantiate Ms Rogers description) and providing what is claimed to be possible relationship/similar fact/propensity/rebuttal evidence.
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	Mr Rutledge stated that the further investigation has ‘confirmed the major problems flowing from the mental state of Ms Rogers’, referring to hospital notes of Ms Rogers’ admission to hospital in November 2001 and notes made by Ms Osgarby in 1988. 
	225

	With reference to the Booth memorandum, Mr Rutledge stated that ‘Documents found on Rogers medical file are of concern’, raising ‘issues as to Rogers’ credibility and capacity’. He also provided examples of Ms Rogers providing false statements, including that she was sexually abused by her swimming coach, that she believed her parents knew and condoned the incidents and that Ms Rogers believed her mother was having an affair with Mr Volkers.
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	He concluded ‘it is clear from the new material that there is much evidence of Ms Rogers acting irrationally, erratically and having difficulty in separating fantasy from reality’.
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	Ms Boyce
	The Rutledge memorandum summarised the new evidence in relation to Ms Boyce as containing:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	evidence that supported the proposition that on occasion Ms Boyce went to Mr Volkers’ house and some supporting the proposition that on occasion Ms Boyce was at Mr Volkers’ house with AEG

	• 
	• 
	• 

	evidence on the type of floor in the house (which related to Ms Boyce’s description of the floor at the time of the alleged incident)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	clarification by Ms Boyce of the events

	• 
	• 
	• 

	evidence from Dr Cotter on her treatment of Ms Boyce for major depression

	• 
	• 
	• 

	evidence from Mr Volkers’ step-brother on Mr Volkers’ contact with young girls.
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	In the memorandum Mr Rutledge provided an analysis of the new evidence from Mr Volkers’ step-brother and Dr Cotter. 
	 

	In relation to the new evidence from Mr Volkers’ step-brother, he said:
	[The new evidence] clearly supports the proposition that Mr Volkers had girls visit him in his caravan and at home and that he massaged girls in his house. Whether it goes any further than that and is capable of corroborating the allegation of inappropriate touching will need to be considered.
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	In Ms Boyce’s first police statement, dated 22 November 2001, she refers to Dr Cotter as a person she spoke to about Mr Volkers touching her. 
	231

	The new material raised ‘an issue in relation to the accuracy’ of Ms Boyce’s earlier police statement. In a later statement to police, dated 4 July 2002, Ms Boyce stated that she had ‘never … received any counselling for the matters that are now before the court’. The memorandum highlighted that this conflicted with the evidence from Dr Cotter that Ms Boyce received treatment ‘including counselling for her major depression’ on 11 occasions between 3 September 2001 and 8 May 2002. 
	232
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	Ms Gilbert
	The Rutledge memorandum described the new evidence in relation to Ms Gilbert as:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	addressing ‘Mr Volkers’ training methods (particularly whether he used a blackboard and left the pool deck on occasion during training), [and] further details re the layout of the pool complex’ 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	clarifying Ms Gilbert’s account

	• 
	• 
	• 

	particularising dates of offences 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	providing ‘some material which is advanced as possible similar fact / propensity evidence’.
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	The memorandum referred to and extracted excerpts from Ms Gilbert’s accounts to the police and the media and stated it was ‘obviously necessary to consider whether her various accounts are consistent’.
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	The memorandum also set out a ‘detailed analysis of events surrounding’ AEI’s statement, suggesting that the DPP would need to consider the value of that evidence and the implications for Ms Gilbert’s credibility (AEI’s statement reported that Mr Volkers had moved his hands around her breasts during a massage).
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	The Rutledge memorandum stated that Ms Gilbert did not mention AEI as a person of interest in her first statement. In her seventh statement she recalled ‘suspicions that something may have occurred between [AEI] and Scott Volkers’ and Mr Volkers saying to her ‘you wouldn’t show me your breasts but [AEI] would’. 
	239

	Mr Rutledge observed that Ms Gilbert’s ‘non-disclosure’ of the information about AEI ‘occurs against the background of what is obviously an intense interest in the progression of the case by Ms Gilbert who has clearly demonstrated that she is not the type of person to “keep quiet” about any information that might advance the case …’. The memorandum stated that the DPP may have to consider whether it is reasonably possible to accept Ms Gilbert’s claim as to why she did not disclose Mr Volkers’ comment about 
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	Mr Rutledge then set out the various accounts that Ms Gilbert gave about the four charges and incidents involving other children.
	1.7 Queensland DPP refers the matter to the New South Wales DPP
	Ms Clare asks Mr Cowdery QC for advice
	On 19 December 2003 Ms Clare, the then Queensland DPP, wrote to Mr Cowdery QC, then the New South Wales DPP, seeking his advice as to whether: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	there was sufficient new evidence to justify recharging Mr Volkers in relation to any of the original allegations

	• 
	• 
	• 

	there were reasonable prospects of convictions in respect of any new allegations.
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	The letter provided a brief chronology on the matter to date, including the decision not to prosecute in September 2002, the CMC report of March 2003 and the additional material received from the Queensland Police Service in May 2003.
	In her letter Ms Clare extracted parts of the guidelines that the Queensland DPP had adopted. All ODPPs in Australia have adopted guidelines that are intended to assist in providing integrity in the decision-making process within the office. Guideline 16(v), ‘Termination of a Prosecution by ODPP’, is set out later in this report, as is Guideline 4, ‘The Decision to Prosecute’.
	The letter then set out the reasons for discontinuing the original charges in relation to the three complainants.
	 

	Ms Rogers
	Ms Clare noted that, although a complaint was made within ‘a limited time’ of the incident and there was potential corroboration, Ms Rogers’ longstanding psychiatric history ‘presented a serious problem for her reliability if not her competency’. 
	She stated that the covertly recorded conversations contained, at best, admissions of sexual contact. It would be necessary to also prove that Ms Rogers was under 16 years of age at the time or did not consent. Ms Clare stated that the experience of the other swimmer who alleged that she had been touched by Mr Volkers in his car in similar circumstances when she was over 16 years old ‘strengthened the possibility that the incident took place after [Ms Rogers] had turned 16’. 
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	She also noted that Ms Rogers denied previous intimate contact when she spoke to the psychologist just after her 16th birthday. 
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	Ms Boyce
	Ms Clare noted:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Ms Boyce’s complaint was a single uncorroborated charge of low-level conduct

	• 
	• 
	• 

	the complaint was not made until many years later

	• 
	• 
	• 

	the jury would be given a warning that it is necessary to scrutinise the complainant’s evidence with great care given the extensive delay between the offence and the trial

	• 
	• 
	• 

	‘in the unlikely event of a conviction, the punishment would be nominal’.
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	Ms Gilbert
	Ms Clare noted that the offence against Ms Gilbert ‘[endured] for a substantial period of time’ in an area ‘accessible to anyone in the swimming complex’. She stated that these two features, coupled with the ‘overly sexual nature of the allegation’, created ‘a serious question about the plausibility of the risk said to be undertaken by Mr Volkers’. She noted the ‘lengthy delay in complaint and the absence of any supportive evidence’. She also extracted part of the CMC report that criticised the close link t
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	Material provided to Mr Cowdery QC
	In her letter, Ms Clare also set out the law on joinder of charges in Queensland.
	The letter suggested that Ms Clare provided Mr Cowdery QC with the ‘final briefs’, the Booth memorandum, the Rutledge memorandum and a web link to the CMC report. 
	 

	The Royal Commission has not been able to identify whether we have received the complete material briefed to Mr Cowdery QC. However, the material we did receive included:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	the three volumes of police material

	• 
	• 
	• 

	the depositions and transcripts of the committal proceedings

	• 
	• 
	• 

	the complainants’ statements

	• 
	• 
	• 

	the transcripts of an interview Ms Gilbert gave to the ABC program Australian Story

	• 
	• 
	• 

	the CMC report

	• 
	• 
	• 

	the Booth memorandum 
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	• 
	• 
	• 

	the Rutledge memorandum. 
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	The context in which the advice was requested and provided
	Before Ms Clare sent this letter, she telephoned Mr Cowdery QC to ask whether his office would be prepared to review the matter. Neither Judge Clare nor Mr Cowdery QC could recall the details of the conversation.Mr Cowdery QC thought it likely that he discussed with Ms Clare the assistance she wanted and how it would be addressed, consistent with her letter of 19 December 2003. 
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	Ms Clare, the Queensland DPP, knew that her decision whether or not to recharge Mr Volkers would attract considerable public attention given the CMC’s criticisms of her first decision.
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	 In light of the CMC report and what she described as the matter’s ‘extraordinary history and intense media coverage’, she thought ‘the most prudent course’ was to seek independent advice. 
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	This was the first occasion Ms Clare had formally requested advice from Mr Cowdery QC or, indeed, from any DPP of another state or territory.
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	Judge Clare recognised that this was an unusual and unique request. She said that she sought Mr Cowdery QC’s advice because of his prosecutorial experience.
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	Mr Cowdery QC confirmed that Ms Clare’s request was unusual. He said that he had discussed matters informally with Ms Clare from time to time. 
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	Mr Cowdery QC also understood that any decision by Ms Clare to either recharge or not recharge Mr Volkers was likely to be subject to public scrutiny. Again, this was not at all surprising. He told us that he appreciated that, for this reason, Ms Clare wanted an ‘independent and expert view’. 
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	Ms Cunneen SC also told us that Ms Clare’s request for the advice was unusual. Ms Cunneen had never before been asked to advise on the prospect of conviction in a matter from a state outside New South Wales. She has never been asked to do so again. She understood that Ms Clare required ‘something independent because of some criticism by the [CMC]’. She was not aware, and it ‘wasn’t obvious’ to her from the CMC report, of the extent to which the decision was a matter of public controversy. Her evidence was t
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	1.8 Mr Cowdery QC asks Ms Cunneen for advice
	In early 2004, Mr Cowdery QC asked Ms Cunneen (now Ms Cunneen SC) to advise him on the questions that Ms Clare posed in her letter. At that time, Ms Cunneen was a Deputy Senior Crown Prosecutor in the New South Wales ODPP. She was appointed to that position on 2 September 2002. She had been a Crown Prosecutor from November 1990 until that time. 
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	Before her appointment as a Crown Prosecutor, Ms Cunneen was the Senior Principal Solicitor in charge of the Child Sexual Assault Unit of the Office of the Solicitor for Public Prosecutions and Clerk of the Peace – a role that involved appearing in committal proceedings for child sexual assault cases, membership of multi-disciplinary committees on child sexual assault and attendance at related conferences.
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	At the time Mr Cowdery QC asked her to prepare the advice, Ms Cunneen had prosecuted a large number of sexual and indecent assault cases, many of which involved children, and mostly at what she described as the ‘more serious’ end of the spectrum. She said that she had prosecuted ‘huge numbers’ of historical sexual assault cases (we assume she was referring to the prosecution of offences which were alleged to have been committed some years before charges were laid) in which the accused was well known to the 
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	Ms Cunneen provides her advice to Mr Cowdery QC
	Ms Cunneen’s advice is dated 26 March 2004 and is addressed to the Director of Public Prosecutions. It is entitled ‘Scott Alexander Volkers: Request by Queensland DPP for advice re Further Proceedings’. Ms Cunneen’s advice is annexed to this report at Appendix B.
	The formal decision-making framework
	Both Ms Cunneen SC and Mr Cowdery QC accepted that the task involved the application of the relevant law and the Queensland ODPP Director’s Guidelines. 
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	The request for advice that Ms Clare sent to Mr Cowdery QC set out, in terms, two of the relevant prosecutorial guidelines: Guideline 16(v) and Guideline 4. 
	Guideline 16(v), ‘Termination of a Prosecution by ODPP’, which contained the test for reversing a determination to discontinue a prosecution, was referred to in full. It provides:
	 

	Once a determination has been made to discontinue a prosecution, the decision will not be reversed unless:
	 

	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 

	significant fresh evidence has been produced that was not previously available for consideration or the decision was obtained by fraud; and
	 


	2. 
	2. 
	2. 

	in all the circumstances, it is in the interests of justice that the matter be reviewed.
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	Guideline 4, ‘The Decision to Prosecute’ was a two-tiered test:
	I. is there sufficient evidence?; and
	II. does the public interest require a prosecution?
	Guideline 4 went on to give content to these two tiers. It provided:
	(i) Sufficient evidence
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 

	A prima facie case is necessary but not enough.

	2. 
	2. 
	2. 

	A prosecution should not proceed if there is no reasonable prospect of conviction before a reasonable jury (or Magistrate).


	A decision by a Magistrate to commit a defendant for trial does not absolve the prosecution from its responsibility to independently evaluate the evidence. The test for the Magistrate is limited to whether there is a bare prima facie case. The prosecutor must go further to assess the quality and persuasive strength of the evidence as it is likely to be at trial.
	The following matters need to be carefully considered bearing in mind that guilt has to be established beyond reasonable doubt
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 

	the availability, competence and compellability of witnesses and their likely impression on the Court;

	2. 
	2. 
	2. 

	any conflicting statements by a material witness;

	3. 
	3. 
	3. 

	the admissibility of evidence, including any alleged confession;

	4. 
	4. 
	4. 

	any lines of defence which are plainly open; and

	5. 
	5. 
	5. 

	any other factors relevant to the merits of the Crown case.


	(ii) Public Interest Criteria
	 

	If there is sufficient reliable evidence of an offence, the issue is whether discretionary factors nevertheless dictate that the matter should not proceed in the public interest.
	Discretionary factors may include
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 

	the level of seriousness or triviality of the alleged offence, or whether or not it is of a ‘technical’ nature only;

	2. 
	2. 
	2. 

	the existence of any mitigating or aggravating circumstances;

	3. 
	3. 
	3. 

	the youth, age, physical or mental health or special infirmity of the alleged offender or a necessary witness;

	4. 
	4. 
	4. 

	the alleged offender’s antecedents and background, including culture and ability to understand the English language;

	5. 
	5. 
	5. 

	the staleness of the alleged offence;

	6. 
	6. 
	6. 

	the degree of culpability of the alleged offender in connection with the offence;

	7. 
	7. 
	7. 

	whether or not the prosecution would be perceived as counter-productive to the interests of justice;

	8. 
	8. 
	8. 

	the availability and efficacy of any alternatives to prosecution;

	9. 
	9. 
	9. 

	the prevalence of the alleged offence and the need for deterrence, either personal or general;
	 


	10. 
	10. 
	10. 

	whether or not the alleged offence is of minimal public concern;

	11. 
	11. 
	11. 

	any entitlement or liability of a victim or other person to criminal compensation, reparation or forfeiture if prosecution action is taken;

	12. 
	12. 
	12. 

	the attitude of the victim of the alleged offence to a prosecution;

	13. 
	13. 
	13. 

	the likely length and expense of a trial;

	14. 
	14. 
	14. 

	whether or not the alleged offender is willing to co-operate in the investigation or prosecution of others, or the extent to which the alleged offender has done so;

	15. 
	15. 
	15. 

	the likely outcome in the event of a conviction considering the sentencing options available to the Court;

	16. 
	16. 
	16. 

	whether the alleged offender elected to be tried on indictment rather than be dealt with summarily;

	17. 
	17. 
	17. 

	whether or not a sentence has already been imposed on the offender which adequately reflects the criminality of the episode;

	18. 
	18. 
	18. 

	whether or not the alleged offender has already been sentenced for a series of other offences and what likelihood there is of an additional penalty, having regard to the totality principle;

	19. 
	19. 
	19. 

	the necessity to maintain public confidence in the Parliament and the Courts; and

	20. 
	20. 
	20. 

	the effect on public order and morale.


	The relevance of discretionary factors will depend upon the individual circumstances of each case.
	The more serious the offence, the more likely that the public interest will require a prosecution.
	 

	Indeed, the proper decision in most cases will be to proceed with the prosecution if there is sufficient evidence. Mitigating factors can then be put to the Court at sentence.
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	A number of other guidelines were also relevant to the process of deciding whether or not to reopen the prosecution of Mr Volkers. These included:
	18. CONSULTATION WITH VICTIMS
	The relevant case lawyer or prosecutor must also seek the views of any victim whenever serious consideration is given to discontinuing a prosecution for violence or sexual offences.
	The views of the victim must be recorded and properly considered prior to any final decision, but those views alone are not determinative. It is the public, not any individual interest that must be served.
	19. REASONS FOR DECISIONS
	i. 
	i. 
	i. 
	i. 

	Reasons for decisions made in the course of prosecutions may be disclosed by the Director to persons outside of the ODPP.

	ii. 
	ii. 
	ii. 

	This disclosure of reasons is generally consistent with the open and accountable operations of the ODPP.

	iii. 
	iii. 
	iii. 

	But reasons will only be given when the inquirer has a legitimate interest in the matter and it is otherwise appropriate to do so.


	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 

	Reasons for not prosecuting must be given to the victims of crime;

	2. 
	2. 
	2. 

	A legitimate interest includes the interest of the media in the open dispensing of justice where previous proceedings have been public.


	(iv) Where a decision has been made not to prosecute prior to any public proceeding, reasons may be given by the Director. However, where it would mean publishing material too weak to justify a prosecution, any explanation should be brief.
	(v) Reasons will not be given in any case where to do so would cause unjustifiable harm to a victim, a witness or an accused or would significantly prejudice the administration of justice. 
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	Guideline 5(iv) provided that, in relation to sexual offences, where there was sufficient evidence to prove the offence ‘there will seldom be any doubt the prosecution is in the public interest’. 
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	Expectations of the advice
	Judge Clare stated she ‘anticipated an advice setting out reasons’ and Mr Cowdery QC’s conclusion. Judge Clare told us that she ‘suppose[d]’ she expected to receive Mr Cowdery QC’s personal reasons but she ‘would have understood’ that he might seek the advice or reasons from someone else within his office. 
	282
	283

	It is apparent that Ms Clare intended to place significant weight on Mr Cowdery QC’s advice. Had Mr Cowdery QC’s advice been to prosecute, she said that she intended to prosecute without reviewing the material herself, to avoid a public perception of bias. If the advice was not to prosecute, she said that she intended to consider (and in this case, did consider) the material for herself.
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	Mr Cowdery QC said he understood his role to be assisting or advising Ms Clare on her decision rather than making an independent decision himself.
	287
	288 

	Mr Cowdery QC said the request for advice from Ms Clare was ‘a more informal process, in a sense, than the preparation of a matter for prosecution in court in New South Wales’. Mr Cowdery QC stated that, with respect to Ms Cunneen’s advice, he could not ‘recollect any other [advice] that had similar features’ in terms of the modes of expression. He stated that, at the time, it stood out in the way it was expressed. 
	289
	290

	Mr Cowdery QC anticipated that Ms Cunneen would provide her advice in the form of an internal memorandum to assist him to form his own view and express his own advice on the matter. He expected it would contain Ms Cunneen’s ‘reasoning process’ having regard to the factual material she had identified. Mr Cowdery QC expected the advice to be in the same format in which Ms Cunneen would ordinarily provide a memorandum of advice to him or for another internal or police use. 
	291
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	293

	Mr Cowdery QC expected Ms Cunneen’s advice to ‘be based on the assumption’ that he would ‘have access to the same information that she had access to, so there was no need to repeat material that was in the evidence’.
	294 

	Mr Cowdery QC understood the advice would use a degree of ‘shorthand’. Although this concept was not explained, we were given the impression that it was not unusual for advices to the DPP to employ ‘some form of shorthand’. If this means that fundamental principles such as the burden and standard of proof will be assumed, we have no concerns. However, if it means that relevant evidence may not be identified and an opinion not offered as to its likely weight in the minds of the jury, there are some real diff
	295

	Ms Cunneen SC agreed that ‘the job’ was to ‘look at the strengths and weaknesses in the case and to, on balance, advise whether or not there was either sufficient new evidence or any new allegation’. She also agreed that her expectation was that the advice ‘would be the detailed analysis of the things [she was] being asked to consider’.
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	Ms Cunneen SC said she ‘did not know’ whether Mr Cowdery QC would forward her advice to Ms Clare or write his own advice. However, she also said that she was ‘rather surprised’ that he sent it directly to Ms Clare. She ‘did not know how important [her] advice would be in the ultimate determination of the matter’. She did not know ‘whether Ms Clare had asked every DPP in Australia or any other lawyer in Queensland for advice’. 
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	However, she also said that she wrote an advice that she felt ‘confident’ Ms Clare could act upon.
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	Ms Cunneen’s advice
	The paragraphs that follow discuss the advice that Ms Cunneen provided and the evidence she gave the Royal Commission about its content. These paragraphs contain significant detail. However, in order to fully understand the decision-making processes of Mr Cowdery QC and Ms Clare, it is necessary to understand the extent to which they agreed with Ms Cunneen on the matters discussed in her advice. 
	In accordance with its Terms of Reference, the Royal Commission is considering the processes for the prosecution of child sexual abuse offences. Reasons for decision making are an integral part of the processes of any administrative decision maker. Ms Clare was relying on Mr Cowdery QC for independent advice about whether or not to pursue the prosecution of Mr Volkers. Therefore, the way that Mr Cowdery QC communicated to Ms Clare the reasons for his decision was significant. The extent of that significance
	As Mr Cowdery QC and Ms Clare were unable to produce any written reasons for their decisions, the Royal Commission is necessarily limited to a discussion only of the evidence they gave the Royal Commission.
	 

	Ms Cunneen’s advice sets out the background to the matter, including the decision to discontinue proceedings in 2002, the criticism contained in the CMC report and the reopening of the investigation by the Queensland Police Service. It goes on to detail the offences that each of the complainants alleged, the new material available on each complainant and any other factors affecting the prospects of conviction. 
	Ms Cunneen had no contact with anyone in the Queensland ODPP or with Mr Cowdery QC while preparing the advice. However, she said that, if she had felt it necessary, she could have contacted either for clarification. She did not speak with any of the complainants. More will be said about this later in the report.
	302

	In her advice Ms Cunneen concluded ‘that there is nothing which justifies the recharging of [Mr] Volkers in respect of the original allegations and no reasonable prospects of conviction in respect of any new allegations’. Although she was not asked for this opinion, she also said that she was ‘of the view that the decision of the DPP (Qld) not to proceed with the prosecution of [Mr] Volkers on any matter was a correct one’.
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	Ms Rogers’ complaint
	Ms Cunneen’s opinion was that ‘Ms Rogers’ psychiatric history and false allegations about members of her family would be fatal to her credibility. These charges have no prospect of resulting in convictions’. Her advice stated that ‘[Ms] Rogers’ medical file contains material which is enormously damaging to her credibility’. Her advice also stated that a ‘further difficulty’ was that ‘some evidence suggests that the incident in the car may well have occurred after [Ms] Rogers turned 16’.
	305
	306

	Ms Cunneen SC said that her reference to ‘credibility’ was shorthand for her assessment of a complainant’s credibility in the eyes of a properly instructed jury after cross-examination by competent defence counsel.
	307 

	Ms Cunneen SC said she did not have a complete medical record for Ms Rogers and had read this information in Ms Osgarby’s report or in some other material that she did not recall. Ms Cunneen SC agreed that ‘obviously if someone has suffered from psychiatric damage as a result of sexual abuse, then that doesn’t mean they’re not telling the truth about the abuse’. She said that in Ms Rogers’ case:
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	it’s not just the fact of the mental health issues but the way they manifested themselves. It was the false accusations that were the worst thing for [Ms Rogers’] credit. 
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	When asked during the public hearing if it was incumbent upon her to explore properly whether these matters could be ‘countered in some way by the prosecution’, Ms Cunneen SC said:
	there is not much you could do to counter false accusations made about people, because unfortunately a jury is going to give the benefit of the doubt to the defence, because the person’s credibility has been damaged.
	311

	Ms Cunneen SC was asked about her knowledge of complainants’ reporting of sexual abuse. She said that she was familiar with the dynamics of late reporting of child sexual abuse. Ms Cunneen SC believes that a victim is less likely to report child sexual abuse when the abuser is a person known to them. Ms Cunneen SC said that Ms Rogers’ case was ‘significantly different’ because she had previously denied to Ms Osgarby that Mr Volkers’ touches were intimate and this point would be ‘a very live issue in cross-e
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	315

	The committing magistrate found Ms Rogers to be a sufficiently credible witness as to justify a decision to commit Mr Volkers for trial. He had the opportunity of observing Ms Rogers give evidence, including under cross-examination. Ms Cunneen stated in her advice that Mr Volkers had been committed to trial. She did not refer to the magistrate’s assessment of Ms Rogers’ credibility and the weight she gave to his assessment.
	Ms Boyce’s complaint
	Ms Cunneen’s conclusion was that there was no prospect of conviction in relation to Ms Boyce. Her reasons were that:
	 

	[This is] largely due to the relative triviality of the offence alleged and the length of time (over 16 years) since it happened. It must be borne in mind also that Mr Volkers is in a position to call an endless parade of women who were coached by him at the same time who will say that he did not so behave towards them.
	316

	Ms Cunneen’s advice referred to new evidence from Dr Cotter, Ms Boyce’s general practitioner, and concluded:
	 

	Dr Margaret Cotter’s new statement ventures the opinion that the major triggering factor for the major depression for which she has been treating Boyce since September 2001 was the inappropriate conduct of a sexual nature, towards her, by Scott Volkers … Dr Cotter’s hypothesis seems, in view of the trivial nature (relative to the nature and duration of most sexual assaults which come before the courts) of the allegation, almost fanciful.
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	…
	Two months before her complaint to Police Ms Boyce commenced medical treatment for ‘major depression’ … The illness and its alleged cause, would give rise to substantial attack on the credibility of [the complainant and her doctor] …
	318

	Ms Cunneen SC told us that her opinion that ‘Dr Cotter’s hypothesis seems … almost fanciful’ was not her ‘own opinion’ or her ‘personal belief’; rather, it was her opinion as to the response of a jury. She explained her position by indicating that she was asking the Royal Commission to read into her advice, after the words ‘seems almost fanciful’, the additional words ‘or would seem to a reasonable jury to be almost fanciful’. She said she did not include those words because ‘that’s the nature of the shorth
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	She said that her ‘considered view’ based on her experience, was that ‘a jury would not have regarded this single complaint, being so aged and being so relatively minor, as being sufficient to cause such a massive mental health sequelae’. Ms Cunneen SC said defence counsel would cross-examine Dr Cotter ‘to draw out from her different and more serious offences … and … what was the effect with those victims’ and would call evidence that ‘would tend to negative’ Dr Cotter’s evidence.
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	However, notwithstanding this evidence, she also agreed that Dr Cotter’s opinion was ‘consistent with the material’ she had read previously about the effects of child sexual abuse. She agreed that sexual abuse can have serious physical, mental and social consequences. She was aware that mental health problems such as depression and eating disorders are correlated with reported sexual abuse.
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	In light of Ms Cunneen’s evidence it is difficult for us to accept that if other health professionals had been called they would not have confirmed Dr Cotter’s opinion. Dr Cotter’s opinion is one commonly seen amongst health professionals who work with people who were sexually abused as children.
	 

	In these circumstances, Dr Cotter’s professional opinion could not fairly be described as ‘almost fanciful’.
	 

	Ms Cunneen said that the fact that Ms Boyce had commenced treatment for depression two months before making her complaint to police would harm her credibility, because defence counsel could argue she was trying ‘to blame’ her depression on Mr Volkers.
	328 

	She said that she would expect this to be ‘a very serious attack on Ms Boyce’s credibility’.Ms Cunneen SC also said that a jury might think Ms Boyce was being ‘pushed into’ making the complaint by her doctor. She said that these points could be enough to raise ‘reasonable doubt’.
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	330 

	Ms Cunneen SC said that, in the case of complainants who have suffered mental illness, it is ‘legitimate to consider whether it is in the public interest for them to risk further harm to their mental health’ if the trial results in an acquittal.
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	The committing magistrate found Ms Boyce to be a sufficiently credible witness as to justify a decision to commit Mr Volkers for trial. He had the opportunity of observing Ms Boyce give evidence, including under cross-examination. Ms Cunneen stated in her advice that Mr Volkers had been committed to trial. She did not refer to the magistrate’s assessment of Ms Boyce’s credibility or the weight to be given to his assessment.
	As set out above, Ms Cunneen SC agreed that ‘the job’ was to ‘look at the strengths and weaknesses in the case and to, on balance, advise whether or not there was either sufficient new evidence or any new allegation’. 
	332

	Ms Cunneen did not record in her advice any strengths of the prosecution in Ms Boyce’s complaint. 
	Ms Gilbert’s complaint
	Ms Cunneen concluded that Ms Gilbert’s complaints had no prospect of conviction. Her reasons included ‘the trivial nature’ of each of the allegations other than the caravan incident, ‘the inherent unlikelihood of the central feature’ of the caravan incident, ‘and the damage to the credibility of the complainant by the witness [AEH] and her return to Mr Volkers at the age of 26 for coaching accreditation’.
	 
	 
	333

	With respect to the new evidence, which tended to confirm the dates of Ms Gilbert’s alleged abuse, Ms Cunneen stated that the evidence lent ‘no support to the allegations themselves’. As Ms Cunneen SC agreed, the evidence would tend to confirm that Ms Gilbert was where she said she was at the time of the alleged abuse. Ms Cunneen accepted it would bolster Ms Gilbert’s credibility on that issue, although it would not be corroborative of the allegations themselves.
	334
	 
	335

	In her advice, under the heading ‘Other factors affecting prospects of conviction re Gilbert’, Ms Cunneen proffered a view on caravan incident. In discussing these issues, Ms Cunneen expressly identifies them to be ‘matters which trouble me and which, I am certain, would trouble a jury’. She wrote in these terms:
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	The trouble with Gilbert’s allegation (iii) is, as I see it, the unlikelihood that a 13 year-old girl would have experienced an orgasm while being indecently assaulted. Firstly, one must envisage that there would be sufficient manual leverage for Mr Volkers to manipulate the clitoris of a girl who had never before had an orgasm while she was wearing two pairs of tight nylon swimming costumes and a pair of shorts. Secondly, and this is quite unlike the situation that pertains when an adolescent male is assau
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	Notwithstanding the language Ms Cunneen used, she said this matter did not trouble her ‘personally’ but troubled her ‘because of the capacity to trouble a jury’. She said that her own views ‘are quite irrelevant and it would be unprofessional for me to express them’. 
	338

	When asked if ‘as I see it’ was a reference to her opinion, Ms Cunneen SC said ‘perhaps’ she was ‘qualifying it there’. When asked if the ‘trouble’ she referred to was the trouble ‘that you yourself had with it’, she said, ‘Well, I’ve got to see it as a lawyer in order to make these submissions’. She agreed that, ‘as a matter of law, the jury would not have to be satisfied beyond reasonable doubt that an orgasm happened to be satisfied that the offence undoubtedly occurred’. In Ms Cunneen SC’s ‘professional
	339
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	342

	Ms Cunneen SC also said that she ‘would never be so ignorant as to say that it was not possible for a 13-year-old girl to experience an orgasm. No one would’ and that ‘Never, never am I suggesting the preposterous idea that it is impossible for a 13-year-old to experience orgasm’. Rather, Ms Cunneen SC said that she was ‘not talking about the possibility’ and that ‘it’s the unlikelihood … we’re dealing with juries, not possibilities’.
	343 

	When asked about her opinion on ‘manual leverage’, Ms Cunneen SC said that she foresaw cross-examination that would cast doubt on how Mr Volkers could have ‘manipulate[d] his hand into that region of tight clothing, for the amount of time that would be required to bring about the result’. When asked if her opinion was based on any study or training, Ms Cunneen SC said, ‘it’s not a medical question. It’s a physical question, just like any other crime’. She said her opinion was based on ‘a common understandin
	344
	345
	346
	347
	348

	Ms Cunneen SC gave evidence that she had distinguished between the response of males and females to sexual assault on the advice of at least one doctor in the 1990s that ‘a male orgasm is a more reflex action than female’. She said that doctors were also her source of information on the converse proposition about females. 
	349
	350

	The paragraph of Ms Cunneen’s advice extracted above was subsequently criticised in a written advice that Mr R V Hanson QC provided to Ms Gilbert in the context of Mr Hanson QC advising Ms Gilbert about the prospects of successfully bringing a private prosecution. This is discussed further below.
	 

	In his advice, Mr Hanson QC observed that the reasons for not proceeding with the prosecution of Mr Volkers appeared to fall into two categories:
	 

	(a) legal considerations involving an examination of suggested discrepancies and inconsistencies in the prosecution evidence, including the evidence of Ms Gilbert herself and
	(b) arguments going to the improbability of Ms Gilbert’s story being true, which seem to be based on the author’s perception of such matters as anatomy, physics, and human sexual behaviour and responses.
	351

	In respect of the first category, Mr Hanson QC noted that he had not seen all of the evidence but said, ‘what I can say is this. Personally, I am a great believer in using the jury system for determining cases’. He referred to the CMC’s comment that the ODPP had given too little attention to the possibility that a jury may simply believe the complainant and said he ‘could not agree more’ with the CMC’s comment. 
	352
	353

	Mr Hanson QC stated that he found the second category of reasons based on non-legal considerations ‘irrelevant, unprofessional and just plain silly’.
	354 

	Ms Cunneen SC was provided with Mr Hanson QC’s advice to Ms Gilbert during the public hearing. Ms Cunneen SC had not seen the advice before. Ms Cunneen SC did not accept Mr Hanson QC’s criticisms of her advice. She said that it seemed that Mr Hanson QC ‘certainly doesn’t have my advice, but he only has what he could glean from what Mrs Gilbert was told in her interview with Ms Clare’.
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	Mr Hanson QC questioned whether Ms Cunneen’s opinion on ‘manual leverage’ was ‘based on the evidence in the case, or has there been a measure of surmise’. Ms Cunneen SC said that ‘it’s based on the direct evidence in the case about the physical means of performing this assault’. She said that ‘the other evidence available in the brief from Ms Boyce is that all the girls wore very tight swimmers’ and this would be a source of ‘conflict in the evidence’. Ms Cunneen SC said that Mr Hanson QC’s criticisms took 
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	The paragraph of Ms Cunneen’s advice quoted above was criticised in two affidavits prepared in support of Ms Gilbert’s application for a private prosecution. Dr Patricia Brennan, Medical Director of the Liverpool/Fairfield/Bankstown/Macarthur Sexual Assault Service, expressed the view that Ms Cunneen’s advice implied ‘that the clitoris itself has to be manipulated directly in order to produce arousal’. Dr Brennan said that shows ‘a degree of ignorance’ and that ‘the talk of manual leverage is misleading’. M
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	Associate Professor Warwick Middleton, a professor of psychiatry, expressed the view that involuntary sexual stimulation or orgasm is not dissimilar between the sexes. Ms Cunneen SC said that Associate Professor Middleton was ‘undoubtedly’ referring to child sexual abuse literature that concerns full, unclothed sexual intercourse. Ms Cunneen SC said, ‘the cases where orgasm is experienced by victims are not typically like this – with clothes on, feeling scared, no experience of orgasm’.
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	When Dr Brennan’s opinion that the erotic stimulation of a child can involve pleasurable sensations simultaneously with threat and distress was put to Ms Cunneen SC, she said ‘It’s possible’, although she again added her qualification that ‘juries don’t deal in possibilities’. Ms Cunneen SC also said that, on the basis of discussions she had previously had from time to time with doctors, she was ‘unable to agree’ with Dr Brennan’s view that there was no ‘contrast between the sexual response during sexual ab
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	When it was suggested to Ms Cunneen SC that she should have researched the matter to ensure what she said was medically correct, she said that there was ‘no literature about it’ at the time, her opinion was ‘in the nature of obiter dicta’ and that ‘it wasn’t a medical question’. In her view it was likely ‘to be well known among adult people of normal experience’ and was a ‘common-sense issue’.
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	Ms Cunneen SC said that, if she was asked to advise on the question again, she would include a similar opinion in terms of her view ‘of consistency of the mental state required for a female to achieve orgasm’.
	371

	As part of its Criminal Justice Project, the Royal Commission is considering the admissibility and use of expert evidence in child sexual abuse prosecutions. 
	Ms Cunneen SC told us that her opinion in that paragraph about the ‘connotation of reconstruction’ was ‘shorthand’ for what she expected to be ‘fertile ground for cross-examination’.
	372

	Ms Cunneen SC was asked about the balance in her advice on this point and whether there was any ‘weighing up of considerations’. She said she was ‘just suggesting that, in [her] experience, there would be a great deal of cross-examination about what it was that was felt at the time’. She said she thought ‘there is a weighing up of considerations’ in her advice and ‘unfortunately when you talk about balance, it’s not a civil case. We have to get it really right. The jury has to be convinced to such a high de
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	a Crown Prosecutor advising on whether or not a prosecution should be maintained, before forming views about the credibility of a complainant, should fairly give that complainant an opportunity to answer the sorts of concerns [raised in Ms Cunneen’s advice].
	376

	We note that the CMC report was critical of the Queensland DPP for not considering whether a jury would believe Ms Gilbert. 
	In relation to ‘the damage to the credibility of the complainant by the witness [AEH]’, Ms Cunneen said in her advice that ‘one of the major matters which troubled the DPP (Qld) in relation to Gilbert’s credibility was her willingness to change her evidence when confronted with a contrary account by another witness [AEH]’. Ms Cunneen’s advice was that this was ‘fertile ground for a savage attack’ on Ms Gilbert’s credibility.
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	Ms Cunneen SC was asked how the word ‘savage’ should be understood in that context. She said:
	there is nothing that I have seen more savage than attacks by defence counsel on people who allege sexual or indecent assault against their clients. It’s more savage than cross-examination in other areas, probably because sexual assaults are harder to prove than murders, robberies, because it so often comes down to one word against another. 
	380

	Ms Cunneen dealt with the issue of Ms Gilbert’s return to Mr Volkers for coaching accreditation in her advice under the heading ‘Other factors affecting prospects of conviction re Gilbert’. Ms Cunneen’s advice said:
	 
	 

	Also of concern as it affects credibility is the fact that Ms Gilbert returned to Mr Volkers in 1997, when already a physical education teacher, to gain accreditation with him as a swimming coach.
	 
	381 

	Ms Cunneen SC’s evidence was that a complainant’s return to the company of the person they were abused by is ‘one of the most fertile grounds of cross-examination’. She did not think that Associate Professor Middleton’s opinion about a survivor of abuse having an unresolved need for a perpetrator’s validation referred to this type of circumstance. 
	382
	 
	383

	Ms Cunneen SC was aware, in 2004, of the ‘complex relationship’ between abusers and victims when the abuser is in a position of power. Ms Cunneen SC agreed that it is the role of a prosecutor to inform the jury about the complex dynamics of a case in which the perpetrator is known to the victim. Asked if it would be available to the prosecution to put a powerful argument on this point, Ms Cunneen SC said she did not think it ‘would be very applicable in these particular circumstances and not powerful at all
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	Ms Cunneen SC said that Ms Gilbert’s case was ‘a bit’ out of the common experience because she had ‘separated herself from Mr Volkers for a number of years, so to go back, when there was no longer any such supporting relationship, takes it out of the theory’. She said this ‘would be massively explored by defence counsel in a criminal trial’. 
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	Under the heading ‘Other factors affecting prospects of conviction re Gilbert’, Ms Cunneen SC set out the second of the two matters that she said troubled her and that she was ‘certain, would trouble a jury’: 
	388

	The other issue which strikes me as disturbing in relation to Ms Gilbert’s credibility is that the overwhelming impression one gets from the hours of tapes she recorded for Australian Story is that it was ceasing swimming training which pained her far more than Mr Volkers’ approaches. … In the context of Ms Gilbert’s deteriorating performance due to ill-health in the months leading up to the allegations and the fact that she did not simply change coaches, she does come across as someone looking for someone 
	389

	Ms Cunneen SC gave evidence that this issue ‘disturbed’ her ‘in terms of the chances of conviction when Ms Gilbert would inevitably be cross-examined about whether she entertained any negative feelings, vindictive feelings, towards Mr Volkers’. She said this was not her ‘personal view’. 
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	Ms Cunneen SC was asked why she did not set out the prosecutor’s side of this argument as well as the defence’s. She responded that her duty as a barrister was to ‘draw attention to the difficulties in the case’. She said that in her ‘mental consideration of it’ she ‘did the balancing act and came out on the side that it would cause more harm than good’. When asked if she ‘only wrote about the defence side’, she said ‘yes … well, not really the defence side but just the difficulties that may arise in credib
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	When assessing whether there are reasonable prospects of conviction, we would expect a prosecutor to weigh the matters that favour conviction with those that may favour acquittal. We would also expect the prosecutor to assist the ultimate decision maker with a proper advice that would advert to ‘both sides of the argument’, including the impression that the complainant was likely to have on the jury. Although Ms Cunneen suggests that because this was an ‘internal advice’ she used a form of shorthand, a disc
	Separate trials
	Ms Cunneen advised ‘[t]here is nothing to justify the prosecution of the several complainants’ allegations in a single trial. Separate trials would be inevitable’. She said that this was because there was not sufficient similarity in the allegations to permit joinder or the admission of propensity evidence in the case of Ms Gilbert. She agreed that there was material that could give ‘rise to a proper belief that concoction could be established’ between Ms Boyce and Ms Rogers. Ms Cunneen SC thought it was ‘i
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	Similar fact / propensity evidence and other opinions
	Under the heading ‘Similar fact or propensity evidence’, Ms Cunneen said in her advice that ‘Scott Volkers was a thoroughly disreputable man given to inappropriate touching and comments towards young swimmers in his charge’. She advised, ‘clearly [Mr] Volkers crossed the appropriate boundaries when it came to the girls under his charge but the situation is complicated by the fondness of many of them for him’. Ms Cunneen stated that it was ‘significant that there is now much greater awareness of inappropriat
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	Ms Cunneen SC gave evidence that her opinion that Mr Volkers was a ‘thoroughly disreputable man’ may have been one time when her ‘own views of him came out’We note her evidence that her own views ‘are quite irrelevant and it would be unprofessional for me to express them’. 
	.401 
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	In her advice under the heading ‘Similar fact or propensity evidence’, Ms Cunneen also said ‘it is legitimate to consider whether 12 year-old swimmers even had breasts, but that is the allegation’. She said that her advice concentrated on the development of a young swimmer’s breasts because of precedent allowing defence counsel to argue that touching of undeveloped breasts was innocent and non-sexual. For this reason, Ms Cunneen SC described Mr Hanson QC’s statement in his written opinion ‘do I really need 
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	Other factors
	In her advice, under the heading ‘Other factors affecting prospects of conviction re Gilbert’, Ms Cunneen said, ‘I also find it somewhat novel that no one alleges that Mr Volkers ever exposed himself or encouraged any touching of his genital area’. Ms Cunneen SC gave evidence that this was ‘a global comment about all of the victims’ and an ‘observation’ directed to the prospects of conviction. She agreed it was ‘actually irrelevant’ to Ms Gilbert’s credibility and identified it as an observation by putting 
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	Ms Cunneen SC said this lack of progression was novel in her ‘experience’ in dealing with allegations of child sexual assault by a person who is in a position of trust or authority. In her experience, ‘paedophiles tend[ed] to progress in the sexualisation of their victims’ from minor touching to genital exposure or pressing an erection against the girl. She agreed with Associate Professor Middleton’s opinion that ‘it is common for a paedophilic abuser who was very well known to his victim to progressively s
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	When asked about the question that Mr Hanson QC posed in his opinion, ‘what on earth is the relevance of this?’, Ms Cunneen SC said that the question ‘betray[ed]’ his ‘ignorance’ about the theory that perpetrators progress their assaults on victims to the stage that ‘the activity has advanced on to the sexual gratification of the offender in that fashion’. Ms Cunneen SC said this assists the proof of the offence because it negatives the suggestion that the touching was ‘innocent inadvertent touching during 
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	Discretionary factors
	Ms Cunneen’s advice referred to the following discretionary factors to be considered in answering the question ‘does the public interest require a prosecution’ in relation to each of the three complainants:
	i. 
	i. 
	i. 
	i. 

	the offences alleged are, relative to the general run of sexual assault prosecutions, at a low level of seriousness. I interpolate that proceeding with these relatively trivial allegations, occurring so long ago, would tend to bring all sexual assault prosecutions into disrepute;

	ii. 
	ii. 
	ii. 

	that [Mr] Volkers’ antecedents suggest that he is a person of good character and there would be an array of impressive witnesses to say so;

	iii. 
	iii. 
	iii. 

	the offences are stale all having occurred between October 1984 and October 1987;

	iv. 
	iv. 
	iv. 

	the likely outcome even if there was the prospect of conviction would be a non-custodial penalty;

	v. 
	v. 
	v. 

	the effect of the publicity in this matter has already constituted a punishment upon [Mr] Volkers and, in addition, it is highly unlikely that he will misconduct himself in the future; 
	 


	vi. 
	vi. 
	vi. 

	the prosecution of these old matters, being so relatively minor, would, it is submitted, erode public confidence in the Courts and the criminal justice system.
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	Ms Cunneen SC’s evidence was that these were relevant factors to all of the potential charges.
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	In relation to discretionary factor (i), Ms Cunneen said in her advice that Ms Boyce’s allegation was of a ‘trivial nature (relative to the nature and duration of most sexual assaults which come before the courts)’. She advised that Ms Gilbert’s allegations, other than the caravan incident, were of a ‘trivial nature’. The advice stated that the caravan incident ‘was by far the most serious’ and ‘the only serious indecent dealing alleged by Gilbert (or by any of them)’. Ms Cunneen also stated in her advice t
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	Ms Cunneen SC’s evidence was that ‘trivial’ ‘is not a word that should be used on its own’ and that in her advice she ‘almost always qualified it with “trivial compared to other forms of sexual assault”’. Ms Cunneen SC agreed that, by referring to the offences as ‘relative to the general run of sexual assault prosecutions, at a low level of seriousness’, she meant ‘in relation to primarily a lack of penetration’. When she said in her advice ‘the general run of sexual assault prosecutions’, she was drawing f
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	430

	When asked about the opinion that Mr Hanson QC expressed that ‘most people in Queensland would be outraged if an adult swim coach in a position of trust took a 13-year-old girl away from swimming class and massaged her genitals until she had an orgasm’, Ms Cunneen SC said that her opinions about triviality ‘were always qualified as a comparative concept’. She said she considered the caravan incident to be the most serious because ‘it alleges direct genital contact … there’s no clothing and it’s on the vagin
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	435

	Ms Cunneen SC’s evidence was that proceeding to prosecute these offences would ‘tend to bring all sexual assault prosecutions into disrepute’ because:
	if he was prosecuted and found not guilty, that would tend to work against the progress, in sexual assault cases, of acceptance in the community that when these cases are prosecuted it is a big deal; there is good evidence; they are very serious … it had the flavour, to me, of going off a little bit too early.
	436 

	When asked why she recorded her reasons in the advice as ‘relatively trivial … so long ago’, Ms Cunneen SC said, ‘the community might think … “another sexual assault allegation against someone well known … all they had were these really old allegations of a very legally trivial nature”… It wasn’t a winner’. 
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	In relation to discretionary factor (ii), Ms Cunneen SC was asked what material was the basis for her opinion, earlier in her advice, that Mr Volkers was in a position to call ‘an endless parade of women’ as witnesses. She said she had not seen the defence statements, but she ‘had the impression that they were character witnesses or that some large number of swimmers who had been coached by him were prepared to say that not only had he not done these things to them but they had heard nothing about it’. She 
	438
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	Someone – somewhere in the material which was before me, somewhere there, there was reference to many, many character witnesses, or something like that – and this is really from memory, but it was a double thing. They said not only that it hadn’t happened to them but that they knew – they had heard nothing about it, something like that.
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	As part of its Criminal Justice Project, the Royal Commission is considering the admissibility and use of character evidence for the accused. 
	In relation to discretionary factor (iii), Ms Cunneen SC gave evidence that the length of time between the offences and prosecution was ‘very relevant’. She said a Longman direction (that ‘it is dangerous to convict on these allegations that are so old’) would ‘inevitably have been given’. She said that she knew from her experience that survivors of child sexual abuse may take decades to report the abuse. 
	442
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	As part of its Criminal Justice Project, the Royal Commission is investigating the treatment of historical and non-historical complaints of child sexual abuse within the criminal justice system, including in relation to prosecution rates and trial outcomes. The Royal Commission is also considering the directions and warnings given to juries in child sexual abuse trials. 
	In relation to discretionary factor (iv), Ms Cunneen SC gave evidence that, if Mr Volkers had been convicted, the court ‘almost certainly’ would have given him a non-custodial sentence because of the time lapse and nature of the offences. Ms Cunneen SC gave evidence that the law and sentencing regimes of the time when the offence took place are applicable; therefore, the regime of the 1980s would have applied to Mr Volkers’ sentencing if he were convicted. Ms Cunneen SC said that she had read the entirety o
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	446
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	As part of its Criminal Justice Project, the Royal Commission is considering how offenders are sentenced for historical child sexual abuse offences. 
	In relation to discretionary factor (v), Ms Cunneen SC agreed that her advice, that ‘it was highly unlikely [Mr Volkers] will misconduct himself in the future’, was based on her ‘subjective view of his motives’. She said Mr Volkers would be a ‘damned fool to prove it all by doing it again, with the spotlight on him so squarely’. She did not give reasons for this conclusion in her advice because she ‘thought it was obvious’. She agreed with Associate Professor Middleton’s opinion that the ‘central question i
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	In relation to discretionary factor (vi), Ms Cunneen SC gave evidence that proceeding with the charges would ‘erode public confidence in the Courts and criminal justice system’ because in 2004 there was ‘a lot of scepticism’ about child sexual abuse cases. She said that ‘it was important, especially in those days, when trying to get the message across about this type of behaviour, that it didn’t come across as zealous prosecutors putting up very old, relatively minor cases’. Today she would expect people on
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	Ms Cunneen did not think at the time that the case was ‘sufficiently credible to run at that stage’. Ms Cunneen SC gave evidence that ‘the way that this decision should have been explained’ to the complainants was that:
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	if this went to trial just with this, and then there is an acquittal, that’s the end of the line for those victims … there’s still hope for prosecution, as long as acquittal hasn’t taken place, if more evidence, good evidence, perhaps from other victims, comes in.
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	She said she was ‘very, very concerned that that would have been the inevitable result of any trials’. Ms Cunneen SC did not accept that she had never before given that explanation. She said she adverted to this concern in her statement to the Royal Commission. She said she also referred to it in her advice by saying it would have been in the public interest to proceed if there were further allegations. When asked whether her advice would in fact ‘serve as a justification … to increase the bar against a fur
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	As part of its Criminal Justice Project, the Royal Commission is considering the rules on the admissibility and use of similar fact or tendency and coincidence evidence and on when joint trials should be allowed.
	Opinion on initial decision not to prosecute
	Although Ms Cunneen was not asked to advise on the question, she stated, ‘I am of the view that the decision of the DPP (Qld) not to proceed with the prosecution of Mr Volkers on any matter was a correct one’.
	462

	Ms Cunneen SC agreed that her advice was ‘largely’ covering whether or not there should have been an original prosecution. She stated that this point was ‘so tied to whether there is sufficient evidence pursuant to Guideline 4’ that she thought she ‘should give the recipient of this advice the benefit of any of [her] considerations on that first decision’. She gave evidence that ‘the bar was a lot higher to reopen … so it seemed to me that perhaps it was useful to cover the first principles’. She agreed tha
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	1.9 Mr Cowdery QC provides Ms Cunneen’s advice to Ms Clare
	By letter dated 29 March 2004, Mr Cowdery QC provided a copy of Ms Cunneen’s advice to Ms Clare. It accompanied a brief letter in which he stated, ‘I agree with that advice’. Mr Cowdery QC said that, in his opinion:
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	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 

	There is not sufficient new evidence of such quality as to justify the recharging of Mr Volkers in respect of any of the original allegations and
	 


	2. 
	2. 
	2. 

	There are no reasonable prospects for a conviction in respect of any new allegations.
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	Judge Clare could not recall speaking with Mr Cowdery QC in the period between requesting and receiving the advice or at the time Mr Cowdery QC provided the advice. Mr Cowdery QC could not recall any discussions in this period with Ms Clare, other than a possible inquiry as to when the advice might be received. 
	472
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	At some point after receiving Mr Cowdery QC’s letter of 29 March 2004, Ms Clare spoke with Mr Cowdery QC. There is no written record of this conversation. 
	 

	Judge Clare recalled asking Mr Cowdery QC to clarify whether he agreed with Ms Cunneen’s view that there was insufficient evidence to prosecute at all. Judge Clare does not have any ‘specific memory’ of such a conversation but presumes from the correspondence this is what happened.
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	Mr Cowdery QC’s recollection was that, after providing his first advice, Ms Clare called him to clarify the scope of the advice, ‘in effect’ to ask whether he agreed with Ms Cunneen’s opinion that ‘the decision of the DPP (Qld) not to proceed with the prosecution of Mr Volkers on any matter was a correct one’. 
	476

	On 2 April 2004, Mr Cowdery QC wrote to Ms Clare. In the letter he referred to her ‘request on 1 April 2004 for further clarification of the scope of [the advice provided on 29 March 2004]’. The letter then said:
	477
	 
	 

	I confirm that in my view, on the basis of the admissible evidence now available and in accordance with the law and your Prosecution Guidelines, there is not sufficient evidence to support any of the suggested charges in relation to Mr Volkers’ conduct vis a vis [the three complainants]. Consideration of the discretionary factors applicable in each case serves to strengthen that view.
	478

	Mr Cowdery QC’s decision making process
	Mr Cowdery QC received the memorandum of advice from Ms Cunneen on or about 26 March 2004. He provided it to Ms Clare on 29 March 2004.
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	480

	Mr Cowdery QC said that when he received Ms Cunneen’s advice he read it and then re-read the brief. When asked if Ms Cunneen’s advice was ‘too shorthand’ for his purposes, he said it was not, because he had the whole brief of material to refer to. 
	481
	482

	Mr Cowdery QC said that, if he had had to supplement his own knowledge by reference to the original material, he might have made a record of it in his own notes but would not have made a formal record of it.
	483

	Mr Cowdery QC told us that he ‘agreed with Ms Cunneen’s advice and the general basis expressed for it’. He thought it ‘addressed the issues on which advice had been sought’ and was ‘soundly based’. He said:
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	[I was not] in the position of assessing her opinion and making some kind of judgment about that. I was in the position of seeking assistance in forming my own view and expressing my own advice on the matter.
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	He said that he ‘never, in 16 and a half years as DPP, simply accepted advice from any prosecutor and acted on it automatically’. In forming his view, he said he had regard to ‘decades of case law and other materials relevant to the making of the decision to prosecute in such circumstances’ and his ‘own experience including (at that time) almost 10 years as DPP’. 
	487
	488

	In his statement to the Royal Commission, Mr Cowdery QC spoke about the role of the prosecutor when making a decision whether or not to prosecute. His evidence was that, under the ‘reasonable prospects’ test, the prosecutor must consider ‘how the case is likely to run and how all the players (defence representative, jury, judge, witnesses) are likely to respond to it’. He said:
	[This includes] any legal issues that might arise (including the admissibility of evidence and directions to a jury) and the way in which they might be resolved in all the circumstances of the case; the available admissible evidence and the weight that a tribunal of fact might give to it in finding facts and making its decision; any inconsistencies in the evidence of a witness or between sources of evidence; any internal or external conflicts, implausibilities, improbabilities and any other faults; any rele
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	Mr Cowdery QC made no record of his decision beyond the letter to Ms Clare and the passing on of Ms Cunneen’s advice with that letter. Mr Cowdery QC was clear that in a number of respects, which we discuss below, he did not agree with Ms Cunneen and continues to disagree with her. 
	Ms Rogers
	Mr Cowdery QC agreed with Ms Cunneen’s advice that Ms Rogers’ medical history was damaging to her credit. He said that he did not agree with her opinion that the ‘only serious dealing’ alleged by any of the complainants was the caravan incident alleged by Ms Gilbert. He said that the incident involving Ms Rogers in the car should be categorised as serious.
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	Ms Boyce
	In Ms Boyce’s case, Mr Cowdery QC said the factors that were relevant to his decision were the relative triviality, the length of time since the incident was alleged to have occurred and the evidence of good character that apparently Mr Volkers was in a position to present. 
	493

	Concerning Dr Cotter’s evidence, he made his own assessment of it but does not now recall it and no note of it was produced. Mr Cowdery QC said that it was not appropriate for a prosecutor to do as Ms Cunneen did and describe a doctor’s view as ‘almost fanciful’. If he were critical of a doctor’s views he would have described it as ‘subject to challenge … “arguable”, words like that’. 
	494
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	496

	Mr Cowdery QC’s evidence was that, although it would be unsurprising for major depression to occur concurrently with or proximate to the time at which a complainant first discloses child sexual abuse, defence counsel could still use it to impeach the complainant’s and doctor’s credibility. He held the view that:
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	the defence might well attack on that basis and then it would depend on how successful that attack was whether or not a jury would have any doubts about the issue or have any views about the issue. I certainly didn’t jump to concluding how a jury would necessarily view the matter.  
	498

	He said that he would not have used the word ‘trivial’ to describe Ms Boyce’s allegations. He would have used an expression such as ‘perhaps “less serious” or something of that kind’. 
	 
	499

	Ms Gilbert
	In Ms Gilbert’s case, Mr Cowdery QC said he had regard to matters other than those in Ms Cunneen’s advice. However, he could not recall any of them. 
	 
	500

	Mr Cowdery agreed with Ms Cunneen that Ms Gilbert’s return to Mr Volkers for coaching accreditation was a legitimate issue.
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	He thought that her opinion that Ms Gilbert would come across as looking for someone to blame was also a legitimate issue to take into account.
	502

	He said that the question of the likelihood of orgasm was not a matter that he had or has any ‘particular knowledge or expertise’ on and he did not think it was a matter on which he needed to form ‘a concluded view about the detail’.
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	504

	He did not share Ms Cunneen’s view that manual leverage was a problem for the prosecution.
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	He did not agree with the weight or significance given to the ‘savage’ attack by the defence in relation to Ms Gilbert’s change of evidence, although he said it might justify an attack.
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	The absence of genital exposure was not relevant to his decision.
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	Similar fact / propensity evidence and other opinions
	Mr Cowdery QC stated that he did not understand Ms Cunneen’s reference to the complication caused by other girls’ ‘fondness’ for Mr Volkers. He said he could ‘imagine circumstances where fondness of that kind might prevent complainants from coming forward, but that’s not the situation here’. 
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	509

	He did not pay any regard to Ms Cunneen’s opinion about breast development.
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	Separate trials
	Mr Cowdery QC agreed that separate trials would be inevitable.
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	Discretionary factors
	Mr Cowdery QC would not have described Ms Gilbert’s allegations concerning each of the incidents in the massage room and the second incident alleged to have occurred in Mr Volkers caravan as ‘trivial’.
	512

	He stated that it was probably too broad a statement that prosecuting Ms Gilbert’s most serious complaint would tend to bring all sexual assault prosecutions into disrepute.
	513

	He said it was a relevant factor, but he would not give a lot of weight to the likelihood of Mr Volkers misconducting himself in the future and was not of the view that the likelihood was ‘high’. However, Mr Cowdery QC did state that he thought ‘it was a legitimate view to form’. 
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	When asked whether Ms Cunneen’s advice suggested that she would query whether it is in the public interest to proceed in all the allegations that fell short of penetration, he said ‘No, I think this is totally hypothetical and frankly I don’t know why it’s there’.
	 
	516

	Mr Cowdery QC agreed that the discretionary factors numbered (iii) (age of allegation), (iv) (likely sentence) and (v) (future offending) were relevant factors for consideration.
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	518
	519

	He said that Ms Cunneen’s advice about whether the initial decision was correct was of assistance to him.
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	Communication of the advice to Ms Clare
	As previously noted, Mr Cowdery QC provided a copy of Ms Cunneen’s advice to Ms Clare by letter dated 29 March 2004. 
	That letter, set out above, contains the only reasons in writing of the then New South Wales DPP in relation to the initial request for advice. The only record Ms Clare had of Mr Cowdery QC’s view in the matter was the letter. Ms Clare assumed Mr Cowdery agreed with Ms Cunneen’s advice. 
	521
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	Mr Cowdery QC understood that Ms Clare expected, and needed, to receive both his conclusions and his reasoning process.He understood that to include identifying possible issues that defence counsel could raise and possible matters that might affect the jury. He thought the ‘easiest and most expeditious way of doing that’ would be to include Ms Cunneen’s advice.
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	Mr Cowdery QC said his statement ‘I agree with that advice’ should be understood as stating that he agreed with the advice itself. He said: 
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	the memorandum of advice contains the advice. It also contains a lot of other material, and I don’t agree that that indicate[d] that I agreed with absolutely everything that Ms Cunneen included in her memorandum of advice. It was the advice that I was agreeing with.
	527 

	Mr Cowdery QC agreed that Ms Clare might have read his letter as indicating he agreed with the entirety of Ms Cunneen’s advice, acknowledging that ‘it could be read that way’. When asked if there were parts of Ms Cunneen’s advice that he did not agree with, he said, ‘there were a couple of parts of it that I didn’t have to agree or disagree with’. Mr Cowdery QC agreed that, in retrospect, he should not have attached Ms Cunneen’s advice to the letter to Ms Clare without some qualification.
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	Mr Cowdery QC said that his letter in response to Ms Clare’s request for clarification of the scope of the advice was directed at the first and second limbs of the guidelines test – namely, whether there was sufficient evidence and whether prosecution was in the public interest having regard to the discretionary factors. The discretionary factors he took into account were those referred to in Ms Cunneen’s advice and set out above. It follows that he did not consider those discretionary factors that were not
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	Asked if the New South Wales ODPP was ‘in a position’ to express the view that the decision to discontinue the prosecution was correct, having regard to the fact that they ‘had not spoken to a complainant or witnessed the giving of their evidence’, Mr Cowdery QC said that ‘on the basis of the information supplied, that view could be expressed’. He said his office was not the decision maker, so it would not have been appropriate for him or Ms Cunneen to confer with a witness themselves. Mr Cowdery QC’s evide
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	Mr Cowdery QC’s evidence made plain that he did not agree with some propositions in Ms Cunneen’s advice or the weight Ms Cunneen gave to some matters. However, he did not tell Ms Clare of his view of those various matters. He agreed that he did not tell Ms Clare what his reasons were ‘at all’. 
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	Mr Cowdery QC agreed that he did not disclose his reasoning process to Ms Clare. He believed that Ms Clare would understand that in reaching his conclusion he had relied on Ms Cunneen’s advice. Having regard to the respects in which Ms Clare did not agree with Ms Cunneen’s reasons, the lack of reasons from Mr Cowdery QC left her at a significant disadvantage. 
	538

	Because Ms Clare was not told that Mr Cowdery QC did not accept all of the reasons in Ms Cunneen’s advice for not bringing prosecutions and was not told of Mr Cowdery QC’s own reasons, Ms Clare lost the benefit of a reasoned advice from the New South Wales DPP as to whether or not to bring further prosecutions. 
	 

	1.10  Ms Clare’s decision-making process
	Judge Clare gave evidence that at some point, whether before or after the second letter from Mr Cowdery QC, she reviewed Mr Cowdery QC’s advice, Ms Cunneen’s advice and the brief of evidence. She agreed with the conclusion in Ms Cunneen’s advice ‘that there is nothing which justifies the recharging of Mr Volkers in respect of the original allegations and no reasonable prospects of conviction in respect of any new allegation’. However, she agreed that the reasons in Ms Cunneen’s advice were not her reasons a
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	Ms Rogers
	Judge Clare said that she agreed with Ms Cunneen’s opinion that Ms Rogers’ medical file contained material that was ‘enormously damaging to her credibility’. She agreed that there was a ‘further difficulty’ in proving that Ms Rogers was either under 16 or did not consent and she believed that her psychiatric history would be ‘fatal’ to her credibility. Judge Clare said these were the same reasons as those she had set out in her letter to Mr Cowdery QC in relation to her first decision. 
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	Ms Boyce
	Judge Clare gave evidence that in her opinion there was no new evidence that caused her to ‘sway from’ her original opinion not to prosecute in relation to Ms Boyce. 
	 
	545

	Judge Clare said that she did not pay regard to Ms Cunneen’s advice about the impact of Dr Cotter’s opinion on Ms Boyce’s credibility. She did not see Dr Cotter’s evidence as giving rise to a substantial attack on Ms Boyce’s credibility.
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	Ms Gilbert
	In relation to Ms Gilbert’s complaints, ‘the delay in the prosecution’, the absence of corroboration’ and ‘the issue of high-risk behaviour … in relation to the allegations in the massage room’ informed Judge Clare’s conclusion that there was no reasonable prospect of conviction. They were fundamental to the reasons for Judge Clare’s first decision not to prosecute.
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	Judge Clare said that after reading Ms Cunneen’s advice she ‘put more weight on’ the issue of the likelihood of orgasm. This was because it confirmed for her that it was ‘a very unusual feature’ and, in light of that, it would cause ‘some concern’ or ‘disquiet’ for women on the jury. Judge Clare said she understood Ms Cunneen to be referring to it as a central feature of the allegation. She thought it was ‘a significant feature’ of the allegation because, being ‘clear and specific’, if it were challenged it
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	Judge Clare did not agree that Ms Gilbert’s change of evidence was a substantial matter. In relation to Ms Cunneen’s opinion that this would be a ‘fertile ground for a savage attack’, Judge Clare said she ‘wouldn’t describe it as inviting a savage attack’ but ‘would expect that it would be the subject of cross-examination and that it would receive attention in the course of a trial’. Judge Clare agreed that ‘you may in fact turn a jury against you by attacking that sort of evidence’. She said ‘strategically
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	Judge Clare did not pay a great deal of attention to Ms Cunneen’s opinion that Ms Gilbert was looking for someone to blame.
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	Judge Clare understood Ms Cunneen’s opinion on an absence of genital exposure or touching to be an expression of Ms Cunneen’s own view ‘from her experience’. It did not occur to her as something that was ‘particularly unusual’.
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	Similar fact / propensity evidence and other opinions
	Judge Clare did not have regard to Ms Cunneen’s opinion about breast development.
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	Discretionary factors
	Judge Clare’s evidence was that she took into account discretionary ‘public interest factors’ only in relation to Ms Boyce. She said that she did not take into account any discretionary factors in relation to Ms Rogers or Ms Gilbert because she did not think there was sufficient evidence to prosecute those matters.
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	Judge Clare said Mr Volkers’ antecedents were a relevant factor in relation to Ms Boyce. She gave evidence that:
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	a lot of people who are convicted of these sorts of offences don’t have any criminal history. I suppose Volkers had the potential to be one step above that because he was a person who was being supported publicly by well-known swimmers and he had a public profile.
	564

	She did not remember whether it was common to lead character evidence in such trials at the time but said that it is not common now. She had not taken into account the defence statements in support of Mr Volkers. Regarding the length of time between complaint and prosecution, Judge Clare gave evidence in relation to Ms Boyce’s complaint that ‘the public interest did fall against a prosecution’, in part because ‘it was committed a fairly long time ago’.
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	Judge Clare took into account that it would be unlikely that a sentence of real significance would be imposed in relation to Ms Boyce’s allegations. She said that ‘[g]iven the delay, there would also be, one might think, considerations that would mitigate the sentence’. Judge Clare’s evidence was that, although she did not take it into account, she would have expected there to be a term of imprisonment in relation to Ms Gilbert’s allegation.
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	Judge Clare did not take into account the discretionary considerations Ms Cunneen referred to at paragraph 72(i), (v) and (vi) of her advice, namely that:
	(i) … proceeding with these relatively trivial allegations, occurring so long ago, would tend to bring all sexual assault prosecutions into disrepute;
	(v) the effect of the publicity in this matter has already constituted a punishment upon [Mr] Volkers and, in addition, it is highly unlikely that he will misconduct himself in the future;
	 

	(vi) prosecution of these old matters, being so relatively minor, would … erode public confidence in the Courts and the criminal justice system. 
	571

	Ms Cunneen’s opinion that prosecution may well be in the public interest if there was a further allegation of penetration did not ‘play on’ her mind’. Judge Clare gave evidence that she ‘thought that was a reference to a jurisdictional difference’ between what a New South Wales prosecutor and a Queensland prosecutor might look for in prosecuting an historical case. 
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	Judge Clare did not agree that ‘it was highly unlikely that Volkers would misconduct himself in future’. Judge Clare said she did not agree with that opinion because she ‘didn’t have any information on which to make that conclusion’.
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	Judge Clare did not think that the prosecution of these matters would erode public confidence in the courts and the criminal justice system ‘if there was sufficient evidence’ to prosecute.
	 
	575

	Judge Clare’s evidence was that, if she had concluded that it would have been in the interests of justice to recharge Mr Volkers notwithstanding the Director’s Guideline limitations, she would have reopened the prosecution. She agreed that her written requests to Mr Cowdery QC did not address the possibility of proceeding other than in accordance with the Director’s Guidelines and there was nothing in Mr Cowdery QC’s advice or Ms Cunneen’s advice to suggest they had considered this a possibility. 
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	It was put to Judge Clare that there was ‘no value’ to her in Mr Cowdery QC’s advice and Ms Cunneen’s advice ‘given the concessions’ she made about the matters she ‘did not agree with’. Judge Clare did not accept this. Her evidence was:
	 

	It was an advice from a very experienced prosecutor, with what I thought was the support of the Director of Public Prosecutions, whose experience is beyond question … the global value of that advice was, to me, that professional judgment and experience from those two people concluded that there were no reasonable prospects of success on the evidence, and that was consistent with the conclusion – well, with the earlier conclusion, at least, of myself and the Director of Public Prosecutions, although there is
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	 1.11   The second decision not to prosecute
	The Royal Commission was not provided with any written record of Ms Clare’s second decision not to prosecute or her reasons. Ms Clare told us that she made a written record of her reasons for deciding not to recharge Mr Volkers; however, this record was not produced. 
	579

	Judge Clare accepted that it would be important to have an accurate record of her reasons. She agreed that the reasons in Ms Cunneen’s advice were not her reasons and in some respects she did not agree with or attach weight to them. This included ‘the emphasis given to particular points and particular language used’.
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	Judge Clare accepted that ‘it would be better to have put a full account in writing’. She agreed that all DPPs should adopt a practice of recording their decisions and reasons for decisions in writing. She added a ‘caveat’ about ‘how far one ought reasonably go’ in writing ‘a comprehensive advice that covered every possibility in the working environments of an office’. At the very least we would expect there to be a record of the decision and a memorandum that identifies the reasons of any significance that
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	We are satisfied that a written record should have been made of the reasons for Ms Clare’s decision not to recharge Mr Volkers. As stated above, no record was produced. The significance of there being a record of Ms Clare’s reasons for not commencing fresh prosecutions is underlined by the fact that Judge Clare said she did not accept all of the reasons that Ms Cunneen discussed in her advice. We note that there is no statutory obligation to do so. This is discussed further below.
	1.12  Notifying the complainants
	Ms Clare wrote to the Commissioner of the Queensland Police Service on 14 April 2004 setting out Mr Cowdery’s advice and the ‘principal reasons’ for his advice. 
	The Commissioner wrote to Ms Rogers, Ms Boyce and Ms Gilbert the following day. He stated that he had received correspondence from the Queensland DPP and included a copy of Mr Cowdery QC’s advice. The letters stated that Mr Cowdery QC advised that:
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	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 

	The original decision to discontinue the prosecution of earlier charges was correct and that no fresh prosecution was appropriate;

	2. 
	2. 
	2. 

	The new evidence does not justify re-charging Mr Volkers in respect of any of the original allegations;

	3. 
	3. 
	3. 

	There are no reasonable prospects for a conviction in respect of any new allegations; and

	4. 
	4. 
	4. 

	There are no reasonable prospects for a conviction in respect of any offence.  
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	Ms Rogers requested written reasons for the decision from the ODPP Victim Liaison Officer. She received in reply a letter from Ms Clare dated 17 June 2004 explaining that the brief had been sent to the New South Wales DPP and attaching the Queensland ODPP Director’s Guidelines.
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	Ms Boyce did not request written reasons or a meeting with anyone from the ODPP. 
	Ms Gilbert requested a meeting with Ms Clare. They met on 11 May 2004. Ms Gilbert was permitted to tape the interview and the transcript of that interview was produced to the Royal Commission. 
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	During the meeting with Ms Gilbert, Ms Clare discussed her reasons for discontinuing the prosecution. She explained that she had sent the entire brief to the New South Wales DPP for advice, to get ‘fresh eyes on it’, and that she had been ‘prepared to accept whatever that decision was’. She said her decision not to prosecute was ‘a combination, you can’t look at one thing in isolation but it’s the combined force of things’. She said delay was ‘a factor’ and ‘there were other aspects in relation to credibili
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	The transcript of the meeting records that Ms Clare told Ms Gilbert that Mr Cowdery QC had ‘endorsed’ Ms Cunneen’s advice.Extracts from Ms Cunneen’s advice were read out and Ms Gilbert was allowed to read the entirety of the advice. 
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	Before they received the letter from the Commissioner of the Queensland Police Service, none of the victims were contacted by the ODPP or Queensland police to seek their views before a decision was made. We note that this is contrary to Guideline 18 of the Queensland Director’s Guidelines, which stated:
	The views of the victim must be recorded and properly considered prior to any final decisions, but those views alone are not determinative. It is the public, not any individual interest that must be served (see Guideline 4).
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	This lack of consultation is surprising given the CMC report had suggested the DPP consider reviewing the effectiveness and adequacy of the ODPP’s communication with complainants. This is discussed below.
	Judge Clare’s evidence was that, in the interview, she told Ms Gilbert that she was making the decision on the basis of an independent decision of the New South Wales DPP because she wanted to reassure Ms Gilbert that she was not reviewing her own decision. Judge Clare said she was not ‘as direct’ as she ‘might have been’ about her own reasons because she did not want to cause Ms Gilbert further distress and she wanted to reassure Ms Gilbert that the decision not to prosecute was not the result of a ‘cover-
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	She agreed that ‘in terms of the detail’, what she did give Ms Gilbert was ‘access to Ms Cunneen’s advice’. Judge Clare said she sees now but it ‘didn’t occur to [her] at the time’ that Ms Gilbert would have understood that her ‘consideration of the matter was consistent with Ms Cunneen’s advice’. Judge Clare said she could ‘see now how [Ms Gilbert] would draw that conclusion. It’s a reasonable conclusion to draw’. When asked if this meant Judge Clare did not disclose to Ms Gilbert her true reasons for the 
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	I told her it was an assessment of the sufficiency of the evidence and I spoke in general terms about those things. I don’t recall going into the specific detail of those matters … my own recollection is that I did not want to descend into the specific detail. 
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	When asked if it was ‘right to leave Ms Gilbert with the impression that you accepted the reasoning of Ms Cunneen in that advice’, Judge Clare said ‘No, I shouldn’t have done that’.
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	Judge Clare said that, of the ‘hundreds of meetings in relation to discontinuance, reduction, or variation of charges’ she has held, this was ‘the most difficult’ meeting she can recall. She said that, during the meeting, an ODPP officer handed her the advice and this ‘intensified the request to see the advice and I gave into that’. Judge Clare stated that, on reflection, ‘it was not appropriate to show Ms Gilbert a copy of Ms Cunneen’s advice and I regret that it occurred and was a source of distress and a
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	Ms Cunneen SC said she ‘never’ considered that, in light of the fact that the CMC report had published the Queensland ODPP’s reasons, ‘her advice would likely receive the same treatment’. Ms Cunneen SC said that it never crossed her mind that her advice would end up in the hands of the complainants and she ‘very much regret[s]’ the distress caused to them.
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	We accept Judge Clare’s submission that there was no established process for the recording of reasons for her second decision and this was a flaw in the DPP’s processes.
	We are satisfied that the process that Ms Clare adopted in advising Ms Gilbert of the second decision was flawed.
	 1.13   Ms Gilbert seeks leave to bring a private prosecution
	After her interview with Ms Clare, Ms Gilbert engaged Mr Hanson QC, from the Queensland Bar, to advise her on the reasons for the Queensland DPP’s decision not to recharge Mr Volkers. Mr Hanson QC had provided Ms Gilbert with advice on 20 February 2003. 
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	On 26 May 2004, Ms Gilbert obtained further written advice from Mr Hanson QC. Mr Hanson QC was provided with a transcript of those parts of Ms Gilbert’s interview with Ms Clare where Ms Cunneen’s advice was explained to Ms Gilbert.
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	On 20 July 2004, Ms Gilbert received further advice that her prospects in respect of application for leave and prosecution itself were good. In November 2004, Ms Gilbert sought leave to commence a private prosecution against Mr Volkers in the Supreme Court of Queensland at Brisbane Justice Holmes heard the application. 
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	Counsel for Ms Gilbert read two affidavits in support of the application – one by Associate Professor Middleton and one by Dr Brennan. Associate Professor Middleton criticised a number of the opinions expressed in Ms Cunneen’s advice as being ‘particularly uninformed by the large scientific child sexual abuse literature’. Dr Brennan criticised a number of the opinions expressed in Ms Cunneen’s advice as being ‘misinformed medically’.
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	Associate Professor Middleton’s affidavit included the following opinions: 
	6. It is common for a paedophilic abuser who was very well known to his victim to progressively sexualise the contacts, such that over time the extent and duration of sexually abusive behaviours escalated as he grooms his victim. The fact that a perpetrator may not have been seen to sexually stimulate himself on the first occasion that the abuse had escalated to digital penetration would hardly be an issue that in itself would cast doubt on a victim’s account. 
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	… 
	7. For female victims of such abuse to have involuntary experienced sexual stimulation/orgasm in the context of such abuse is in psychological terms not at all dissimilar to male victims experiencing sexual stimulation/orgasm in the context of their sexual abuse.
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	…
	14. The nature of paedophiles is that almost inevitably there will be multiple victims. Having crossed the boundary that allows for the sexual abuse of a child the central question is not whether they will do it again but rather why wouldn’t they. Thus it is particularly ominous regarding an individual if allegations of sexually abusive behaviour by one complainant is accompanied by evidence of sexually abusive behaviour towards other individuals, even if they had not yet progressed as far down the path of 
	620

	Dr Brennan’s report stated that the inference that Ms Gilbert’s credibility was considered doubtful by the New South Wales DPP was misinformed medically. Her affidavit included the following opinions:
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	8. It is a feature of child and adolescent sexual abuse (as well as of the rape of an adult) that erotic stimulation, albeit legally abuse, can involve pleasurable sensations in the midst of threat and distress.
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	…
	10. There is an implication that the clitoris itself has to be manipulated directly in order to produce arousal. This shows a degree of ignorance about the nature of female anatomy and arousal which is of concern. Indeed the talk of manual leverage is misleading.
	623

	…
	11. This statement would appear to be ignorant of sexual physiology, since a wide variety of different experiences mark the onset of sexual feeling in puberty and the relationship of conscious thought to what is reflexive, not calculated. The notion that a given mental capacity is a prerequisite for orgasm is well outside common experience and medical knowledge.
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	…
	13. A 12-year-old girl can certainly have breasts even if there is minimal glandular breast tissue present. Sexual abusers commonly fondle and stimulate children’s breasts and/or nipples, simulating adult sex.
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	As part of its Criminal Justice Project, the Royal Commission is considering the admissibility and use of expert evidence in child sexual abuse prosecutions. 
	Justice Holmes found that, while she did not have all the material that was before the DPP, on the material before her there was a prima facie case on all four charges. Her Honour concluded: 
	There is no obvious cloud on the applicant’s credibility such as to render convictions unattainable; the difficulties seem limited to those inevitable in any case in which recall of events many years ago is required.
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	Her Honour identified a number of factors that pointed to a grant of leave, including that:
	From a wider perspective, the charges themselves are serious, in that if made out they involve egregious breaches of trust, in both the literal and legal senses; although the allegations are not, in physical terms, at the grosser end of the spectrum of child sexual abuse.
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	Ultimately, Her Honour decided not to give leave for the prosecution to proceed. Her Honour considered there were a number of factors militating against a grant of leave, including the 19- to 20-year delay in proceeding and the deference to be paid to the DPP’s decision not to proceed. Her Honour considered the combination of the publicity around the case and the risk of the trial being perceived as a personal contest between the Ms Gilbert and Mr Volkers to be the most persuasive primary factors militating
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	1.14   Conclusions – systemic issues
	Reasons for decision making
	The Royal Commission is required to inquire into the processes for prosecution of child sexual abuse offences in relation to ensuring justice for victims. 
	629

	The inadequacies identified above in the processes for the recording of reasons for decisions by the New South Wales and Queensland ODPPs raised issues of significance to the internal decision making of all DPPs. 
	Both the New South Wales and Queensland Director’s Guidelines state that generally disclosure of reasons is consistent with the open and accountable operations of the ODPP.
	The Director of Public Prosecutions Act 1986 (NSW) (the New South Wales Act) does not impose any obligation on the New South Wales DPP or an officer or employee of the ODPP to give reasons for decisions they make. However, Guideline 12 of the current New South Wales Prosecution Guidelines provides:
	 

	Reasons for decisions made in the course of prosecutions or of giving advice, in appropriate circumstances, may be disclosed by the Director to persons outside the ODPP. Reasons will not be given in any case, however, where to do so may cause serious undue harm to a victim, a witness or an accused person, or could significantly prejudice the administration of justice.
	Generally the disclosure of reasons for prosecution decisions is consistent with the open and accountable operations of the ODPP; however, the terms of advice given to or by the Director may be subject to legal professional privilege and privacy considerations may arise. Reasons will only be given to an inquirer with a legitimate interest in the matter and where it is otherwise appropriate to do so. A legitimate interest includes the interest of the media in reporting the open dispensing of justice where pr
	630

	Similarly, the Director of Public Prosecutions Act 1984 (Qld) (the Queensland Act) does not create any obligation on the Queensland DPP or an officer or employee of the ODPP to give reasons for decisions made. However, the current Queensland Director’s Guidelines include Guideline 23, ‘Reasons for Decision’:
	i. 
	i. 
	i. 
	i. 

	Reasons for decisions made in the course of prosecutions may be disclosed by the Director to persons outside of the ODPP.

	ii. 
	ii. 
	ii. 

	The disclosure of reasons is generally consistent with the open and accountable operations of the ODPP.

	iii. 
	iii. 
	iii. 

	But reasons will only be given when the inquirer has a legitimate interest in the matter and it is otherwise appropriate to do so.
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 

	Reasons for not prosecuting must be given to the victims of crime;

	2. 
	2. 
	2. 

	A legitimate interest includes the interest of the media in the open dispensing of justice where previous proceedings have been public.
	 






	iv. Where a decision has been made not to prosecute prior to any public proceeding, reasons may be given by the Director. However, where it would mean publishing material too weak to justify a prosecution, any explanation should be brief.
	v. (v) Reasons will not be given in any case where to do so would cause unjustifiable harm to a victim, a witness or an accused or would significantly prejudice the administration of justice.
	631

	It is obvious, and indeed could hardly be otherwise, that the assumption in the Director’s Guidelines is that decisions on prosecutions must be based upon cogent reasons. 
	The recording of reasons for decision making is sound administrative practice. Recording reasons encourages a careful examination of the relevant issues, the elimination of extraneous considerations and consistency in decision making. In Public Services Board of NSW v Osmond Deane J stated ‘the exercise of a decision-making power in a way which adversely affects others is less likely to be, or to appear to be, arbitrary if the decision-maker formulates and provides reasons for his decisions’. Gibbs CJ appro
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	Apart from it being fundamental to good decision making and administrative practice, if reasons are to be effectively communicated to others, there should be a written record of them. It is fundamental to the integrity of any administrative or other decision-making process that reasons for the decision are identified and a record is made of them. When the decision maker is independent and not amenable to any form of review, the integrity of its internal processes must be maintained at the highest level. It 
	Further, if reasons are not recorded, there is a risk that, when a decision maker is later asked to recall them, the recollection may not be complete or accurate.
	In the present case it is plain that the appropriate administrative processes were not followed. Mr Cowdery QC gave evidence that he ‘agreed with Ms Cunneen’s advice and the general basis expressed for it’. He said that he thought Ms Cunneen’s advice ‘addressed the issues on which advice had been sought’ and was ‘soundly based’. He said he agreed with Ms Cunneen on a number of matters, set out in full above. They included:
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	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	He agreed with Ms Cunneen’s advice that Ms Rogers’ medical history was damaging to her credit.
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	• 
	• 
	• 

	He agreed with Ms Cunneen that Ms Gilbert’s return to Mr Volkers for coaching accreditation was a legitimate issue.
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	• 
	• 
	• 

	He thought that Ms Cunneen’s opinion that Ms Gilbert would come across as looking for someone to blame was also a legitimate issue to take into account.
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	• 
	• 
	• 

	He agreed that separate trials would be inevitable.
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	• 
	• 
	• 

	He agreed that the discretionary factors numbered (iii) (age of allegation), (iv) (likely sentence) and (v) (future offending) were relevant factors for consideration.
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	• 
	• 
	• 

	He said that Ms Cunneen’s advice about whether the initial decision was correct was of assistance to him. 
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	Notwithstanding this evidence, it is clear from the material discussed above that he did not agree with a number of significant matters contained in Ms Cunneen’s advice. 
	In summary, Mr Cowdery QC’s evidence was that:
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 

	He did not agree with Ms Cunneen’s opinion that the only serious dealing alleged by any of the complainants was the caravan incident alleged by Ms Gilbert. He said that the incident involving Ms Rogers in the car should be categorised as serious.
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	2. 
	2. 
	2. 

	He made his own assessment of Dr Cotter’s evidence on Ms Boyce but does not now recall it and no note of it was produced.
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	3. 
	3. 
	3. 

	It was not appropriate for a prosecutor to do as Ms Cunneen did and describe a doctor’s view as ‘almost fanciful’. If he were critical of a doctor’s views, he would have described it as ‘subject to challenge … “arguable”, words like that’. 
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	4. 
	4. 
	4. 

	He would not have used the word ‘trivial’ to describe Ms Boyce’s allegations. He would have used an expression such as ‘perhaps “less serious” or something of that kind’. 
	648


	5. 
	5. 
	5. 

	In relation to Ms Gilbert, he had regard to matters other than those in Ms Cunneen’s advice. However, he could not recall any of them.
	649 


	6. 
	6. 
	6. 

	The question of the likelihood of orgasm was not a matter that he had or has any ‘particular knowledge or expertise’ on and he did not think it was a matter on which he needed to form ‘a concluded view about the detail’.
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	7. 
	7. 
	7. 

	He did not share Ms Cunneen’s view that manual leverage was a problem for the prosecution.
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	8. 
	8. 
	8. 

	He did not agree with the weight or significance given to the ‘savage’ attack by the defence in relation to Ms Gilbert’s change of evidence, although he said it might justify an attack.
	653


	9. 
	9. 
	9. 

	The absence of genital exposure was not relevant to his decision.
	654


	10. 
	10. 
	10. 

	He did not understand Ms Cunneen’s reference to the complication caused by other girls’ ‘fondness’ for Mr Volkers. He said he could ‘imagine circumstances where fondness of that kind might prevent complainants from coming forward, but that’s not the situation here’. 
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	11. 
	11. 
	11. 

	He did not pay any regard to Ms Cunneen’s opinion about breast development.
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	12. 
	12. 
	12. 

	He would not have described Ms Gilbert’s allegations concerning each of the incidents in the massage room and the second incident alleged to have occurred in Mr Volkers’ caravan as ‘trivial’.
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	13. 
	13. 
	13. 

	He said it was a relevant factor but would not give a lot of weight to the likelihood of Mr Volkers misconducting himself in the future and was not of the view that the likelihood was ‘high’. However, Mr Cowdery QC did state that he thought ‘it was a legitimate view to form’. 
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	14. 
	14. 
	14. 

	When asked whether Ms Cunneen’s advice suggested that she would query whether it is in the public interest to proceed on all the allegations that fell short of penetration, he said ‘No, I think this is totally hypothetical and frankly I don’t know why it’s there’.
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	In our view not only are these issues significant but also the failure to inform Ms Clare of Mr Cowdery QC’s own reasoning process deprived her of the advice that she was entitled to expect when seeking the assistance from the New South Wales DPP. In our opinion the matters upon which Mr Cowdery QC differed from Ms Cunneen were individually significant, but their collective force required consideration if Ms Clare was to make an appropriately informed decision.
	 

	Judge Clare gave evidence that she agreed with the conclusion in Ms Cunneen’s advice ‘that there is nothing which justifies the recharging of Mr Volkers in respect of the original allegations and no reasonable prospects of conviction in respect of any new allegation’. 
	662

	In her evidence Judge Clare also indicated that she agreed with Ms Cunneen’s advice on a number of matters. Those matters are set out in detail above and include the following:
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 

	She agreed that Ms Rogers’ medical file contained material which was ‘enormously damaging to her credibility’. She agreed with the assessment that with respect to Ms Rogers’ credibility her psychiatric history would be ‘fatal’. 
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	2. 
	2. 
	2. 

	She agreed that there was a ‘further difficulty’ in proving Ms Rogers was either under 16 or did not consent.
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	3. 
	3. 
	3. 

	After reading Ms Cunneen’s advice she ‘put more weight on’ the issue of the likelihood of orgasm. She thought it was a ‘significant’ and ‘very unusual feature’. 
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	4. 
	4. 
	4. 

	She saw the question of ‘manual leverage’ as ‘part and parcel of the unusual feature’.
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	5. 
	5. 
	5. 

	She took into account that it would be unlikely that a sentence of real significance would be imposed in relation to Ms Boyce’s allegations.
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	6. 
	6. 
	6. 

	She did not think there was sufficient evidence to prosecute Ms Rogers’ and Ms Gilbert’s matters. 
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	However, it is significant that Judge Clare agreed that the reasons in Ms Cunneen’s advice were not her reasons and in some respects she did not agree with or attach weight to them, including ‘the emphasis given to particular points and particular language used’.
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	The areas in which Judge Clare did not agree with Ms Cunneen are discussed in full above. In summary they are:
	 

	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 

	She did not pay regard to Ms Cunneen’s advice about the impact of Dr Cotter’s opinion on Ms Boyce’s credibility.
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	2. 
	2. 
	2. 

	She did not see Dr Cotter’s evidence as giving rise to a substantial attack on the credibility of Ms Boyce.
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	3. 
	3. 
	3. 

	She did not agree that Ms Gilbert’s change of evidence was a substantial matter. She said she ‘wouldn’t describe it as inviting a savage attack’ but ‘would expect that it would be the subject of cross-examination and that it would receive attention in the course of a trial’.
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	4. 
	4. 
	4. 

	She did not pay a great deal of attention to Ms Cunneen’s opinion that Ms Gilbert was looking for someone to blame.
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	5. 
	5. 
	5. 

	She understood Ms Cunneen’s opinion on an absence of genital exposure or touching to be an expression of Ms Cunneen’s own view ‘from her experience’. It did not occur to her as something that was ‘particularly unusual’.
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	6. 
	6. 
	6. 

	She did not have regard to Ms Cunneen’s opinion about breast development.
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	7. 
	7. 
	7. 

	She did not take into account the discretionary considerations Ms Cunneen referred to at paragraph 72(i), (v), and (vi). 
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	8. 
	8. 
	8. 

	She stated that, although she did not take it into account, she would have expected there to be a term of imprisonment in relation to Ms Gilbert’s allegation.
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	9. 
	9. 
	9. 

	She did not agree that ‘it was highly unlikely that Volkers would misconduct himself in future’, as she ‘didn’t have any information on which to make that conclusion’.
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	10. 
	10. 
	10. 

	She did not think that the prosecution of these matters would erode public confidence in the courts and the criminal justice system ‘if there was sufficient evidence’ to prosecute.
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	As we have already remarked, the Queensland ODPP produced no record of Ms Clare’s decision. It is now impossible to identify a document that can be used to analyse Ms Clare’s reasoning process. This is an obvious and significant failure. Judge Clare acknowledged that there was no established process for the recording of reasons for the second decision and that this was a flaw in the DPP’s processes. 
	 

	We agree with Judge Clare.  
	Independence of DPPs
	Any body that is given statutory independence and that cannot be subject to any external reviews is at risk of failure in its decision-making processes. When the decisions being made are critical to the lives of the individuals involved, be they the complainant or accused, and are being made on behalf of the entire community it is relevant to ask whether the current structure, with absolute immunity from review of any decision, is appropriate. Experience suggests that an absence of review increases the risk
	The legislation that provides for the ODPP ensures its independence. The New South Wales Act (section 4(3)) provides:
	The Director is responsible to the Attorney General for the due exercise of the Director’s functions, but nothing in this subsection affects or derogates from the authority of the Director in respect of the preparation, institution and conduct of any proceedings.
	Guideline 1 of the New South Wales Prosecution Guidelines also provides:
	The Director prosecutes on behalf of the Crown (that is, the community) under the Director of Public Prosecutions Act 1986. He or she is responsible to the Attorney General for the due exercise of the functions of the office, but acts independently of the government and of political influence. The Director also acts independently of inappropriate individual or sectional interests in the community and of inappropriate influence by the media … The Director’s functions are carried out independently of the cour
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	Similarly, the Queensland Act provides (section 10(3)):
	In the discharge of his or her functions the director shall be responsible to the Minister but nothing in this section shall derogate from or limit the authority of the director in respect of the preparation, institution and conduct of proceedings.
	Section 7(2) of the Attorney-General Act 1999 (Qld) provides that ‘the Attorney-General may not direct or instruct the Director of Public Prosecutions to present an indictment or enter a nolle prosequi’, although under section 7(1) the Attorney-General can present an indictment or enter a nolle prosequi himself or herself.
	Nothing in the New South Wales Act or the Queensland Act addresses potential judicial review of prosecutorial decisions, such as by providing a privative clause.
	The insusceptibility of most prosecutorial decisions to judicial review comes from the common law. The most frequently cited statement is that of Gaudron and Gummow JJ in Maxwell v The Queen:
	It ought now be accepted, in our view, that certain decisions involved in the prosecution process are, of their nature, insusceptible of judicial review. They include decisions whether or not to prosecute, to enter a nolle prosequi, to proceed ex officio, whether or not to present evidence and, which is usually an aspect of one or other of those decisions, decisions as to the particular charge to be laid or prosecuted. The integrity of the judicial process – particularly, its independence and impartiality a
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	This is at odds with the statutory position in England. In recent years in England and Wales formal oversight and accountability processes have been created for the Crown Prosecution Service (CPS). The first is a review process for individual decisions. The second is a form of oversight of the CPS.
	The UK Victims Right to Review scheme commenced in 2013. The scheme gives victims the right to request a review of a CPS decision not to prosecute or to terminate criminal proceedings. A ‘victim’ is defined as a person who has suffered harm (physical, mental or emotional harm or economic loss) that was caused by criminal conduct. The first stage of review (local resolution) involves the decision being reviewed by a prosecutor from the CPS area responsible for the decision who has had no previous dealings wi
	685

	By the Crown Prosecution Service Inspectorate Act 2000 (UK), c 10, the parliament created the Crown Prosecution Service Inspectorate. The statutory duties of the Chief Inspector are to, firstly, inspect or arrange for the inspection of the operation of the CPS generally. The Chief Inspector is also required to report to the Attorney General on matters connected with the operation of the CPS that the Attorney General has referred to the Chief Inspector for inspection. The Chief Inspector must submit an annua
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	Decisions made by the CPS, including the decision not to prosecute, are also amenable to judicial review. However, the power to judicially review prosecutorial decisions is exercised sparingly. 
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	The Royal Commission will consider whether there should be any process of oversight or review of ODPPs in their administration and decision-making processes. The Royal Commission will consult widely on this issue and will report as part of its work on criminal justice issues. 
	2.1 Introduction
	This section of the report concerns the response of the Academy, Swimming Australia and Swimming Queensland to allegations of child sexual abuse against Mr Volkers. Each of those institutions engaged, or continued to engage, Mr Volkers in a role where he had contact with children after he had been charged with child sexual assault offences.  
	It also examines the response of the Queensland Commission for Children and Young People and Child Guardian (CCYPCG) to the allegations of child sexual abuse against Mr Volkers. At the time of the relevant events, the CCYPCG was an independent statutory authority which was responsible for administering the system of Working With Children Checks that operated in Queensland, known as the ‘blue card’ system. 
	2.2 Background to Mr Volkers’ employment
	Organisation and structure of Queensland Academy of Sport 
	The Academy is an initiative of the Queensland Government aimed at supporting the state’s elite and identified developing athletes. It provides scholarships to targeted athletes. At the relevant time, it ran 26 training programs across 23 different sports. 
	689

	The Academy has been administered by a variety of government departments since it was created in 1991. At the time of Mr Volkers’ arrest in March 2002, the Academy was administered by the Department of Innovation and Information Economy, Sport and Recreation Queensland (the Department). For some of the time that Mr Volkers was employed by the Academy, it was administered by the Department of Communities. The Academy is currently under the portfolio of the Minister for Agriculture and Fisheries and the Minis
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	Mr Alex Baumann was the Executive Director of the Academy from 2002 to September 2006. Mr Volkers was already employed at the Academy when Mr Baumann commenced in the role. Before his role as Executive Director of the Academy, Mr Baumann was Program Manager for Sports Programs at the Academy from 1996 to 1998. Mr Baumann left the Academy from 1998 to 2000 to take up the position of Chief Executive Officer (CEO) at Swimming Queensland. 
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	Mr Bennett King was appointed as the Executive Director of the Academy in June 2007 and remains in that position.
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	Organisation and structure of Swimming Australia
	Swimming Australia is the peak body for the sport of swimming in Australia.It is responsible for the administration of the Australian Swim Team, which comprises the swimmers who represent Australia at the international level, including at Commonwealth Games, Olympic Games and FINA World Championships.
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	It is also responsible for the advancement of swimming as a sport within Australia, including through junior swimming. This is generally achieved through affiliated local clubs, which support swimmers through squad-based training and by running national programs at their clubs.
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	While we refer to ‘Swimming Australia’ throughout this report, we note that during the period examined by the Royal Commission in the public hearing, there were three entities:
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 

	Amateur Swimming Union of Australia (1909–1985)

	2. 
	2. 
	2. 

	Australian Swimming Incorporated (1985–2004)

	3. 
	3. 
	3. 

	Swimming Australia Ltd (10 October 2004 to present).
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	Swimming Australia’s member associations include the peak bodies for each Australian territory and state, including Swimming Queensland. 
	Mr Glen Tasker was the CEO of Australian Swimming Incorporated (ASI) / Swimming Australia from December 2001 to June 2008.
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	Organisation and structure of Swimming Queensland
	Swimming Queensland is the peak body for swimming in Queensland and a member association of Swimming Australia. The objects of the organisation include to ‘conduct, encourage, promote, advance, control and administer swimming activities in and throughout Queensland’.
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	Local swimming clubs are affiliated with their respective state or territory member association. To be affiliated with a state association such as Swimming Queensland, local swimming clubs must agree to be bound by Swimming Australia’s policies and procedures.
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	Mr Kevin Hasemann is the current CEO of Swimming Queensland. He was appointed to the role in August 2002.
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	Blue card system
	In 2000, the Queensland Government enacted the Commission for Children and Young People and Child Guardian Act 2000 (the Children and Young People Act).
	The Children and Young People Act created a system of employment screening for child-related employment, which commenced on 1 May 2001. The purpose of this system was to improve employment screening to ‘ensure that only suitable persons were employed in certain child-related employment’.
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	The system enabled certain employers in certain fields of employment to, prior to engaging an employee, apply to the CCYPCG for a suitability notice stating whether or not that employee was suitable for child-related employment.
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	While the Children and Young People Act did not require employers to apply to the CCYPCG for a suitability notice prior to engaging an employee, it made it an offence for employers to continue engaging employees in child-related employment unless the employer applied for a suitability notice about the employee.
	708

	If the CCYPCG determined that the employee was suitable for child-related employment, that person was issued with a ‘positive notice’, known as a ‘blue card’. If the employee was not considered suitable for child-related employment, that person was issued with a ‘negative notice’. 
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	The system only applied to certain types of employment referred to as ‘regulated employment’. Churches, clubs and associations providing services mainly towards children were included, such as sporting clubs which provided coaching services to children, so long as the employer was not a government entity.
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	If the employer was a government entity (which included a department or part of a department) it did not need to apply for suitability notices for its employees. This was because, at the time, government departments undertook their own screenings of government employees, which was equivalent to the blue card system.
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	The exemption for government entities was subsequently removed from the Children and Young People Act on 1 April 2010.
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	On 1 July 2014, the Children and Young People Act became the Working with Children (Risk Management and Screening) Act 2000 (Qld).As part of this change, the CCYPCG’s responsibilities for employment screening passed to the chief executive of the Public Safety Business Agency. 
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	Ms Michelle Miller was the Director of Employment Screening Services, CCYPCG, from 2001 to June 2014. From 1 July 2014, her position transferred to the Public Safety Business Agency. Ms Miller is currently still responsible for the administration and management of the blue card system in this new agency.
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	2.3 Mr Volkers’ arrest, committal and DPP’s decision to     discontinue – 2002
	As discussed in chapter 1 of this report, Mr Volkers was arrested on 26 March 2002 in relation to two complainants – Ms Rogers and Ms Boyce. The arrest received extensive media coverage. 
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	At the time the sexual abuse took place, Mr Volkers was a swimming coach at a local swimming club. 
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	Mr Volkers was employed as Swimming Head Coach by the Academy at the time of his arrest and during the committal hearing. In his position as Swimming Head Coach, Mr Volkers’ role was to coordinate the Academy’s swimming program and mentor coaches. Mr Volkers was not directly responsible for coaching a swimming squad. Mr Volkers was a ‘coaches’ coach’.  
	721

	Response of the Academy
	Mr Baumann had been in the position of Executive Director of the Academy for approximately two months when Mr Volkers was arrested. On 27 March 2002, Mr Volkers advised Mr Baumann by facsimile that he been charged with criminal offences.
	722
	723

	No prior notification had been made about any concerns or allegations of sexual abuse concerning Mr Volkers. Mr Baumann said that he first learnt of the charges against Mr Volkers through the media. Mr Baumann knew through the media that the charges related to young girls whom Mr Volkers coached, but he could not recall whether he was aware of any other details at the time. 
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	Mr Baumann gave evidence at the public hearing that, on learning of the allegations, he had a discussion with Mr Kevin Yearbury, the Director-General of the Department. He also sought legal advice from Legal and Administration Review Services (Legal Services) within the Department, which included consideration of whether disciplinary action should be taken under the Public Service Act 1996 (Qld). 
	727
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	Mr Baumann told the Royal Commission that Mr Volkers had signed a coach’s code of conduct in March 2000; however, the Academy did not have in place any specific policy at the time of the arrest to deal with ‘what transpired’. 
	730

	A letter, dated 11 April 2002, from Mr Yearbury to Mr Volkers advised Mr Volkers of the working arrangements that would apply ‘until the current charges against you have been heard and determined by a court’. Mr Volkers was directed not to have any contact with Academy athletes and to focus on those aspects of his role that related to ‘the management and administration of the swimming program at QAS’. 
	 
	 
	731

	The letter noted that Mr Volkers currently worked from home on many aspects of his role and indicated this could continue. He was also provided with an office at the Department and instructed that, should he need to visit the premises of the Academy to liaise with administrative staff, this should only occur through prior arrangement and approval of the Director of the Academy. Mr Yearbury also requested that Mr Volkers not participate or represent the interests of the Academy at conferences, events and or 
	732

	In determining whether or not Mr Volkers was complying with the conditions set out in the letter from Mr Yearbury, Mr Baumann told the Royal Commission that the Academy relied on self-reporting by Mr Volkers and monitoring by other coaches and staff members. There is no evidence of any formal monitoring system being in place. Mr Baumann’s evidence was that Mr Volkers would need to ask permission from him to visit the Academy. Also, coaches within the programs at the Academy would tell him ‘whether he had an
	733
	 
	734

	Even though at the time Mr Volkers was arrested he was not directly coaching athletes, the Academy curtailed Mr Volkers’ role because there was ‘a need to ensure that the welfare and safety of athletes was also taken into account’ and to mitigate the risk. Mr Baumann told the Royal Commission that the athletes on scholarships with the Academy at the relevant time ranged in age, but there would have been swimmers under the age of 18. Mr Baumann understood that these conditions were to be in place until the c
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	738

	At some stage after Mr Volkers was arrested, the Academy considered notifying athletes and their parents about the charges against Mr Volkers. Mr Baumann told the Royal Commission that a decision was made not to notify them because the information was ‘well and truly in the public domain’.
	739

	On 18 September 2002, Mr Baumann was advised by Legal Services (within the Department) that the charges against Mr Volkers had been dropped. Mr Baumann understood this to mean that the court had determined that no further action should be taken and it had resolved the matter. Mr Baumann told the Royal Commission that he ‘understood … that the DPP had dropped the … charges but that Scott Volkers was not found innocent’.  
	740
	741

	On the same day that a determination was made that the charges against Mr Volkers would not proceed, Mr Volkers was reinstated to full duties. This meant that Mr Volkers was able to attend the Academy and go onto the pool deck. Mr Baumann sent an email to all Academy staff stating:
	I am pleased to announce that the Director of Public Prosecutions has dropped all charges against Scott Volkers and has discontinued the court case. This outcome is a great relief for Scott and the Academy looks forward to welcoming him back to his normal duties. 
	742

	Mr Baumann said that, after the charges against Mr Volkers had been withdrawn, the Academy concluded that Mr Volkers was a safe person to work with children and should continue in the role. He said he made that decision in good faith. Mr Baumann also submitted that he made the decision to reinstate Mr Volkers to full duties on advice from Legal Services and he was entitled to assume that Legal Services would give that advice on the basis of sufficient information.
	743
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	It was considered ‘unnecessary’ to notify parents and athletes that Mr Volkers had been returned to full duties after the DPP made the decision to discontinue the proceedings.
	 
	745

	Mr Baumann gave evidence that senior managers within the Academy ‘discussed extensively’ the issue of whether Mr Volkers should continue in his role. Mr Baumann did not know the specific details of the allegations but knew that the charges related to sexual assault.
	746
	747

	Mr Baumann knew that there could be a number of reasons why a DPP may not pursue charges against a person. He also understood that a person might pose a danger in organisations even though they had not been convicted of a relevant criminal offence. However, in Mr Volkers’ case, Mr Baumann considered that ‘the danger did not exist’. This was because his role was as the ‘coaches’ coach’, which meant that he did not directly coach athletes. Mr Baumann told the Royal Commission: ‘He did come into contact with c
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	We accept that Mr Volkers’ contact with children in the course of his employment at the time of the arrest was limited and that he did not have direct individual access to minors.
	However, we do not accept the submission from Mr Baumann that Mr Volkers’ contact with and access to children was ‘supervised’. The evidence is that Mr Volkers had access to and contact with children in the presence of other adults by virtue of his role as ‘coaches’ coach’. This is not the same as ‘supervision’. The grooming of children can occur, and in our experience frequently does occur, in the presence of others.
	752

	Mr Baumann submitted that we should exercise restraint in any criticism of him about the decisions he made on the Academy’s response to, and after, Mr Volkers’ arrest because:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Those decisions were made in good faith and on advice of Crown Law and Legal Services within the Department and under the supervision of the Department.
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	• 
	• 
	• 

	At all relevant times Mr Baumann was accountable to the Director-General of the Department.
	 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	The Royal Commission did not explore the details of the advice provided to Mr Baumann at the relevant times; and Mr Baumann’s recollections of obtaining the advice were general given the significant passage of time since the events took place.

	• 
	• 
	• 

	There is no suggestion that Mr Baumann failed to seek, or ignored, advice or that he wilfully shut his eyes to risks associated with employing Mr Volkers.
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	Mr Baumann also submitted that we should place significant weight on the fact that Mr Volkers’ job was ‘largely an administrative role’ and that the limited nature of Mr Volkers’ role should be recognised when assessing Mr Baumann’s approach. 
	755

	We do not accept Mr Baumann’s characterisation of Mr Volkers’ role as ‘largely administrative’. Mr Volkers held the role of Swimming Head Coach. This was not a merely administrative role. It was one that is likely to have been accompanied by significant status and prestige within the institution. Mr Volkers occupied a position of authority. 
	 

	The characterisation of his role as ‘largely administrative’ suggests someone working behind the scenes in an office. It does not reflect the true nature of Mr Volkers’ position or the power imbalance that would have existed between him and young athletes within the Academy by virtue of his seniority and high profile within the sport. Those matters are of importance when assessing the true level of risk involved in his ‘incidental’ contact with underage swimmers. 
	Mr Baumann also submitted there is no evidence that Mr Volkers gained unsupervised access to, or acted in an inappropriate way towards, any child in his capacity during his employment as Swimming Head Coach. He further submitted that this provides a basis to accept that the limited nature of Mr Volkers’ role did significantly mitigate any risks. We do not find this submission persuasive given what we know about the reluctance of victims of child sexual abuse to come forward. 
	 
	756

	We accept that with the benefit of hindsight it is often easy to see what would have been a better or more appropriate course of action. We also accept that Mr Baumann was not equipped with the Royal Commission’s depth of knowledge and learning in relation to child safety matters. However, Mr Baumann appeared reluctant, even with the benefit of hindsight, to concede that his approach might have been flawed or that he ought to have done more than simply rely on advice he was given by others.
	We are satisfied that Mr Volkers came into contact with and had access to children in the course of his employment as Swimming Head Coach at the Academy before and after his arrest in 2002. That role involved him working with children, even though he was a ‘coaches’ coach’ and did not directly coach athletes.
	After the charges were discontinued, the Academy did not take any active steps to determine whether or not Mr Volkers had breached the code of conduct. When asked what steps were taken, Mr Baumann replied, ‘in terms of … the job description, he did not have direct contact with athletes and he did not coach athletes’. When questioned about whether Mr Volkers’ alleged conduct would have been a breach of the code of conduct, Mr Baumann conceded that it would have been a breach.
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	758

	Mr Baumann also conceded that the Department and Legal Services should have advised the Academy to keep Mr Volkers on restricted duties for longer period of time until a more detailed review was carried out on the nature of the alleged offences and the reasons for the discontinuance of the prosecution. With the benefit of hindsight, Mr Baumann conceded that he could have actively involved himself in such a review and submitted that that is the course he would take today if confronted with a similar situatio
	759
	760

	We accept Mr Baumann’s submission that he is not legally trained and that he did not clearly distinguish between the discontinuance of the prosecution by the DPP and resolution by the court. We accept that, as a layperson, he viewed the discontinuance by the DPP as equivalent to the matter being closed. However, Legal Services, on whose advice Mr Baumann says he was relying, must have known that the dropping of the charges against Mr Volkers by the DPP was not equivalent to a court making a determination an
	761

	After the DPP discontinued the charges against Mr Volkers, Ms Gilbert’s then husband, Mr Shane Gilbert, rang the Academy on 24 September 2002 and spoke with Ms Mara Johnston, the Executive Coordinator. Mr Gilbert requested an appointment with Mr Baumann to discuss Mr Volkers ‘prior to any consideration of his reinstatement at the Queensland Academy of Sport’. 
	762

	After conferring with Mr Baumann, Ms Johnston contacted Mr Gilbert and advised him that all charges against Mr Volkers had been discontinued and, as a result, Mr Volkers had been reinstated to full duties. Consequently, no meeting would be scheduled to discuss the issue. Mr Baumann gave evidence that he did not think a meeting would be beneficial or that there was any point to a meeting because the decision to reinstate Mr Volkers had already been made.
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	In our view, the Academy did not have sufficient information to form the view that it was safe to reinstate Mr Volkers to full duties. The very factors that had led to his role being curtailed in the first place were still in play. An organisation in the position of the Academy should err on the side of caution before reinstating a person who is the subject of serious allegations of child sexual abuse to a role that entails any contact with children. At the very least, the Academy should have conducted a de
	We are satisfied that on 18 September 2002, when the Academy reinstated Mr Volkers to full duties, the Academy:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	knew Mr Volkers was the subject of serious allegations of child sexual abuse amounting to criminal conduct
	 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	did not know and did not take any steps to find out the details of those allegations

	• 
	• 
	• 

	knew that the DPP had decided not to pursue the charges against Mr Volkers but did not know the reasons for that

	• 
	• 
	• 

	knew there could be a number of reasons that the DPP may have chosen not to pursue the charges against Mr Volkers

	• 
	• 
	• 

	knew that Mr Volkers might have engaged in conduct that made him inappropriate to work with children but that fell short of being criminal conduct

	• 
	• 
	• 

	knew that Mr Volkers could come into contact with and have access to children in the course of his employment.


	2.4 Mr Volkers is seconded to Swimming Australia – November 2002
	 

	Appointment as Women’s Head Coach at Swimming Australia
	In January 2002, before Mr Volkers’ arrest, the High Performance Committee of Swimming Australia considered creating two new positions for the national swimming team: a Men’s Head Coach and a Women’s Head Coach. This was instead of having a single head coach, as had been the case for many years. 
	765

	At that time, Mr Tasker, then CEO of Swimming Australia, considered that Mr Volkers was the sort of coach who would be good for that role because of his experience and the fact that he was not coaching a swimming squad at the time. Mr Tasker said:
	766

	Scott Volkers was held in fairly high regard by a lot of people within the sport. I’m not sure this position was created for him but I do believe there were a lot of people within the organisation that wanted to use his expertise. 
	767

	Mr Tasker first became aware of the allegations against Mr Volkers at the time of his arrest. Mr Tasker made enquiries with Swimming Australia’s solicitors, who advised him not to do anything that would compromise the police investigation and to ‘keep an eye on the matter as it unfolded and act when it became appropriate to do so’. Mr Tasker informed Swimming Australia’s solicitors that Mr Volkers had not been on the Australian Swim Team since 2000.
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	769

	Mr Tasker requested that Swimming Australia’s solicitors keep a watching brief on the police investigation and provide him with updates.
	770

	In early September 2002, Swimming Australia advertised for the two new positions of Men’s Head Coach and Women’s Head Coach.
	771

	On 17 September 2002, while the charges against Mr Volkers were still pending, Mr Tasker received an application from Mr Volkers for the position of Women’s Head Coach. Mr Tasker told the Royal Commission that he was not sure what to do with the Mr Volkers’ application and his ‘gut feeling was that I didn’t want him around’. Mr Tasker gave evidence that:
	772
	773

	Part of me wanted to throw [Mr Volkers’ application] in the bin, but there was, you know, a panel set up to review the applications and so it was sent to the high performance committee for processing. We didn’t have a lot of applicants for the role. 
	774

	The following day, the charges against Mr Volkers were dropped. Mr Tasker sought legal advice and was told that this meant Swimming Australia could accept Mr Volkers’ application. Mr Tasker told the Royal Commission:
	775

	I think the advice was that the charges had been dropped and that two bodies – the Queensland Police and the DPP – had decided not to go ahead with it, and so the advice was that we could accept his application. 
	776

	Mr Tasker said that his understanding of charges being dropped was that there was insufficient evidence to take the case forward. Mr Tasker agreed with the proposition that:
	777

	whilst there might be insufficient evidence to meet the criminal standard of proof in relation to criminal conduct, a person might have been engaged in a series of conduct, such as sexual commentary with swimmers, which makes it inappropriate to work with children, but falls short of criminal conduct. 
	778

	Mr Tasker stated that he was aware of this as a general proposition at the time; however, he said that ‘we had no ways of investigating what was tendered as evidence’. When questioned why he had not sought out the complainants and spoken to them, Mr Tasker said:
	779
	780

	I actually didn’t know I could do that … I thought the names had been suppressed because of the ages that the alleged crimes happened, but, to be honest, I really didn’t know I could do that.
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	Interviews for the position of Women’s Head Coach were conducted on 2 October 2002 by a five-person interview panel. Mr Volkers was interviewed along with two other candidates. Mr Tasker said Mr Volkers ‘was clearly the best candidate in terms of coaching ability’.
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	784

	The interview panel decided unanimously to appoint Mr Volkers to the position. Mr Tasker told the Royal Commission: 
	785

	The attitude of the interview panel was, I think, that if the experts couldn’t find evidence to proceed against him, then we had to give him the benefit of the doubt. 
	786

	In his statement to the Royal Commission, Mr Tasker set out his thinking during the six months after Mr Volkers was charged as follows: 
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 

	Scott Volkers was a ‘hot topic’ of conversation within the swimming community.

	b. 
	b. 
	b. 

	No-one else came forward with any complaints about sexual abuse by him, or any complaints at all. I did think that, if there was a latent problem of the kind which he was charged with, that it would have been ‘flushed out’ by the publicity generated by him being charged.

	c. 
	c. 
	c. 

	Others came out very strongly in support of Scott Volkers. I remember that Susie O’Neill spoke highly of him. Susie O’Neill had a lot of credibility in my eyes. Samantha Riley also came out in Scott Volkers’ defence, and Samantha Riley was also very highly regarded by me and the swimming community. Don Talbot, former national team head coach, spoke in favour of Scott Volkers.

	d. 
	d. 
	d. 

	I had spent plenty of time at events at which Scott Volkers was coaching and had never seen him engage in any inappropriate behaviour.

	e. 
	e. 
	e. 

	I didn’t like the guy, myself, but he had been the subject of close scrutiny by the police and the DPP and they had dropped the matter.
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	Mr Tasker also said that the following two matters were significant in his consideration of whether to select Mr Volkers for the position:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	A swimmer on the interview panel (presumably Mr Kieran Perkins) said he had been in teams that Mr Volkers had been on and had never seen Mr Volkers do anything that would suggest any sort of bad behaviour.
	788 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	No adverse report had been made about Mr Volkers in team debriefs after the many trips that Mr Volkers had gone on with Swimming Australia since the 1990s. While Mr Tasker understood in a broad sense that victims may have great difficulty reporting abuse, Mr Tasker said he found that national athletes tended to be very strong characters who tended to offer opinions. 
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	Swimming Australia Member Protection Policy
	The Swimming Australia Member Protection Policy came into effect on 1 June 2002, before Mr Volkers applied for and was appointed to the position of Women’s Head Coach. 
	790
	 

	The Member Protection Policy stated that ‘screening’ was mandatory for ‘coaches who are appointed or seeking appointment’ by Swimming Australia. Clause 6.4 stated that screening for the purposes of the Member Protection Policy includes:
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	Interviewing the Preferred Applicant as to their suitability for the proposed role and their suitability for involvement with children under 18 years of age.
	792

	In addition, the Member Protection Policy provided that screening was highly recommended but not mandatory where a person was seeking appointment by Swimming Australia to a role in which that person was likely to have contact with competitors under 18 years of age but where that contact was supervised at all times by another adult.
	793

	Mr Tasker was questioned about the application of the Member Protection Policy to the screening of Mr Volkers for the position of Women’s Head Coach.
	794 

	Mr Tasker told the Royal Commission that the interview panel did not meet to discuss application of the Member Protection Policy and ‘how they were going to deal with that issue in relation to Mr Volkers prior to interviewing him’. Also, the panel did not make any reference to clause 6.4 of the Member Protection Policy in its discussions about whether to appoint Mr Volkers. No-one on the panel had any specific training in how to interview a person about their suitability for involvement with children under 
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	798

	Mr Tasker gave evidence that the panel asked Mr Volkers about the charges. Mr Volkers told the panel ‘that the charges were false and he was going to defend his reputation at all costs’. Mr Tasker conceded that they did not ask him about the details of the allegations and did not invite him to tell the panel what the allegations against him were. When asked how the panel could have made an assessment about Mr Volkers’ suitability to work with children without knowing the details of the allegations, Mr Taske
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	800

	Again in hindsight, I think most of us on the committee believed that Mr Volkers would be working with the national team, that there would be the potential for athletes under the age of 18 on the team, but that somewhere between 85 and 95 per cent of the team would be adults. We did not ask him about that, and so I can only say that we were taking the assumption that he would be working with adults.
	801

	Mr Tasker said that, while the decision of the police and the DPP ‘should give us guidance’, he acknowledged that Swimming Australia ‘could have done our own investigations and maybe done something different’.
	802

	Swimming Australia submitted that Mr Volkers was not paid by Swimming Australia because he was on secondment from the Academy and that the role of Women’s Head Coach did not involve acting as a swimming coach as such; rather, it involved ‘planning, administrative, organisational, mentoring other coaches and technical expertise’. It was also submitted that the chance of Mr Volkers ‘finding himself alone with a swimmer were “practically nil”’.
	803

	Swimming Australia submitted that, for those reasons, the screening of Mr Volkers was more likely to fall within the highly recommended category than the mandatory category. 
	804

	We find it difficult to accept the submission that a person recruited to the role of Women’s Head Coach is not a swimming coach within the meaning of the policy, but we accept Swimming Australia’s concession that the difference probably does not matter in this case. Regardless of whether screening was mandatory or highly recommended, no screening was conducted or even considered. 
	805

	2.5 Public concerns – October 2002 and January 2003
	Bravehearts raises concerns with Swimming Australia
	On 21 October 2002, Swimming Australia received a letter from Ms Hetty Johnston of Bravehearts – an advocacy organisation for victims of child sexual abuse – that raised concerns about Mr Volkers. The letter stated:
	 
	806

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	The mere fact that a person made a serious complaint should be a matter of utmost concern for Swimming Australia and that they should automatically investigate the matter further. Swimming Australia should, at the very least, require the CCYPCG to reassess Mr Volkers’ eligibility to hold a blue card. This would then require Queensland Police Service to make a recommendation on the suitability of Mr Volkers to work with children and indicate any risks that Swimming Australia should be aware of.
	 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	The original charges against Mr Volkers were strong enough to be supported by the DPP and followed a six-month investigation.

	• 
	• 
	• 

	It has not been proven that the incidents did or did not occur.

	• 
	• 
	• 

	The alleged actions of Mr Volkers represent a ‘potentially disturbing risk’ and therefore the risk should be properly assessed.
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	Mr Tasker provided this letter to Swimming Australia’s solicitors and asked them to draft a response. On 18 November 2002, the solicitors responded to Mr Tasker attaching a draft response on behalf of Swimming Australia. Mr Tasker told the Royal Commission that he sent the draft letter to Ms Johnston. It stated:
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	[Swimming Australia] has been advised that this matter was legally challenged and that all charges against Mr Volkers were dropped by the Queensland Department of Public Prosecutions. 
	 
	 

	As you are no doubt aware, all persons involved with [Swimming Australia] are subject to the Member Protection Policy and in the event of future allegations of this nature will be dealt with under the terms of the Policy.
	811

	Mr Tasker told the Royal Commission that, after receiving this letter from Ms Johnston, no discussions were held within Swimming Australia about whether there should be an internal investigation. Mr Tasker agreed with the proposition that any complaint of historical abuse would be dealt with by the Swimming Australia Constitution; however, no consideration was given to whether any action should be taken in this case.
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	Bravehearts raises concerns with the Academy
	On 22 January 2003, Ms Johnston wrote to the then Minister for Sport about Bravehearts’ ongoing concerns about the allegations against Mr Volkers and his ongoing employment with the Academy.  
	 
	 
	813

	Ms Johnston expressed concern that Mr Volkers did not hold a blue card under the Children and Young People Act because he had started work before 1 May 2001. She noted that the Children and Young People Act provided that employees ‘who have been charged and escaped conviction’ may be deemed as ‘unsuitable’ to work with children. She stated:
	814

	This provision was in recognition of the difficulty, due to the nature of the crime, in obtaining a conviction and the need for Police to still be provided an opportunity to put forward their recommendation with respect to the applicants’ suitability to work with children.
	 
	 
	815

	Ms Johnston highlighted that the employer had a discretion to direct Mr Volkers to apply for a blue card. Ms Johnston noted that, although charges against Mr Volkers had been dropped, there had been no determination of his guilt or innocence. She urged the Academy to investigate the allegations against Mr Volkers and to direct that Mr Volkers apply for a blue card. This process ‘would be in the best interests of the child and, in our view, would go to satisfy the [Academy’s] duty of care obligations’.
	816
	 
	817

	Mr Baumann gave evidence that the letter from Bravehearts did not cause him to consider whether the Academy should investigate the allegations against Mr Volkers and it did not cause him concern about whether or not Mr Volkers was a suitable person to work with children. This was because Mr Volkers was ‘the coordinator of the program’. Mr Baumann agreed with the proposition that:
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	[O]n the basis that you believed his role didn’t involve child-related employment, you weren’t concerned about whether or not he was a suitable person to work with children.
	820

	Consequently, Mr Baumann did not consider having Mr Volkers undergo any screening to determine his suitability to work with children. Mr Baumann told the Royal Commission that, at the time of the secondment, there was ‘some discussion’ about whether Mr Volkers should hold a blue card, but a determination was made that government employees were not required to hold a blue card under the Children and Young People Act. 
	821
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	On 29 January 2003, Mr Tristan Barnes of Legal Services prepared a memorandum for Mr Baumann about the letter from Bravehearts. The memorandum explained the blue card system as it applied to Mr Volkers’ situation, noting in particular that:
	823

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	An employer may apply to the CCYPCG for a suitability check of an employee who commenced employment before 1 May 2001 if the employer becomes aware that the employee has a criminal history that may render him or her unsuitable for child-related employment.
	824


	• 
	• 
	• 

	The blue card system only applies to certain types of employment and contains an exemption for employers that are government entities. Nonetheless, Mr Volkers’ employment with the Academy could fall within the scope of the legislation.
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	• 
	• 
	• 

	The system is ‘relatively new and untested’.
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	In light of these complexities and the ‘sensitivity of the situation’, Legal Services advised that the Academy formally seek a determination from the CCYPCG about the Department’s obligations under the Children and Young People Act. 
	827

	On 3 February 2003, Mr Scott Flavell, the Director-General of the Department, wrote to Ms Johnston. In the letter, he stated that he agreed that ‘this is a serious matter and the protection of children is a matter of great importance.’ He advised:
	828
	 

	I have decided to further investigate the matter, including the Department’s obligations under the Act, in order to ensure that the Department complies with its legal obligations.
	829

	The response to Ms Johnston reflected the Department’s regard to the sensitivity of the situation and ‘the difficultly in forming a precise conclusion, the particular questions raised by this situation … and the requirement to act cautiously’. 
	830

	The letter did not make any reference to Mr Baumann’s view that the role Mr Volkers held as a ‘mentor coach’ meant that he was not working directly with children. Mr Baumann was not able to offer an explanation to the Royal Commission as to why the letter did not refer to that matter.
	831

	Mr Baumann was questioned about what further steps the Department took to investigate the matter, as referred to in the letter from the Director-General to Ms Johnston. He did not know what steps the investigation involved and he could not recall the outcomes of the investigation. 
	832
	833

	Mr Baumann’s opinion was that, regardless of the government exemption, Mr Volkers did not need a blue card because, in his view, Mr Volkers’ role did not involve direct contact with children. Mr Baumann also considered that the Academy’s criminal history check and recruitment processes were appropriate screening procedures. Those procedures did not require the Academy to take any steps where a person is charged with a relevant offence but not convicted. 
	 
	834
	835

	It was put to Mr Baumann that the Academy did not undertake with any rigour an examination of Mr Volkers’ conduct. Mr Baumann rejected that proposition and said that there were annual performance appraisals that considered Mr Volkers’ ‘conduct’ and ‘behaviour’. Mr Baumann conceded that the Academy did not consider the charges against Mr Volkers as part of his performance appraisals. 
	836
	837

	On the same day that the Department responded to Ms Johnston, Legal Services requested urgent legal advice from Crown Law on the application of the Children and Young People Act to the Department’s employment of Mr Volkers. 
	Ms Katharine Ghiadella, Acting Executive Legal Consultant for Crown Solicitor, Crown Law, provided advice by letter dated 5 February 2003.
	838

	Ms Ghiadella advised the Department that Mr Volkers did not need a blue card because his employment by the Academy was outside the scope of the Children and Young People Act. She also advised that the Department was a ‘government service provider’ and therefore it was not open to the Department/Academy to apply for a suitability notice for Mr Volkers in his capacity as Swimming Head Coach with the Academy.
	839 

	Ms Ghiadella also advised: 
	It may be helpful to seek the views of the Commissioner in this instance, if for no other purpose than to clarify the Commissioner’s approached to the granting of suitability notices to employees of government service providers. However, I would not anticipate, on my interpretation of the clear wording of the Act, that the Commissioner would take a different view of the matter.
	840

	The only avenue available to the Department to take potential action against Mr Volkers in relation the charges was under the Conditions of Employment contract. Ms Ghiadella noted that the Public Service Act 1996 applied to Mr Volkers as a coach, ‘especially in respect of any behaviour that is grounds for disciplinary action as defined in the Act’, which may be grounds for termination of Mr Volkers’ contract.
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	Media attention
	On 12 February 2003, Mr Tasker participated in a media interview with ABC Radio in response to an Australian Story episode about Ms Gilbert and comments made by Ms Johnston from Bravehearts. 
	842

	Mr Tasker received the following legal advice in preparation for the interview:
	In responding you should state the facts:
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 

	ASI [Swimming Australia] treat the safety of children and indeed all its members with the highest priority;

	2. 
	2. 
	2. 

	ASl’s has a Member Protection Policy (‘MPP’) in place;

	3. 
	3. 
	3. 

	That no complaint was lodged with ASI under the MPP;

	4. 
	4. 
	4. 

	That the process under the MPP mirrors the process followed in the Mr Volkers Case;

	5. 
	5. 
	5. 

	The authority which initially received the complaint was the Police (Qld);

	6. 
	6. 
	6. 

	Had the complaint been lodged under the MPP, ASI would have immediately referred the matter to the police;

	7. 
	7. 
	7. 

	It is then for the Police and in turn the DPP to decide whether the matter should be taken any further.


	… ASI believes in the presumption of a person being innocent until proven guilty and that it is not for ASI to act as a quasi-judiciary over and above that which applies under the law of the land. Matters of this nature are not simply breaches of an internal set of rules but represent possible serious breaches of the criminal law. The MPP is aimed to deal with these allegations with a response that equally protects the rights of all the parties and the ASI.
	 
	843

	During the interview, Mr Tasker said that Swimming Australia did not need to review Mr Volkers’ position at that point in time. Following legal advice, Mr Tasker said Mr Volkers was the subject of accusations only and that Swimming Australia was ‘happy enough to go along with the decisions of [the police and the DPP] at this stage’ but, if the charges were reinstated, Swimming Australia would reconsider Mr Volkers’ position. 
	844
	845
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	Mr Tasker also gave evidence to the Royal Commission that, at the time, he believed that Swimming Australia did not have the expertise or the resources to investigate. When questioned whether criminal responsibility, or the ability to establish the case beyond reasonable doubt, was the threshold that Swimming Australia should apply when protecting its athletes, Mr Tasker said ‘probably not’. Mr Tasker concluded:
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	I’ve thought about this whole period in my career, and I’ve got to say that I was never, ever comfortable with taking, you know, the legal option. I think that we have an absolute obligation to protect our athletes, no matter what age they are, and, in reality, we probably should have been doing more to make sure that that happened … we could have done our own investigations and maybe done something different.
	849
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	Mr Tasker also accepted that, even if an allegation of child sexual abuse is not taken to police or not ultimately pursued by the police, an organisation ‘has a responsibility to investigate and make determinations in relation to the person against who the allegation is made’. Mr Tasker accepted that Swimming Australia should have followed the process that is now set out in its current Child Welfare Policy – that is, where there is an allegation of a serious or criminal nature, regardless of the findings of
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	2.6 Crime and Misconduct Commission report published –  March 2003
	 

	Approximately a month after the interview with ABC Radio, Mr Tasker wrote to Swimming Australia’s solicitors seeking advice about a ‘contingency plan’. Mr Tasker had developed a plan ‘should the Scott Volkers matter’ come to a head in the following weeks. This was in anticipation of the Crime and Misconduct Commission (CMC) finalising its inquiry into the DPP’s and Queensland Police Service’s handling of allegations against Mr Volkers. 
	853

	Mr Tasker noted in the email that the Director of the Academy had informed him that, if the CMC report resulted in charges being reinstated against Mr Volkers, the Academy would stand him down from all duties. If this was the case, Swimming Australia would also ‘relieve Scott of his duties’ as Women’s Head Coach. As discussed above, at the time, Mr Volkers was seconded from the Academy to Swimming Australia as Women’s Head Coach.
	854

	The CMC published its report on the first decision to discontinue proceedings in late March 2003. The findings of the CMC report are explored in further detail in chapter 1 of this report. Mr Baumann did not read the report. Mr Baumann told the Royal Commission that it was his understanding that the report was about whether or not there was any official misconduct by the DPP. He was aware that the CMC report criticised aspects of the DPP’s decision to drop the charges against Mr Volkers. 
	855
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	These criticisms did not cause Mr Baumann concern because Mr Volkers’ role was as ‘coach of the coaches’, because of the way that Mr Volkers had conducted himself to Mr Baumann’s observation and because of the fact that Mr Volkers was well respected and, in terms of his job and role, ‘he obviously did all the things that he needed to do’. 
	857

	When the CMC report was released, Mr Tasker read the executive summary of the report and ‘understood the conclusion to be that the DPP should not have been so quick to drop the charges against Mr Volkers’. He was left with ‘a feeling of disquiet.’ 
	858

	2.7 Mr Volkers returns to the Academy – 2004
	Mr Tasker told the Royal Commission that ‘the period from the end of 2002 to late 2003 had been quite disturbing for the national program’ and by the end of 2003 the national team had become unstable. 
	859

	On 23 January 2004, the board of Swimming Australia decided to cancel the positions of Women’s Head Coach and Men’s Head Coach and return to the old model of a single head coach. Mr Leigh Nugent was appointed to that position. Swimming Australia terminated Mr Volkers’ secondment as Women’s Head Coach on 23 January 2004.
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	On 21 April 2004, Swimming Australia appointed Mr Volkers as Head Coach to the Australian Swim Team competing in Europe. That appointment ended on 13 June 2004. 
	862

	This was the last time that Mr Volkers was appointed to any role within Swimming Australia. Mr Tasker gave evidence that he had been reluctant to send Mr Volkers to the meet and had told Mr Nugent, the then national coach, in ‘colourful’ language that Swimming Australia should not be using Mr Volkers. 
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	In December 2004, Mr Volkers signed a new employment agreement with the Academy as Head Coach Swimming for the period from 1 January 2005 to 31 December 2008. 
	866

	A schedule to the employment agreement detailed the duties and responsibilities of a coach of the Academy. These duties included:
	Undertake National and State coaching duties if appointment is approved by the Manager, Sport programs.
	867

	Mr Baumann told the Royal Commission that he was unsure whether Mr Volkers received approval to undertake such duties during his period of employment. However, he accepted that the employment contract contemplated Mr Volkers undertaking coaching duties that could involve him having contact with athletes under 18 years of age. Mr Baumann said:
	868

	But I don’t think he would take coaching duties. It would be other specific duties in terms of how coaches get selected for teams, they have to have swimmers, and it’s done on times and it’s done on placings.
	869

	The employment agreement also included the following clauses:
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 

	If at any time during the term of this agreement, the [Children and Young People Act] is amended so as to require a person such as the Coach to obtain a suitability notice pursuant to that Act, the Coach acknowledges and agrees that the Academy may apply to the Commissioner for a suitability notice stating whether the Coach is a suitable person for child-related employment.
	870


	b. 
	b. 
	b. 

	If the coach … is issued with a ‘negative notice’ under s 102(1)(b) of the [Children and Young People Act], the Coach acknowledges that the [Academy] may terminate this agreement immediately. 
	871


	c. 
	c. 
	c. 

	If the agreement is terminated under the relevant clause of this agreement, the Coach acknowledges that there is no right of compensation.
	872



	Mr Baumann could not recall why that clause was included in Mr Volkers’ employment agreement. He thought it might have been included in all employment agreements with the Academy at that time, but he was not sure.
	873

	2.8 A further allegation is made against Mr Volkers –  February 2005
	 

	AEE’s complaint
	In February 2005, AEE, a former swimmer at the Academy, made a complaint to the Queensland Anti-Discrimination Commission that she had been sexually harassed and assaulted by Mr Volkers at his home between 1997 and March 1999. At the time of the alleged assaults, she was 16 years old. Mr Volkers was an employee of the Academy and Swimming Australia and was also her swimming coach.
	874
	875

	The complaint consisted of a complaint form and three police statements made by AEE dated 1 July 2004, 19 August 2004 and 21 October 2004. The complaint form stated:
	876
	 
	877
	878
	879

	From April or May 1996, Mr Volkers was my swimming coach. 
	I was contracted to and paid by Queensland Academy of Sport and Swimming Australia Ltd as a swimmer. 
	Mr Volkers was contracted to and paid by Queensland Academy of Sport and Swimming Australia Ltd as a swimming coach. 
	Mr Volkers sexually assaulted me on a date of which I am uncertain but between 1997 and 1998. The details of the complaint are in the attached police reports. 
	880

	The allegations were set out in detail in the police statements annexed to her complaint form. AEE said she was at Mr Volkers’ home and he offered to give her a massage. AEE undressed and lay on her back on a massage table, covering herself with a towel. Mr Volkers started massaging AEE’s shoulders and her upper breast using massage oil. He then began massaging her breasts. Mr Volkers produced a vibrating tool and placed it on AEE’s clitoris, and recommenced massaging her breasts. AEE said she experienced ‘
	881

	AEE stated that Mr Volkers would also say things to her ‘in a sexual way’. She recalled: ‘He would talk to me about my sex life. He would say to me “Don’t you think it’s okay for a swimmer and a coach to have a relationship”’?
	882

	The complaint named Swimming Australia and the State of Queensland (on behalf of the Academy) as the second and third respondents. The Anti-Discrimination Commission notified both respondents of the complaint on 11 May 2005.
	883

	The State of Queensland, Swimming Australia and Mr Volkers each submitted to the Anti-Discrimination Commission that the complaint should be rejected because the complaint was outside the statutory time frame (within 12 months of the alleged incident).  
	884

	The State of Queensland also submitted to the Anti-Discrimination Commission that the Department had conducted ‘extensive investigations’ but had been ‘unable to ascertain, with any certainty, whether or not the alleged incident of sexual harassment occurred in 1997, 1998, 1999 or at all’. 
	885

	Mr Volkers applied for Crown indemnity and legal representation in relation to AEE’s complaint. Mr Baumann wrote a letter in support of Mr Volkers’ application, stating that ‘Mr Volkers has consistently acted diligently and conscientiously in the performance of his duties’. 
	886
	887

	The Anti-Discrimination Commission accepted the submissions and rejected the complaint on that basis that the application was out of time.
	888

	Response of the Academy
	Mr Baumann read AEE’s complaint form, but he did not receive or read the three police statements that were attached to it. Consequently, he was not aware of the details of AEE’s allegations until they were read to him during the Royal Commission’s public hearing. Mr Baumann told the Royal Commission that Crown Law and Legal Services dealt with the Academy’s response to AEE’s complaint. Mr Baumann said that the Academy provided ‘a large amount of information in relation’ to the complaint.
	889
	890
	891 

	Mr Baumann told the Royal Commission that he asked the legal advisers what the nature of the allegations were, but he did not receive a detailed response. He knew that they were serious allegations. He did not know that they were similar to the complaints of Ms Rogers, Ms Boyce and Ms Gilbert. Mr Baumann did not discuss the allegations with Mr Volkers or ask him for an account of what had occurred.
	892
	893
	894

	Counsel for Mr Baumann argued in their submissions to the Royal Commission that it was reasonable for Mr Baumann as a non-lawyer to rely on his legal advisers to brief him on the content and specific details contained in the complaint. Therefore, no finding should be made that states that Mr Baumann should have obtained and read the police statements attached to AEE’s complaint, as suggested by Counsel Assisting the Royal Commission.
	895
	896

	We do not agree with this submission. While it appears reasonable to receive a briefing in the first instance, once the seriousness of the allegations were understood, Mr Baumann should have sought out all details of the complaint. We find it remarkable that the head of an organisation would not take steps to inform himself about the details of a serious allegation of child sexual abuse made against a current staff member whose role involves contact with children – even if that contact is limited. Mr Bauman
	Mr Baumann could not recall whether he discussed with Mr Volkers the letter he wrote to support Mr Volkers’ application for Crown indemnity and legal representation in relation to AEE’s complaint. Mr Baumann gave evidence to the Royal Commission that, notwithstanding AEE’s complaint, he would stand by the fact that Mr Volkers acted diligently and conscientiously in the performance of his duties. 
	897
	898

	Mr Baumann gave evidence that Crown Law and Legal Services had conducted an investigation, but he could not recall what it involved. He understood the outcome of the ‘investigation’ to be that ‘the outcome was not – not going to go ahead, because it was out of time in terms of the claim’. Mr Baumann thought there were discussions about whether the question of Mr Volkers holding a blue card should be revisited in light of AEE’s allegations, but he was advised by Crown Law and Legal Services that Mr Volkers c
	899
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	Mr Baumann was unable to say what steps, if any, the Academy took to investigate the complaint once it was dismissed by the Anti-Discrimination Commission as being outside its jurisdiction. He said that he relied on Crown Law and Legal Services to provide him with suitable advice. Mr Baumann accepted that the conduct alleged in AEE’s complaint would have amounted to a breach of the Public Service Act. He does not recall receiving advice that there should be any disciplinary proceedings in relation to the al
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	The Academy did not make any contact with AEE about the complaint. Mr Baumann could not recall whether she was offered counselling or any other form of support but said that he thought she was not a scholarship holder at the time. 
	905
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	Counsel Assisting submitted that we should find:
	The Academy did not investigate the allegations made by AEE other than for the purpose of establishing a technical legal defence to the complaint made to the Anti-Discrimination Commission, the Academy did not take any further steps to investigate the allegations. It did not interview Mr Volkers or AEE in relation to the allegations.
	907

	Counsel for Mr Baumann submitted that Mr Baumann does not accept that the Academy only investigated the incident for the purpose of establishing its ‘technical legal defence’. Mr Baumann submitted that, as a non-lawyer, it is unlikely that he conceived of, or pressed for, a technical legal response to the allegations. However, it is conceivable that legal officers within Crown Law or Legal Services developed the legal response and Mr Baumann accepted advice that this was the proper course to take. We agree 
	908

	However, the Academy was instructing its legal representatives and must have agreed to the pursuit of a technical legal defence. Further, once the ‘legal’ aspect of the proceedings was resolved (by the success of that technical defence) there remained a live issue as to the truth of the allegations and the appropriateness of Mr Volkers continuing in his role. 
	We do not accept Mr Baumann’s submission that it was not ‘appropriate’ for the Academy to undertake a further investigation of the allegations in circumstances where Crown Law and Legal Services were ‘handling the matter’. The ‘matter’ that Crown Law and Legal Services were ‘handling’ was a complaint before the Anti-Discrimination Commission. Once the Anti-Discrimination Commission determined that it had no jurisdiction to hear the complaint and dismissed the matter, an internal investigation of the allegat
	909
	 

	Mr Baumann conceded that he could have been ‘better informed’ about the details of the allegations against Mr Volkers. 
	910

	Given that Mr Baumann became aware of the details of those serious allegations for the first time during the public hearing, we consider this to be a significant understatement. Mr Baumann submitted that it should be recognised that he acted in good faith and on advice from Crown Law, Legal Services and the Department. Mr Baumann submitted that in the normal course it would be a fair expectation that legal or departmental staff would brief him with relevant information. That this does not seem to have occur
	911

	We do not agree. Mr Baumann had a responsibility as head of the Academy to make sure that he was fully acquainted with all of the details of the allegations and to oversee an appropriate response to those allegations by the Academy. Naturally, he was entitled to seek and rely on legal advice. However, it was not appropriate for him to abdicate responsibility for the matter to the Academy’s lawyers, which is what he appears to us to have done. 
	Mr Baumann conceded that, in retrospect, an appropriate course of action ‘could have been’ to place Mr Volkers on restricted duties when the Academy became aware of AEE’s allegations pending an investigation. We consider that this would, rather than could, have been the appropriate response. 
	 
	912

	Mr Baumann also conceded that, depending on the outcome of that investigation, it may have been appropriate to modify Mr Volkers’ position to remove contact with children or to terminate his employment. However, Mr Baumann submits that there is no evidence of advice to this effect being given to him. In our view, if Mr Baumann had taken steps to fully inform himself of the serious nature of the allegations, it is likely he would have sought such advice. 
	913

	We are satisfied that in February 2005, when the Academy was named as a respondent to AEE’s complaint to the Anti-Discrimination Commission, Mr Baumann should have obtained and read the police statements attached to AEE’s complaint in circumstances where:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Mr Baumann was the Director of the Academy

	• 
	• 
	• 

	he knew the allegations that AEE made were serious allegations of child sexual abuse

	• 
	• 
	• 

	he knew the alleged abuse took place while AEE was an athlete sponsored by the Academy and Mr Volkers was her swimming coach

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Mr Volkers was currently employed by the Academy

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Mr Volkers had contact with athletes under the age of 18 in the course of his employment

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Mr Baumann knew there had been previous complaints about Mr Volkers concerning child sexual abuse.


	We are satisfied that the Academy did not investigate AEE’s allegations other than for the purpose of establishing a technical legal defence to the complaint made to the Anti-Discrimination Commission. After the Anti-Discrimination Commission dismissed the complaint, the Academy did not take any further steps to investigate the allegations. It did not interview Mr Volkers or AEE about the allegations. 
	 
	 

	In these circumstances, the Academy did not have sufficient information to form an assessment of Mr Volkers’ suitability to continue in the role of Head Swimming Coach and did not take any action to restrict his access to children.
	Response of Swimming Australia
	In 2005, Swimming Australia became aware of the allegations against Mr Volkers that AEE made to the Anti-Discrimination Commission. When Mr Tasker read AEE’s allegations he was ‘horrified’. Mr Tasker was aware of the similarities between AEE’s complaint and the complaints of Ms Gilbert, Ms Rogers and Ms Boyce.
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	915

	Swimming Australia received legal advice on the complaint, which instructed Swimming Australia ‘to take a technical legal defence and object to the application on the basis that it was out of time’. 
	916

	After the Anti-Discrimination Commission dismissed the complaint as being out of time, Mr Tasker could not recall having any in-depth discussion about what further action Swimming Australia should take on AEE’s allegation. Swimming Australia did not discuss setting up any investigation of its own. Mr Tasker explained this by saying they were following legal advice.
	917
	918

	No consideration was given to contacting the complainant and offering her counselling. Mr Tasker gave evidence that, to his knowledge, Swimming Australia had never contacted AEE.
	919
	920

	Mr Tasker agreed that the response to AEE’s allegation was outside the spirit of the Member Protection Policy (the policy did not apply because the complaint concerned conduct that occurred before 2002). Mr Tasker accepted that Swimming Australia should have been more vigorous in investigating and responding to the allegations. If it happened again, Mr Tasker said he would conduct an investigation and try to support the athlete. 
	921
	922
	923

	In about February 2005, Mr Tasker told Swimming Australia’s high performance manager not to use Mr Volkers again. Mr Tasker’s evidence was that he made this decision after he became aware of AEE’s allegations against Mr Volkers.
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	2.9 First application for a blue card – June 2008
	Application by the Academy
	Mr Bennett King was appointed as the Executive Director of the Academy in June 2007 and remains in that position. 
	926

	Mr King was not given any briefing or information about the allegations that Ms Gilbert, Ms Boyce, Ms Rogers and AEE made against Mr Volkers. However, he was aware from media reports that in 2002, Mr Volkers had been committed to trial for criminal charges of child sexual abuse while he was a coach and that those charges had been dropped.
	927
	928

	In mid-2008, Mr King introduced a new policy that required all staff of the Academy to apply for a blue card. Mr King told the Royal Commission that he wanted a more robust screening process for employees because of the unique role the Academy had in relation to athletes. Before then the Department screening process was a simple criminal history check. Mr King submitted that this change in policy revealed ‘an obvious consciousness of the importance of mitigating risks in relation to the mistreatment of chil
	929
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	On 17 June 2008, the Academy applied to the CCYPCG on behalf of Mr Volkers for a blue card as a paid employee of the Academy.
	934 

	At the same time, the Academy applied for blue cards for around 59 other staff members. On each application, the Academy declared that no exemption applied under the Children and Young People Act. Mr King was unaware of the exemption that existed for the employees of government entities. Mr King told the Royal Commission that he thought it would be a good move for Academy staff to have a blue card.  
	935
	936
	937

	The CCYPCG considers the application
	With the exception of the application received on behalf of Mr Volkers, the CCYPCG regarded the 59 or so applications for blue cards that the CCYPCG received on behalf of employees of the Academy as straightforward. Each of these other staff members had their applications processed by the CCYPCG and received a blue card within about 28 days.
	938
	939 

	Mr Volkers’ application initially returned a positive result on the criminal history check and was therefore singled out for particular attention. Ms Miller explained in her statement to the Royal Commission:
	As Mr Volkers police information did not contain convictions for any offence but contained charges for disqualifying offences which were dealt with other than by a conviction, the Children’s Commissioner was required to issue a positive notice unless satisfied it was an exceptional case in which it would not be in the best interests of children for a positive notice to be issued.
	The phrase exceptional case is not defined in the [Children and Young People] Act and is determined by looking at the circumstances of each individual case and the legislative intent of the Act, which is to protect children from harm.
	940

	The CCYPCG reviewed Mr Volkers’ criminal record, which recorded the seven charges that had been laid against him and that they had been ‘no true billed’. The CCYPCG also obtained copies of the court briefs prepared by the Queensland Police Service, the transcript of the police record of interview with Mr Volkers and 27 witness statements from 20 witnesses, including complainants, police, children and parents of children who Mr Volkers coached. The CCYPCG also considered the first CMC report. 
	941

	On 10 October 2008, the CCYPCG advised Mr Volkers that it had concerns about his suitability to work with children based on the material referred to above.The CCYPCG provided Mr Volkers with an opportunity to respond by making a submission and providing references and other relevant information to support his application.
	942 
	943

	Mr Volkers’ solicitors responded to the CCYPCG on his behalf and provided a statement by Mr Volkers together with a number of character references and a copy of the decision of Justice Holmes in the Queensland Supreme Court.
	 
	 
	944

	In his statement, Mr Volkers said:
	I did receive the accompanying documents and only wish to state that I have been subject to every type of inquiry there is: legal, police, CMC, DPP, media. And all charges were dropped several times. I have always maintained my innocence and always will and therefore there is no need to go into this any further. 
	945

	Mr Volkers went on to describe his role as a high-level swimming coach who had conducted hundreds of coaching clinics in Australia and overseas. He named a number of high-profile female Olympic Gold Medallist swimmers who he claimed to have developed. He did not make any submission that addressed the substance of the allegations against him. 
	946

	The CCYPCG determines it has no jurisdiction to process Mr Volkers’ application for a blue card
	On 16 February 2009, the Commissioner of the CCYPCG wrote to the Academy seeking ‘to clarify whether in fact an exemption from blue card screening requirements may exist’ for employees of the Academy.
	947 

	The letter noted that the CCYPCG had received and processed blue card applications received from the Academy ‘on the basis that your organisation had signed the declaration on the form indicating that no exemption applied’. The Commissioner explained that it had come to her attention that the exemption was applicable to the Academy. 
	948

	The letter set out the exemption for employees of a ‘government entity’ providing sport and active recreation activities to children and young people. This explanation is consistent with the advice that Crown Law provided to the Academy on 5 February 2003.
	949
	950

	The letter concluded that, as the Academy was part of the Department, the exemption for employees of government entities applied and therefore the CCYPCG did not have legislative authority under the Act to conduct blue card screening for Mr Volkers. 
	951

	Finally, the letter strongly encouraged the Academy to ensure that it had implemented appropriate policies and procedures to identify and mitigate the risks of harm to children and young people given the Academy’s role in providing essential and developmentally focused services to children and young people. 
	952

	Ms Miller, the former Director of the CCYPCG, now Director of Blue Card Services at the Public Safety Business Agency, gave evidence that the CCYPCG had formed the preliminary view that Mr Volkers should be issued with a negative notice but that, before doing so, it realised that the Academy came within the exemption for government entities. 
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	Ms Miller said that the CCYPCG had processed each of the other applications made by staff of the Academy on the mistaken belief that the Academy’s declaration on the application that no exemption applied was correct. Ms Miller explained:
	955

	The fact that the organisation has indicated that they’re intending to employ that person in regulated employment and an exemption doesn’t apply, prima facie we have jurisdiction to proceed with the application.
	However, if that jurisdiction is challenged, in that it comes to our attention that the person’s employment may not necessarily be in regulated employment, then we’re obliged to follow through on that inquiry to ensure that we have jurisdiction before we issue a card, or a negative notice.
	956

	Upon discovering that the Academy was in fact a Queensland government entity, the CCYPCG withdrew the final application form from the Academy (Mr Volkers’ application) but allowed the blue cards already issued to employees of the Academy to stay in place.
	957

	The CCYPCG formed the view that it was legally not able to issue Mr Volkers with a negative notice and was not able to use the information it had about Mr Volkers for any other purpose. This included information that the CCYPCG had received from the DPP and the Queensland Police Service. 
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	959

	Ms Miller gave evidence that the CCYPCG had ‘serious concerns about the matter’ and accepted that Mr Volkers was an inappropriate person to be involved with organisations that work with children, but she said that confidentiality provisions prevented the CCYPCG from sharing that information with the Academy. She also said that the Academy, through the Department, could have done its own screening, which would have allowed it to take into account recorded and unrecorded convictions, charges and investigation
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	Response of the Academy
	Mr King gave evidence that the first time he became aware of the exemption for government employees was when he received the letter from the CCYPCG. Mr King said he was not happy with the CCYPCG’s decision. He did not seek any advice on the CCYPCG’s letter or what it entailed for the Academy. When asked what he did to address the CCYPCG’s recommendation that the Academy ensure it had implemented appropriate policies and procedures to identify and mitigate the risk of harm to children and young people that m
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	[The Academy] regularly have team briefings, we have six a year, that actually give us educational updates on all the department’s policies and procedures. So we, every year, are taken through the code of conduct, various policies, sexual harassment policies, bullying policies … We also have twice-yearly performance reviews with all of our staff to ensure that they’re performing well and conducting their role. 
	When Mr King was asked whether he went back and reviewed the Department’s policies and procedures to satisfy himself that they were appropriate, he said, ‘I would have liked all staff to abide by the blue card rule. That was my thought. And we didn’t have to at that stage’. Mr King said the Academy adopted the position that it would not employ any future employees unless they were able to obtain a blue card.
	965
	966

	From July 2008, Mr Volkers was the only coach employed by the Academy who did not have a blue card. Mr King said he allowed Mr Volkers to continue to be employed because: 
	967

	I was attempting to try to work with the sport of swimming to try to ensure that coaching remained strong within Queensland and that there continued to be a coach mentor for coaches in Queensland.
	968 

	… I was advised through my upper management that it was in swimming’s best interests to keep him employed.
	 
	969

	… I made the decision to keep him employed because he was good for Swimming Queensland and for the coaches.
	970 

	2.10 Swimming Queensland contemplates employing Mr Volkers –   2008
	In 2008, Swimming Queensland inducted Mr Volkers into its Hall of Fame in recognition of his outstanding contribution to the sport of swimming.
	971

	In 2008, the Academy reviewed the role of ‘head coaches’ or ‘mentor coaches’ who were not actually training Academy athletes. It was determined that those mentor coaches could more effectively perform their roles if they were employed directly by state sporting organisations.
	972

	It is against this background that the Academy began to discuss with Swimming Queensland the possibility of transferring Mr Volkers’ employment to Swimming Queensland.
	973
	 

	Mr King understood that Swimming Queensland would employ Mr Volkers in a role that was similar to his role at the Academy.
	974

	Swimming Queensland is not a government entity and was not covered by the exemption for employees of government entities under the Children and Young People Act. 
	An internal email between staff members of the Academy recorded: ‘the Academy wanted to transfer Scott’s position to Swimming Queensland. They won’t accept him unless he has a blue card.’ Mr King gave evidence that this was consistent with his understanding of the position and his understanding that Swimming Queensland required Mr Volkers to have a blue card. 
	975
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	977

	Mr Hasemann, CEO of Swimming Queensland, was aware of the allegations against Mr Volkers through the media. He knew the allegations related to the sexual abuse of young female swimmers. He subsequently became aware through the media that the charges against Mr Volkers had been dropped. Mr Hasemann did not recall the CMC report being handed down. Mr Hasemann did not know about the further allegations that AEE made against Mr Volkers in 2005 until the Royal Commission’s public hearing.  
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	2.11  Second application for a blue card – March 2009
	Application by Swimming Queensland
	On 5 March 2009, while Mr Volkers was still employed at the Academy, Swimming Queensland applied for a blue card on his behalf. 
	982

	Swimming Queensland submitted that this application was lodged because once Mr Volkers commenced as an employee at Swimming Queensland he would no longer be covered by the exemption for government employees. Swimming Queensland was also unsure whether Mr Volkers would need a blue card in his role as ‘mentor coach’. 
	983

	In his evidence to the Royal Commission, Mr Hasemann did not accept that it was the position of Swimming Queensland that it would not employ Mr Volkers unless he could obtain a blue card. Mr Hasemann said he was not sure if Mr Volkers would need a blue card to work as a ‘mentor coach’. Mr Hasemann said he did not think that the role involved child-related employment because it would be possible to fulfil the role without having contact with children, but it was not possible to be emphatic about it. 
	984
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	He said that Swimming Queensland applied for a blue card for Mr Volkers on legal advice ‘to be certain’. Mr Hasemann said that the allegations against Mr Volkers factored into his decision to seek a blue card for Mr Volkers, but he did not discuss the allegations with Mr Volkers. Mr Hasemann accepted that it was the practice of Swimming Queensland to get blue cards for people it employed.
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	Determination of the CCYPCG
	On 3 April 2009, the CCYPCG wrote to Mr Volkers and advised him that it had received information – the same information that had been provided to him in respect of his first application – that raised concerns about his eligibility to hold a blue card. The CCYPCG invited him to respond to this information. 
	 
	 
	991

	Mr Volkers responded that he did not wish to provide any further submissions and requested that the application be assessed on the basis of the material already provided to the CCYPCG in support of his first application.
	992

	On 29 May 2009, the CCYPCG decided to issue a negative notice to Mr Volkers.
	993

	On 1 June 2009, the CCYPCG sent Mr Volkers a copy of the reasons of the Commissioner of the CCYPCG. The CCYPCG also notified Swimming Queensland that a negative notice had been issued; Swimming Queensland did not receive a copy of the reasons for the decision. Swimming Queensland informed Mr King at the Academy of the decision.
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	In her reasons, the Commissioner of the CCYPCG noted that Mr Volkers’ criminal history was a ‘disqualifying offence dealt with other than by way of conviction’ and he must issue Mr Volkers a positive notice under the Children and Young People Act unless the case was exceptional. The Commissioner explained:
	I must issue a positive notice unless satisfied it is an exceptional case in which it would not be in the best interests of children to issue a positive notice to the applicant.
	997

	 The Commissioner concluded that Mr Volkers’ case was an exceptional one, stating:
	I acknowledge factors in the applicant’s favour in relation to my assessment of his eligibility to hold a positive notice and blue card, including the discontinuance of the formal charges against him by the DPP, the length of time that has elapsed since the allegations and the positive references made in his favour.
	However, the following considerations are adverse to the applicant’s eligibility to hold a positive notice and the blue card and significantly outweigh the mitigating factors in the applicant’s favour.
	In addition to the official complaints made, there is substantial material flowing from witness statements and the CMC report, which suggest that the applicant allegedly engaged in inappropriate behaviour towards female children whom he trained in swimming. Behaviour consistently complained of included:
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 

	Comments of a sexual nature, including comments about development during puberty and sexual relationships;

	b. 
	b. 
	b. 

	Sexual/inappropriate touching during the course of massage, which was instigated by the applicant; and

	c. 
	c. 
	c. 

	Inappropriate invasion of personal space, as in the case of sticking his tongue in the ears of the female swimmers in his squad.


	On the material before the Commission, this alleged behaviour appears to have only been directed towards female children between the approximate ages of 12 and 18 years.
	The possibility that any of the applicant’s behaviour has any substance raises significant concerns that he has abused the position of trust and authority, and taken advantage of the imbalance of power apparent in the relationship between him as a coach and his students.
	 
	 
	998

	On 25 June 2009, Mr Volkers applied to the then Queensland Children’s Services Tribunal for a review of the decision to issue him with a negative notice. Mr Volkers’ appeal is discussed in further detail later in this report.
	999

	2.12  Response to issuing of a negative notice
	The Academy continues to employ Mr Volkers
	Despite the issuing of a negative notice, the Academy continued to employ Mr Volkers until February 2010, when he was appointed Swimming Queensland Head Coach.
	1000 

	Mr King told the Royal Commission that, when the Academy applied for a blue card on Mr Volkers’ behalf in 2008, his intention was not to terminate Mr Volkers’ employment with the Academy if a negative notice was issued. This is despite the fact that Mr Volkers’ employment agreement provided that if a negative notice was issued the Academy could terminate the agreement immediately. 
	1001
	1002

	Mr King agreed that the CCYPCG’s decision to issue a negative notice to Mr Volkers was a matter of ‘great significance’ and said it was ‘concerning’. He said the Academy did discuss the negative notice ‘as a group’ but made a decision to continue with Mr Volkers’ employment. The Academy did not seek any advice from the Department about the implications of Mr Volkers having been issued with a negative notice. Also, it did not make any inquires about whether any part of Mr Volkers’ role fell within the defini
	1003
	1004
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	1006
	 
	1007
	 
	1008

	Mr King did not know the reasons that the CCYPCG had issued Mr Volkers with a negative notice, but he understood it was related to the allegations that had previously been made against him that had resulted in criminal charges. He did not take any action to inform himself in more detail of the nature of the allegations. He did not think at the time that he should defer to the Commissioner’s view that Mr Volkers was not safe to work with children. Mr King did not make any investigation or undertake any consi
	1009
	1010
	1011
	1012

	Mr King conceded that Mr Volkers, in his role as ‘mentor coach’, had contact with athletes under the age of 18. However, Mr King said that he ‘deemed his role as being one that would be working with coaches’. He also said that ‘Scott Volkers’ reports back from Management were that Scott Volkers was a very good swimming coach and under his role, he was fulfilling that effectively, well’. Mr King did not consider whether it was appropriate to restrict or limit Mr Volkers’ duties. Mr King accepted that he did 
	1013
	1014
	 
	1015
	 
	1016

	Mr King described the following factors as relevant to his decision to continue to employ Mr Volkers and later to continue to extend his contract, even though he did not have a blue card:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Mr Volkers’ value as an asset and his quality as a coach. 
	1017


	• 
	• 
	• 

	The fact that the Academy had not received any negative reports about Mr Volkers.
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	• 
	• 
	• 

	The Academy’s relationship with Swimming Queensland.
	1019


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Ensuring the sport of swimming and swimming coaching ‘remained strong’. 
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	• 
	• 
	• 

	The good feedback from Mr Volkers’ managers.
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	• 
	• 
	• 

	The Academy considered that his contact with children would be limited because of the nature of his role.
	1022



	Mr King accepted that whether or not Mr Volkers was a good swimming coach was not relevant to the question of whether he was suitable to work with children. 
	1023

	Mr King said he did not take any action that was specifically directed to mitigating the risk posed by Mr Volkers other than defining his role description and conducting twice-yearly performance reviews and informal debriefs. Mr King did not discuss with other coaches Mr Volkers’ relationship with athletes or his approach to boundaries. 
	1024
	1025
	1026

	Mr King gave evidence that, in 2009, the Department of Communities (which at that point administered the Academy) directed that in the future all staff who worked with children in the department would be required to have a blue card, despite government employees being expressly exempt under the Children and Young People Act. At around the same time, Mr King became aware that that the exemption for government employees involved in regulated sport and recreation was likely to be removed from the Children and 
	1027
	1028
	1029

	The Academy continued to employ Mr Volkers as Head Swimming Coach on a series of short-term contracts. Mr King said that the Academy extended Mr Volkers’ contract ‘for Swimming Queensland’ having regard to ‘what Swimming were asking of us in terms of the transition’. He said ‘we were trying to work with Swimming Queensland to make that transition smooth’. He also said ‘we were looking to try to keep that position going, because we felt it was a valuable position’. When it was put to Mr King that, in decidin
	1030
	1031
	 

	I would say that what I was doing was trying to ensure that swimming remained strong, because Swimming kept on giving me the advice that this person was very good for their sport in terms of his knowledge technically and tactically for their athletes.
	1032

	When put to him that his overarching consideration was the success of the sport of swimming, Mr King said ‘my role was to try and help keep swimming strong’. When it was put to Mr King that the Academy was taking steps to ensure that his employment continued literally up until the day it became untenable, he replied, ‘he was a good – he was good at what he was doing’. Mr King rejected the proposition that the Academy’s views about his ability as a coach outweighed any concerns about safety for children.
	 
	1033
	1034
	 
	1035

	Mr King said he made the right decision at the time in light of the information he had. Mr King accepted that, having now read the decision of the Queensland Civil and Administrative Tribunal (the Tribunal) affirming the decision of the CCYPCG not to issue Mr Volkers with a blue card, ‘it would have influenced [him] in the future, or at that particular time’. He accepted that he should have asked for the information and he would not employ a person now if that person could not get a blue card. 
	1036
	1037
	1038
	1039

	In his submissions, Mr King accepted that, after being advised that Mr Volkers had received a negative notice on 1 June 2009, the Academy should have acted more proactively to mitigate any risks to children that may have been associated with employing Mr Volkers. Mr King submitted that it would have been appropriate to put Mr Volkers on limited or suspended duties while the Academy obtained further information, carried out an investigation and sought advice about Mr Volkers’ continued employment.
	 
	1040

	However, Mr King submitted that his actions and decisions, in keeping Mr Volkers employed for approximately seven months after the CCYPCG had determined that Mr Volkers was not a suitable person to work with children, needs to be understood against the backdrop of this decision. 
	1041

	Mr King submitted that he had taken a decision from early in his tenure that it was only a matter of time until the Academy ceased to employ Mr Volkers. He also submitted that the extensions of Mr Volkers’ employment were made in reasonable and good-faith reliance upon the particular role that Mr Volkers held at the Academy, which was ‘largely an advisory and coordinating role’. He also submitted that it is of significance that there is no evidence that Mr Volkers acted in an inappropriate way towards any a
	1042

	We are satisfied that the Academy should not have continued to employ Mr Volkers in the role of Head Swimming Coach after the CCYPCG had determined that he was not a suitable person to work with children.
	We are satisfied that, during the period of Mr Volkers’ employment, the Academy did not have and still does not have a child protection policy that deals with:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	sexual abuse of an athlete sponsored by the Academy

	• 
	• 
	• 

	complaints by athletes sponsored by the Academy

	• 
	• 
	• 

	mitigating the risks of overnight travel.


	Swimming Queensland seeks advice from the CCYPCG
	On 3 June 2009, an employee from Swimming Queensland called the CCYPCG and ‘inquired whether a potential employee of a State Sporting Organisation is required to have a Blue Card if their role involves working with coaches over 18 but not working with children under 18’. 
	1043

	Swimming Queensland was advised that a blue card would not be required in those circumstances. Mr Hasemann stated that, when Mr Volkers commenced employment with Swimming Queensland, they took steps to ensure that Mr Volkers role was ‘confined to working with adults’.
	1044
	 
	1045

	Swimming Queensland submitted that, following that advice, its position was that Mr Volkers’ ongoing employment with Swimming Queensland was not subject to the issuing of a blue card ‘as it was not envisaged at the time of employment his role would require him to be the holder of a [b]lue [c]ard’. 
	 
	1046

	The difficulty with that submission is that Mr Volkers was not employed by Swimming Queensland in a role that did not involve working with children under 18. The evidence discloses that Mr Volkers’ role with Swimming Queensland did involve working with children, albeit this formed only 10 per cent of his role and his contact with children was not unaccompanied. 
	1047

	Swimming Queensland employs Mr Volkers despite negative notice
	On 11 February 2010, Mr Wayne Lomas of Swimming Queensland emailed Mr Peter Shaw of the Academy stating that ‘our end game here is to ensure that Scott is able to continue to work his job FULLY for as long as legally possible, that is, until the Proclamation of the Act by the Governor & Counsel’. The email also noted that, if Mr Volkers were to be employed by Swimming Queensland before the ‘Children’s Services Tribunal’ made a decision, the position description and contract would have to be reviewed. 
	1048

	On 17 February 2010, Mr Volkers’ ceased employment with the Academy, effective 12 February 2010.
	1049

	 On 12 February 2010, Mr Volkers was appointed Swimming Queensland Head Coach. 
	1050

	The letter of appointment noted that the cost of Mr Volkers’ employment was to be fully funded by the Academy. It also stated: 
	1051

	I note that your application for a Blue Card has been refused and you have been issued with a negative notice by the Commission for Children and Young People and Child Guardian. Consequently, your employment with SQ is conditional upon your complying at all times with the conditions imposed upon you under that negative notice. I also note that you have lodged an appeal against that negative notice, which has not yet been heard.
	1052

	The employment contract described Mr Volkers’ role as, among other things, to provide mentoring, support and education to targeted coaches. Mr Hasemann’s evidence was that this comprised approximately 10 per cent of the role in which he may be in proximity to child swimmers. Mr Hasemann also gave evidence that, in association with Swimming Queensland and advisers, he formed the view that because of the nature of the role and provisions put in place there was no opportunity for unaccompanied access to childr
	1053
	1054
	 
	 
	1055

	Mr King accepted that, because the Academy was funding the position, it had a continuing responsibility to ensure that Mr Volkers was an appropriate person to fill the position of ‘mentor coach’ at Swimming Queensland. Mr King said he discussed the matter with Swimming Queensland and Swimming Queensland believed that the environment would be a safe one for children. 
	1056
	 
	1057

	In its submissions, Swimming Queensland sought to characterise Mr Volkers’ role as one involving ‘ostensibly supervised access to children’. We do not understand what ‘ostensible supervision’ is. In any event, we reject the submission that Mr Volkers’ access to children in the course of his employment with Swimming Queensland was supervised. There is no evidence of any formal or structured supervision of Mr Volkers. The fact that others were present when Mr Volkers was in the company of children does not am
	1058
	 

	Swimming Queensland’s submissions also emphasise that the contract between Swimming Queensland and Mr Volkers was negotiated and entered into before the Tribunal determined a view that Mr Volkers was not a suitable person to be working with children. We do not consider this to be of any weight. At the time of his recruitment to Swimming Queensland, the CCYPCG had already determined that Mr Volkers was not a suitable person to work with children. The Tribunal ultimately affirmed that decision. 
	1059

	We are satisfied that, between 12 February 2010 and 14 September 2010, Mr Volkers came into contact with and had access to children in the course of his employment as Head Swimming Coach at Swimming Queensland. That role involved him working with children, even though he was a ‘coaches’ coach’ and did not directly coach athletes.
	We are satisfied it was artificial of Swimming Queensland to try to tailor the role of Head Swimming Coach to prevent Mr Volkers having ‘impermissible’ contact with children, in circumstances where the CCYPCG and the Tribunal had formed the view that Mr Volkers was not a suitable person to work with children.
	2.13  Appeal to the Queensland Children’s Services Tribunal in 2009
	As noted earlier in this report, on 25 June 2009, Mr Volkers applied to the then Queensland Children’s Services Tribunal for a review of the decision to issue him with a negative notice.  
	The Queensland Children’s Services Tribunal issued notices to produce material to the CCYPCG, with the CCYPCG producing approximately 2,000 pages of documents relevant to Mr Volkers.
	1060

	On 1 December 2009, the functions performed by the Queensland Children’s Services Tribunal were transferred to the new tribunal, the Queensland Civil and Administrative Tribunal (the Tribunal).
	1061

	Request to the Tribunal to expedite hearing
	On 12 November 2009, Mr Wayne Lomas of Swimming Queensland contacted Mr Peter Shields, the solicitor representing Mr Volkers, by facsimile. Mr Lomas noted that Mr Volkers’ contract of employment with Swimming Queensland expired on 12 February 2010 and that Swimming Queensland was prohibited from employing Mr Volkers in his current role unless he was issued with a blue card by the CCYPCG. Mr Lomas requested that Mr Shields contact  the Tribunal to request that the hearing be expedited.
	1062

	Mr Shields wrote to the Tribunal on 11 December 2009, enclosing the correspondence from Mr Lomas. The letter noted that Mr Volkers’ contract of employment with the Academy would expire on 12 February 2010 and requested that the Tribunal expedite the hearing of Mr Volkers’ case because ‘Swimming Queensland is prohibited from employing Mr Volkers in his current role unless he is granted a positive suitability notice by the CCYPCG’. 
	 
	1063
	1064

	Mr Hasemann gave evidence to the Royal Commission that he did not believe that to be an accurate statement and that he did not remember seeing the letter before it was sent.
	1065

	Mr Hasemann provides a reference
	On 29 January 2010, Mr Hasemann provided a reference in support of Mr Volkers’ application to the Tribunal. The reference stated that Mr Hasemann had known Mr Volkers since 2002 and was aware ‘through the media, that police had investigated serious allegations against him involving young female swimmers’. It also stated: 
	1066

	Throughout our association, I have found Scott’s conduct to be beyond reproach, and, in particular, his behaviour towards swimmers – including young females – to be exemplary. Scott’s outstanding contribution to swimming in Queensland and his extremely high regard in which he is held by the Board of Swimming Queensland were recognised in 2008 when he was inducted into the Swimming Queensland Hall of Fame.
	1067

	At the time Mr Hasemann wrote the reference, his only knowledge of the allegations made by Ms Gilbert, Ms Boyce and Ms Rogers was what he had read in the media. He had not spoken to Mr Volkers about the allegations and he did not know the details of the allegations. He did not see the reasons from the CCYPCG as to why Mr Volkers had not been issued a blue card, as this was sent to Mr Volkers separately. He was unaware of AEE’s allegations. He said he worked on the basis that the charges against Mr Volkers h
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	1072

	Mr Hasemann did not concede that it was inappropriate for him to write the reference without knowing the details of the allegations. However, he accepted that, had he known of the details of the allegations, he would not have supported Mr Volkers’ application for a blue card.
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	Determination of the Tribunal
	The Tribunal heard Mr Volkers’ application on 19 April 2010. On 31 May 2010, the Tribunal refused his appeal and confirmed the Commissioner of the CCYPCG’s decision to issue him with a negative notice.
	 
	1075

	The Tribunal found the following factors to be relevant:
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 

	The seven charges against the applicant were not discontinued because of a finding that the conduct alleged did not occur; rather, it was because of a range of factors including the difficulty in prosecuting matters alleged to have occurred many years before.
	1076


	2. 
	2. 
	2. 

	The applicant had acknowledged to the complainants in pretext conversations that certain actions did occur:
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 

	giving a massage in his home to one of the girls using a massage stick;

	b. 
	b. 
	b. 

	making a comment to one of the complainants about returning as her pool buoy (a flotation device which the swimmers held between their legs in training), which he regarded as a joke;
	 


	c. 
	c. 
	c. 

	rubbing the leg of a complainant while driving. When asked by the second complainant about rubbing her vagina, Mr Volkers is recorded as saying he was ‘trying to, you know, rubbing your legs on both sides’ and in a further pretext conversation he is recorded as saying, ‘Well I – like okay, I was driving along. I remember just rubbing your leg. I remember – I do remember it as very – it was high, right up in the groin area and I may be been – or something. I don’t know, but I am not saying you’re a liar but 

	d. 
	d. 
	d. 

	When challenged by a complainant after admitting he rubbed her leg on both sides [and in response to the complainant] stating that he was the adult and should have been aware of the boundaries, he is recorded as saying, ‘I do – I do know – and I’ve had opportunities to – you know – look at that area. There’s no doubt and I maybe I shouldn’t have’;

	e. 
	e. 
	e. 

	Aside from the comment above, which could be  construed as an admission by the applicant that he acted inappropriately, he has not demonstrated insight that he was aware of his obligations in his role as a coach and a mentor to ensure that he did not abuse the position of trust he held in respect of the girls he was coaching.





	3. The complaints have a degree of similarity; and 
	4. There were allegations from two other girls of sexualised behaviour, with the second complaint referring to behaviour in 1999.
	1077

	The Tribunal identified the following potential risk factors:
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 

	The alleged offending occurred over a period of years and was not an isolated incident; they involved a number of complainants.

	2. 
	2. 
	2. 

	Not all allegations of improper behaviour became the subject of criminal charges.

	3. 
	3. 
	3. 

	The applicant was in a position of trust in relation to those whom he coached.

	4. 
	4. 
	4. 

	Apart from inappropriate touching he regularly engaged in crude sexually slanted conversations with a number of young women.

	5. 
	5. 
	5. 

	Because of his high profile and the esteem in which he was held in the coaching field, the complainants were of the view that any complaint they made was likely to be disbelieved.
	 


	6. 
	6. 
	6. 

	The applicant’s behaviour caused harm to the complainants, including ongoing psychological difficulties extending into their adulthood. However, the applicant has not demonstrated any awareness, other than in a very limited manner, … of the effect of his behaviour on the complainants.

	7. 
	7. 
	7. 

	Despite the charges being laid and the aftermath that ensued, the applicant has not demonstrated that he has engaged in any protective strategies ie chaperoning, a change of practice when coaching/interacting with young people.
	1078



	The Tribunal was only able to identify two protective factors:
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 

	Various referees had a strong belief that Mr Volkers did not commit the offences with which he was charged, although it is unclear the extent of their knowledge about the charges or allegations.

	2. 
	2. 
	2. 

	The charges relate to events which allegedly occurred many years ago and since 1999 there has not been any allegation or hint that he has engaged in inappropriate conduct with young people.
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	The Tribunal concluded that ‘the protective factors do not outweigh the potential risk factors. In fact, they are grossly disproportionate’. The Tribunal also concluded:
	1080

	When viewed in totality, and upon a close analysis of the evidence, the Tribunal is satisfied the applicant conducted himself inappropriately and not protectively with young women to whom he had a significant responsibility in his position of trust. Consequently, it is satisfied that the applicant poses an unacceptable risk to children.
	1081

	Response to the Tribunal’s decision
	Mr King, Executive Director of the Academy, gave evidence that he did not read the Tribunal’s reasons at the time, but he has read them recently. When questioned during the public hearing, he agreed that what he read caused him to feel concerned. He wishes he had known more information at the time. Mr King told the Royal Commission that, had he known all of the information at the time, ‘I think it would have influenced me in the future or at that particular time’ in relation to his decision to keep Mr Volke
	1082
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	1084

	Mr Hasemann, CEO of Swimming Queensland, read the Tribunal’s decision at the time. He was concerned by the allegations set out in it and that the Tribunal found the allegations to be credible. He was also concerned by the pretext conversations set out in the decision, in which Mr Volkers had admitted to certain inappropriate conduct, including having his hand high up a female swimmer’s leg, in the groin area. 
	1085
	 
	1086

	Mr Hasemann’s evidence was that, after consulting with the lawyers and reviewing the risk management strategies in place, he confirmed in his mind that the risk management strategies were robust enough to protect children. 
	1087

	Mr Hasemann advised the Board of Swimming Queensland of the Tribunal’s decision. He told the Board that Mr Volkers’ duties in his employment related solely to the development and mentoring of adult coaches and that Swimming Queensland’s lawyers had advised that Mr Volkers did not require a blue card in those circumstances. Swimming Queensland did not inform parents or swimmers of its decision.
	1088
	1089

	The allegations set out in the Tribunal’s decision caused Mr Hasemann to reflect on whether Mr Volkers should be included in Swimming Queensland’s Hall of Fame and his suitability to be employed by the organisation. He believes now that he should have asked Mr Volkers to show cause why he should remain employed with Swimming Queensland at that time. Mr Hasemann did not accept that his decision to continue to employ Mr Volkers as a mentor coach was wrong having regard to the risk measures that were in place 
	1090
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	Mr Hasemann accepted that in Swimming Queensland’s annual report in 2011–12 he held Mr Volkers out to the world as a good coach. He now accepts this was wrong. He accepts that Mr Volkers should not be included in Swimming Queensland’s annual report as a life member or in its Hall of Fame and that he will take this matter to the Board. 
	1093
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	2.14 Further interaction between the CCYPCG and Swimming    Queensland in 2010
	CCYPCG raises concerns with Swimming Queensland
	On 6 July 2010, the Commissioner of the CCYPCG wrote to Swimming Queensland advising that it had received two separate anonymous complaints about Mr Volkers that alleged his continued involvement with and coaching of children. 
	1097

	The first complainant alleged that Swimming Queensland had allowed Mr Volkers to be the Head Coach for a trip to China and that Mr Volkers continued to coach at the Sleeman Aquatic Centre, providing regular assistance and coaching to swimmers. 
	1098

	The second complainant alleged that they had recently received a newsletter from Swimming Queensland showing a photograph of Mr Volkers together with eight other male coaches on the China trip and that the trip included predominantly females aged 14 to 17 years. 
	1099

	Ms Miller from the CCYPCG gave evidence to the Royal Commission that until then, the information that Swimming Australia had provided to the CCYPCG was that Mr Volkers’ contact with children was incidental and in presence of adults. 
	1100

	The Commissioner asked Swimming Queensland to clarify Mr Volkers’ employment activities and to provide its strategies to mitigate risks to children and young people more generally within the swimming environment. In particular, the Commissioner warned:
	if Mr Volkers has been or continues to engage in regulated child-related employment activities under the Commission’s legislation, both he and his employer (SQ) can be held liable for prosecution action.
	1101

	This correspondence was the first in a series of communications and meetings between CCYPCG and Swimming Queensland about Mr Volkers’ role with Swimming Queensland, his level of contact with children and, more generally, the risk management plans and other strategies that Swimming Australia had implemented to ensure its compliance with the Children and Young People Act. 
	1102

	Swimming Queensland seeks advice from the CCYPCG
	In September 2010, Swimming Queensland sought advice from the CCYPCG about whether certain activities that Mr Volkers undertook – as a negative notice holder – would be considered to fall within the scope of ‘regulated employment’ under the Children and Young People Act. Swimming Queensland advised the CCYPCG that Mr Volkers’ employment activities fell within three categories: 
	1103

	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 

	Program visits (Mentor Coach program) – these required Mr Volkers to be poolside to assist and mentor coaches who were coaching child swimmers. Mr Volkers provided advice to the coach about the child’s technique, which the coach then conveyed to the child. 

	2. 
	2. 
	2. 

	Development Coach workshops – these required Mr Volkers to conduct and facilitate coach briefings/training sessions away from the pool deck. This was not in the presence of swimmers and all attendees were coaches.

	3. 
	3. 
	3. 

	Overseas visits – these required Mr Volkers to attend overseas trips, swimming meets, competitions and camps to assist in mentoring coaches in the training of child swimmers in a similar manner to the mentor coach program.
	1104



	On 14 September 2010, the Commissioner of the CCYPCG advised that, in CCYPCG’s view, the program visits and overseas visits constituted regulated employment and could not be undertaken by a negative notice holder. The Commissioner advised that, in order for those activities not to be considered regulated employment, Mr Volkers would need to observe the coaches’ training of the child swimmers from a reasonable distance (for example, by video or from a location away from the pool deck) and debrief the coaches
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	Ms Miller gave evidence that, although from time to time the CCYPCG may have received inquiries about what a person can do if issued a negative notice, the case of Mr Volkers was quite rare. She said:
	In the large majority of people that we issue negative notices for are people removed from child-related employment. Where they do stay within the employ of the organisation, they are often placed in employment outside of that child-related environment. This was an environment where that was what they were intending to do, but as it turned out didn’t quite – you know, there were some activities that, as it turned out, he was having an engagement with children.
	1108

	Ms Miller agreed that ‘it’s obvious that people still do not have a very good understanding of what is required of them’ in relation to what is and what is not child-related employment. Ms Miller said that, in retrospect, it would have been useful if Swimming Queensland had approached the CCYPCG to discuss the role before Mr Volkers started. She was concerned that Swimming Queensland was intent on keeping Mr Volkers in the position but said it did not change the way the CCYPCG dealt with the organisation.
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	Swimming Queensland interprets and implements the advice
	Mr Hasemann understood the CCYPCG’s advice to mean that, as a coach of coaches:
	[Mr Volkers would,] in his role, nevertheless come into contact with children, therefore we needed to amend his functions, but they didn’t say that we couldn’t employ … him without a blue card. So the advice from the commission didn’t say we couldn’t employ him without a blue card. They actually said that we needed to shift the parameters.
	1112

	Mr Hasemann told the Royal Commission that ‘it’s impossible to go through life without contact with children, so it’s the nature of the contact [that is relevant]’. The frequency and circumstances of contact were relevant, he said. He also said that, if Mr Volkers’ contact with children at the pool was in the presence of a coach and he was not on the pool deck but observing from the grandstand, his employment was appropriate.
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	Before Swimming Queensland received the CCYPCG’s advice, Mr Volkers had been on a number of overnight trips with athletes. Mr Hasemann accepted that overnight trips increased risk of sexual abuse for children, but he does not think it was unwise to permit Mr Volkers to accompany young swimmers on overnight trips. He said that Swimming Queensland had put in place sufficient risk management strategies – namely, team management supervision and the Safe Trips Away Policy. The risk management strategies put in p
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	On 27 September 2010, Mr Hasemann wrote to Mr Volkers and informed him that the CCYPCG had advised that some of the activities Mr Volkers was undertaking as part of his role were within the scope of the Children and Young People Act. Mr Hasemann wrote that these activities would need to be reviewed to avoid a potential breach of the Children and Young People Act by both Swimming Queensland and Mr Volkers. The letter concluded: 
	I look forward to continuing to work with you in the role of Mentor Coach and to us taking every precaution to ensure that we comply fully with the Commission’s advice at all times. This will include you documenting all activities you propose to undertake and obtaining my written approval before proceeding.
	1122

	Mr Volkers continued to work in the role of mentor coach but did not go on any further overseas trips. 
	 
	1123

	The CCYPCG did not have any ongoing role with Swimming Queensland about whether or not they were complying with the advice. Ms Miller said that the CCYPCG was satisfied that Swimming Queensland clearly understood the confines of what they were required to do.
	1124

	The Public Safety Business Agency, which now administers the blue card system, has a small compliance team able to audit organisations, including a police officer to undertake surveillance. Ms Miller told the Royal Commission:
	1125

	Now, we’d probably go off and look at the situation and make sure that there is a bit of surveillance to make sure that those things they promised to put in place are continuing to be in place, and, if they’re not, then certainly take appropriate action to refer that to police. 
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	Parameters of the advice
	Counsel Assisting submitted that it was artificial of Swimming Queensland and the CCYPCG to try to tweak Mr Volkers’ role so that he could continue to perform it in circumstances where the CCYPCG and the Tribunal had determined that he was an inappropriate person to work with children.  
	1127

	Ms Miller submitted that any suggestion that the CCYPCG was complicit with Swimming Queensland to achieve this purpose is not supported on the evidence. We accept this and do not understand Counsel Assisting to be suggesting any complicity between the two organisations. Ms Miller submits that, while it is correct that the letter from the CCYPCG to Swimming Queensland of 14 September 2010 did not say that it could not employ Mr Volkers without a blue card, it cannot be inferred from this that the CCYPCG supp
	1128
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	The CCYPCG’s letter went beyond advising Swimming Queensland that Mr Volkers’ program visits and overseas visits constituted regulated employment and could not be undertaken by a negative notice holder. It went on to describe circumstances in which Mr Volkers could continue to undertake mentor visits without breaching the legislation. In our view, it was reasonable of Mr Hasemann and Swimming Queensland to interpret the letter of 14 September 2010 as advising them that Mr Volkers’ existing role could be tai
	We accept that the CCYPCG was acting in good faith in providing this advice. However, in our view, it is artificial to alter the parameters of a role that involves working with children in this way. In our view, a person who is considered inappropriate to work with children should not be working with children at all – we find little comfort in the notion that a person who is inappropriate to work with children can safely perform their role by watching and analysing videos of children wearing swimming suits.
	Swimming Queensland submitted that the conduct of Swimming Queensland and Mr Hasemann did not involve any ‘artificiality’ or ‘inappropriate’ or cynical ‘tweaking’. We accept that Swimming Queensland and Mr Hasemann, in seeking to tailor Mr Volkers’ role, were not acting in cynically or in bad faith. We accept that Mr Hasemann genuinely believed that he was acting within the confines of the CCYPCG’s advice. However, we find that it was nevertheless artificial of Swimming Queensland to try to tailor the role 
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	2.15 Mr Volkers leaves Swimming Queensland
	The Swimming Queensland 2011–12 annual report lists Mr Volkers as a life member and a member of the Hall of Fame.
	1131

	The annual report states:
	Towards the end of the year [Mr Volkers] accepted an offer to coach in Brazil as the country prepares to host the 2016 Olympic Games. Mr Volkers’ contribution to coach development during the relatively short time he worked for [Swimming Queensland] was invaluable and greatly appreciated by the participants concerned. He is indeed a masterful coach. 
	1132

	Mr Volkers stopped working with Swimming Queensland in early 2012. The decision to leave Swimming Queensland was made by Mr Volkers. Mr Volkers still coaches swimmers in Brazil.
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	Mr Mark Anderson, the current CEO of Swimming Australia, told the Royal Commission that he was unsure whether Mr Volkers received any support from Swimming Australia or any other Australian organisation during the process of obtaining a coaching role in Brazil.
	1135

	Mr Hasemann told the Royal Commission that he would ask the Board of Swimming Queensland to reconsider Mr Volkers’ life membership and Hall of Fame membership. Mr Hasemann also said that, on reflection, the positive terms used to describe Mr Volkers in the 2011–12 annual report were not appropriate.
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	Swimming Queensland has not attempted to contact anyone in Brazil, but Mr Hasemann accepts that Swimming Queensland should take further action through Swimming Australia to contact Brazil. Swimming Australia’s CEO, Mr Anderson, said that they have informed Brazil that they will not accredit Mr Volkers to coach on behalf of Brazil in Australia but accepted that Swimming Australia should inform Brazil of the allegations.
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	2.16  Policies
	The Academy
	The Academy did not at the relevant time, and still does not, have policies in place that are specific to the Academy. Rather, it adopts the policies of whatever department it is being administered by from time to time. The current suite of policies that cover the Academy’s activities are those of the Department of National Parks, Recreation, Sport and Racing. 
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	Mr King accepted that the Academy is a different environment to parks or racing. He accepted that coaches employed by the Academy work directly with athletes and spend long periods of time with athletes and that those circumstances increase the risk of child sexual abuse. He accepted that the Academy does not have a policy that deals with inappropriate behaviour by coaches towards athletes sponsored by the Academy. He accepted that the Academy does not have any policy that deals with complaints by athletes 
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	In May 2009, the Academy introduced an operational framework to deal with ‘at risk’ athletes. This framework defined ‘at risk’ behaviour to be dysfunctional behaviours that may jeopardise an athlete’s welfare. They included ‘indication of physical, psychological and sexual abuse’. Under the policy, the Academy’s coaching staff, the Academy’s support staff, external consultants, the athletes’ families and other athletes are jointly responsible for identifying athletes who were at risk. If an athlete is ident
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	When asked how an athlete sponsored by the Academy would go about making a complaint of sexual harassment, he said would ‘suspect’ that there would be an avenue for them to go through and that they would tell their coach or, if it came to his attention, he would tell Human Resources. Mr King accepted that coaches at the Academy on occasions travel domestically or overseas with athletes and that there is a greater opportunity for child sexual abuse on an overnight trip. Mr King accepted that the Academy does
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	Mr King subsequently submitted that the Department of National Parks, Recreation, Sport and Racing is currently developing a Child Protection Procedures Manual in consultation with the Academy and the Public Safety Business Agency (the agency now responsible for issuing blue cards). He submitted that the manual will provide practical guidance on the standard of behaviour that the coaches and adults involved with the Academy are expected to comply with. It will also outline an athlete complaints framework an
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	Swimming Australia
	In response to the roll-out of the Member Protection Policy in 2002, Mr Tasker stated that Swimming Australia received many questions from ‘people at state level and from swimming clubs about how to apply the policy in the case of children’. Swimming Australia decided to create a separate policy for children ‘to better deal with those issues’.
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	In 2006, Swimming Australia adopted a Child Welfare Policy and published a document called ‘Child Welfare Policy – General Information and Procedures’, to be used ‘in order to ensure the principles of Natural Justice are followed in all aspects of handling or conducting complaints, allegations, investigations, tribunals and disciplinary measures’. 
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	The Child Welfare Policy was implemented ‘to allow a safe environment for all members’ where the ‘child’s welfare is the first and foremost consideration, and all the children have the right to be protected from abuse’. The Child Welfare Policy sets out the best practice procedures for those in contact with children. These include:
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 

	Being aware of and be quick to act on any games that are physically rough or sexually provocative or that involve inappropriate language or contact.

	b. 
	b. 
	b. 

	Get the consent of a child before making physical contact with them and let the child know what you are doing and why.

	c. 
	c. 
	c. 

	Ensuring children are not invited to a coach’s house unless accompanied by that child’s parent or guardian, or with the consent of a parent or legal guardian. 
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	Under the Child Welfare Policy, any person working with children under the age of 18 is required to undergo a Working with Children Check or sign a Child Welfare declaration if there is no Working with Children Check in their state (currently only Tasmania). The declaration covers criminal convictions and charges as well as disciplinary proceedings or other matters that Swimming Australia may consider to constitute a risk to its members, employees, volunteers, athletes or reputation. 
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	1156

	The Child Welfare Policy – General Information and Procedures relevantly sets out the steps that should be taken where an allegation of child sexual abuse has been received. Mr Anderson explained the steps in his evidence to the Royal Commission:
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	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 

	A person wishing to make a complaint could make it to the coaches association [Australian Swimming Coaches and Teachers Association], state association or directly to Swimming Australia. 
	1158


	2. 
	2. 
	2. 

	Any person who receives a complaint must take the complaint to a Member Protection officer. The Member Protection Officer must inform the president of the club or the CEO of the state swimming association, who informs the CEO of Swimming Australia.
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	3. 
	3. 
	3. 

	The initial complaint does not need to be in writing but Swimming Australia will ultimately need to put it in writing. 
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	4. 
	4. 
	4. 

	The organisation cannot assist to resolve the complaint if the complainant wishes to remain anonymous.
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	Step 4 of the Child Welfare Policy relevantly sets out the internal action to be taken where other external investigations may be in progress:
	For allegations of a serious or criminal nature (for example, sexual abuse) up to three different investigations could be undertaken to examine allegations that are made against a person to whom this policy applies, including:
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 

	a criminal investigation (conducted by the police);

	b. 
	b. 
	b. 

	a child protection investigation (conducted by the relevant child protection agency); and/or

	c. 
	c. 
	c. 

	a disciplinary or misconduct inquiry/investigation the Involved Organisation.


	Regardless of the findings of the police and/or child protection agency investigations, the Involved Organisation should carry out its own internal investigation in accordance with this policy’s procedures but may hold over its investigation pending the finalisation of the other investigations.
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	Originally the Child Welfare Policy did not apply to complaints made before the Member Protection Policy commenced in 2002. The current Child Welfare Policy does not include this limit and the current CEO, Mr Anderson, said that Swimming Australia has a responsibility to investigate all complaints.
	 
	1163

	The Child Welfare Policy was also amended in January 2014 to include a position statement on taking photos of children. In addition to not allowing camera phones, videos and cameras in changerooms, showers and toilets, where permission is granted to take a photo of a child: 
	[W]e will not name or identify the Child or publish personal information, such as residential address, email address or telephone number, without the consent of the parent/guardian. We will not provide information about a Child’s hobbies, interests, school or the like, as this can be used by paedophiles or other persons to ‘groom’ a Child.
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	This is the only reference to ‘grooming’ or ‘paedophiles’ in the Child Welfare Policy.
	Swimming Australia also publishes a Parent Handbook. The Parent Handbook refers to the Member Protection Policy and the Child Welfare Policy. It also refers parents to a free online member and child welfare course. It has offered the course since about 2003, but Swimming Australia does not keep records of how many people have completed it.
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	Swimming Australia has also created a Code of Conduct, which sets out general obligations for everyone in swimming and specific obligations for coaches, swimmers and so on.  The Code of Conduct is in part an attempt to communicate the policies more effectively and practically to children and with parents. The general Code of Conduct requires everyone to report immediately any breaches of the Swimming Australia Member Welfare and Child Welfare Policies to the appropriate authority. It also says that no-one c
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	Mr Anderson also gave evidence that it is no longer appropriate for a coach to massage an athlete. Swimming Australia has accredited massage therapists. Massage occurs in open environment. 
	1172

	Since 2012, Swimming Australia has employed an independent integrity officer to travel with its national team. Mr Anderson gave evidence that: 
	[I]f there are any issues that an athlete would have about any member of staff, which includes coaches, but support staff as well, the integrity officer is there as an external person that that athlete can go to. They would handle any claim confidentially, appropriately, and certainly would include matters such as this Royal Commission hearing.
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	As a result of this Royal Commission, Swimming Australia has begun working with Child Wise and the Australian Sports Commission to audit its child protection processes and develop better processes. Funding for child protection staff is a key issue. 
	1174
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	Swimming Australia does not have a financial redress scheme and no complainant has made a claim or been offered compensation. Swimming Australia was unsure whether its insurance would cover such claims. 
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	Now, if a person makes an allegation against a coach, Swimming Australia will first check with the Australian Swimming Coaches and Teachers Association that the coach is an accredited member of Swimming Australia. Mr Anderson gave evidence that Swimming Australia is responsible for deciding whether or not it is appropriate for someone to continue coaching pending an investigation.
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	Mr Anderson accepted that Swimming Australia should and will consider the following changes to its policies and procedures:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Keeping a record of nominated member protection information officers for each local club to ensure that local clubs are aware of the Member Protection Policy.
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	• 
	• 
	• 

	Putting up signs or posters about its rules or policies in clubhouses.
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	• 
	• 
	• 

	Holding meetings about behaviour in clubs. 
	1182


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Making policy documents more accessible.
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	• 
	• 
	• 

	Ensuring that parents know that children should never be at a coach’s house without another adult present. 
	1184


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Working with Child Wise to develop material to be included in Child Welfare Policy and published to parents about grooming behaviours, particularly with respect to social media.
	1185
	 
	1186


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Amending the Parent Handbook to cover ‘trusted persons’ and how parents might reinforce the message for the child in terms of problems that might arise.
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	• 
	• 
	• 

	Keeping records of how many people complete the child welfare online course.
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	• 
	• 
	• 

	Adapting its policies to recognise the difficulties children have in making a complaint, including how to address complaints if a complainant wishes to remain anonymous.
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	• 
	• 
	• 

	Amending step 2 of its Child Welfare Policy (which states that it is not necessary for the person who reports the child abuse to know for sure if the child abuse is happening).
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	• 
	• 
	• 

	Amending step 4 of its Child Welfare Policy to confirm that an organisation should not undertake an internal investigation until any police investigation is complete. 
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	• 
	• 
	• 

	Seeking input from victims in developing child protection policies through Child Wise review.
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	• 
	• 
	• 

	Considering how to address historical complaints, including what support to provide to those people.
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	3.1 Introduction
	Mr Terrence Buck was an Olympic swimming coach who trained at Clovelly Surf Life Saving Club (Clovelly Surf Club) as a teenager during the 1950s and 1960s. 
	1194

	During the period 1956 to 1968, while training at Clovelly Surf Club, AEA was subject to, and witnessed, a number of sexual assaults by Mr Buck, including abuse of his brothers. While the abuse eventually stopped, Mr Buck continued to express interest in maintaining sexual relations with AEA.
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	Mr Buck went on to coach AEA for the Olympic Games between 1968 and 1973. Mr Buck and AEA later entered into a partnership to lease a swim school, which AEA eventually purchased from Mr Buck in 2002. Mr Buck died in 2005.
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	In 2000, a complaint was made to NSW Police on behalf of AEA and his brother. Police established a taskforce – Strike Force Solano – to investigate the allegations against Mr Buck, which concluded approximately five weeks later due to:
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	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 

	the age of the evidence

	2. 
	2. 
	2. 

	inconsistencies in the evidence

	3. 
	3. 
	3. 

	the failure of other victims to come forward.


	Swimming Australia first became aware of allegations against Mr Buck in December 2009, when contacted by a journalist from The Daily Telegraph about Strike Force Solano. Swimming Australia responded by launching an investigation of allegations against Mr Buck and also called for victims of child sexual abuse within the swimming community to come forward.
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	This case study shows the steps taken to address allegations of child sexual abuse once they were brought to the attention of Swimming Australia.
	3.2 Sexual abuse of AEA
	From about 1960 to 1965, AEA was sexually abused by Mr Buck. AEA and Mr Buck were both at the time members of a swimming squad at the Clovelly Surf Club, coached by Mr Tom Caddy. At this time, AEA was aged between 11 and 17 years old and Mr Buck was aged between 16 and 22 years old.
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	Mr Buck first sexually abused AEA after a swimming session in the winter of 1960. Mr Buck masturbated in front of AEA and then took AEA’s hand and placed it on his testicles, placing his own hand inside the front of AEA’s swimming costume and fondling him. He then ejaculated on AEA’s back and on top of his swimming costume. 
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	The sexual abuse happened quite regularly during this winter period. During this time, AEA also witnessed Mr Buck sexually abusing other boys at the Clovelly Surf Club. 
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	In 1962, Mr Buck left the swimming squad at Clovelly Surf Club and commenced training underMr Don Talbot at a pool in south-west Sydney. Even after leaving the Clovelly Surf Club, Mr Buck continued to visit AEA, befriending his mother and father and taking him and his brothers to surf carnivals. 
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	Mr Buck was also very interested in AEA’s younger brothers, who were two and a half years and five years younger than him. Mr Buck would come to AEA’s house when his parents were not home and abuse AEA and his brothers.
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	The abuse escalated during the summer of 1962–1963, when Mr Buck attempted to have anal intercourse with AEA at Mr Buck’s home after offering AEA a lift home after squad training. 
	1213

	The abuse stopped when AEA was about 17 years old. By this age, AEA had his car licence and could drive himself to and from the Clovelly Surf Club and pool. Even though the sexual abuse stopped, Mr Buck continued to make suggestions to AEA for a number of years, wanting to continue the sexual intimacy between the two of them. 
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	Mr Buck later became AEA’s swimming coach for the Olympic Games between 1968 and 1973. During this time, AEA’s interaction with Mr Buck was limited to his dealings with him in his role as coach. After 1968, AEA had little contact with Mr Buck, except for his interactions with Mr Buck in his role as AEA’s swimming coach.
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	In 1997, AEA acquired the lease on the Sans Souci Pool in Sydney. In 1998, AEA and Mr Buck had a conversation about Mr Buck’s lease on the Hefron Pool and that it was possible that Mr Buck could lose the lease. Mr Buck approached AEA about forming a partnership and leasing a swim school. The arrangement involved Mr Buck providing AEA with a line of credit to enable AEA to lease the swim school from him, with the aim of eventually buying it over a period of time. AEA purchased the swim school from Mr Buck in
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	AEA did not disclose the abuse to anyone at the time. AEA did not feel he could report the abuse to anyone at the Clovelly Surf Club or his family given Mr Buck’s status as an Olympian and Australian sporting icon. AEA was also ashamed and concerned about the repercussions of reporting. As a swimming coach himself, AEA was concerned that ‘any publicity about child sexual abuse would seem sinister’ and could affect his livelihood.
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	3.3 Police investigation
	On 27 October 2000, NSW Police received a complaint from a former swimmer about Mr Buck sexually abusing AEA and AEA’s brother.
	1228

	Strike Force Solano was established to investigate the allegations against Mr Buck. The investigation went for around five weeks, with 41 people identified as either victims or witnesses. NSW Police detectives spoke to 29 of these 41 identified victims or witnesses. AEA provided a detailed statement to police as part of the investigation, recalling 13 specific occasions where he was sexually assaulted by Mr Buck.
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	About one month later, the police investigation concluded with no charges laid against Mr Buck. It was considered there was insufficient evidence to charge Mr Buck because of the age of the evidence, inconsistencies in the evidence and the failure of other victims to come forward. 
	1232

	AEA was contacted by Detective Sergeant Peter Yeomans from NSW Police and advised that Mr Buck would not be charged and prosecuted. AEA was told that many of the witnesses, to a point, did not disagree with him, but they did not want to come forward or make a statement. Other witnesses that AEA had mentioned in his police statement were deceased. The issue about the age of the evidence was not explained to AEA. 
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	3.4 Media interest in allegations of child sexual abuse 
	In December 2009, The Daily Telegraph published an article on Mr Buck and allegations of child sexual abuse within the swimming community. AEA was referred to (but not named) in the article. The article stated:
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	A three-month investigation by The Daily Telegraph has uncovered claims of sexual assaults by former Australian swim team coach and manager Terry Buck …
	NSW Police secretly formed Strike Force Solano at the end of the Sydney Olympic Games after being handed a list of 29 alleged victims and witnesses, including four Olympic swimmers. But the investigation was abandoned … with little explanation despite the willingness of the swimmer, his younger brother and a third man to testify.
	1237

	The CEO of Swimming Australia at the time, Mr Kevin Neil, was quoted in the article as saying that the Board of Swimming Australia was surprised and unaware of any previous police investigation before being contacted by The Daily Telegraph. 
	1238

	In response to the allegations raised in the newspaper article, Mr Neil sought and received legal advice quickly. The legal advice recommended that an investigation of the allegations be conducted in addition to a broader investigation of allegations of sexual abuse within the wider swimming community. It was also recommended that: 
	1239

	the investigation … include a broader call for complaints to be raised with Swimming Australia where there is sexual abuse or misconduct with such a call being done in one or two ways
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 

	if the allegations are made public, in a press release made by Swimming Australia;

	b. 
	b. 
	b. 

	irrespective of whether the allegations are made public, through swim clubs and as a general reminder of the existence of the member protection Policy and the Child Welfare Policy and Swimming Australia’s willingness to action the policies. 
	1240



	The advice also recommended that Swimming Australia offer to arrange counselling for individuals who came forward. 
	1241

	On 6 December 2009, the Board of Swimming Australia agreed that the legal advice ‘should be implemented’ and to refer the allegations back to the police investigation unit ‘for further consideration’. 
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	At this meeting, the Board of Swimming Australia also discussed allegations against another employee. Mr Neil noted that the allegations were unfounded and that Swimming Australia had not received an official complaint from anyone. Mr Neil also advised that he had met with the employee and informed him that he was ‘under no obligation to respond and should seek his own legal advice’. Swimming Australia offered to help the employee with legal advice and counselling if required. 
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	The Board discussed and agreed that the two matters should be treated separately and that the current employee should be ‘stood down from his position as an employee of [Swimming Australia] with full entitlements until such investigations be completed’. 
	1247

	The Board agreed to refer the other matter concerning the criminal allegation to police (in relation to Mr Buck) and to deal with the allegation of improper conduct by appointing an independent person to conduct an investigation on behalf of Swimming Australia.
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	3.5 Swimming Australia’s public call for victims of child sexual abuse
	On 7 December 2009, Mr Neil read a pre-prepared statement to media, which was later issued by Swimming Australia, stating that ‘Swimming Australia takes any allegation or incident seriously and we are appalled at the nature of these allegations’. The media release did not use Mr Buck’s name specifically, but his name was being used by the media at the time. 
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	In response to questions from a journalist, Mr Neil confirmed that any person was welcome to come forward in regard to allegations, that Swimming Australia would cooperate with police should the matter be reopened and that Swimming Australia would not be involved in a cover-up of any allegation.
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	Complaints received
	As a result of that public call, eight complaints were received. Four of them concerned child sexual abuse. Swimming Australia handled the complaints in collaboration with its solicitors and a barrister was appointed to undertake the wider investigation.
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	Complainants who came forward were required to put their complaints in writing. If the complaint was criminal in nature, Swimming Australia would advise the complainant to report to police or to authorise Swimming Australia to report to police on their behalf. Swimming Australia would also encourage the complainant to seek legal advice. 
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	Where Swimming Australia determined that a complaint involved child sexual abuse or came within the Member Welfare Policy, the matter was referred to Swimming Australia’s solicitors. 
	1259

	Swimming Australia’s solicitors provided a monthly report of allegations. Mr Anderson was questioned during the public hearing on a report that set out six allegations made as at 14 May 2010, of which four related to allegations of child sexual abuse. The allegations and action taken are set out in the table below.
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	Complaint
	Complaint
	Complaint
	Complaint
	Complaint

	Nature of complaint
	Nature of complaint

	Action taken
	Action taken


	Complaint 1
	Complaint 1
	Complaint 1

	Complaint predated public call.
	Complaint predated public call.
	1262


	No evidence was heard in relation to this complaint. 
	No evidence was heard in relation to this complaint. 


	Complaint 2
	Complaint 2
	Complaint 2

	Concerned conduct in the 1980s by a former coach and former member of Swimming Australia. The complaint was made through the media.
	Concerned conduct in the 1980s by a former coach and former member of Swimming Australia. The complaint was made through the media.
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	Swimming Australia issued a press release to encourage the complainant to come forward to Swimming Australia and to the police. 
	Swimming Australia issued a press release to encourage the complainant to come forward to Swimming Australia and to the police. 
	1264

	After the complainant contacted Swimming Australia by email, Swimming Australia’s solicitors obtained further details from him about his complaint and provided a report to the CEO. The solicitors also asked that he provide a document that could be forwarded to police, but the complainant chose not to progress the matter further. 
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	The matter could not be progressed further internally because the coach was no longer a member of Swimming Australia. 
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	Complaint
	Complaint
	Complaint

	Nature of complaint
	Nature of complaint

	Action taken
	Action taken


	Complaint 3
	Complaint 3
	Complaint 3

	Concerned abuse by coaches in the 1960s. The complaint was made by email.
	Concerned abuse by coaches in the 1960s. The complaint was made by email.
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	Swimming Australia’s solicitors sought further information from the complainant and made a report to the CEO. The solicitors asked the complainant to provide a written record, which was forwarded to police with her consent. The complainant chose not to progress the complaint with the police. 
	Swimming Australia’s solicitors sought further information from the complainant and made a report to the CEO. The solicitors asked the complainant to provide a written record, which was forwarded to police with her consent. The complainant chose not to progress the complaint with the police. 
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	Swimming Australia also provided her statement, with consent, to the Australian Swimming Coaches and Teachers Association ‘so that they could be made aware of the sort of abuse that can happen in a swimming coaching environment, to assist them in better teaching coaches and swimming teachers’. 
	 
	1272

	Swimming Australia also offered the complainant counselling and support at the time; however, the complainant did not feel she needed it at the time. 
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	Complaint 4
	Complaint 4
	Complaint 4

	Concerned bullying between coaches.
	Concerned bullying between coaches.

	This complaint was dealt with separately.
	This complaint was dealt with separately.
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	Complaint 5
	Complaint 5
	Complaint 5

	Concerned abuse in the 1960s corroborating AEA’s complaint about Mr Buck. The complainant telephoned the CEO of Swimming Australia directly and the CEO referred the matter to Swimming Australia’s solicitors.
	Concerned abuse in the 1960s corroborating AEA’s complaint about Mr Buck. The complainant telephoned the CEO of Swimming Australia directly and the CEO referred the matter to Swimming Australia’s solicitors.
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	The complainant did not wish to make a written statement but, with his permission, the solicitors forwarded to the police a file note of their conversation with him. 
	The complainant did not wish to make a written statement but, with his permission, the solicitors forwarded to the police a file note of their conversation with him. 
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	Mr Anderson did not know whether Mr Buck was an accredited coach with Swimming Australia at the time of the alleged abuse.
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	Complaint 6
	Complaint 6
	Complaint 6

	Concerned abuse by a former coach and former Swimming Australia member in 1978.
	Concerned abuse by a former coach and former Swimming Australia member in 1978.
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	Swimming Australia obtained a written statement and forwarded it to police, with the consent of the complainant.
	Swimming Australia obtained a written statement and forwarded it to police, with the consent of the complainant.
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	Consequences of public call

	No complaints were received about current serving coaches or members of Swimming Australia at the time of the public call. After no further complaints had been made for a number of months, Swimming Australia’s solicitors proposed to close their files but would reopen them if any of the matters reactivated; if police investigations were finalised and the complainant sought further investigation by Swimming Australia; or if a new allegation was received. Swimming Australia received no further complaints in re
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	A final report documenting what happened in respect of each complaint was not prepared; however, Mr Anderson gave evidence that he understood from his discussions with Swimming Australia’s solicitors that all of the cases had been ‘handled appropriately’ and there were ‘no outstanding matters’. He said there were ‘quite detailed’ file notes addressing each of the complaints. Mr Anderson was not sure what steps Swimming Australia took to follow up with the police where complaints were referred to the police,
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	Mr Anderson confirmed in his evidence in the public hearing that the recommendation from Swimming Australia’s solicitors to hold an internal inquiry into allegations against Mr Buck, and the swimming community more generally, had not been actioned.
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	None of the complainants were provided with any form of compensation and only one of the complainants who came forward was offered counselling at the time.
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	1290

	We are satisfied that Swimming Australia did not conduct an internal investigation of allegations of child sexual abuse made against Mr Buck, as required by the Child Welfare Policy. 
	 

	AEA’s awareness of public call and Swimming Australia investigation
	AEA was not aware of the public call to come forward and Swimming Australia did not inform him that they were launching an internal investigation of child sexual abuse. AEA had a conversation with Mr Stephen Foley, a former swimmer and acquaintance of AEA’s brother as well as an officer of the court in child protection, about the publicity. Mr Foley had spoken with Mr Neil at the time; however, AEA and Mr Foley did not speak about this conversation. 
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	AEA did not feel he could approach Swimming Australia at the time because he thought it might, among other things, damage his coaching career:
	I’d just lost the lease on my third pool in succession within three years, and I’ve got a wife and two daughters who swim, and I’ve found it very hard to gain employment from that time to this in my chosen vocation of swimming. Even though I’ve coached world record holders and Australian champions and State champions over the years, I have virtually been blacklisted by the swimming community at the top end.
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	3.6 Impact of sexual abuse on AEA
	AEA gave evidence that Swimming Australia has never contacted him about the abuse or offered him counselling or support. AEA felt ‘ostracised by the swimming community’ when his story was made public. 
	1295

	As a result of the abuse, the police investigation and the publicity, AEA has suffered from hypertension and he received counselling in 2001 and 2013. AEA’s coaching career has been ‘irretrievably damaged’ and he has found it difficult to secure employment in swimming. 
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	3.7 Addressing future complaints
	In addressing future complaints, Mr Anderson gave evidence that how Swimming Australia deals with matters ‘as they emerge’ is important to ensure that survivors of child sexual abuse are not deterred from making a complaint because they fear being ostracised. Mr Anderson explained that Swimming Australia is focused on the culture it wants to establish and part of that culture is ‘if there are victims that come forward or we think there are victims, to seek them out and make contact with them and support the
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	Since commencing in the role of CEO at Swimming Australia, Mr Anderson has not done anything to seek out victims. When questioned whether Swimming Australia was going to ‘proactively’ seek out victims, Mr Anderson stated that ‘it’s a difficult thing to seek out without knowing any information’; however, ‘we’ll certainly be making contact with the individuals that are known’. This included AEA. Mr Anderson stated that it was his intention to approach AEA about his complaints against Mr Buck and ‘[make] conta
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	Since the public hearing, Swimming Australia has advised the Royal Commission that it has written to the representatives of all victims, including AEA, to offer counselling.
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	4.1 Introduction
	Scone Swimming Club is a local swimming club run by volunteers in Scone, New South Wales. Mr Stephen Roser was a coach at the club from 1985 to 1986. During summer of 1985–1986, AEB was sexually abused by Mr Roser. AEB was 13 years old at the time the abuse started.
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	Mr Roser left Scone Swimming Club sometime in 1986 or 1987. Some years later, AEB reported the abuse to the police and Mr Roser was charged in July 1994. Mr Roser plead guilty and was convicted in December 1994 of indecent assault on a child under 16 years in relation to AEB and one other complainant.
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	This case study examined the response of Scone Swimming Club to Mr Roser’s conviction for child sexual abuse offences after AEB brought the conviction to the club’s attention.
	4.2 Sexual abuse of AEB
	AEB started swimming training at the Scone Memorial Pool when she was eight years old. By the 1984–1985 swimming season she had begun to win regional races. At the age of 13, AEB was the ‘fastest female breaststroker in the club and the district’, attending swimming training four days a week and racing one night a week. 
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	Mr Roser was the only coach at the pool during the 1985–1986 season. At one training session in December 1985, Mr Roser asked AEB to try a new ‘technique’ to improve her breaststroke. He instructed her to float stomach-down in the water in front of him and to wrap her thighs around his hips and ‘stroke’ with her arms without using her legs. Mr Roser was supporting AEB in the water when he moved his hands to her inner thighs and began ‘toying with the edge of her swimmers’. Mr Roser moved his fingers over th
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	Mr Roser repeated this abuse on three further occasions during training sessions in the pool as well as in the clubhouse. 
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	Following the 1985–1986 swimming season, the Scone Swimming Club awarded AEB the inaugural Stephen Roser Breaststroke Award. AEB gave evidence it made her ‘nauseous to think that … more or less 29 kids have received that trophy’, including her and another victim of Mr Roser’s. 
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	AEB did not tell anyone at the time about the abuse. AEB disclosed the abuse to a friend in 1991 after reading an article about child sexual abuse that triggered the memory of the abuse she had suffered. In late 1992, AEB told a counsellor and also disclosed the abuse to her then partner. 
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	4.3 Criminal process
	In August 1993, AEB reported the abuse to the police and made two statements. Mr Roser was charged in July 1994 and convicted in December that year after pleading guilty of indecent assault on a child under 16 years in relation to AEB and one other complainant. 
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	On the charge concerning AEB, the court sentenced Mr Roser to 200 hours of community service. On 15 December 1994, the New South Wales ODPP wrote to AEB to tell her that Mr Roser had been convicted and sentenced. 
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	AEB suffered from ‘stress and violent nightmares in the weeks’ after she made the statement to police. AEB felt that the police and ODPP had not assisted her through the investigation and prosecution. For example, AEB did not know what was involved in the police investigation or whether the police or ODPP had notified the Scone Swimming Club. Mr Cowdery QC, then New South Wales DPP, gave evidence during the public hearing that it would be ‘normal practice’ where an accused pleads guilty for the prosecutor t
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	AEB prepared a Victim Impact Statement for the purpose of the proceedings. She could not recall anyone helping her to prepare her statement and she was also not informed why only part of the statement was allowed into evidence. 
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	Mr Cowdery QC gave evidence that it would not have been the normal practice at that time for a victim to be given assistance to prepare a Victim Impact Statement; however, it was normal practice for a prosecutor to advise a victim if some parts of the statement were not admissible in court.
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	AEB did not understand the punishment imposed on Mr Roser at the time and she wished someone had explained it to her in plain English. AEB became aware from media reports that Mr Roser completed building work for a Scout group as part of his community service. 
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	Mr Cowdery QC gave evidence that prosecutors have no role in determining where an offender serves a community service order. Mr Cowdery QC agreed that ‘any sensible approach’ would require the people responsible for making decisions about community service to take into account the person’s suitability for a particular placement – for example, where they might come into contact with children.
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	4.4 Impact of sexual abuse on AEB
	As result of the abuse, AEB developed an anxiety disorder, became depressed and suicidal and developed a severe phobia, for which she received counselling in 1992. She continued to receive counselling in 1993 after she told her counsellor about the abuse. During the criminal proceedings, AEB instructed a solicitor to make an application on her behalf to the New South Wales Victims Compensation Tribunal for victim’s compensation. A psychologist report obtained on her behalf to assist with the application dia
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	Since reporting the matter to the police, AEB has been able to complete her university studies, including a Bachelor of Arts (Honours) degree, two graduate diplomas and a Master of Education.
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	In coming forward to the Royal Commission, AEB wanted to raise the issue that: 
	abuse happens not only in the big institutions but also in small institutions like the Scone Swimming Club. Victims of abuse in that setting also need significant, lifelong support. 
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	4.5 Response of Scone Swimming Club, Swimming NSW and    Swimming Australia
	Relationship between local, state and national swimming bodies
	Under the Swimming Australia Constitution, local clubs such as Scone Swimming Club are members of Swimming Australia through their affiliation with a state swimming association. To be affiliated with a state association, local swimming clubs must agree to be bound by Swimming Australia’s policies and procedures. 
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	The Scone Swimming Club is affiliated to Swimming NSW. Its Constitution provides that it must comply with the directions of Swimming NSW. By-laws or club rules made pursuant to the Scone Swimming Club Constitution must not be inconsistent with rules adopted or recognised by Swimming NSW.
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	Individual members of Scone Swimming Club pay an annual fee to register with Swimming NSW. The effect of registration is that individuals registered with Swimming NSW are considered to be members of Swimming Australia and are bound by the Constitution, by-laws and polices of Swimming Australia.
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	Swimming NSW has formally adopted Swimming Australia’s child protection policies. Mr Mark Heathcote, the current CEO of Swimming NSW, outlined in his statement to the Royal Commission that, when the Swimming NSW Board adopts a policy, notification is provided to clubs by electronic newsletter. The newsletter is sent out each month, usually within a few days of the monthly Board meeting. These policies are also posted on Swimming NSW’s website. 
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	When an individual registers as a swimmer, the local club will provide them with a swimmer kit from Swimming Australia. Swimming Australia relies on the state associations to ensure that these policies are being implemented at the club level. From September 2013, Swimming Australia has handed out 22,000 new member kits to state associations to distribute to new members.
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	Within this kit, there is a pack of information that contains, amongst other things, a parent information pack that refers to the Swimming Australia Child Welfare Policy but does not contain the policy itself. 
	1359

	AEB contacts Scone Swimming Club
	AEB contacted Scone Swimming Club by email in or around 2009 to ask whether the club still awarded the Stephen Roser Breaststroke Award. AEB gave evidence that it was ‘something that has worried’ her ‘for a long time’. She thought:
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	maybe it had just discontinued [the Stephen Roser Breaststroke Award] for some reason or that maybe the police had notified the club and it had been discontinued. I really didn’t think it would still be going, but I just wanted to make sure.
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	AEB did not recall receiving a response to her email. AEB again emailed Scone Swimming Club on 23 November 2012 and 15 January 2013 using an address from the Swimming NSW website but again did not receive a response. 
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	The current President of the Scone Swimming Club, Ms Joanne Wright, gave evidence at the public hearing that the club could not locate any record of emails from AEB. On the days AEB sent the emails in 2012 and 2013, AEB checked the Swimming NSW website for the correct contact details. AEB realised that it was possible the Scone Swimming Club did not receive her emails because the contact details from the Swimming NSW website were not current or correct.
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	AEB again obtained an email address for the Scone Swimming Club from the Swimming NSW website on 7 February 2014. This email address was not the correct contact for the Scone Swimming Club, but the recipient of the email ultimately provided AEB with an email address for Ms Katherine Meier, the then Secretary of the club, on 17 February 2014.  
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	AEB succeeded in contacting Ms Meier on 17 February 2014. AEB informed Ms Meier that Mr Roser had been convicted of child sexual abuse offences and requested that Scone Swimming Club remove Mr Roser’s name from the list of club champions, all other publications and any associated champion boards as well as from the Stephen Roser Breaststroke Award and connected trophies if they were still being awarded. 
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	Response of Scone Swimming Club to AEB’s concerns
	Ms Wright only became aware of the offences that Mr Roser had committed through AEB’s email to Ms Meier. Ms Wright has been a member of the Scone Swimming Club since about 2010 and has volunteered as the President of the club since April 2014. 
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	After contact from AEB, the Scone Swimming Club committee met on 4 March 2014 and agreed to remove Mr Roser’s name from the Stephen Roser Breaststroke Award, list of club champions in the club book and ‘all other club materials from now and in the future unanimously’.
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	Ms Wright was unaware why the Scone Swimming Club committee had previously taken no action concerning Roser’s conviction. Mr Cowdery QC gave evidence that the ODPP had no responsibility for informing the swimming club of the arrest or conviction.
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	Scone Swimming Club committee did not communicate with Swimming NSW or Swimming Australia about Mr Roser’s conviction after being notified by AEB. The club did not consider notifying former club members about the conviction. Ms Wright gave evidence that: 
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	[The committee] reacted and tried to assist as best we could [after being contacted by AEB and the Royal Commission] and I guess not having an understanding of our requirements to contact New South Wales Swimming. 
	1377

	Ms Wright stated that in future she would notify Swimming Australia through relevant channels if another victim of historical abuse comes forward to Scone Swimming Club. Ms Wright agreed that it was important that people who were members at the time Mr Roser was at the club should be advised.
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	AEB contacts Swimming Australia
	AEB contacted Swimming Australia by email on 10 February 2014 to enquire about the child welfare policies in existence in the 1980s. AEB received a telephone call from Ms Melissa Backhouse at Swimming Australia, who explained that the Child Welfare Policy was not introduced until 2002. AEB did not have any further contact with Swimming Australia.
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	Mr Anderson, the current CEO of Swimming Australia, first became aware of AEB’s complaint through the Royal Commission process. Mr Anderson confirmed that Swimming Australia was not contacted by Scone Swimming Club.
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	Mr Anderson gave evidence that if another such matter occurred he would expect the swimming club or state member association (for example, Swimming NSW) to notify Swimming Australia. Mr Anderson understood that many local clubs are small and manned mainly by volunteers; however, it is Swimming Australia’s expectation that coaches in these clubs would not be volunteers but would be accredited coaches. 
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	Mr Anderson gave evidence that Swimming Australia will be approaching victims of historical abuse to offer counselling or other services. Mr Anderson said that Swimming Australia will approach AEB when the public hearing is finalised. Mr Anderson also agreed that it would ‘make good sense and provide a great insight’ if Swimming Australia sought input from victims on the development of a Child Wise Policy.
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	4.6 Policies and procedures of Scone Swimming Club
	Before 3 June 2014, the Scone Swimming Club did not have a dedicated child sexual abuse policy. Ms Wright gave evidence that the previous Scone Swimming Club committee members implemented a policy that required volunteers to fill out a Working with Children Check form. Ms Wright did not indicate a date when this policy was introduced. Ms Wright also gave evidence that no amended or adopted policies from Swimming NSW have been presented through the Scone Swimming Club committee forum.
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	Ms Wright did not recall receiving any material from Swimming Australia or Swimming NSW when she joined the Scone Swimming Club. She had not seen the Swimming Australia Parent Handbook and was not aware of the new member kit. Ms Wright said that, when she joined the club as a parent, no-one drew her attention to child protection issues, told her about any policies or gave her any information about child abuse. She did receive a club book, which she said outlined the role of the club, points of contact, comm
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	Since becoming President of the Scone Swimming Club, Ms Wright stated that there has been no regular communication between the Scone Swimming Club and Swimming Australia or Swimming NSW. She does not know who to approach in those organisations if she needs to. 
	1398

	When questioned about whether Scone Swimming Club receives any newsletters or brochures from Swimming NSW or Swimming Australia, Ms Wright replied, ‘I believe that at times there is some correspondence coming through the club secretary, but predominately we would go searching for that information ourselves’. Ms Wright was also unaware whether the Scone Swimming Club had recently received any new member kits from Swimming NSW to provide to new people joining Scone Swimming Club. 
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	Recent changes
	On 3 June 2014, as a result of the letter from AEB and inquiries from the Royal Commission, the Scone Swimming Club committee formally adopted the Swimming Australia policies and procedures about child welfare. Ms Wright gave evidence that she identified these policies from the Swimming Australia website. She did not look at the Swimming NSW website. 
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	Currently, the Scone Swimming Club does not engage a coach or offer structured training, but it does hold weekly races for child members. The Scone Swimming Club will now make available the policies and procedures to all members and will post a copy in the clubhouse during the swimming season, which recommenced in October 2014. They will also incorporate reference to child protection and complaint-handling policy into the club book. Ms Wright is aware from recent training that club is required to have membe
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	Ms Wright indicated that it would be helpful to receive training from Swimming Australia and Swimming NSW about its child protection policies and to have a contact person within those organisations. She said that, because of turnover of volunteers, this would be suitable annually and at a district level.
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	Systemic issues 
	The systemic issues that arise from this case study include:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	processes for prosecution of child sexual abuse offences in relation to ensuring justice for victims
	 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	the recording of reasons for decisions

	• 
	• 
	• 

	independence and oversight of Directors of Public Prosecution

	• 
	• 
	• 

	the operation of Working with Children Checks systems

	• 
	• 
	• 

	complaint handling.
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	Letters Patent dated 11 January 2013
	ELIZABETH THE SECOND, by the Grace of God Queen of Australia and Her other Realms and Territories, Head of the Commonwealth:
	TO
	The Honourable Justice Peter David McClellan AM,Mr Robert Atkinson,The Honourable Justice Jennifer Ann Coate,Mr Robert William Fitzgerald AM,Dr Helen Mary Milroy, andMr Andrew James Marshall Murray
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 

	GREETING
	WHEREAS all children deserve a safe and happy childhood.
	AND Australia has undertaken international obligations to take all appropriate legislative, administrative, social and educational measures to protect children from sexual abuse and other forms of abuse, including measures for the prevention, identification, reporting, referral, investigation, treatment and follow up of incidents of child abuse.
	AND all forms of child sexual abuse are a gross violation of a child’s right to this protection and a crime under Australian law and may be accompanied by other unlawful or improper treatment of children, including physical assault, exploitation, deprivation and neglect.
	AND child sexual abuse and other related unlawful or improper treatment of children have a long-term cost to individuals, the economy and society.
	AND public and private institutions, including child-care, cultural, educational, religious, sporting and other institutions, provide important services and support for children and their families that are beneficial to children’s development.
	AND it is important that claims of systemic failures by institutions in relation to allegations and incidents of child sexual abuse and any related unlawful or improper treatment of children be fully explored, and that best practice is identified so that it may be followed in the future both to protect against the occurrence of child sexual abuse and to respond appropriately when any allegations and incidents of child sexual abuse occur, including holding perpetrators to account and providing justice to vic
	AND it is important that those sexually abused as a child in an Australian institution can share their experiences to assist with healing and to inform the development of strategies and reforms that your inquiry will seek to identify.
	AND noting that, without diminishing its criminality or seriousness, your inquiry will not specifically examine the issue of child sexual abuse and related matters outside institutional contexts, but that any recommendations you make are likely to improve the response to all forms of child sexual abuse in all contexts.
	AND all Australian Governments have expressed their support for, and undertaken to cooperate with, your inquiry. 
	NOW THEREFORE We do, by these Our Letters Patent issued in Our name by Our Governor-General of the Commonwealth of Australia on the advice of the Federal Executive Council and under the Constitution of the Commonwealth of Australia, the Royal Commissions Act 1902 and every other enabling power, appoint you to be a Commission of inquiry, and require and authorise you, to inquire into institutional responses to allegations and incidents of child sexual abuse and related matters, and in particular, without lim
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 

	what institutions and governments should do to better protect children against child sexual abuse and related matters in institutional contexts in the future;

	b. 
	b. 
	b. 

	what institutions and governments should do to achieve best practice in encouraging the reporting of, and responding to reports or information about, allegations, incidents or risks of child sexual abuse and related matters in institutional contexts;

	c. 
	c. 
	c. 

	what should be done to eliminate or reduce impediments that currently exist for responding appropriately to child sexual abuse and related matters in institutional contexts, including addressing failures in, and impediments to, reporting, investigating and responding to allegations and incidents of abuse;

	d. 
	d. 
	d. 

	what institutions and governments should do to address, or alleviate the impact of, past and future child sexual abuse and related matters in institutional contexts, including, in particular, in ensuring justice for victims through the provision of redress by institutions, processes for referral for investigation and prosecution and support services.


	AND We direct you to make any recommendations arising out of your inquiry that you consider appropriate, including recommendations about any policy, legislative, administrative or structural reforms.
	 

	AND, without limiting the scope of your inquiry or the scope of any recommendations arising out of your inquiry that you may consider appropriate, We direct you, for the purposes of your inquiry and recommendations, to have regard to the following matters:
	e. 
	e. 
	e. 
	e. 

	the experience of people directly or indirectly affected by child sexual abuse and related matters in institutional contexts, and the provision of opportunities for them to share their experiences in appropriate ways while recognising that many of them will be severely traumatised or will have special support needs;

	f. 
	f. 
	f. 

	the need to focus your inquiry and recommendations on systemic issues, recognising nevertheless that you will be informed by individual cases and may need to make referrals to appropriate authorities in individual cases;

	g. 
	g. 
	g. 

	the adequacy and appropriateness of the responses by institutions, and their officials, to reports and information about allegations, incidents or risks of child sexual abuse and related matters in institutional contexts;

	h. 
	h. 
	h. 

	changes to laws, policies, practices and systems that have improved over time the ability of institutions and governments to better protect against and respond to child sexual abuse and related matters in institutional contexts.


	AND We further declare that you are not required by these Our Letters Patent to inquire, or to continue to inquire, into a particular matter to the extent that you are satisfied that the matter has been, is being, or will be, sufficiently and appropriately dealt with by another inquiry or investigation or a criminal or civil proceeding.
	AND, without limiting the scope of your inquiry or the scope of any recommendations arising out of your inquiry that you may consider appropriate, We direct you, for the purposes of your inquiry and recommendations, to consider the following matters, and We authorise you to take (or refrain from taking) any action that you consider appropriate arising out of your consideration:
	i. 
	i. 
	i. 
	i. 

	the need to establish mechanisms to facilitate the timely communication of information, or the furnishing of evidence, documents or things, in accordance with section 6P of the Royal Commissions Act 1902 or any other relevant law, including, for example, for the purpose of enabling the timely investigation and prosecution of offences;
	 


	j. 
	j. 
	j. 

	the need to establish investigation units to support your inquiry;

	k. 
	k. 
	k. 

	the need to ensure that evidence that may be received by you that identifies particular individuals as having been involved in child sexual abuse or related matters is dealt with in a way that does not prejudice current or future criminal or civil proceedings or other contemporaneous inquiries;

	l. 
	l. 
	l. 

	the need to establish appropriate arrangements in relation to current and previous inquiries, in Australia and elsewhere, for evidence and information to be shared with you in ways consistent with relevant obligations so that the work of those inquiries, including, with any necessary consents, the testimony of witnesses, can be taken into account by you in a way that avoids unnecessary duplication, improves efficiency and avoids unnecessary trauma to witnesses;

	m. 
	m. 
	m. 

	the need to ensure that institutions and other parties are given a sufficient opportunity to respond to requests and requirements for information, documents and things, including, for example, having regard to any need to obtain archived material.
	 
	 



	AND We appoint you, the Honourable Justice Peter David McClellan AM, to be the Chair of the Commission.
	 

	AND We declare that you are a relevant Commission for the purposes of sections 4 and 5 of the Royal Commissions Act 1902.
	AND We declare that you are authorised to conduct your inquiry into any matter under these Our Letters Patent in combination with any inquiry into the same matter, or a matter related to that matter, that you are directed or authorised to conduct by any Commission, or under any order or appointment, made by any of Our Governors of the States or by the Government of any of Our Territories.
	 

	AND We declare that in these Our Letters Patent:
	child means a child within the meaning of the Convention on the Rights of the Child of 20 November 1989.
	government means the Government of the Commonwealth or of a State or Territory, and includes any non-government institution that undertakes, or has undertaken, activities on behalf of a government.
	institution means any public or private body, agency, association, club, institution, organisation or other entity or group of entities of any kind (whether incorporated or unincorporated), and however described, and:
	i. 
	i. 
	i. 
	i. 

	includes, for example, an entity or group of entities (including an entity or group of entities that no longer exists) that provides, or has at any time provided, activities,  facilities, programs or services of any kind that provide the means through which  adults have contact with children, including through their families; and

	ii. 
	ii. 
	ii. 

	does not include the family.


	institutional context: child sexual abuse happens in an institutional context if, for example:
	i. 
	i. 
	i. 
	i. 

	it happens on premises of an institution, where activities of an institution take place, or in connection with the activities of an institution; or

	ii. 
	ii. 
	ii. 

	it is engaged in by an official of an institution in circumstances (including   circumstances involving settings not directly controlled by the institution) where you  consider that the institution has, or its activities have, created, facilitated, increased, or in any way contributed to, (whether by act or omission) the risk of child sexual  abuse or the circumstances or conditions giving rise to that risk; or
	 


	iii. 
	iii. 
	iii. 

	it happens in any other circumstances where you consider that an institution is, or should be treated as being, responsible for adults having contact with children.
	 



	law means a law of the Commonwealth or of a State or Territory.
	official, of an institution, includes:
	i. 
	i. 
	i. 
	i. 

	any representative (however described) of the institution or a related entity; and

	ii. 
	ii. 
	ii. 

	any member, officer, employee, associate, contractor or volunteer (however described) of the institution or a related entity; and

	iii. 
	iii. 
	iii. 

	 any person, or any member, officer, employee, associate, contractor or volunteer  (however described) of a body or other entity, who provides services to, or for, the institution or a related entity; and
	 


	iv. 
	iv. 
	iv. 

	any other person who you consider is, or should be treated as if the person were, an official of the institution.
	 



	related matters means any unlawful or improper treatment of children that is, either generally or in any particular instance, connected or associated with child sexual abuse. 
	 

	AND We:
	n. 
	n. 
	n. 
	n. 

	require you to begin your inquiry as soon as practicable, and

	o. 
	o. 
	o. 

	require you to make your inquiry as expeditiously as possible; and

	p. 
	p. 
	p. 

	require you to submit to Our Governor-General:


	i. 
	i. 
	i. 
	i. 

	first and as soon as possible, and in any event not later than 30 June 2014 (or such later date as Our Prime Minister may, by notice in the Gazette, fix on your recommendation), an initial report of the results of your inquiry, the recommendations for early consideration you may consider appropriate to make in this initial report, and your recommendation for the date, not later than 31 December 2015, to be fixed for the submission of your final report; and

	ii. 
	ii. 
	ii. 

	then and as soon as possible, and in any event not later than the date Our Prime Minister may, by notice in the Gazette, fix on your recommendation, your final report of the results of your inquiry and your recommendations; and
	 
	q. 
	q. 
	q. 
	q. 

	authorise you to submit to Our Governor-General any additional interim reports that you consider appropriate. 





	IN WITNESS, We have caused these Our Letters to be made PatentWITNESS Quentin Bryce, Governor-General of the Commonwealth of Australia.
	 

	Dated 11th January 2013Governor-GeneralBy Her Excellency’s CommandPrime Minister
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	GREETING
	WHEREAS We, by Our Letters Patent issued in Our name by Our Governor-General of the Commonwealth of Australia, appointed you to be a Commission of inquiry, required and authorised you to inquire into certain matters, and required you to submit to Our Governor-General a report of the results of your inquiry, and your recommendations, not later than 31 December 2015.
	AND it is desired to amend Our Letters Patent to require you to submit to Our Governor-General a report of the results of your inquiry, and your recommendations, not later than 15 December 2017.
	NOW THEREFORE We do, by these Our Letters Patent issued in Our name by Our Governor-General of the Commonwealth of Australia on the advice of the Federal Executive Council and under the Constitution of the Commonwealth of Australia, the Royal Commissions Act 1902 and every other enabling power, amend the Letters Patent issued to you by omitting from subparagraph (p)(i) of the Letters Patent “31 December 2015” and substituting “15 December 2017”. 
	IN WITNESS, We have caused these Our Letters to be made Patent.
	WITNESS General the Honourable Sir Peter Cosgrove AK MC (Ret’d), Governor-General of the Commonwealth of Australia. 
	Dated 13th November 2014Governor-GeneralBy Her Excellency’s CommandPrime Minister
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